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 One may be able to understand creative thinking by determining the 

knowledge that the creative thinker brings to the situation he or she is facing. 

Weisberg, 1999, p. 248 

 
 
 
 

Knowledge and Creativity 
 
 
 
      When one thinks about Ellis Paul Torrance‘s  world-acclaimed tests of 

divergent thinking, Torrance Tests of Creative  Thinking  (see Torrance, 
1962, 1974), or Guilford‘s Alternative Uses Task (1967) or Wallas and 

Kogan‘s (1965) assessment of creativity, or a recent addition, Reisman Diag-

nostic Creativity Assessment (Reisman, et al., 2012), a less talk-about under-

pinning variable in all these creativity assessment and measuring tools is 

knowledge and the ability of the examinees to apply that knowledge in a vari-

ety of measurable and assessable task situations – both familiar and unfamil-

iar task situations. 

      For individuals, however, that application of knowledge could be in the 

fields of arts, science or technology. Artists, scientists and technologists all 

require some level of knowledge—mastery and immersion, sometimes deep 

immersion—for their creativity.  In arts, evidence from studies of musicians 
and athletes (Bloom, 1985), chess masters (Chase and Simon, 1973) and com-

posers, painters and poets (Haynes, 1989) showed that skills mastery and 

skills-horning require years of preparation.  Concerning science, Weisberg 

(1999) makes the point that it is virtually impossible to do laboratory work 

without some understanding, sometimes deeper understanding, of the meth-

ods in some domains or, as evidence from Kulkarni & Simon (1988) sug-

gests, without possessing some requisite expertise in the applicable methods. 

      Also, at the individual level, we know from Teresa Amabile‘s (1997) ex-

position on the componential theory of individual creativity that a prerequisite 

for individual and small group creativity in any given domain are ‗expertise, 

creative-thinking skill, and intrinsic task motivation‘ (p. 420). Expertise and 
creative thinking skills are evidently characterised by knowledge.  

      Knowledge walks on four legs in the technology industry. The industry 

houses high-tech knowledge-driven companies and a significant feature of 

these companies is high spending on, or continuing investments in research 

and development (Ogunleye & Tankeh, 2013). For high-tech companies, 

therefore, knowledge feeds creativity which in turns feeds innovation which 

in turns feeds enterprise.  

PREFACE 
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      So, reading this book, it is obvious to me that the chain that links creativi-

ty and arts and science and technology is knowledge—and long may it be 

strengthened. On behalf of the KIE conference family, I say thank you to eve-

ryone who has contributed to this book; special thanks to Dr Fredricka Reis-

man for her sterling work in editing the book. Special thanks also to Dr James 
Kaufman, whose commentary on the chapters nicely rapped up the book.   

 

 

James Ogunleye, PhD, FRSA 

Chairman, 2016 KIE Conference   

Convenor, E. Paul Torrance International Roundtable on Creative Thinking 

Convenor, Reisman Diagnostic Creativity Assessment Special Interest Group  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

FREDRICKA REISMAN  
 

 

Chapter One constitutes both an introduction to the chapters and a call for  

care that expert knowledge resists harming learning. The Kapoor et al chap-

ter, in addition to providing a historical perspective of the dark side of crea-

tivity through an exhaustive literature review, shares accounts of malevolent 
creativity in art (forgery), science (academic dishonesty), and technology 

(cybercrime). Dennett applies Bloom‘s taxonomy to designing a Socratic 

approach for organizational use. Patterson and Kerrin explore eight important 

individual variables that predict innovation in the workplace including the 

arts, science and technology. Brown and Wilson  explore the notion that crea-

tivity in the arts, particularly music, benefits from constraints. Azevedo et al 

describe the growth of an educational program created in 1974 by Dr. E. Paul 

Torrance for the development of creative skills of young people globally to 

design and promote positive futures through problem solving using critical 

and  creative thinking. Goff and Guzik probe the universality of creativity. 

Tsai investigates the nature and degree of the relationship between Chinese 
students‘ CPS styles using Puccio‘s FourSight model and a modified Osborn 

CPS model. Suss discusses the  implications  of global corporations creating 

creative environments and the affect on employees. The main goals of this 

study were to examine the influence that a training program has on employ-

ees‘ creativity and innovation competence. Pringle et al introduce empirical 

evidence revealing a relationship between mode shifting and creativity. Don-

aldson conducted a unique study to map popular creativity tools and tech-

niques to creativity theory that resulted in a conceptual model. Patterson and 

Kerrin review the individual level antecedents of innovation from a psycho-

logical perspective. Lennox et al creatively structure their chapter upon fif-

teen hypotheses to investigate how we think about creativity, how we treat it, 

why we do so and whether we are behaving toward creativity to the best of 
our ability. Wilson and Brown explore the process and experience of creativi-

ty in the realm of music composition. Kantor‘s notable treatise on Intelligence 

and Creativity Reconsidered points out the importance, especially for corpo-

rations, of integrating the specialized intelligences of its human capital while 

promoting creativity so they are ―poised for continuous reinvention and suc-

cess‖. Dowling describes a unique program of instruction in finance at Bryant 

University. Kaufman‘s concluding chapter highlights the good work being 

done in the field of creativity (both in this book and elsewhere), pointing out 

both highlights and challenges to be faced in the future.  

CHAPTER ONE 
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Too Much Knowledge by the Experts Can Be A Detriment to 
Learning 
 

Sternberg (1997) suggested that ―expertise‖ may result in rigid thinking and 

reduced flexibility in problem solving. He further points out: 

 

On the one hand, one needs to know enough about a field to move it 

forward. One cannot move beyond where a field is if one does not 

know where it is. On the other hand, knowledge about a field can re-

sult in a closed and entrenched perspective, resulting in a person‘s not 

moving beyond the way in which he or she has seen problems in the 

past. Knowledge thus can help, or it can hinder creativity. 
(Sternberg, 2006, p.89).  

 

E. Paul Torrance in conversation with me also discussed the problem of ex-

perts forgetting how they learned. It appears that ―experts‖ in teaching place 

value to generations of teachers have become so committed to a standard way 

that they have not considered alternative approaches. This phenomenon of 

being blinded to new possibilities by one‘s expertise is discussed in the crea-

tivity literature (Frensch & Sternberg, 1989; Simonton, 1984).  

     I like the model of Janus (Figure 1), with the two faces looking in opposite 

directions to represent Janusian thought. As a former mathematics teacher, I 

am taking the liberty of applying these thoughts to learning that occurs in 
elementary grades mathematics, the foundation of higher mathematics. I refer 

to the curtain of knowledge (represented by the vertical line) that separates 

the two faces as shown below. Once we learn something, we often forget 

what our thinking was before we learned it. I have labeled one who can re 

establish their awareness of their novice state—diagnostic teacher. This is a 

teacher, coach, mentor who can move back and forth through the curtain of 

knowledge (represented by the horizontal line) and thus, understands the nov-

ice learner‘s thinking and can creatively construct situations to foster acquisi-

tion of the new knowledge.  

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Novice                                                                         Expert  

Figure 1. Janus Looking to the Past and to the Future 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.plotinus.com/images/janus12.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.plotinus.com/janus_copy2.htm&docid=dlwJ4XPoJAwpWM&tbnid=wnhWbxdQjqUM4M:&w=200&h=216&safe=active&ved=0ahUKEwicleTq-frLAhVMXRoKHcEHC2IQMwguKBEwEQ&iact=mrc&uact=
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Following are trouble spots that are prevalent in the elementary mathematics 

curriculum due to a rigidity of instruction—adhering to the status quo.. 

 

Place Value 
 

Why does place value present such a challenge to young students‘ construct-

ing this knowledge, which is especially basic to whole number computation? 

A reason is that the universal bundling of ten sticks that are exchanged for 

one stick that is now worth ten is not a model for the understanding of place 

value where we change places after the count of nine, not ten. The exchange 

model is not a physical representation of our notation system. The Counting 

Boards shown in Appendix A represent a creative approach to teaching place 

value and is taken from the place value book of a trilogy on teaching mathe-
matics creatively (Reisman and Torrance, 2002, Torrance and Reisman, 

2000a, 2000b). 

 

Carrying and Borrowing 
 

In regard to renaming in addition and subtraction, they are merely reverse 

operations of the same concept as seen in the Table 1 examples:   23 + 9 = 32   

23  20 + 3 + 9  20 +(3 + 9)              20 + 12 

+ 9                                                                 

        20 + (10 + 2)  (20 + 10)  +2 

                                            30 + 2  = 32 

 

 

32                   (30 + 2)                    (20 + 10) + 2                   20 + (10 + 2) 

- 9                                                  

                                                                     20 + 12    20 + (12 – 

9) 

        = 20 + 3  =  23 

 

Table 1: Renaming in Addition and Subtraction 
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and 32 – 9 = 23.  A physical representation of this can be explored on the 

counting boards in Appendix A. Exploring  

problems by combining concrete investigation in concert with symbols is 

a creative problem solving approach that facilitates constructive learning 

where the learner builds (construct) meaning. 
 

Note that examples in Table 1 require that the learner must be aware of the 

following laws: 

i. Numbers can be renamed and keep their equivalent values.  32 

= 30+2 

ii. The associative (grouping ) property allows for numbers to be 

added in different groupings, e.g., 30+2 = (20+10) +2  =  20+

(10 + 2)  without changing their value. 

 

Why is understanding “carrying” and “borrowing” in addition and subtrac-

tion hindered when using the bundling of tens model to explain computation 

with digits? First, we do not borrow since nothing is paid back, and we do not 
carry anything-yet these terms continue to mindlessly be used. Second, there 

is a difference in instruction when illustrating that exchanging ten ones as one 

ten are quantitatively equivalent—or to put in little learners‘ language, using 

money we can exchange ten pennies for one dime and still have the same 

amount of money. When this concept shown at the concrete level is then 

shown with digits, the exchange of concrete objects becomes renaming of a 

number that is affected by its position in a column having the following val-

ues: ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, etc. These columns represent places, and 

in a multi-digit number affect the value of the digit. Thus, the value of a digit 

is a product - the result of face value times place value. The value of the plac-

es in a multi digit number is also a product (10 x 10, 10 x 100, 10 x 1000,…). 
Yet we continue to teach place value before multiplication! 

     These  concepts are not intuitive for young learners, yet adults assume that 

the traditional instructional approach is correct—even in the evidence that 

many students do not acquire computational success and that adults often 

cannot explain place value. In fact, when adults are asked to explain how the 

bundling of objects model reflects place value in computation, they have a 

problem doing so. The key is the inconsistency in the counting. The bun-

dling of tens model is an exchange model where indeed ten objects are ex-

changed for one object with a different name but equivalent value, e.g., ten 

pennies equal one dime. But computation depends upon place value, where 

the count of nine (not ten) triggers movement from one place value column to 

the next. Appendix A shows a counting boards approach that is a correct 
physical model for teaching place value. 
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Telling Time 
 
Why is telling time such a challenge for many learners? The traditional se-

quence of instruction is for students first to view pictures of a clock face and 

identify the time shown.  The sequence of times shown is time to the hour, 30 

minutes after the hour, 15 minutes after the hour and 15 minutes before the 

next hour, five minute intervals, and finally, time to the minute. Again, we 

have an example of experts mindlessly repeating traditional pedagogy that 

ignores how children learn. 

     First, pictures of a clock do not relate the forward movement of time but 

can merely show that a student has memorized the picture in relation to a 

specific time. The traditional instructional sequence following time to the 

hour (as listed previously) violates how students learn to count, which is the 
underlying concept of telling time. We learn to count by ones first; not by 

30s, 15s, or 5s.  Further, time is a forward moving phenomenon. Therefore, 

we should emphasize time after the hour in the beginning instructional se-

quence, e.g., 35 minutes after the hour, 48 minutes after the hour, etc., and by 

using a real clock face with coordinated minute and hour hands, show that 60 

minutes an hour is the same as zero minutes after the next hour.  

     Next, how to address the confusion between the 60 and 12 minute marks 

on the clock face. These markings represent two number lines: a 60 number 

line and a number line of the same length but marked by groups of five; thus, 

5,10,15, etc. to 60. When these two number lines are placed side by side, the 

student can see the relationship and becomes aware that the 12 number line is 

merely marking off a counting-by-fives sequence. When these two number 
lines are made into circular formats, they resemble the markings on the clock 

face. Until students can count to 60, they are not ready to deal with the meas-

urement of time.  Also, counting by ones on the 60 number line also causes a 

problem if the student does not realize that they are counting jumps, not the 

minute marks. Some students count one when they are still at the 12 (or the 

60) minute mark rather than moving from the 12 mark to the next mark and 

counting one as they jump from the beginning mark to the next. This is why 

children often count the 5 minute mark as six.  Some would say- why not just 

use digital clocks? The measurement of time involves many mathematical 

concepts as well as relativity and the relation between speed, time and dis-

tance.  
 

Zero 
 

Another trouble spot for young learners is the discrepancy in representing 

zero. At the concrete level, zero is represented by nothing; but at the symbols 

(digital) level, zero is represented by the digit ―0‖. This is easily shown on the 

Counting Boards in Appendix A. 
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Conclusion 
 
A serious inhibition to enhancing creativity is the universal emphasis on ob-

taining the correct answer—especially, on classroom and standardized tests. 

This emphasis on producing a fixed answer focuses only on convergent think-

ing (analytical, evaluative) to the exclusion of divergent thinking (generating 

many ideas). Convergent thinking was designated by Guilford (1950) as the 

opposite of divergent thinking and refers to giving the "correct" answer to 

standard questions, for example, multiple-choice, matching, or true-false 

items. Creative thinking is the sequence of divergent, convergent, divergent, 

convergent, divergent,…as shown in Figure 2 (Tanner and Reisman, 2014, 

p.98). In addition, too much knowledge can lead to premature closure of ac-

cepting the traditional pedagogies, forgetting how difficult it was to tolerate 
ambiguity when not understanding something. Accepting the status quo pro-

hibits experts from generating other ways of teaching and thus, inhibits their 

creative problem solving as they may not identify the real misunderstanding 

of a learner/ 

 
Figure 2: Creative Thinking Process 

 

Thus, let us be knowledge rich while acknowledging that other‘s may be at 

the novice end of the Janusian diagnostic curtain and require us to be open to 

creative pedagogies that may go counter to what ww are used to. We must 

always be aware that too much knowledge by experts can be a detriment to 

learning. 
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Appendix A 
 
Place Value and the Counting Boards 
 

     The following is an activity on representing numbers that lends itself well 

to cooperative learning about place value and its partner, face value. The 

counting board approach was created after many years of diagnosing why 

students had so much difficulty learning place value. Place value charts, 

Dienes Blocks, Cuisenaire Rods, the abacus, and bead charts have been used 

for years – and they all rely on the ―exchange‖ model where multiples of ten 
are exchanged for the next higher place value. However, when we write num-

bers, we do not ―bundle‖ or exchange anything. Following is a creative break-
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through in place value pedagogy using counting boards  which are a true rep-

resentation of our numeration system. 

 

An individual counting board has nine spaces with increasing values 

from one through nine as shown in Figures 1 and 2. An empty board has a 
value of zero.  

 

A value of one is obtained by jumping a chip onto the board, to land 

on space one. This is important because moves that represent counting on as a 

model for addition of basic facts must start from off the board to represent the 

board‘s initial value as ―zero‖ since no chips are on the board. This is shown 

in Figure 2. 

   

 By the time students are in eighth through twelfth grade, if they still do 

not understand place value, which underlies the algorithms for operations on 

whole numbers, as well as computation with decimals, a different physical 

representation is needed. An analysis of place value reveals that two very 

different relationships are involved in understanding place value -- a count-on

-by-one model and an exchange model (bundling-of-tens). 
The count-on-by-one model emphasizes the fact that when recording 

the counting sequence, a change in thinking from units to tens occurs after the 

count of 9.  The bundling-of-tens model, on the other hand, involves a change 

in thinking after the count of 10.  We count ten objects and then bundle them 

to represent 1 ten. In fact, we count to 9 and then make our move to the tens 

Units 

Figure 1: Counting Board  Figure 2: Counting Board  

Units 
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place; we change place values after the count of 9, not 10. Therefore, the bun-

dling of tens model is not a good representation of our notational system.  

In the beginning stages of learning, children do not think "I have ten 

units; that's one group of ten and no units." In fact, this is a division relation-

ship. Until they construct some basic multiplication ideas, they should not be 
expected to understand a positional notation system because the values of the 

positions are products, i.e., 10 = 10 x 1,  100 = 10 x (10 x 1),  1,000 = 10 x 

(10 x 10 x 1), etc.  In the numeral 539 the underlined digit has a face value of 

three, a place value of ten, and a total value of 30, obtained by multiplying the 

digit's place value by its face value: 3 x 10 = 30.                                                                   

To count and write numbers through 9,999 in sequence, the counting 

boards are useful. The count-on place value model is prerequisite to the ex-

change or bundling-by-tens model as it involves a simple count-on-by-one 

sequence. The following suggested activities should be spaced over one to 

three weeks to allow enough practice time for students to understand how the 

value of positions in our notational system developed. 

Give each student his own counting board and a counting chip.  An 
empty board represents a value of zero; each space has the value of the space 

just below plus 1, thus representing an add-1 sequence.  

In beginning work with a counting board, write the space values on 

the board. (see fig. 3)  Tell the students that a rule of the game involves put-

ting only 1 chip on the board at a time.  Have students practice counting 

board values from zero to nine by jumping a chip onto the board to count 

―one‖, moving the chip up 1 space to show ―two‖, and so on up to ―nine.‖  

Thus, a chip on a board is analogous to the face value of a digit. When only 

one board is used, it represents units or ones place value.  

Continue counting one more beyond nine as shown in Figure 3, and 

call out ―ten‖as the chip is moved up and off the top of the counting board. 
Although there is now no chip on the board, set a rule that once the count 

starts the counting board continues to have value, especially when the count 

is greater than nine and the units board appears empty. Otherwise students 

might focus on the visual emptiness of the board and forget that they had 

been counting upward beyond nine to ten, with the chip now sitting in the 

space just above the Board.  

(see fig. 4 overleaf) 
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Figure 3: Units Counting Board    Figure 4: Units 

Counting Board   

  „nine”             “ten” 
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After pupils have had practice using one board, provide a second counting 

board. Position the  "tens board" to the upper left of the ―units board‖ (see fig. 

5) to continue the counting sequence beyond 9.  

 
Figure 5: Tens and Units Boards 
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The board to the upper left represents the tens place value.  Remind students 

that as the chip is moved up a space, the board value increases by 1.  Present 

the problem solving situation of what the count will be if the chip is moved 

up 1 move beyond 9; it is now just above the units board.  Move the chip hor-

izontally to the left onto the bottom space of the board to the upper left as 
shown in Figure 5. Since only a horizontal move and no upper move oc-

curred, there was no increase in value. Consequently, the value of the bottom 

space on the board in the tens place is ten.  

For some students, it may be helpful to omit the digits on the tens 

board.  This will emphasize the horizontal move to the left at the count of 10 

rather than the idea of "1 ten."  On the other hand, retaining the digits on each 

board highlights the idea of 1 ten and 0 units, as represented by the chip on 

the tens board and the empty units board. This matches the recorded form:      

_____ tens and _____ units (or ones). 
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Abstract 

The darker shades of creativity have recently attracted great interest because negative 
and malevolent creativity are found in multiple domains. It is easier to conceive of 
creative acts that meet negative goals as uncreative, primarily because of their immor-
al and unethical nature. However, a complete understanding of the creativity construct 
may be obtained by assessing it within a valenced framework, wherein each compo-
nent of creativity is positive or negative. In this qualitative account of malevolent 
creativity, we review manifestations of such creativities in the contexts of art, science, 

and technology. That is, original and subjectively useful actions taken by actors in 
each of these domains, which meet negative goals, with the deliberate intent to harm 
another individual or society at large. First, a brief review of literature in the areas of 
dark, negative, and malevolent creativity is presented. Second, qualitative accounts of 
malevolent creativity in art (forgery), science (academic dishonesty), and technology 
(cybercrime) are analyzed through D. H. Cropley‘s (2010) framework integrating 
valence and Rhodes‘ (1961) four Ps model of creativity. Each domain is first exam-
ined independently; subsequently, attempts are made to identify commonalities under-

lying malevolent creative behaviours across domains. Suggestions for future research 
in this emerging subfield of creativity are provided. 

Keywords: malevolent creativity, negative creativity, moral creativity, forgery, aca-

demic dishonesty, cybercrime 

Although the academic study of creativity is expanding, it continues to be 

typically viewed as a socially appealing concept. Creative acts, products, and 

persons are usually considered to be positive, and the creative process is as-

sumed to pave the way for beneficial outcomes, that are original and valuable 

to society. There is, however, a growing recognition that the facets of creativ-
ity can range along the spectrum of valence, from good to bad. Recent re-

search has examined other sides of creativity, variously referred to as the 

―dark side‖ (McLaren, 1993), ―negative creativity‖ (James, Clark, & Cro-

panzano, 1999), and ―malevolent creativity‖ (D. H. Cropley, Kaufman, & 

CHAPTER TWO 
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Cropley, 2008). Although the implicit assumption is that dark creativity com-

prises at least negative and malevolent forms, nomological debates remain 

unresolved. Perhaps, the negative valence and accompanying immorality 

(Runco & Nemiro, 2003; Runco, 2009) of the creative outcomes themselves 

may have overshadowed the academic pursuit of the dark side of creativity. 
Regardless, the dark side of creativity has provoked researchers to question 

the restrictive assumption that ―creativity is positive‖ (e.g., D. H. Cropley, 

Kaufman, White, & Chiera, 2014). 

In the psychological study of creativity, the construct has commonly been 

defined as an outcome that is original, and effective or useful (Barron, 1955; 

Plucker, Beghetto, & Dow, 2004; Stein, 1953). Originality or novelty typical-

ly refer to the statistical infrequency of the act, that is, few people would be 

able to conceive the outcome (Wallach & Kogan, 1965), or the newness of 

the outcome, that is, not having been done before. Effectiveness has been 

described as ―adaptive to reality‖ (Barron, 1955, p. 479), or ―alternatively 

termed usefulness, utility, value, appropriateness, relevance, or meaningful-

ness‖ (Simonton, 2016, p. 2). Novelty and usefulness, like creativity itself, 
are subjective; that which may be useful to one may be useless to another. 

Further, Stein (1953; see also Eisenman, 2008; James et al., 1999) proposed 

that all creative acts required to be evaluated as such—an element of social 

judgment was involved. At a particular period of time, group acceptance of 

output was required for it to be considered creative. From a philosophical 

point of view, pertinent questions about the nature of creativity and its func-

tions have been raised. In particular, whether creativity is a virtue; whether it 

is rational; whether it defies tradition; and whether it is associated with natu-

ral selection (Gaut, 2010). The first question is of particular importance when 

discussing the dark side of creativity. 

At this stage, it is important to clearly delineate which aspects of creativi-
ty theoretically possess valence. In line with the doctrine of Blind Variation 

and Selective Retention (BVSR), proposed to be applicable to the creative 

process by Campbell (1960), this report does not argue that the creative pro-

cess, in isolation, can have negative or positive valence. The BV process gen-

erated multiple ―thought trials,‖ of which relevant ones were retained by SR 

and subsequently replicated. Blindness implied not knowing which of the 

ideas would eventually be selected, and was not equivalent to randomness. 

Campbell (1960) specified that equiprobability of responses, as in the case of 

randomness, was not required. In fact, some alternative solutions may be pre-

vented from being generated due to a priori constraints applied on the creative 

process (Simonton, 1999). These external constraints can be related to the 

person, the press, or the eventual product that is to be generated. Thus, ―the 
difference is in the product or implementation, not in the capacity. That ca-

pacity for ideation is separate from the uses of the ideas, and given that one 

person can be both malevolent and benevolent, only the specific uses or prod-

ucts can be judged as benevolent or malevolent,‖ (Runco, 2010, p. 22; see 

also Campbell, 1960; Simonton, 2011).  
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Creative Valences 

Positive Creativity 

Needless to say, the operationalization, measurement, and frameworks of 

creativity have been developed in the context of positive or benevolent crea-

tivity. In this context, the individual engages in creative processes to meet 

positive goals and yield beneficial outcomes (James & Taylor, 2010). The 

primary recipient of the benefit remains undefined; however, it was clear that 

the outcome was not harmful. Similarly, most methods to measure creativity 

were designed keeping in mind positive creativity, and thereby positive crea-

tive outcomes.  

Dark, Negative, and Malevolent Creativity 

Whether a creative process can produce negative and positive outcomes 

lies at the core of defining two strands of creativity. However, this argument 

is not novel. According to Rogers (1954/1976), 

Creativity is not, in my judgment, restricted to some particular 

content. I am assuming that there is no fundamental difference in the 

creative process as it is evidenced in painting a picture, composing a 

symphony, devising new instruments of killing, developing a scien-

tific theory, discovering new procedures in human relationships, or 

creating new formings of one‘s own personality in psychotherapy. 

(pp. 296–297) 
McLaren (1993) alluded to the ―dark side‖ of creativity in various areas, 

and elaborated the need to study creative products in relation to their societal 

and moral implications (see also Runco & Nemiro, 2003). Later, James et al. 

(1999) conceptualized negative creativity, as the use of creative means to 

meet negative goals, which may harm others, but not deliberately. Thus, alt-

hough the actor‘s intent was taken into consideration in negative creativity, 

whether the intent was deliberate or not was not explicitly stated. Given the 

importance of intentions in creativity, particularly in the context of morality 

(Gruber, 1993; Runco, 1993), D. H. Cropley et al. (2008) defined malevolent 

creativity as a creative act, with a deliberate intent to cause harm. According 

to D. H. Cropley (2010), 
The critical factor that differentiates malevolent creativity from 

negative creativity is the intent of the actor. Malevolent creativity 

must involve not only a harmful or damaging outcome or product but 

also a deliberate intent to cause harm or damage. Negative creativity, 

by contrast, may feature no deliberate intent. In the case of negative 

creativity, the harmful or damaging outcomes may be merely an un-

fortunate by-product, such as the discovery of microorganisms lead-

ing to germ warfare. (p. 366) 

Negative creativity was empirically studied in an organizational context, 

where a justice manipulation was used to assess whether individuals who 
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perceived unfair treatment would be more likely to engage in negative crea-

tivity (Clark & James, 1999; James et al., 1999). Further, recent research as-

sociated positive creativity with negatively tinged behaviours, particularly 

lying. For instance, Gino and Ariely (2012) first identified how (positive) 

creativity can lead to dishonest behaviour, and Gino and Wiltermuth (2014) 
more recently showed how dishonesty can lead to (positive) creative behav-

iour. Similarly, an earlier study by Beaussart, Andrews, and Kaufman (2013) 

identified a negative relationship between behavioural integrity and (positive) 

creativity, and between self-reported integrity and (positive) creativity. 

Walczyk, Runco, Tripp, and Smith (2008) identified preliminary links be-

tween creative lying, divergent thinking, and the tendency to be ideational.  

In addition to behaviours with a negative connotation, negatively shaded 

personality characteristics have also been studied in the context of positive 

and negative creativity. Kapoor (2015) investigated the relationship between 

the Dark Triad (subclinical narcissism, subclinical psychopathy, and Machia-

vellianism; Paulhus & Williams, 2002) and self-reported engagement in posi-

tive or negative creativity. Narcissism was associated with positive outcomes; 
psychopathy was associated with negative outcomes; and the Dark Triad as a 

whole predicted engagement in negatively creative behaviours. Jonason, 

Richardson, and Potter (2015) found that narcissism was associated with 

greater self-reported creativity, while Machiavellianism was marginally relat-

ed to creativity. 

Recent research has found associations between malevolent creativity 

and trait physical aggression and low conscientiousness (Lee & Dow, 2011); 

implicit aggression; low premediation (Harris & Reiter-Palmon, 2015); and 

low emotional intelligence (Harris, Reiter-Palmon, & Kaufman, 2013). Ma-

levolent creativity has also been studied in the contexts of terrorism and crime 

(A. J. Cropley & Cropley, 2011; D. H. Cropley & Cropley, 2013; D. H. Crop-
ley et al., 2008; Eisenman, 1999; Gill, Horgan, Hunter, & Cushenbery, 2013; 

Gill, Horgan, & Lovelace, 2011). D. H. Cropley et al. (2008) suggested that 

benevolent and malevolent creative products could be analyzed via a hierar-

chy of four parameters: relevance and effectiveness, novelty, elegance, and 

generalizability. They also proposed viewing terrorism through the lens of 

functional creativity, where a parallel was drawn between businesses compet-

ing for market share, and between terrorists and counter-terrorists. Thus, crea-

tive ways could be used to engineer products that served malevolent inten-

tions.  

Eisenman (2008) provided several examples of malevolent creativity in 

criminal populations, such as using gruesome torture techniques to coerce 

someone to provide sensitive information. Gill, Horgan, and Lovelace (2011) 
mentioned the use of malevolent creativity by terrorist organizations and indi-

viduals to produce specialized, improvised explosive devices, which would 

cause the most societal harm. Similar to James et al.‘s (1999) initial paper 

which applied negative creativity in an organizational context, Gill, Horgan, 

Hunter, and Cushenbery (2013) assessed malevolent creativity in terrorist 
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organizations. They identified several facilitators of malevolent creativity, 

such as an environment for innovation; they emphasized the importance of its 

study, especially for counter-terrorism groups.   

Thus, the study of negative and malevolent creativity can progress from 

nomological concerns and debates, to operationalization of relevant variables, 
to assessing different behavioural and psychological correlates of the con-

struct, to studying contextual and situational (press) factors that promote or 

restrict engagement in negative and malevolent creativity (e.g., Clark & 

James, 1999; Harris et al., 2013). The costs of not examining the dark side of 

creativity will amount to more variants of novel, yet harmful, behaviours that 

can have a detrimental impact on individuals and society as a whole. In this 

context, D.H. Cropley and Cropley (2013) analyzed examples of creativity in 

terrorism and fraud, and proposed strategies that might be employed by or-

ganisations seeking to prevent or mitigate these acts. Earlier, McLaren (1993) 

illustrated the dark side of creativity with examples from artistic, scientific, 

and technological areas; the current chapter attempts to do the same with con-

temporary examples, and by applying a valence-based model of creativity (D. 
H. Cropley, 2010). 

Relevant Models of Creativity 

To simplify the framework within which creativity was studied, Rhodes 

(1961) argued that the construct comprised four strands, which were not nec-

essarily mutually exclusive. ―One of these strands pertains essentially to the 

person as a human being. Another strand pertains to the mental processes that 

are operative in creating ideas. A third strand pertains to the influence of the 

ecological press on the person and upon his mental processes. And the fourth 

strand pertains to ideas,‖ (Rhodes, 1961, p. 307). This came to be identified 
as the four Ps model of creativity, consisting of the Person, Process, Product 

and Press: 

(a) Person included traits, temperament, and attitudes of the individual 

creator, 

(b) Process referred to the creative process, mental and otherwise, includ-

ing motivation and cognition, 

(c) Product was the tangible and intangible (ideational) outcome of the 

creative process, 

(d) Press included environmental and contextual factors that may have 

prompted the creator to create. 

D. H. Cropley‘s (2010) model of malevolent creativity integrated 
Rhodes‘ (1961) four Ps model with valences. In the model, person represent-

ed the actor‘s intent (benevolent or malevolent); product represented the out-

come of the creative process (good or bad); and press/process represented 

environmental and social factors (supportive or obstructive). This led to eight 

types of creativity based on the 2 x 2 x 2 interaction. For instance, D. H. 

Cropley's (2010) model described failed malevolence as the state when an 
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individual‘s malevolent intent is hindered due to the (unintended) generation 

of a positive outcome. This implies that unintentional consequences are possi-

ble in such a valence-based model. Similarly, resilient malevolence is a state 

in which an individual‘s malevolent intent generates a bad outcome, despite 

obstructive presses. Although D. H. Cropley (2010) grouped press and pro-
cess together to represent creative aspects occurring between the intent 

(person) and outcome (product), we reiterate that the creative process in isola-

tion is not theoretically valenced. According to the model, the creative pro-

cess can be manipulated as supportive or not, possibly by providing creativity 

training. No doubt, the process can facilitate or not facilitate creativity, but 

attributing valence solely to the creative process is incompatible with BVSR. 

However, as the valence-based model represents a systems view of the facets 

of creativity, it emphasizes the interactionist nature of the four Ps. That is, 

valences in intents and outcomes may interact with valences in presses. Thus, 

whether valence applies to specific Ps or to the entire system of interactive Ps 

remains open-ended.  

This growing interest in the dark side of creativity is a stimulus for devel-
oping a deeper understanding of not only the variables embedded in any one 

of the four Ps, but also a broader understanding of the relationships between 

variables and their interaction across those four Ps. Therefore, the current 

chapter describes three instances of malevolent creativity in recent times, in 

the areas of art, science, and technology. We apply D. H. Cropley‘s (2010) 

model to illustrate the four Ps of creativity in the context of malevolent intent, 

societal harm, and economic consequences, and delineate the commonalities 

and differences between the three anecdotes. Each illustration is reasoned to 

fall within the category of conscious malevolence (malevolent intent–bad 

product–supportive press), and implications are discussed. The purpose of 

this analysis derives from a need to assess qualitatively the construct of ma-
levolent creativity to yield future directions in research related to the dark 

side of creativity. By identifying variables of relevance in malevolent creativ-

ity, as well as how relationships among these variables are organically devel-

oped, represented, and sustained, future research in this area can be informed. 

Art: Wolfgang Beltracchi 

The art market thrives on authenticity. Genuine and original artwork is 

sought and forgeries, no matter how technically sound, are frowned upon. Art 

forgery distorts the history of art, and meddles with the timelines of artists 

and art movements. Yet, the art market has a limited number of artwork from 
classic artists, with an increasing demand and finite supply. In such a context, 

when novel artworks, painted in the style of their original creators emerge, 

the market and its stakeholders are bound to take notice. In this context, 

Wolfgang Beltracchi is considered to be one of the greatest art forgers, who 

was able to deceive several in the art industry by creating about 300 fake 
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paintings in the styles of famous artists like Heinrich Campendonk and Max 

Ernst (McCamley, 2015). 

How is art forgery related to malevolent creativity? Beltracchi‘s methods 

of forgery, the painstaking detail with which he created paintings from a pre-

vious era, and the ability to trick art historians and connoisseurs alike makes 
this anecdote particularly relevant. Beltracchi forged about 50 artists in a me-

thodical manner; rather than copying existing works, he sought to complete 

artists‘ collections by inventing paintings that art historians noted as missing. 

For instance, he created original works, which were believed to be lost, but 

appeared in an artist‘s list of works (―Spiegel interview with Wolfgang 

Beltracchi: Confessions of a genius art forger,‖ 2012). Thus, Beltracchi pro-

duced forgeries by dwelling into the minds of artists, and adopting their tech-

nical style, along with their conception of art itself (Birkenstock, 2014). After 

having used an incorrect pigment in a supposedly 1915 Campendonk, 

Beltracchi was tried and sentenced to six years in prison in 2011. 

From the lens of D. H. Cropley‘s (2010) model, Beltracchi‘s intent was 

clearly malevolent. He produced forgeries intentionally, with a deliberate 
intent to harm and trick various persons in the art sector, for primarily person-

al monetary gains. His forgeries sold for millions, and once he was convicted, 

he owed millions in debt. Beltracchi‘s personality, as inferred through inter-

views and a documentary (Birkenstock, 2014; ―Spiegel interview with Wolf-

gang Beltracchi: Confessions of a genius art forger,‖ 2012), revealed narcis-

sistic, nonchalant, and omnipotent traits. He asserted that he often took classic 

paintings and improved them, and that his adaptations of classic artists‘ styles 

were better than the originals. He showed little remorse for his actions, and 

when asked what he would change about his past, replied that he would never 

use the pigment titanium white (McCamley, 2015). He blatantly capitalized 

on the greed prevalent in the art market, which demanded classic works. 
When a lost original appears in the market, art historians want to have found 

the missing painting from an artist‘s collection; auction houses want to be 

able to value the artwork highly; and collectors seek to make high bids to 

secure the piece. Unfortunately, no one in this nexus wants the painting to be 

a fake, and this is what Beltracchi took advantage of (―Spiegel interview with 

Wolfgang Beltracchi: Confessions of a genius art forger,‖ 2012). From the 

perspective of personal abilities, Beltracchi undoubtedly had immense artistic 

talent, was knowledgeable of art history and science, and had minute atten-

tion to detail. However, he chose to produce fakes rather than originals, be-

cause in his words ―it‘s easier to sell a painting for half a million than for ten 

thousand dollars,‖ (Birkenstock, 2014). 

The creative process adopted by Beltracchi was a combination of original 
and deceptive processes. He generated novel art, which was useful to him and 

the market, while utilizing the art of forgery to trick potential buyers and 

stakeholders. Deception and positive creativity have a bi-directional relation-

ship (Gino & Ariely, 2012; Gino & Wiltermuth, 2014), and research is yet to 

examine whether malevolent creativity has a qualitatively different associa-
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tion with deception. With respect to the creative product generated, Beltracchi 

was creating art, which in itself is a ‗good‘ product, leading to a categoriza-

tion of failed malevolence. Although he produced novel artwork, which re-

quired a great deal of originality and ingenuity, he did not sign his name to 

the paintings and misattributed the source of the works (McCamley, 2015). 
Thus, although art was a ‗good‘ creative product, a forgery was a ‗bad‘ prod-

uct. This is not to say that Beltracchi was not creative—he was possibly one 

of the most creative artists of all time. However, by co-opting the stylistic 

ways of famous artists and misrepresenting their work, Beltracchi was more 

malevolent than benevolent. 

The fourth P, press, was highly supportive in Beltracchi‘s case. His father 

was a church painter and painted copies of earlier works. At age 14, Beltrac-

chi painted a copy of a Picasso for his father, but improved on the original by 

omitting elements that he felt were unnecessary. Early experiences such as 

these prompted Beltracchi to emerge as an artist, and he showcased his origi-

nal works in the 1970s. He began painting forgeries, in part due to his desire 

to paint, and perhaps in part due to the skills that he honed. In collaboration 
with his wife (who was sentenced to four years in prison in 2011) and a col-

league, Beltracchi deceived interested parties by creating fictional familial art 

collections (―Knops‖ and ―Jägers‖). Further, his wife Helene, dressed up in 

vintage clothes, pretended to be her grandmother, and posed with the paint-

ings on the walls to yield photographic evidence (McCamley, 2015). Beltrac-

chi went to great lengths to procure the correct materials to produce forgeries. 

For instance, he searched flea markets for old canvasses and frames, removed 

the painting on them, and repainted on such canvasses. He ensured that dust 

mites that may have gathered over the years in the frame were present when 

attempting to sell a lost treasure to a potential collector (Birkenstock, 2014). 

He mixed the colors himself, using only those pigments that were available to 
artists in that era. Thus, both affordances (material presses) and audiences 

(social presses) in his milieu (Glăveanu, 2013) were conducive to generating 

forgeries. 

Beltracchi‘s anecdote is one of conscious malevolence, where his malev-

olent intent (person) produced fake art (product) in an encouraging environ-

ment (press). Regardless of his artistic prowess, he would still be considered a 

malevolently creative individual, as his actions caused deliberate harm to 

several in society. However, this should not detract from the fact that he is 

immensely creative, whose valuation in the art market is only increasing 

(Kolb, 2015). However, art forgery has enormous and lasting economic and 

social consequences. Beltracchi has admitted to being unaware of where sev-

eral of his forgeries continue to adorn the walls of collections and galleries. 
Some have called Beltracchi a concept artist as his art uncovered the arbitrary 

and flawed workings of the art market (―Spiegel interview with Wolfgang 

Beltracchi: Confessions of a genius art forger,‖ 2012). Over a period of time, 

perhaps the intent of art forgers like Beltracchi would be reinterpreted as be-

nevolent for helping identify faulty mechanisms of art exchange. However, in 
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the current context, Beltracchi remains a malevolent, albeit creative individu-

al. 

 

Science: Michael LaCour 
 

In LaCour and Green (2014), the authors presented findings from a ran-

domized control trial that showed how gay canvassers were more successful 

than their heterosexual counterparts at changing voter attitudes towards same-

sex marriage. The study also found significant cascade effects of attitude 

change, thereby concluding that the sexuality of the person bringing about 

attitude change was a significant determinant in whether or not attitudes to-

ward same-sex unions can be changed. Given the significance of this finding, 

Broockman, Aronow, and Kalla (2015) set out to replicate and extend the 

study due to their interest in this area. In the course of their study, the authors 
found several irregularities in LaCour and Green (2014), initially motivated 

by unusually high reliabilities as the survey involved follow-ups with voters 

over a 12-month period. During the course of their own pilot study, Broock-

man et al. (2015) were unable to attain a similar (high) response rate, leading 

to the authors approaching the same survey agency that carried out the study 

for LaCour. At this stage, Broockman et al. (2015) discovered that this survey 

agency claimed to have no connection to LaCour and Green (2014) while also 

suggesting that they had no capabilities to carry out such a survey for Broock-

man and his colleagues. Apart from this operational irregularity, closer statis-

tical analysis of the data (that was made publicly available as part of Sci-

ence‘s publication policy) revealed an abnormally high statistical reliability 

for a ―notoriously‖ unreliable survey instrument (the feeling thermometer); a 
perfect normal distribution of scores on the thermometer; and lack of non-

random measurement error in the panel data.  

Eventually, with support from the study‘s co-author Donald Green, 

Broockman et al. (2015) were able to identify that much of the data used in 

the original study was derived from modifications to the Cooperative Cam-

paign Analysis Project (CCAP), to which only few scientists had access. This 

led to the conclusion that much of the analysis relied on genuine data from 

CCAP (and was not collected via primary surveys), but was modified to fit a 

set of pre-conceived results. This meant that the data was fabricated to yield 

specific results, leading to Green retracting the study publicly on his website 

(Oransky, 2015a), followed by an official retraction by Science (McNutt, 
2015). In the course of events leading up to the retraction, the study‘s lead 

author, Michael LaCour, did not admit to scientific fraud or academic dishon-

esty publicly, or in private to his graduate advisors at the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles (UCLA), his co-author, or editors at Science.  

This episode brings to the fore a persistent problem that has plagued sci-

ence and scientific writing: academic dishonesty. Such dishonesty is most 

commonly manifested in data fabrication/falsification, plagiarism/duplication, 
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or undisclosed conflicts of interest.  Although plagiarism is considered quali-

tatively different from the other two, its consequences for scientific progress 

are similarly dire (Steneck, 2006). Academic dishonesty is malevolent, in that 

in detracts from the progress of science, for the selfish benefit of a few and 

overall harm for others in academia. Yet, to carry out an elaborate fraud in 
data collection and analysis requires genius and creativity, especially when 

published in a high-impact journal such as Science, which has rigorous peer-

review standards.  

The scientific community has often been accused of reacting ambiguous-

ly to dishonest science or instances of data fabrication (Van Noorden, 2011). 

In most cases, the publication publicly announces a retraction of the manipu-

lated paper(s), but there is little evidence that academic fraud has adverse 

impacts on the future career path of researchers (Karabag & Berggren, 2012). 

For Michael LaCour, revelations of data fabrication led Princeton University 

to rescind their offer of employment to him (Singal, 2015b). Since the retrac-

tion, not only has LaCour failed to publish, but also his co-author‘s credibility 

has faced doubt. In his defense, LaCour published a 27-page response to the 
allegations in Broockman et al. (2015; LaCour, 2015) defending the destruc-

tion of data citing institutional requirements and UCLA Institutional Review 

Board (IRB) protocol. In attributing funding support to other credible organi-

zations, LaCour felt that it would bolster the outreach of his research. 

LaCour‘s argument that IRB regulations required destruction of data could 

not be held up to scrutiny since UCLA IRB regulations only require that per-

sonal identifiers be deleted, and not the entire dataset. His response also con-

tained detailed statistical code that purported to show Broockman et al. 

(2015) had manipulated CCAP data to match that of LaCour, in order to make 

their case. Notably, LaCour did admit that he was dishonest about the role of 

the funding source, stating that he claimed funding from such sources to gain 
plausibility to his results (Carey, 2015). 

In the case of LaCour, the author‘s attempts to fabricate data were crea-

tive in that he did not generate completely new data, but rather relied on a 

simple data-generating process adapted to an existing well-known (albeit 

somewhat exclusive) dataset such as the CCAP (Broockman et al., 2015). 

LaCour‘s intent was malevolent since he wanted to establish a fictitious find-

ing without the backing of any genuine data, leading other academics (and the 

general public) to believe a false result. Since the retraction, co-authors have 

suggested that LaCour was not averse to data manipulation in order to ad-

vance his academic career (Oransky, 2015b). LaCour was also especially 

persuasive in communicating his research findings to colleagues (Singal, 

2015a). He also exhibited narcissistic tendencies, and was not averse to asso-
ciating with well-established researchers (such as co-author Donald Green) to 

maintain his own credibility. In remaining vague and unhelpful when dealing 

with Broockman‘s efforts to extend the study, LaCour further showed malev-

olent intent. 
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While fabricating data itself may require creative analyzing, the process 

that LaCour followed to ensure that fabricated data would appear genuine 

was one that required special skill. In using an existing and credible dataset, 

LaCour ensured that the data for his study would remain unquestioned since it 

closely resembled survey data. LaCour‘s creativity generated a unique dataset 
that he used to reinforce a false result (product): that gay individuals were 

able to change attitudes of voters toward same-sex marriages. This finding, 

had it been proven with verifiable data, might have resulted in a significant 

scientific finding related to attitude change in political science. However, 

since the data was fabricated, the eventual product was ‗bad‘.  

Fanelli, Costas, and Larivière (2015) showed that there were specific 

factors within a country or a culture‘s academic environment that might ena-

ble scientific fraud, regardless of the pressure to publish that has become 

commonplace in modern academia. One of the key contributors complicit in 

enabling publication of this study was LaCour‘s co-author, Donald Green. As 

a tenured professor and established researcher, Green‘s involvement in the 

project lent it considerable credibility—so much so that other academics were 
not compelled to question its findings (Singal, 2015a). Furthermore, Green 

did not check the primary data as collected by LaCour, neglecting his respon-

sibility as co-author. By accepting the paper for publication, Science also ena-

bled LaCour‘s malevolent creativity. In not holding the data supplied by 

LaCour to greater scrutiny, Science implicitly granted credibility to the study. 

Not raising any questions about the data also meant that LaCour was less 

likely to admit in the future that his data was fabricated. 

Like Beltracchi, LaCour‘s case was one of conscious malevolence, where 

a bad creative product emerged in an enabling environment, driven by malev-

olent intent. Unlike Beltracchi, LaCour‘s fraud had fewer, yet concentrated, 

economic consequences. Most prominently, LaCour‘s actions affected his 
scope for future employment and ability to raise grants. In the anecdotes on 

art and science, when the malevolently creative actions were uncovered, the 

actor faced dire repercussions. However, this may not be a feature of all 

forms of malevolent creativity, as seen in the anecdote on cybercrime. 

Technology: The Impact Team 

Ashley Madison is a service offered by Avid Life Media (ALM) that fa-

cilitates extramarital relationships between various individuals in more than 

50 countries. Given that user privacy was a key concern for potential clients, 

ALM put in place a secure mechanism by which all user data could be 
―permanently‖ deleted for a nominal fee (Newcomb, 2015a). As of 2015, 

Ashley Madison had nearly 40 million registered users, although the precise 

number of active users is not publicly known.  

On July 12, 2015, ALM employees received messages from anonymous 

hackers threatening to release confidential company and client data unless 

Ashley Madison and an affiliated service were shut down (Lord, 2015). In the 
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following week, cyber security experts reported that sensitive user infor-

mation from Ashley Madison had indeed been compromised, with a potential 

risk to all registered users and employees (Krebs, 2015). An anonymous 

hacking group, The Impact Team, claimed responsibility for the hack and 

were largely motivated by two reasons. First, the Impact Team cited Ashley 
Madison‘s ―full delete‖ feature to be a fraudulent business practice—that 

ALM had no mechanism by which they could guarantee that such users‘ data 

would be wiped off their online records. Second, the Impact Team also took 

issue with the premise of services offered by Ashley Madison, reasoning 

―Too bad for those men, they‘re cheating dirtbags and deserve no such discre-

tion...Too bad for ALM, you promised secrecy but didn't deliv-

er,‖ (Newcomb, 2015b). This message was accompanied by a 30-day dead-

line to ALM to shut down Ashley Madison and an affiliated website, failing 

which confidential user records (including credit card information, names, 

and addresses) would be released to the public. Treating the hack as a crime, 

local cyber law enforcement agencies were involved but could not trace the 

group or individual under the name of the Impact Team. On August 18, 2015, 
The Impact Team released the first tranche of user data, detailing login cre-

dentials and seven years‘ credit card information of registered users, along 

with a note that urged the public to claim legal compensation from ALM for 

false promises (Zetter, 2015). Later in the week, a second data leak contained 

emails of ALM‘s Chief Executive Officer (CEO), followed by staggered re-

leases of user data categorized by state of origin from the United States. Even 

as law enforcement officials attempted to trace the hacking back to individu-

als, ALM faced legal action in Canada.  

Unlike the earlier anecdotes, the Impact Team appears to be a collective 

of persons, although this information is not known. While analyzing the 

event, it was difficult to identify whether Ashley Madison or the Impact 
Team was classifiable as the ―Person.‖ This is because Ashley Madison too 

engaged in dark creativity by falsely promising clients that they would delete 

identifiable data for a fee. However, in the absence of a deliberate intent to 

harm others, their actions may at best be categorized as negative creativity, 

since they found an original way to generate revenue, without being held ac-

countable for their assurance. On the other hand, the Impact Team‘s intent 

was clearly malevolent, not only toward Ashley Madison and its parent com-

pany, but also toward the millions of individuals who chose to have extramar-

ital affairs via their participation in the site, prompting the release of confi-

dential data (Krebs, 2015). Although personal attributes are difficult to delin-

eate in such an anecdote given the anonymity of the Impact Team, it can be 

inferred through interviews that they engaged in hacktivism with the intention 
of exposing a corrupt organization and its adulterous customers (Cox, 2015). 

The Impact Team was motivated by righteous ideals and moral absolutism, 

and condemned the basic operations of Ashley Madison in facilitating clan-

destine encounters.  
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Hacking requires considerable skill and although the process of hacking 

may not seem novel anymore, the methods and motivations surrounding cy-

bercrime are often original. The Impact Team‘s actions led to a massive data 

breach, in the form of a ‗bad‘ creative product. Unlike the former two exam-

ples, the creative product was not generated by the persons involved, but was 
accessed by the Impact Team in a novel manner, and for a novel purpose; 

they threatened to release customer information if ALM failed to cease its 

operations. Thus, the methods and reasoning adopted by the Impact Team to 

carry out the hack were considered to be a manifestation of the creative pro-

cess and product. Further, unlike Beltracchi and LaCour, the Impact Team did 

not resort to deception in the process of creativity, suggesting that deception 

may be a useful, yet insufficient, characteristic of malevolent creativity. In 

this case, person variables had a greater contribution to the malevolent act. 

Last, press variables in this anecdote were very supportive of the Impact 

Team‘s actions. Ashley Madison‘s data security was incredibly weak, and the 

Impact Team clearly took advantage of this (Krebs, 2015). Second, the pass-

words used by customers were even weaker and vulnerable to access by third 
parties (Goodin, 2015). Third, the Impact Team released the data on the ―dark 

web,‖ a portion of the Internet that requires specialized means to access its 

contents (Newcomb, 2015b). Thus, their identities were secure, anonymous, 

and less likely to be revealed. Last, although there are means to legally prose-

cute cybercriminals, the means to trace them remain unsophisticated. Thus, 

the Impact Team functioned within an environment that was well-suited for 

their malevolent intentions. From an economic point of view, the Impact 

Team had little at stake, unlike Beltracchi and LaCour. However, Ashley 

Madison and ALM faced severe financial liabilities for failing to safeguard 

confidential information as per user agreements. Further, users registered on 

Ashley Madison who were affected by the leak became subject to blackmail 
and extortion from anonymous individuals who threatened to expose their 

indiscretions. Detrimental social impacts included individuals who committed 

suicide as a result of their details being made public (Brown, 2015). Thus, the 

Impact Team enabled malevolently creative means to harm multiple stake-

holders associated with Ashley Madison. 

Future Directions and Conclusion 

The three instances of malevolent creativity discussed are argued to be 

examples of conscious malevolence, although over time they may adopt an-

other classification in D. H. Cropley‘s (2010) model. For instance, if Ashley 
Madison‘s cyber security improves tremendously, and the Impact Team hacks 

it in the future, this would be an example of resilient malevolence in the face 

of obstructive presses. In the art and science examples, deceptive processes 

were combined with creative processes to yield malevolently creative output; 

the persons‘ creative work would guarantee a future source of income; and 

therefore, economic consequences would accrue only to the individuals them-
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selves. The three examples were evidently malevolent, with high stakes, in 

the specific domains of art, science, and technology; the creative acts were 

clearly useful to the actors; and the persons harmed others in society, includ-

ing themselves at times, in monetary, professional, and social ways. All anec-

dotes were driven by strong person and press variables, in the absence of 
which the creative process itself could have generated benevolent works in-

stead.  

This qualitative analysis yielded information regarding factors that may 

motivate individuals in such domains to pursue goals through malevolently 

creative means. Economic (Beltracchi), status and esteem-related factors 

(LaCour), and moral motives (the Impact Team) played a role in shaping the 

actors‘ malevolent intents. However, such motivations are more likely to be 

shared by benevolent and malevolent forms of creativity, than to be unique to 

the latter. Yet, exploring the antecedents of malevolent intent can be a line of 

enquiry worth pursuing. Such analyses may guide the selection of potential 

variables of interest in subsequent empirical investigations. 

Malevolent creativity in the product also emerged in a unique manner 
across the examples. For instance, conventionally, the consensus of what 

characterizes ‗good art‘ is subjective. In contrast, ‗good science‘ is backed by 

objective data or by strict adherence to the scientific method. Similarly, in the 

case of technology, any advancement that may improve (either via simplifica-

tion or otherwise) current understanding of technological devices is deemed 

creative in nature. The examples showed that the manifestations and reper-

cussions of malevolent creativity in different areas differed, possibly because 

the appreciation and recognition of what is creative differed in each domain. 

Moreover, the response (or judgment) of the creative product relies largely on 

the nature of the immediate environment (press). There were clear differences 

in the latitude of responses each domain offered to a malevolently creative 
person. For instance, given the rapid advancement in science and technology 

at a growing rate, opportunities to be malevolently creative are likely to simi-

larly grow. However, in domains like art, which remains relatively static 

compared to the former domains, the ways in which one can produce a ma-

levolently creative product may be restricted. Thus, it may be beneficial to 

examine malevolent creativity in specific domains initially, before generaliz-

ing its elements across various domains. 

Further, the importance of technical skills and sophisticated know-how 

across the examples cannot be overstated. Persons in each domain were 

skilled and perhaps trained in their respective disciplines; they were well-

versed with the rules and norms of their domains, making it easier for them to 

flout the same rules. Moreover, in the contemporary examples presented, 
technology played a significant role in permitting the expression of malevo-

lent creativity. For instance, with access to a specialized database and data 

manipulation skills, LaCour was able to misrepresent results in a novel man-

ner. Thus, expertise is another variable to be considered while examining 

malevolent creativity, which can be operationalized as a form of problem-
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solving. Last, the systems perspective applied to the three anecdotes in this 

chapter suggested that making sense of the creative Ps in isolation provides 

an incomplete image of malevolent creativity. Taking the example of Beltrac-

chi, if the art he produced (product) was analyzed independently, it would 

have represented a positive creative outcome. However, when Beltracchi‘s art 
was contextualized in light of his deception and prior forgeries, it came to 

represent a malevolent creative outcome. Further, the Ps are likely to be facil-

itative of each other, in a synchronous rather than sequential manner. This 

yields impetus to exploring the nature in which Ps interact with each other, as 

well as to alter the valences of Ps along a continuum to identify when malev-

olent creativity is most likely to emerge.  

In conclusion, while theoretical and empirical work in the dark side of 

creativity progresses at an increasing pace, it may be beneficial to concurrent-

ly examine specific cases of malevolent creativity through a valence-based 

model. Such investigations can lead to identifying (a) how current models and 

definitions of creative behavior can be adapted to accommodate the dark side; 

(b) how tools can be developed to measure the dark side; and (c) which varia-
bles within the four Ps can be examined in a methodical manner. Case studies 

such as Beltracchi, LaCour, and the Impact Team reiterate the tremendous 

societal harm caused by such individuals, as a combination of their products, 

presses, and processes; such anecdotes thereby highlight the necessity of 

comprehending all aspects of the construct of malevolent creativity. 
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THE 4E’S SOCRATIC MODEL—A FRAME-
WORK TO FOSTER CREATIVITY IN TEAMS 

 
PHILIP DENNETT 

 

 

Abstract 
 

It has been suggested that using the Socratic Method (a directed questioning 
technique to encourage critical thinking) to create a learning environment 

within an organization is a way to foster creativity in an uncertain environ-

ment. This article describes the development of a grounded theory to empiri-

cally test and refine a model to manage a Socratic dialogue within organiza-

tional teams. The resulting 4E‟s Socratic Model produced concrete creative 

outcomes in real-world application in a range of organisations. 

 

Keywords: Socratic method, creativity in business, critical thinking, manag-

ing teams 

 

 

Introduction 
 

This article presents the 4E‘s Socratic Model which was developed using 

a grounded theory methodology to investigate the use of the Socratic method 

as a means of encouraging creativity in an organisational context.  

While there has been considerable research into both individual and or-

ganizational creativity, the use of a Socratic approach to managing creativity 

in organizations has not been comprehensively explored. The objective of the 

investigation was to develop a new theory grounded in data to provide a base 

for further examination. 
Seven participating organisations were self-selected based on their re-

sponse to a message sent to 311 business contacts on Linkedin. This method 

of selecting was chosen because of the level of trust required of organisations 

in sharing confidential data. Multiple organisations were selected to ensure 

that results were transferable which is preferable when dealing with a broad-

based phenomenon (Yin, 1981). It is also appropriate in building a grounded 

theory that will be extended as the study proceeds (Benbasat, Goldstein & 

Mead, 1987). 

CHAPTER THREE 
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Data was gathered through a series of workshops conducted in a real-

world setting that examined a question of interest to the subject organisation 

using the proposed Socratic model (Figure 1). During the workshops, ques-

tionnaires were given to each participant to explore their perceptions of crea-

tivity as it relates to themselves and their organisation, answers to these ques-
tions were used to create a benchmark creativity index for the organisation. 

At each stage of the data gathering process a series of memos were written to 

record insights gained and to interpret phenomena that arose.  

Through this process 11 themes were identified and then further exam-

ined using axial coding resulting in 5 major categories. These categories 

were: Open dialogue; Internal championing; Organisational environment; 

Questioning techniques; and Outcomes. 

 
Figure 1: Socratic Model as tested 

 

Open dialogue 

 ―Yes, we were able to have a more open and constructive conversation 

which helped us to nail down what we wanted to do and what was realistic/
feasible. This approach increased the level of input non-Board staff had, 

which in turn would increase their buy-in and feelings of being valued. Spe-

cifically, the process allowed us to plan and reach a realistic goal without 

being directed to achieve an outcome which wasn't realistic.‖ (Field note ex-

cerpt) 

This excerpt is an illustration of the importance of encouraging all mem-

bers of the group to participate. By creating a non-threatening environment, 

as facilitator I was able to engage with each member of the various groups 

encouraging them to share concrete examples of what they knew, rather than 

merely canvassing opinions. It became obvious early in the process that with-

out this more in-depth approach certain team members discouraged others 

from contributing because of the forcefulness of their opinions. 

Internal championing 

While all workshop sessions concluded with agreement on future direc-

tion, in the first session agreement wasn‘t reached on specific timeframes or 

responsibilities. Later feedback suggested that it is easy for deadlines to be 

missed if there is no champion of the process. In working with the process in 
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a company making sure that there is an internal champion that continues the 

process in place of the facilitator means it is less likely that progress will stall. 

In one of the groups 5 of the 8 participants reported that they would not 

change their responses to the creativity index questions as a result of the ses-

sion. One participant identified organizational rigidity as a barrier to change, 
and two participants felt that the process would be effective as a change agent 

if senior management were facilitating change via this process. 

To be effective in an organization the process should not only gain ac-

ceptance within the team but also must be sold to senior management so that 

it may be viewed as an effective management tool.  

 ―…depends on clearly signalling change. We tend to self-serve in first 2 

stages resulting in frustration and disinterest. Need to focus change on what 

we can achieve.‖ (Field note excerpt). 

During the session this team made it clear that while they had confidence 

in both their creativity and the support of their team manager there was a 

sense that they were wasting their time due to the bureaucratic nature of the 

organization and the conservative nature of senior management. It seems that 
it is not enough to have the support of a team manager – it is also important to 

have this process recognized as a legitimate part of the overall management 

philosophy.  

The Socratic Model as a management tool therefore needs to be champi-

oned by leaders within the organization in order for it to be successful, as 

conflicting contextual influences could negate any value gained. The role of a 

leader (of an organization or a group within that organization) is to create an 

environment where uncertainty and risk are tolerated and personal conse-

quences in a creative environment are positive (Andriopoulus (2001). 

Organisational environment 

 ―It is difficult to change because it needs to be approved by too many 

people up the line. The organisation is rigid but our manager encourages crea-

tivity which makes it less frustrating.‖ (Field note excerpt). 

This comment highlights the need for ownership from within the team. 

The problems of a rigid hierarchical organization have been well documented 

as a barrier to creativity—an important outcome of the Socratic process 

should be to get group ownership of the process to help counteract organiza-

tional rigidity. The result of such ownership is apparent from the comment 

below: 

―The open question forum led to exact discussion and specific goals be-
ing reached on ideas that have been circulating for quite some time. Project 

planning - being accountable immediately will make the process more likely 

to succeed than in the past.‖ (Field note excerpt). 

Sometimes group cohesiveness will assist in creating change from the 

bottom up as the following comment states:  
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―This process enabled an open dialogue in which thoughts and ideas 

could be tabled and challenged. The outcome was better than expected! Hav-

ing buy-in from all participants was important—this guided the discussion to 

keep on track (historically a challenge for us). Using this process would defi-

nitely help immediate supervisors/Board to understand internal resource chal-
lenges.‖ (Field note excerpt). 

In a briefing prior to the session, this team identified a conflict between 

the management team and the Board (not for profit organization) in terms of 

expectations being unrealistic. The session, which included the Board Chair-

man, provided a structure whereby everyone felt comfortable that they would 

be accountable for the outcomes agreed. This came from having in the same 

session, all the people that had opinions about and were affected by the topic 

under discussion. The neutrality provided by the Socratic process helped to 

remove personalities from the debate.  

Questioning techniques 

While the first workshop concluded successfully it became apparent early 

that the facilitator should be prepared to actively seek clarification of con-

cepts that were raised. During the Evidence stage, a concept was agreed on by 

participants, but it appeared to have different meanings or implications to 

each of them. By asking a series of qualifying questions, before moving onto 

the next stage, I was able to draw these views out and thus provide a platform 

for further development. 

While I am experienced in facilitating this type of discussion, in a real-

world situation specific questioning strategies should be explored prior to a 

session to avoid stalling the process or ending with a fuzzy outcome that is 

hard to action. In reviewing data on the application of the Socratic method it 
became apparent that the Model needed to be more than a single dimension 

and should be overlaid with a questioning process that identifies the most 

appropriate approach to questioning at each stage of the Model. The question-

ing approach should align with the stages of the model as it moves from the 

known to the unknown. 

Outcomes 

The initial workshop was the first time the process was tested in a real 

world setting. The setting was a planning meeting to discuss the firm‘s capa-

bilities and to provide direction for future expression of those capabilities in 
business pitches. 

The first step in the process is to put the question under consideration to 

the group. In this case the question was: ―What are the distinct competencies 

we have over our competitors?‖ This question was determined in advance in a 

separate discussion I had with the Chief Executive. It quickly became appar-

ent that before discussing the question, participants wanted to debate the rea-
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sons behind the question and the relevance of it in terms of their business. 

Their main interest related to outcomes, in other words ―how will the answer 

to this question help us to achieve our goals?‖  

In subsequent workshops, in discussing the question I made sure that 

each group also agreed on outcomes they wanted to achieve. In one group this 
made it easier for them to focus on specific actions to take:  

―We have spent this week following up on actions from our meeting and 

have introduced this concept across other areas of our business and are very 

happy and impressed by the results we were able to achieve.‖ (Field note ex-

cerpt). 

Theory development 

This project started as an exploration of the use of the Socratic Method as 

a means of enhancing team-based creativity in an organisational context. The 

desired outcome was a grounded theory that would provide a documented and 
tested model that could be used by managers in a real world context. The four 

steps in the Model (Figure 1) provided an effective linear progression for a 

dialogue resulting in creative outcomes in the teams studied. However, the 

Model as it stands is not comprehensive enough to document a process that 

can be followed without the input of a trained facilitator. Therefore an addi-

tional stage of theory development was required with the objective of adding 

additional guiding layers suggested by feedback identified in the themes de-

scribed previously. 

Open dialogue 

In order to facilitate open dialogue there were two ideas that emerged: 

Engagement of all participants 

Ownership of the question 

The first can be facilitated through the use of concrete questions that ex-

plore what people know rather than opinions. The ideal place to start is a dis-

cussion on the question itself with input from all participants so that the pro-

cess starts with an agreement and thus creates ownership of the question.  

This approach is supported by Boswell (2006) who, in discussing the use 

of questions to encourage critical thinking, identifies three question types: 

concrete, abstract and creative that progressively move from lower level en-

quiry to higher level abstract and creative thinking. As an aid to implement-

ing the Model, a baseline questioning layer can be added that maps an appro-
priate question type to specific stages of the process (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Model with appended question types 

Internal Championing and Organisational Environment 

Organisational rigidity was identified as a barrier to creativity. This is 
supported in the literature by Boswell (2006) and others who identify a range 

of ‗cultural‘ issues that inhibit creativity and innovation. Therefore it will be 

important to identify a champion from within the organisation who is at a 

high enough level to influence culture and effect change. The role of this per-

son is to be a creative leader, encouraging creativity in teams and removing 

potential barriers to provide a supportive creative environment (see Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3: Role of the creative leader 

 

Questioning techniques 

In Figure 2 a second layer of questioning types was added to the model. 

However, this by itself does not provide enough insight for someone to work 

with the model without training and/or experience. Neenan (2009) highlights 

the danger in relying on intuition when it comes to facilitating a Socratic Dia-

logue. This is an issue I found in conducting this research. Even though I had 
prepared a range of questions in advance these only formed a relatively small 
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part of the questioning process. Therefore, I undertook a critical review of 

questioning techniques that could be synthesised to provide a third layer that 

provides specific guidance for each stage of the process.  

The key to a successful Socratic dialogue is that it should be a co-

operative investigation (van Hooft, 1999) that ends with a consensus rather 
than an interrogation. To achieve this the role of Socrates is not just to ques-

tion he must also recognise and react to the dynamics of the group (Gose, 

2009) by reining some participants in and encouraging others. So the role of 

questioning is two-fold—on the one hand to stimulate discussion and on the 

other to stimulate ownership of both problem and solution. 

A number of authors (Paul & Elder, 1996; Boswell, 2006; Oyler & 

Romanelli, 2014) suggest categories of questions to consider. Boswell focus-

es on a top-level progression (concrete, abstract, creative) which has been 

integrated into a second layer of the Model and is supported by Oyler and 

Romanelli (2014) who propose procedural (concrete facts), preferential 

(abstract opinions), and judgemental (synthesis or creative) questions.  

However, it is important to remember that questions are not asked in iso-
lation as each person will apply their own contextual filtering process before 

answering. It follows then, that cognition must also be considered. 

The most widely accepted theory of cognition is that of Bloom, Engel-

hart, Furst, Hill and Krathwol (1956). Their taxonomy identifies six levels of 

cognition: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and 

evaluation which according to Krathwohl (2002) represent a cumulative hier-

archy which fits neatly into the hierarchy present in the Socratic Dialogue 

Model. By understanding people‘s different levels of cognition we can avoid 

asking a complex question too early and therefore avoid confusing partici-

pants and ultimately frustrating the process.  

This leads to a model (Figure 4) with three dimensions (to aid integration 
of the dimensions the 4 steps of the process have been renamed using a single  

descriptive word): 
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Figure 4: Model with question types and cognition levels 

Discussion 

The addition of the two extra layers in the Model made it much easier to 

keep focused as the facilitator. Firstly, in terms of preparation, it suggested 
consideration of not only questions that might be asked but also staging them 

at the appropriate level in both type and cognition. Secondly, having a visual 

of the Model available during the discussion gave immediate guidance for the 

type of question required at different times in order to stimulate discussion or 

tease out linkages in the evaluation stage that resulted in more creative 

thought. 

In a final session to test the final iteration of the Model (Figure 5), partic-

ipants expressed surprise at how quickly they were able to come to a conclu-

sion and also one they felt gave critical direction to their project. This was 

something as facilitator  I also noticed and was surprised to note later that the 

total time taken in this session was just over 60 minutes compared with simi-
lar sessions during the initial data gathering stage that lasted over 90 minutes.  

  

Stage Question type Cognition 

Exploration stage Concrete: 
what, where, when, why, 
who, explain, compare, 
give examples 

Knowledge and com-
prehension 

Examination stage Abstract: 
consider, solve, ap-

ply (to a new situation) 
What are the pros and 

cons? What is missing? 

Application and  
analysis 

Evaluation stage Abstract and Crea-
tive: 

What are the links 
between…. and …..? 

defend your choice, 
justify. 

 

Synthesis and  
evaluation 

Election stage Decision and resolution  
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Figure 5: 4E‟s Socratic Model 

Theory justification 

The purpose of this research was to test the viability of a Socratic ap-

proach as a tool to champion creativity in an organizational context. The 4E‘s 

Socratic Model (Figure 5) was found to be an effective tool in producing cre-
ative outcomes in the context of an organizational team. It achieved this 

through: 

 Producing a creative, actionable outcome in all seven organi-

zations studied. 

 Creating an environment where creativity is encouraged by 

producing conditions that are conducive to creativity; namely, 

o personal freedom—to provide an opinion in a non-

threatening environment, 

o encouragement—to think creatively outside normal 

operating constraints, 
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o recognition—that each team member‘s opinion is valid 

and valued,  

o challenge—to go beyond the common wisdom and 

create something new and innovative. 

 Modeling a culture that encourages creativity and tolerance. 

Delimitation 

As this research is a phenomenological study, the results may not be ap-

plicable outside of the organizations studied (Bonoma, 1985). However, this 

study should be thought of as a starting point for companies wishing to pro-

mote creativity rather than a prepackaged solution. 

Limitations 

As participating organizations were self-selected this may indicate poten-

tial bias in that they may have a greater acceptance of the need for creativity 
in their organizations. However the wide range in levels of creativity meas-

ured by the creativity index of each group, means that it would be difficult to 

state that there were sufficient commonalities that were likely to produce a 

bias. 

Another limitation is that the results are not quantifiable – this could be 

considered as an opportunity for future research to measure the results of im-

plementing the Model over time. 

This study used an external facilitator (the author). This was done to con-

centrate on the applicability of the model itself and remove any bias that 

might have come from using different facilitators.  

Recommendations 

In developing the 4E‘s Socratic Model in response to the data collected 

the aim has been to produce a management tool that reflects the experience of 

taking a Socratic approach to enhancing creativity in a team environment. 

However, prior to implementation it is important to consider the legitimacy of 

creativity in the organization and what organizational impediments might 

need to be removed.  

Secondly, pick a project and a team to pilot the use of the model. A suc-

cessful outcome will prove the value of institutionalizing the model and it 

will also give insights into how best to apply the process.  
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GREAT MINDS DON’T THINK ALIKE: PERSON-
LEVEL PREDICTORS OF INNOVATION IN THE 
WORKPLACE 
 
 

FIONA PATTERSON & MAIRE KERRIN 

 

Abstract 

In this chapter, we explore eight important individual variables that predict 

innovation in the workplace including the arts, science and technology. The 

propensity to innovate is fundamentally determined by the knowledge, skills, 

abilities and attributes of individuals. This chapter builds on an original paper 

by Patterson (2002) and reviews more recent research literature relating to 

these key variables and their relation to innovation: (1) intelligence, (2) 

knowledge, (3) motivation, (4) personality, (5) emotional intelligence, (6) 
mood states, (7) behaviours, and (8) values. In addition, theoretical models 

encompassing innovation resources are discussed, and significantly which 

stages of the innovation process individual-level factors are likely to have the 

most impact. Implications for increasing innovation in the workplace are pre-

sented, particularly focusing on selection assessment and employee develop-

ment. We also present a measure that is used to assess for innovation poten-

tial, the Innovation Potential Indicator (IPI). As face validity of psychometric 

measures of innovation potential for selection can be low, assessment for 

development of innovation potential, as well as other approaches to promot-

ing innovation, are also considered. 

Keywords: Innovation potential, intelligence, knowledge, motivation, person-

ality, emotional intelligence, mood states, behaviours, values 

 

Introduction  
 
 This chapter builds on an original paper by Patterson (2002) reviewing 

the individual level antecedents of innovation from a psychological perspec-

tive. The tendency to innovate is one of the most important aspects of human 

behaviour in the workplace and a key factor for organisational success in to-

day‘s economic climate (Anderson, Potočnik & Zhou, 2014); yet there remain 

CHAPTER FOUR 
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gaps in our understanding that need to be filled. Since innovation ultimately 

involves human behaviour, examining it from a psychological perspective is 

important for gaining a unique insight into the determinants of innovation and 

offering guidance on how to harness innovation in practice (Patterson & 

Kerrin, 2013). Whilst scholars are generally agreed that employees need a 
supportive organisational context to encourage, reinforce, and facilitate inno-

vation (e.g. Patterson, Kerrin & Gatto-Roissard, 2009; Sears & Baba, 2011), 

the propensity to innovate is fundamentally determined by the knowledge, 

skills, abilities and attributes of individuals (Patterson et al., 2009). These can 

be regarded as the necessary foundations upon which to investigate innova-

tion at any other level (e.g. group-, organisation-, or societal-level; Patterson, 

Kerrin & Zibarras, 2013), and thus will be the focus of this chapter.  

Much of the early innovation literature has concurred that innovation 

involves multiple components at the individual level; as such, Patterson‘s 

(2002) original review classified the literature into the associations between 

innovation and four key components: (i) intelligence and cognition, (ii) 

knowledge, (iii) personality, and (iv) motivation. Later research has since 
indicated a role for factors such as emotional intelligence (e.g. Suliman & Al-

Shaikh, 2007), mood states (e.g. Baas, Carsten, De Dreu & Nijstad, 2008), 

behaviours (e.g. Rank, Pace & Frese, 2004), and values (Dollinger, Burke & 

Gump, 2007). Despite the general acceptance that innovation is vital in to-

day‘s market, many organisations are not clear on how to successfully identi-

fy and measure innovative individuals; how to translate their knowledge on 

innovation into processes such as selection and assessment and employee 

development; or how to manage individuals who are not as naturally predis-

posed to innovate as others. Therefore, this chapter will explore the key indi-

vidual-level variables that influence innovation and outline ways of appropri-

ately measuring innovation potential. Implications for selection and assess-
ment and employee development will be discussed, with a case example to 

illustrate. 

 

Theoretical perspectives  
 

 It is important at this point to acknowledge that although not the focus 

of this chapter, other resources aside from individual-level resources can also 

influence innovation. Broadly, these can be divided into resources from the 

work environment (at both the group- and organisational-level) and external 
societal influences; and include things like teamwork, group norms, organisa-

tional culture, strategy, market, and global climate. Researchers have recently 

aimed to synthesise the typically fragmented and level-specific literature and 

present cross-level theories that are concerned with the factors that drive the 

generation of innovation at the individual level, as well as those that facilitate 

implementation at the group-, organisational- and societal-levels (see Patter-

son et al., 2009; Sears & Baba, 2011). This represents a response to a call 
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from a number of innovation scholars (e.g. Anderson, De Dreu & Nijstad, 

2004; Janssen, Van de Vliert & West, 2004; Wejnert, 2002; West, 2002; 

Zhou & Shalley, 2003) for more cross-level theory building. Figure 1 pre-

sents a model by Patterson et al. (2009) outlining the relevant resources for 

innovation at various levels of influence.  

Figure 1: Resources for innovation in organisations (Patterson et al., 2009) 

 
An examination of innovation at the group-, individual-, and societal-

levels are covered elsewhere in the literature and will therefore not be the 

focus of this chapter. We instead look in detail at some of the individual-level 

determinants of innovation (referred to as employee resources in Figure 1). 

Before delving into these, however, it is useful to first outline the relevant 
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innovation theory to explain how and why individual differences in innova-

tion might come about.  

One such theory, proposed by Sternberg and Lubart (1991), is the invest-

ment theory. The premise of this theory is that innovative individuals differ 

from others in that they ―buy low and sell high‖ when it comes to ideas. What 
this means is that they are prepared to defy the crowd and pursue ―low‖ ideas 

that are unknown, out of favour, or have perhaps never been applied to a par-

ticular context before, but that they believe have growth potential. Innovative 

individuals will persist with these ideas, even in the face of resistance, and 

eventually ―sell high‖ once they have convinced others of the value of their 

ideas. The ability to do this requires six key resources: 1) intellectual ability, 

2) knowledge, 3) styles of thinking, 4) personality, 5) motivation, 6) environ-

ment. However, it is important to note that a simple sum of these resources is 

not enough to guarantee innovation: there may be thresholds on some compo-

nents (e.g. knowledge) below which innovation is not possible. Further, inter-

actions may occur between components that together enhance innovation. 

According to Sternberg and Lubart (1996), some components, e.g. 
knowledge, will be domain-specific, whilst others, e.g. motivation, can be 

relevant across all domains.  

 Ford (1996) proposes a model of individual creative action, which 

attributes the occurrence of innovation to a decision made on the part of the 

individual to be creative rather than undertake routine, habitual actions. The 

decision to choose one way over the other is determined by three factors: 

sense making processes, motivation, and knowledge and skills (Anderson et 

al., 2014; Ford, 1996). Sense making processes elicit intentions and expecta-

tions regarding the appropriateness and likely effectiveness of future actions, 

whilst motivation is determined by an interaction between one‘s goals, expec-

tations and emotions. Knowledge and skills reflect domain-specific 
knowledge, behavioural abilities, and creative thinking abilities. If all three 

factors align – that is, if one expects their creative action to be successful, is 

motivated to take action, and has the necessary knowledge to inform that ac-

tion – then they will make the decision to choose innovation over routine. 

Additionally, innovative actions must hold an advantage over habitual actions 

if one is to be motivated to pursue them (Ford, 1996). The motivation factor 

will be explored in detail later in this chapter. 

 Two additional models that reflect key areas of research at the individ-

ual level are the geneplore model (Finke, Ward & Smith, 1992), and the com-

ponential model (Amabile, 1996). The geneplore model characterises innova-

tion as a result of the interplay between generative processes, which are re-

sponsible for the production of innovative ideas, and exploratory processes, 
which define how ideas are implemented. Innovation, then, can be thought of 

as a continual iteration of generative and exploratory steps (Ward, 2001). The 

componential model (Amabile, 1996) suggests that innovation is influenced 

by three factors: expertise, creative thinking skills, and intrinsic motivation, 

and that factors can become more or less important at varying stages of the 
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innovation process. Both theories point to the idea of a stage-based approach 

to innovation. Indeed, within the literature it is generally agreed that innova-

tion consists of at least two stages – an idea generation phase followed by an 

idea implementation phase (Axtell, Holman, Unsworth, Wall, Waterson & 

Harrington, 2000; Puccio & Cabra, 2012; Patterson et al,. 2013). The inclu-
sion of a middle step – idea dissemination/idea promotion – has also been 

suggested, which involves assessing the domain relevance of ideas, sharing 

them, and finding support for them from the right people (De Jong & Hartog, 

2010; Howell, Shea & Higgins, 2005). It is noted that these steps do not tend 

to progress in a linear sequence, they are largely iterative and overlapping.  

 In light of Amabile‘s (1996) suggestion that different factors can be-

come important at different stages of innovation, where relevant, this chapter 

will comment on which stage/s of the innovation process the individual-level 

factors presented are likely to have the most impact. 

 

Individual-level predictors of innovation 
 

 The majority of innovation research published in psychological litera-

ture has focused on identifying the various traits and personal characteristics 

that facilitate innovation. In the following sections, we review the relationship 

between innovation potential and eight key personal resources: (1) intelli-

gence, (2) knowledge, (3) motivation, (4) personality, (5) emotional intelli-

gence, (6) mood states, (7) behaviours, and (8) values.  

 

1. Intelligence 
 

The relationship between innovation and intelligence has been explored 

by numerous researchers; however, results are generally inconclusive in this 

area, with the exact nature of the association remaining unclear. Various re-

searchers (e.g. Patterson, 2002; Patterson et al., 2009) have suggested that the 

research literature can be subdivided into four areas that conceive human in-

novation to be: i) a subset of general intelligence; ii) an aspect of genius; iii) a 

set of cognitive abilities and mental processes; iv) related to observer judge-

ments of intelligence (or perceived intelligence). A brief overview of each is 

provided below. 
 

i. General intelligence  
 

Early research suggested that creativity was equal to high intelligence; 

however, several authors have questioned this view since innovators may be 

intelligent, but high intelligence does not guarantee innovation. In his theory 

of the structure of intellect, Guilford (1950; 1988) claimed that creative think-

ing was a mental ability involving divergent production (that is, the ability to 

generate a variety of information from the same source).  Stemming from 
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this, the notion of ‗divergent thinking‘ emerged, and divergent thinking tests 

were viewed as a way to measure creative abilities. More recently, however, 

divergent thinking tests have been criticised on the basis that it is the quantity, 

not quality, of ideas that are considered. This is problematic because innova-

tion can only be useful if it adds value to an organisation (Wycoff, 2004), and 
therefore it is idea quality that is of the highest importance. Furthermore, it 

has been suggested that divergent and convergent thinking may work together 

to produce innovative thought, and as such, divergent thinking tests are inevi-

tably ill-equipped to measure creative thinking as a whole (Runco, 2007). 

Indeed, Jones and Estes (2015) found support for this argument (i.e. the inde-

pendent effects of convergent and divergent thinking on innovative thought); 

since convergent and divergent thinking predicted innovative thought over 

and above individuals‘ creative behaviours and crystallised intelligence. 

 

ii. Genius 
 

Early researchers (e.g. Eysenck, 1979) have suggested that genius – the 

most obvious manifestation of high intelligence – is closely linked to the pro-

pensity to innovate. Whilst recent research has supported this suggestion with 

the finding that high IQ populations are more innovative (Squalli & Wilson, 

2014), this is the exception rather than the rule when it comes to evidence 

supporting a direct relationship between innovation and high intelligence. 

Indeed, a recent meta-analysis (Kim, 2005) reported an almost negligible 

relationship between innovation and IQ, and researchers have concluded that 

intelligence is probably a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for innova-

tion. The possibility of a curvilinear relationship between intelligence and 
innovation has also been tested, where intelligence may become less influen-

tial as it increases beyond a certain level (Gilhooly, Wynn & Osman, 2004). 

For example, Feist and Barron (2003) suggest that there is generally a moder-

ate relationship between intelligence and innovation, but when IQ scores are 

beyond 115 the relationship is near zero.  This has been termed the ‗threshold 

theory‘.  By contrast, other authors (e.g. Preckel, Holling & Wiese, 2006) 

dispute the idea of a threshold theory since their school-based research 

showed similar associations between innovation and intelligence across dif-

ferent ranges of ability, including students who attended specialised schools 

for the gifted and would therefore have especially high IQs. 

 

iii. Cognitive ability 
 

Perhaps the most promising account of the role of cognitive abilities in 

the innovation process is that of Finke, Ward and Smith (1992), who suggest 

that in order to understand the role of cognitive abilities in idea generation, 

we must draw upon models from cognitive psychology. As touched upon 

earlier in this chapter, the geneplore model proposes a framework that out-
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lines the cognitive processes involved in creative activities. This framework 

suggests that creative activities can be described in terms of an initial genera-

tion of ideas/solutions, followed by an extensive exploration of those ideas. 

Capacity for creative cognition has been found to be normally distributed, 

implying that a highly creative person‘s mind does not operate in any funda-
mentally different way to other people (Nicholls, 1972; Runco, 2005). Indi-

vidual differences only occur due to variations in the use and application of 

these generative and exploratory processes (e.g. retrieval of existing struc-

tures from memory, forming associations, mental synthesis, transformation 

from one domain to another), together with the sophistication of an individu-

al‘s memory and knowledge in the relevant domain. This suggests that assess-

ment techniques could potentially be devised to assess an employee‘s capaci-

ty for generative thinking (Patterson et al., 2013). The intricacies of the inter-

actions between generative and exploratory processes are not clear, though, 

and merit further research (Puccio & Cabra, 2012). Researchers have also 

called for studies that investigate the specific cognitive abilities involved in 

the implementation phase of the innovation process (Mumford, 2003).  
 

iv. Perceived intelligence 
 

Much of the early literature suggested that innovative individuals are 

perceived and rated by others as more intelligent than less innovative people. 

For example, in a study of architects (MacKinnon, 1960), innovative archi-

tects were rated as more ‗intelligent‘ than less innovative architects by their 

supervisors.  The author described these architects as having high ‗effective 

intelligence‘, arguing that traditional measures of intelligence (that is, IQ) do 
not fully explain ‗real-world‘ intelligence. Part of the issue here has been that 

intelligence (similar to innovation), is often viewed as a unitary concept. Pre-

vious theories of intelligence have tended to overemphasise cognitive abilities 

and underestimate the role of knowledge-based intelligence (Silvia, 2008). 

We discuss the role of knowledge in more detail next. 

 

2. Knowledge 
 

Researchers in the field, regardless of their theoretical viewpoint, have 
tended to suggest that knowledge is a core component of innovation.  Immer-

sion in domain-specific knowledge is a prerequisite for innovation, as one 

must have an accurate sense of a domain (i.e. contextual relevance) before 

one can hope to change it for the better. However, the literature also high-

lights that too much expertise in a particular area can be a block to innovation 

(Sternberg, 1982). Thus, it is suggested that an inverted U relationship exists 

between knowledge and innovation, where too much or too little knowledge 

hampers the innovative process. This is illustrated by findings from a widely 

cited study (Simonton, 1984), where findings suggested that both a lack of 
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and an excess of familiarity within a particular subject domain could be detri-

mental to innovation.  Sternberg (1997) suggests that ―expertise‖ may result 

in rigid thinking and reduced flexibility in problem solving.  The research 

literature suggests that domain-relevant knowledge may be broad, and that 

highly complex or detailed knowledge is not required (Mascitelli, 2000). Per-
sonal mastery and an accurate sense of contextual relevance are also neces-

sary antecedents of innovation. (Csikszentmihayli, 1988).  

 

3. Motivation  
 

In order to investigate the relationship between motivation and innova-

tion, scholars began to research the motives of individuals willing to spend 

time and effort in a process of collective invention. Most studies rely on the 

well-established typology of human motivation, which differentiates between 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Motivation is said to be intrinsic if an ac-

tivity is valued and performed for its own sake and the individual has a genu-

ine passion and interest in innovation itself. By contrast, a person performing 

a task with the aim of obtaining a reward separable from the task is said to be 

extrinsically motivated. High levels of motivation are required for innovation 

(Eysenck, 1994).  

Although theories on innovation and creativity consistently refer to in-

trinsic motivation as one of the most important antecedents of creativity and 

innovation (and recent research has supported this, e.g. Xhang & Bartol, 

2010), empirical studies of the association between intrinsic motivation and 

innovation remain limited. One exception is a study by Shin and Zhou (2003), 

who reported that a transformational style of leadership promoted employees‘ 
intrinsic motivation, which was conducive to creative performance. Similarly, 

in a laboratory based study, Sosik, Kahai and Avolio (1999) found that a 

transformational leadership style was conducive to ‗flow‟, a psychological 

state characterised by intrinsic motivation, concentration, and enjoyment, 

which encourages idea generation. Further, a recent study by Yidong and 

Xinxin (2013) showed that individual innovative work behaviour was posi-

tively related to the perception of ethical leadership, and intrinsic motivation 

mediated this relationship. These studies provide support for the notion that 

motivation may be an important mediator between leadership style and crea-

tive performance.  

Intrinsic motivation has also been found to be a mediator in other rela-
tionships. For example, the relationships between innovation and openness to 

experience and self-efficacy is mediated by intrinsic motivation (Prabhu, Sut-

ton & Sauser, 2008), and intrinsic motivation mediated the relationship be-

tween basic need satisfaction and innovative work behaviours (Deyloo et al, 

2015). 

Whilst intrinsic motivation is clearly a pre-requisite for innovation, the 

role of extrinsic motivators is less clear. Although some studies have found 
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significant effects of extrinsic motivation on creativity (Sung & Choi, 2009), 

research generally suggests that this is context-dependent. For example, it has 

been suggested (Ford, 1996) that innovative actions must hold an advantage 

over habitual actions if one is to be motivated to pursue them. This can be 

explained using the learned industriousness theory (Eisenberger, 1992), 
which suggests that individuals learn which performance dimensions (i.e. 

innovation) lead to rewards and are motivated to perform them accordingly. 

Indeed, research has indicated that if submitting new suggestions or imple-

menting innovative work processes is rewarded by an organisation, individu-

als may be more motivated to be actively involved in such processes - but 

will not in the absence of rewards.  However, some researchers have posited a 

paradox of rewards in which extrinsic motivation may undermine intrinsic 

motivation over time. In exploring external influences on motivation, the evi-

dence suggests that constructive evaluation (i.e. informative, supportive, and 

recognising of accomplishment) can enhance innovation. Any extrinsic moti-

vator that enhances an employee‘s sense of competence without undermining 

self-determination should enhance intrinsic motivation and thus, increase the 
propensity for innovation. Since it seems that extrinsic motivators are related 

to innovation only under certain circumstances, intrinsic motivators can be 

said to have a stronger and more consistent relationship with innovation 

(Hammond, Neff, Farr, Schwall & Zhao, 2011). 

It has also been suggested that there may be motivators that are neither 

wholly intrinsic nor extrinsic, but that lie between the two ends of the contin-

uum (Frey, Lüthje & Haag, 2011). For example, engaging in innovative en-

deavours in order to increase one‘s status within a community can be regard-

ed as extrinsic at the outset because the motivation is to enhance the personal 

benefit of the individual. As this aim is not related to the task itself, the out-

come can be considered an extrinsic reward. However, individuals aiming to 
build their reputation within a group often do so in order to gain feelings of 

self-esteem, and therefore the innovative action leads to sensations of enjoy-

ment and satisfaction – which are intrinsic motivators. Such motivations can 

therefore be considered both intrinsic and extrinsic in nature.  

It is also possible that intrinsic and extrinsic motivators may be important 

at different stages of the innovation process. In the 1980s, Amabile suggested 

a componential model of innovation that involves three components: intrinsic 

task motivation, domain-relevant skills (i.e. expertise) and innovation rele-

vant process skills (cognitive skills and work styles conducive to novelty). 

The model includes a five-stage description of the innovation process: task 

presentation, preparation, idea generation, idea validation, and outcome as-

sessment, where the roles of the three components vary at each of the stages. 
Amabile‘s (1988) model suggests how and where individual skills and moti-

vation affect the progress of the innovation process. According to Amabile 

(1988), intrinsic motivation is particularly important in tasks that require nov-

elty, and extrinsic motivators may be a distraction during the early stages of 

the innovation process. Later in the innovation process, where persistence and 
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evaluation of ideas is required, synergistic extrinsic motivators may help in-

novators persist in solving the problem within the domain. 

Sauermann and Cohen (2008) recently analysed the impact of individual 

motivation on organisational innovation and performance. They found that 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation affected both individual effort and the over-
all quality of the innovative endeavours. The study confirmed that extrinsic 

rewards, such as pay, were not as important as certain aspects of intrinsic 

motivation, such as the desire for intellectual change, in enhancing innova-

tion. These findings have been replicated in later studies (e.g. Frey et al., 

2011; Sauermann & Cohen, 2010) that have concluded that intrinsic rather 

than extrinsic motivations have strong effects in explaining innovative effort 

and performance. This has obvious implications for how to best nurture inno-

vation within the workplace. Further research could investigate the part that 

different aspects of intrinsic motivation, such as curiosity, improving feelings 

of mastery, self-expression potential, and the resolution of conflicts, play in 

innovation.   

 

4. Personality 
 

Psychological literature on the association between innovation and per-

sonality has generally agreed that personality plays a role in an individual‘s 

tendency to innovate. Over several decades of research, a set of characteris-

tics has consistently emerged as being beneficial for innovation, including: 

imagination, inquisitiveness, high energy, autonomy, social rule independ-

ence, toleration of ambiguity, and high self-confidence (Patterson, 2002). Self

-efficacy and resilience have also been associated with innovative outputs and 
found to be important in predicting innovative outputs at work (Ziyae et al., 

2015; Jaussi, Randel & Dionne, 2007). Additionally, psychoticism (Eysenck, 

1993; Patterson, 2002) and the ―creative schizotype‖ (Burch, 2006) have been 

linked to innovation. It is thought that the strange beliefs, thinking, and odd 

behaviour associated with these personality types may facilitate the genera-

tion of original ideas, and are therefore particularly important at the idea gen-

eration stage of the innovation process.  

Many early studies examined single personality traits in order to establish 

relationships between specific characteristics and creative outcomes. Howev-

er, in order to integrate these findings, it is useful to categorise the character-

istics found in the innovation literature using models of personality. The Five-
Factor Model (FFM) has become a near-universal model with which to un-

derstand the structure of personality, and thus will be used as a template with-

in which to review the literature on personality and innovation.  

 

The Five-Factor Model (FFM) 
 

The FFM of personality (Goldberg, 1990; McCrae & Costa, 1999) has 

led to a better understanding of how creativity and innovation relate to broad 
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personality domains. Common labels for the five factors are: (1) Openness to 

Experience, (2) Conscientiousness, (3) Extraversion, (4) Agreeableness, (5) 

Neuroticism. 

 

Openness to Experience 
 

Openness to Experience is concerned with the degree to which a person 

is willing to consider new ideas and opportunities. It is characterised by six 

lower-level facets, including: active imagination (fantasy), aesthetic sensitivi-

ty, attentiveness to inner feelings, intellectual curiosity (ideas), values and 

preference for variety (actions). Of all the FFM factors, openness to experi-

ence has most often been found to be positively related to innovation 

(Hammond et al., 2011); a likely result of all of the openness facets sharing 

an interest in varied experience for its own sake – a key aspect of innovation 
(McCrae, 1987; Steel, Rinne & Fairweather, 2011). Furthermore, the word 

‗innovation‘ itself has been used throughout literature to define the concept of 

openness (e.g. Connelly, Ones, Davies & Birkland, 2014; Williamson, Louns-

bury & Han, 2013). Parallels have been drawn between characteristics associ-

ated with both innovation and openness, such as being imaginative, flexible, 

original, and having wide interests. Additionally, open individuals tend to be 

more curious about the world, more flexible, and more accepting of various 

perspectives, even when ideas may seem unfamiliar or underdeveloped.  By 

definition, then, individuals high on openness are likely to be more suited to 

innovation. Indeed, openness has been regarded an important trait for profes-

sional roles that involve the ability to continually acquire new knowledge and 

ideas (Williamson et al., 2013). It has therefore been suggested that openness 
may be more important at the idea generation stage of innovation (Steel et al., 

2011). This is supported by the finding that having leaders high on openness 

benefitted radical innovations, i.e. those concerned with the generation of 

novel ideas (Aronson, Reilly & Lynn, 2008). Although recent findings sug-

gest that the relationship might be moderated by contextual factors, research-

ers tend to agree that it is likely to be the most important personality dimen-

sion in predicting innovation potential (Patterson, 2002; Patterson & Zibarras, 

in press; Yesil & Sozbilir, 2013). Research has also suggested that openness 

enhances an individual‘s intrinsic motivation towards novelty and, therefore, 

works in a multiplicative way to produce innovation (King, Walter & 

Broyles, 1996). 
 

Conscientiousness 
 

Conscientiousness is concerned with the degree to which a person is thor-

ough, careful, and vigilant. Being conscientious implies a desire to do a task 

well, and conscientious people are usually efficient, organised and dependa-

ble as opposed to easy going and disorderly. Conscientiousness is character-
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ised by lower-level facets including competence, order, dutifulness, achieve-

ment striving, self-discipline, and deliberation. The majority of research 

demonstrates that a lack of conscientiousness is related to innovation (e.g. 

Harrison et al., 2006), and evidence shows that individuals high on conscien-

tiousness do not challenge authority and are more likely to resist change  
(Costa & McCrae, 1992). This can be problematic since a key feature of inno-

vation is challenging the status quo (Patterson, 2002).  

So, at first glance, conscientiousness may appear to be negatively related 

to innovation.  However, conscientiousness entails a number of distinct fac-

ets, which each have different relationships with innovation. Innovation is 

known to be positively associated with the achievement striving and persis-

tence facets but negatively associated with being systematic, dependable, 

methodical, ordered, and dutiful (Patterson, 1999; Robertson, Baron, Gib-

bons, MacIver, and Nyfield, 2000). For example, Patterson and Zibarras (in 

Press) found that achievement striving, competence and self-discipline facets 

of conscientiousness were positively related to innovation, whereas dutiful-

ness, deliberation and order were not. One recent study, however, yielded 
findings that are contradictory to the trend of the rest of the literature on con-

scientiousness and innovation. Moon, Kamdar, Mayer, and Takeuchi (2008) 

found that dutiful individuals were more likely to be rated by their peers as 

likely to provide innovative suggestions, whilst achievement strivers were 

rated less likely to do so. This has been explained using the logic that two of 

the major facets of conscientiousness—duty and achievement striving – are 

inherently opposed, as duty is other-centred, whilst achievement-striving is 

self-centred. Therefore, dutiful individuals engage in innovative citizenship 

because their focus is on the welfare of the organisation, whereas achieve-

ment strivers are more likely to attend to their own welfare and performance. 

Evidently, the broad bandwidth of conscientiousness may make it hard to 
determine its relationship with innovation, but what is clear is that conscien-

tiousness measured broadly might forego important information. Since it is 

generally accepted that organisations should hire individuals that are high on 

conscientiousness (Moon, Livne & Marinova, 2013), significant implications 

for selection and assessment are implied in that placing a high value on con-

scientiousness may not be as beneficial as traditionally thought (Patterson & 

Kerrin, 2013). Clearly, more research at the facet level is needed to more ful-

ly understand the influence of each distinct facet. 

 

Extraversion  
 

Extraversion is a personality dimension characterised by concentration of 

interest on the outside world. It contains six lower-level facets, including: 

warmth, gregariousness, assertiveness, activity, excitement-seeking, and posi-

tive emotions. Extraversion is typically viewed as being one end of a continu-

um, with introversion on the opposite end. Unlike extraverts, introverts tend 
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to be more concerned with their own inner world than with outside activities. 

Empirical studies have revealed conflicting findings with regards to the rela-

tionship between innovation and extraversion.  Although many researchers 

report a negative relationship, other studies have found a positive association.   

 However, different facets of extraversion are linked to innovation in dif-
ferent ways. Feist (1998) notes two distinct sub-dimensions of extraversion: 

assertiveness and sociability, which although related to each other, are not 

synonymous since one can be assertive without being sociable and vice versa.  

Findings suggested that assertiveness had a small relation to innovation, 

while sociability had none.  However, Feist‘s review focused on artists and 

scientists, with no evidence from general working population contexts.  Addi-

tionally, in meta-analytic studies of general occupational work performance 

(e.g. Barrick & Mount, 2001) extraversion is a positive predictor for many 

occupations. This is particularly the case for jobs where interpersonal factors 

are important for effective job performance (e.g. sales). Thus, it can be in-

ferred that the association between extraversion and innovation may be con-

text dependent.  Introversion is likely to be important to real-life artistic en-
deavors, whereas extraversion may predict performance measures of creativi-

ty and innovation (Patterson, 2002; Batey & Furnham, 2006).  

Research has also indicated that extraversion may have differing effects 

at different stages of the of the innovation process. Williamson et al. (2013) 

reported lower extraversion among professions that require the ability to con-

sistently produce new ideas (i.e. the idea generation phase), and attributed 

success in such professions to concentrating on work in a quiet, attentive and 

thoughtful manner. Similarly, Stam, de Vet, Barkema & Dreu (2014) found 

that suspending group debate—i.e. inhibiting behaviours associated with ex-

traversion –  at the idea generation phase allowed individuals to gather and 

process thoughts and work on problems effectively before sharing and dis-
cussing their ideas; the result was a 53% increase in idea generation. This 

may be explained by the fact that idea generation can be achieved alone, and 

indeed the stereotypical ―solitary innovator‖ has been iconic in the Western 

world (Steel et al., 2011). However, whilst individuals may generate ideas 

alone, their social context frequently facilitates or hinders the implementation 

of innovation. Since for an idea to be successfully implemented it must first 

be successfully sold to others (Bain & Tran, 2006), extraversion may lend 

itself more to the implementation stage where social exchanges are essential. 

In line with this, it has been suggested that expressed or social forms of crea-

tivity may have a set of predictors that are different from unexpressed forms 

(Choi, 2004), as extraverts are likely to be more comfortable presenting their 

creative thoughts to others than introverts. Additional empirical research is 
still needed to further explore the association between extraversion and inno-

vation, however on balance, it seems that introversion may be more suited to 

the idea generation phase and extraversion to the implementation phase of 

innovation. Future research may also wish to explore the association between 

extraversion and innovation in different occupational sectors and contexts. 
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Agreeableness 
 

Agreeableness typically manifests itself in behavioural characteristics 
that are seen as kind, sympathetic and cooperative. It is characterised by low-

er-level facets that include: trust, compliance, altruism, straightforwardness, 

modesty and tender-mindedness. Several studies have shown a negative asso-

ciation between agreeableness and innovation (Patterson, 1999); that is, being 

disagreeable and defying order is linked to innovation. Others have shown no 

link between agreeableness and innovation (Tehran & Khaledi, 2014).  This 

can be explained by the fact that agreeableness leads to conformity but inno-

vation requires independence of thought and action (Patterson, 2002). There-

fore, agreeable individuals are likely to opt out of engaging in processes that 

may cause conflict or tension. Findings are consistent with Eysenk‘s empha-

sis on the potentially negative dispositional characteristics of innovators, 
where innovators are often outspoken, uninhibited, quarrelsome, and some-

times asocial (Zibarras, Port & Woods, 2008). Findings also show that agree-

ableness is negatively associated with creative achievement but not with crea-

tive thinking. This may indicate that lack of agreeableness is important in the 

implementation stage of innovation but not for idea generation. This affords 

intuitive sense because implementation of new ideas is likely to be a group 

effort involving social processes and activities.  

 

Neuroticism 
 

Neuroticism (also known as low emotional stability) is associated with 

the frequent experience of negative emotions, increased reactivity to stress-

ors, and predisposition to a range of emotional psychopathologies (Costa & 

McCrae, 1992). It is characterised by six facets: anxiety, hostility, depression, 

self-consciousness, impulsiveness, and vulnerability. There is relatively little 

research examining an association between neuroticism and innovation. Of 

the literature that is available, there appears to be some inconsistencies de-

pending on the domain of interest. For example, some researchers have found 

no association between neuroticism and creative thinking or innovation, 

whilst other research literature suggests a positive association with neuroti-

cism. Conversely, negative associations between neuroticism and innovation 
have been found, where neurotic individuals perceive a reduction in innova-

tive interactions in conjunction with increased anxiety (Chen & Chen, 2013) 

– although this can be improved by managers who demonstrate visionary 

leadership (based on core values, clear vision, empowering relationships, 

intellectual stimulation, and innovative action). An explanation for these in-

consistencies is likely to be that the association between neuroticism and in-

novation is domain-dependent. For example in a meta-analytic review, Feist 

(1998) observed that artists appear to be more anxious, less emotionally sta-

ble and impulsive than scientists. A more thorough investigation in organisa-
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tional settings is necessary, with a broader range of occupations. Meta-

analytic studies of personality and work performance generally suggest a cur-

vilinear association between emotional stability and performance, where too 

much or too little anxiety is detrimental; this could be tested in the innovation 

arena. Perhaps a first step could be to examine possible links at the facet lev-
el. The innovation literature shows different associations with these facets: 

for example innovation is associated with moderate levels of anxiety; hostili-

ty, impulsiveness and volatility.   

     

Summary 
  

In summary, it is possible to broadly conclude that innovation is positive-

ly associated with openness and a lack of agreeableness and conscientious-

ness. The associations with extraversion and neuroticism are less certain and 
information is lacking from organisational research. The literature suggests 

that the relationships between the five personality domains and innovation are 

more complex at the facet level, and although this requires further research, it 

seems that assessing personality at the facet level could prove more useful 

than assessing at the domain-level in terms of predicting innovation. This has 

implications for selection and assessment and employee development.  

 

5. Emotional Intelligence 
  
The concept of emotional intelligence (EI) has become popular in recent 

years, attracting a large amount of interest from academics.  EI can be defined 

as ―a set of abilities that enable a person to generate, recognise, express, 

understand, and evaluate their own, and others‟, emotions in order to guide 

thinking and action” (Van Rooy & Viswesvaran, 2004, p 72).  In relation to 

innovation, some authors suggest that EI has a positive influence on organisa-

tional innovation, for leaders, teams, and individual employees. For example, 

in a review of the role emotions have in transformational leadership, Ash-

kanasy and Tse (2000) suggested that EI involves the ability to utilise emo-

tions in a way that allows flexible planning and creative thinking. Similarly, 

leaders‘ levels of EI are likely to accentuate the employees‘ inclination to 

engage in the innovation process (Castro, Gomes & de Sousa, 2012). From a 
team perspective, Barczak, Lassk and Mulki (2010) found that emotionally 

intelligent teams create both cognitive and affective team trust, which in turn 

builds a collaborative culture and facilitates higher levels of creativity and 

innovation. For individual employees, it has been found that those who show 

high levels of EI also display higher levels of readiness to create and innovate 

(Suliman & Al-Shaikh, 2007), and are likely to benefit more from both posi-

tive and negative creativity-related feedback. Furthermore, it is thought that 

EI may be beneficial when innovative employees have to persuade others to 

support them in during the implementation phase of innovation. Specifically, 
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being able to perceive others‘ emotions and to regulate them appears to be 

important. A recent study by Carmeli, McKay and Kaufman (2014) found 

support for an indirect effect of EI on creative behaviours, whereby individu-

als with higher EI tended to be more generous towards colleagues; this gener-

osity led to increased vigour and consequently more creative behaviours. Fu-
ture research may wish to investigate this further, as whilst early psycholo-

gists in the area tended to conceive of EI as being a single concept, it is now 

appreciated that it is more complex and comprises multiple capabilities.  

 Although conceptualisations of EI exist that explore its underlying 

dimensions specifically in relation to work behaviours (see Goleman, 1998, 

for example), they have been critiqued for simply repackaging previous liter-

ature without identifying anything new or important. A recent meta-analysis 

by Joseph and Newman (2010), however, aimed to clarify the theoretical ba-

sis for EI. The authors propose a cascading model of emotional intelligence 

(see Figure 2), in which a causal chain exists between three subfacets of EI: 

emotion perception, emotion understanding, and emotion regulation; and in-

cludes personality (specifically, conscientiousness and emotional stability) 
and cognitive ability as antecedents of various stages of the EI process. Emo-

tion perception refers to the ability to identify emotions in oneself and others; 

emotion understanding refers to understanding how emotions evolve over 

time, how emotions differ from each other, and which emotion is most appro-

priate for a given context; and emotion regulation refers to the process by 

which individuals influence which emotions they have, when they have them, 

and how they experience and express these emotions. Joseph and Newman 

(2010) suggest that conscientiousness is positively related to emotion percep-

tion since conscientious individuals (described as methodical, cautious and 

careful) have shown above average levels of interpersonal functioning and an 

increased capacity for self-conscious emotions. This should enable conscien-
tious individuals to use emotional cues to guide their need for controlled be-

haviour—that is, they will be able to determine when a behaviour is appropri-

ate or inappropriate. Cognitive ability has been linked to the emotion under-

standing phase, since those high on cognitive ability would acquire a stronger 

knowledge-base associated with understanding one‘s emotions. Finally, emo-

tional stability is proposed as an antecedent of emotion regulation, since neu-

rotic individuals have been found to lack the ability to regulate their emotions 

effectively—a result of using ineffective emotion regulation strategies such as 

surface acting, which cover up rather than actually change a negative emo-

tional state. Gross and John (2003) concur that neurotic individuals do not 

engage in effective emotion regulation strategies (e.g. reappraisal) as often as 

emotionally stable individuals. Meta-analytic data showed good fit with the 
cascading model. Future research may therefore wish to test the relationships 

between the subfacets of EI and innovation in order to shed light on which 

might be important for innovation. There is burgeoning research in this arena 

where some researchers have explored the differential influences of the EI 

dimensions, for example Kaur (2014) found that the emotional regulation 
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scale had the strongest correlation with role innovation in a sample of bank 

managers; and higher self-emotion appraisal predicted increased innovative 

work behaviours for employees in Mass Service roles that offer low 

―customisability‖ (Othman, 2011).  Nevertheless, further research is needed 

in this area, particularly around the stages of the innovation process; Emotion 
perception, for example, may be more important at the idea generation phase, 

whilst emotion understanding and emotion regulation are perhaps more likely 

to affect the implementation stage. 

Figure 2: Cascading model of emotional intelligence (adapted from Joseph & 

Newman, 2010) 

 

6. Mood states  
 

Examining the relationship between emotions, mood states, and innova-
tion is a new but rapidly growing research area. When referring to emotions 

and mood states, the most commonly used terms are affect, mood, and emo-

tion. Affect refers to a subjective feeling that involves both general (and long-

lasting) states such as cheerfulness or depression, and more specific ones such 

as happiness or anger. Mood and emotion can then be seen as subtypes of 

affect, with emotions typically being directed toward a specific stimulus (e.g. 

a person, object, or event) and moods tending to lack this directedness. This 
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distinction can be illustrated with the following: ―a person in an irritable 

mood is not necessarily angry about anything in particular— he or she is just 

generally grumpy‖ (Parrot, 2001, p. 3).  

Moods can be characterised by two dimensions; either positive or nega-

tive.  A wide range of empirical studies have found links between positive 
mood states and aspects of innovation.  For example, George and Brief 

(1992) proposed that positive mood facilitates voluntary behaviours relevant 

to both initiative and innovation, including making constructive suggestions, 

developing oneself and helping co-workers. That is, individuals in positive 

moods are more likely to continue in self-development since they have more 

favourable self-perceptions, increased self-efficacy and higher aspirations. 

Additionally, people in a positive mood are more likely to have richer associ-

ations within existing knowledge structures and thus are likely to be more 

flexible and original. Support for this suggestion comes from research by 

Schei (2013) who found that active, positive moods (e.g. enthusiastic) en-

hanced the effect of innovative thinking on successful negotiation outcomes, 

compared to passive positive moods (e.g. glad). It has also been suggested 
that the relationship between positive mood states and creativity might be 

dependent on task-motivation. For example, Baas, Carsten, De Dreu and 

Nijstad (2008) found that positive moods influence creativity more when 

tasks are framed as enjoyable and intrinsically rewarding than when they are 

framed as serious and extrinsically rewarding.   

Other studies point out relationships between negative affect and creativi-

ty.  For example a higher incidence of affective disorders (e.g. depression, 

bipolar disorder) have been identified among innovative individuals and their 

relations compared to the general population (e.g. Heston, 1966). In relation 

to creativity, authors have acknowledged that ―negative emotions may be nec-

essary to break down old expectations and paradigms‖, and Madjar and col-
leagues argue that tension and dissatisfaction may be important for creative 

problem-solving (Madjar, Oldham & Pratt, 2002), and field studies have indi-

cated that negative mood may sometimes facilitate innovative behaviour. 

Interestingly, it has also been suggested that neither positive nor negative 

emotion influence innovation. Fong (2006) found that as opposed to either 

positive or negative emotion, emotional ambivalence (the simultaneous expe-

rience of positive and negative emotions) facilitated creativity. This is con-

sistent with George and Zhou‘s (2007) ‗dual-tuning‟ theory, and also the Du-

al Pathway to Creativity Model (DPCM) (see De Dreu et al., 2012), where 

positive mood enhances cognitive flexibility, and negative mood sustains the 

effort required for innovation.  

A meta-analysis of 102 independent samples and over 7,000 research 
participants (Baas et al., 2008) aimed to alleviate some of the inconsistency 

found in the literature on the association between mood states and innovation. 

With regard to causality, it was concluded that when compared with neutral 

moods, positive moods generally produce more creativity. Further, whilst 

negative moods are not inclined to produce creativity over and above neutral 
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moods, they do not tend to produce less. In the case of positive vs negative 

moods, no statistically significant differences were found between the two in 

relation to creativity, suggesting that one is no more important than the other 

in influencing innovative behaviour overall. Since empirical studies have 

showed support for the involvement of both positive and negative mood 
states in creativity and innovation, yet they both seem to be as important (or 

indeed unimportant) as one another in influencing creativity, it might be that 

different mood states are relevant to different stages of the innovation pro-

cess. This may account for the diversity of findings found in the literature on 

mood states and innovation to date, and deserves more emphasis in future 

research. 

  

7. Behaviours 
 
The role of discretionary employee behaviours in enhancing innovation 

has traditionally been vastly underestimated. Contemporary research, howev-

er, has suggested that concepts such as personal initiative and voice behav-

iour may provide valuable insights into our understanding of human innova-

tion.   

 

Personal initiative 
 

Personal initiative (PI) is defined as ―self-starting, long-term proactivity, 
and persistence in the face of barriers that need to be overcome‖ (Frese, 2009, 

p. 444). This definition represents the three facets of PI: 1) self-starting, 2) 

proactivity, and 3) persistence; all have been positively linked to innovation. 

Self-starting individuals do things without being told and without explicit 

instruction. They set their own goals as opposed to responding to assigned 

goals, and will go outside the remit of their job description to do what needs 

to get done. Proactive individuals have a long-term focus – they do not wait 

until they must respond to a demand, they plan ahead and anticipate problems 

and opportunities so that they are prepared to deal with them when they arise. 

Persistent individuals are key to implementing innovation. With new ideas 

comes change, whether in the form of new procedures, processes, or tasks 

being implemented or modified. However, change does not usually work out 
perfectly from the outset—there are setbacks, failures, and adjustment periods 

where people must adapt to the new and abandon their routines. Since people 

do not generally respond well to this, they push back with resistance, and this 

is where persistence is required on the part of the individual taking initiative 

to get past these barriers. Indeed, it has been found that in order to reach inno-

vative performance, people need to take the initiative in promoting their ideas 

(Miron, Erez & Naven, 2004). Frese and colleagues suggest that the three PI 

facets reinforce each other and tend to co-occur.  
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There is a growing body of research examining the association between 

PI and innovation.  For example, Rank, Pace, and Frese (2004) suggest that 

personal initiative plays an important moderating role in the innovation pro-

cess. Studies have found that personal initiative positively predicts employee 

and team-level innovation and innovative ideas are more often implemented 
when personal initiative is high.  A recent longitudinal study examined the 

effects of PI at each stage of the innovation process (Binnewies & Gromer, 

2012). It was found that whilst PI was not a significant predictor of early 

stages of the innovation process such as idea generation (the development of 

novel and potentially useful ideas) and idea promotion (selling ideas to others 

and finding supporters), it was important at the idea implementation stage. 

This stage consists of behaviours directed at the realisation of innovative ide-

as in the work context, and therefore self-starting, proactive, and persistent 

behaviours are important here. Other studies have reported similar results. For 

example, Parker, Williams and Turner (2006) examined several predictors of 

innovation and it was found that that being proactive, actively involved in 

one‘s work environment and confident that one is capable of generating good 
ideas were the most important predictors of innovation. A recent meta-

analysis of innovative behaviour in teachers contributed further support for 

two PI facets: self-efficacy and persistence both independently predicted in-

novative behaviour in teachers (Thurlings et al., 2015). Further, self-efficacy 

fully mediated direct effects of demographic variables (e.g. income, age, edu-

cation level).  

Organisational factors were also important, indicating that innovation is 

maximised when organisational climates promote an active approach towards 

work and interpersonal risk-taking. Interestingly, a study by Herrmann and 

Felfe (2014) found that transactional and transformational leadership styles 

predicted differentially increased types of innovative employee behaviours 
(quantitative i.e. number of solutions, and qualitative i.e. originality of solu-

tions, respectively), but that personal initiative independently predicted both 

quantitative and qualitative measures of innovative behaviours.   

Recent work (Zibarras, Patterson & Judson, in press) has also indicated a 

role for one of the PI facets—proactivity—at the early stages of the innova-

tion process. Having a proactive personality was found to significantly and 

positively influence the generation and suggestion of new ideas in the work-

place; accounting for significant variance over and above other employee 

factors such as motivation towards change. Further research into the role of 

PI at each stage of the innovation process is necessary to establish the exact 

nature of the relationship between PI and the innovation process. 

 

Voice Behaviour  
 

Voice behaviour refers to behaviour that proactively challenges the status 

quo (Liu, Zhu & Yang, 2010), and is related to an individual‘s willingness to 
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speak up with suggestions for change. This behaviour may play an important 

role in enabling the implementation of creative ideas.  

There has been a recent surge of interest in the transferrable skills— such 

as communication skills—that are important for innovation, especially during 

the implementation phase of innovation.  Although employees are the source 
of innovations, innovation rarely occurs in isolation. In order to innovate, 

employees are likely to have to relate and interact with other individuals, in-

side or outside the organisation; hence the importance of communication, 

articulation, and social networking skills. Indeed, voice behaviour is a com-

municative form of behaviour that is important for innovation since if new 

ideas are not articulated they cannot be implemented (Rank et al., 2004). A 

meta-analysis by Ng and Feldman (2012) reflected this line of argument: in-

dividuals‘ voice behaviour positively correlated with self- and other- rated 

innovation, and self-rated implementation of new ideas. Other important 

skills may include conflict resolution, and collaborative problem solving. 

Recent research has suggested that individuals‘ voice behaviour and subse-

quently, innovative behaviour, can be influenced by their perceptions of ethi-
cal leadership (Chen & Hou, 2016). Further research is needed in order to 

shed light on how innovative employees manage social interactions and on 

how they integrate social and intellectual demands. 

 

 

8. Values 
  

Values are learned beliefs that serve as guiding principles about how in-

dividuals ought to behave (Parks & Guay, 2009). They provide directions for 
action and serve as standards for judging and justifying action; therefore they 

may provide a basis for innovative actions. Indeed, recent research 

(Dollinger, Burke & Gump, 2007) has suggested that a central element in 

innovation is the desire to be creative, implying creativity as a core value. It 

therefore follows that innovative individuals should have a different value 

system than their less creative counterparts. Dollinger and colleagues investi-

gated this and found that creative accomplishments correlated with the values 

of: self-direction—independent thought and action choosing, creating, and 

exploring; universalism – understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protec-

tion for the welfare of all people; and stimulation—excitement, novelty, and 

challenge in life. Conversely, innovation was negatively correlated with tradi-
tion, security, and power. This provides support for the view that innovation 

is grounded in values and that innovative individuals may place more im-

portance on certain values than non-innovative individuals. Other research 

has highlighted relationships between values such as conservation—the re-

spect for tradition, conformity, security, and harmony in interpersonal rela-

tions—  and increased innovation. For example, Shin and Zhou (2003) found 

that employees high on conservation exhibited greater creativity as a result of 
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their positive reaction to transformational leadership. This was explained by 

the fact that individuals high on conservation are likely to conform to expec-

tations and less likely to upset others or violate social norms; as a result, they 

are more willing to try hard, use their imagination, and become excited about 

their tasks if stimulated by a transformational leader. Whilst both Dollinger 
and colleagues and Shin and Zhou (2003) support the idea of value-based 

innovation, their findings are contradictory in terms of the specific values that 

facilitate innovation. It seems that contextual factors (e.g. leadership style) 

may be mediating this relationship. Additionally, individual factors such as 

organisational commitment have been suggested to mediate the impact of 

conservation values on employee creativity (Sousa & Coelho, 2009). Indeed, 

it has been found that values may change as a result of experiences in the 

workplace, such that values that are favoured by an organisation become in-

ternalised by employees and may affect their behaviour. The influence of 

managers and leaders is likely to be significant due to their status as role 

models (Maierhofer, Griffin & Sheehan, 2000). 

There is no research currently examining the role of values at varying 
stages of the innovation process.  Since values are guiding principles in peo-

ple‘s lives and affect their goals and behaviour, it would be valuable for fu-

ture research to examine the role of values in idea generation and implemen-

tation, as well as the effect of contextual factors on the values that most influ-

ence innovation.  

 

Individual-level predictors of innovation: A summary 
  

This section has discussed the role of eight individual-level predictors of 
innovation. Generally, research has tended to examine the relationship be-

tween innovation and one predictor at a time (i.e. intelligence, or personality, 

or motivation etc.), but hasn‘t looked comprehensively at the relationships 

between predictors and innovation. An exception is a review by Hammond, 

Neff, Farr, Schwall, and Zhao (2011). In one of the first comprehensive re-

views of individual-level innovation in the workplace, Hammond and col-

leagues explored the relationships between four predictor types (individual 

differences, motivation, job characteristics, and contextual influences) and 

individual-level innovation. They concluded that personality has a small ef-

fect in the prediction of innovative performance; however, a creative person-

ality was not consistently related to innovation. This suggests that innovation 
may not be solely trait driven, and environmental factors may also be im-

portant (Zhou, 2003; Zhou & Oldham, 2001). Additionally, it was found that 

having a driving force (i.e. motivation) is necessary for innovation—

motivation was the factor that had the most consistent and positive relation-

ship with innovative behaviour. Additional external factors found to influence 

innovation included job characteristics, environmental support, and leader-

ship. Finally, it was found that the stage of the innovation process had an ef-
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fect on the strength of the relationships between innovation and its correlates; 

as such, it was suggested that relationships between predictors and outcomes 

may be specific to various stages of the innovation process as they may repre-

sent different psychological processes. Evidently, further research is needed 

to substantiate these findings and incorporate other predictors in addition to 
the four reviewed by Hammond and colleagues. 

 

Measuring innovation potential 
  

A long-standing problem for HR managers has been how to select and 

develop innovative individuals effectively. Although the propensity to inno-

vate has often been referred to as a desirable competency for a range of job 

roles, there has traditionally been a lack of reliable methods of assessing it 

(Arnold & Randall et al., 2010). This can be attributed, in part, to the contin-
ued confusion within innovation literature over defining the concepts of crea-

tivity and innovation; if we cannot define it, then how can we effectively 

measure it? Traditionally, measures of creativity and innovation have been 

concerned with measuring an individual‘s ability to generate novel ideas, i.e. 

their divergent thinking skill. However, this method of assessment is not as 

useful as originally thought, since essentially it is concerned with ―How many 

uses of a paperclip can you think of?‖ type questions. The issue here is that 

whilst an individual may be able to come up with numerous ideas to answer 

these questions, how many of them will be quality ideas that can add value to 

a given situation? Furthermore, divergent thinking tests (see Guilford, 1967; 

Mednick & Mednick, 1967; Torrance, 1966 for example tests) only measure 

one aspect of the innovation process: the idea generation phase. They cannot 
determine whether an individual will be likely to share or implement any of 

the creative ideas they come up with, and therefore divergent thinking tests 

cannot predict innovation as a whole. Moreover, they can be influenced by 

training and practice, and thus are likely to lack reliability.  

 This chapter has explored in depth some of the individual-level predic-

tors of innovation, and highlighted the relationships between factors such as 

personality, for example, and innovation. Since certain factors have been 

found to predict innovation, assessing these factors may reveal one‘s innova-

tion potential. For example, it is generally accepted that those high on the 

FFM dimension ‗Openness to Experience‘ will tend to have a higher propen-

sity for innovation (e.g. Hammond et al., 2011; Sung & Choi, 2009). There-
fore, using FFM measures such as the International Personality Item Pool 

(IPIP; Goldberg, 1999) or the NEO Personality Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 

1992) to assess this dimension (and its related facets) may help predict inno-

vation potential—those high on Openness to Experience should also have 

high innovation potential. Similarly, the other four personality dimensions 

could also be assessed; although it should be noted that the relationships be-

tween these dimensions and innovation are more complex than that of Open-
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ness and innovation, particularly at the facet level. Additionally, measures of 

a ‗creative personality‘ (e.g. the Creative Personality Scale; Gough, 1979) can 

be used to assess innovation potential on the basis of personality, although it 

should be noted that this has not been consistently related to innovation. 

 Other measures have more recently been developed that take a more 
integrative approach and are aimed directly at assessing innovation potential 

(e.g. Patterson, 1999). The Innovation Potential Indicator (IPI) was developed 

as a multi-dimensional, trait-based measure of innovative behaviour; encom-

passing aspects of work style, motivation, personality and intellect. It cap-

tures self-reports of important behaviours associated with both the idea gener-

ation and idea implementation phases of the innovation process, and is there-

fore a more comprehensive measure than assessment tools like divergent 

thinking, intelligence, or personality tests. Specifically, one aspect of the IPI 

measures ‗motivation to change‘ which has been found by independent re-

searchers to be the best predictor of innovation outcomes for employees and 

teams (Burch, Pavelis & Port, 2008).  

 The validity and reliability of measures of innovation potential (e.g. 
the IPI) and predictors of innovation, such as personality (e.g. the NEO-PI-R 

and the IPIP), have been widely demonstrated. As such, they can be consid-

ered psychometrically fit for assessing innovation potential. However, a com-

mon issue with using these measures is that individuals do not generally like 

the idea that their creativity can be assessed psychometrically, and often feel 

like they are being ‗put in a box‘. So, how can we increase the face validity of 

these methods and engage individuals with the concept of assessing innova-

tion potential? One way is by using methods of assessing innovation for em-

ployee development purposes. This will be explored in the next section.  

 

Practical implications 
  

Thus far, this chapter has explored some of the most important predictors 

of individual-level innovation, and provided an overview of how innovation 

potential can be measured in order to appropriately identify individuals with a 

high propensity to innovate. However, what does having ‗innovation poten-

tial‘ mean for organisational practice? And what can we do for those with low 

innovation potential in a climate that places so much emphasis on the need to 

innovate? We discuss this in the context of a) selection and assessment, and 

b) employee development.  
 

a) Selection and Assessment 
  

Having identified the key resources for innovation, this knowledge could 

be used to inform selection and assessment. For example, since the literature 

suggests that there are individual differences in the capacity for generative 

thinking (e.g. Ward, Smith & Finke, 1999), assessments of this nature may be 
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used in selection scenarios—although it is noted that this should be with cau-

tion and not as the sole selection instrument. Similarly, in relation to person-

ality, organisations may choose to select individuals high on Openness to 

Experience as a predictor of innovation. Extraversion has been found to be 

particularly important for the implementation stage of innovation, where so-
cial interaction is essential. Therefore, it may be useful to select those high on 

extraversion for professions that require high levels of social interaction (e.g. 

sales), whilst those low on extraversion might be more suited to roles that are 

more concerned with idea generation (e.g. artistic professions). 

 Values-based recruitment (incorporating a method of assessing values 

into a recruitment process in order to increase the likelihood of selecting indi-

viduals with appropriate values) could also be implemented based on the 

finding that a central element in innovation is the desire to be creative, imply-

ing creativity as a core value (Dollinger et al., 2007). Selection methods such 

as Situational Judgement Tests (SJTs) have been found to be reliable and 

valid methods with which to measure values important for innovation; intro-

ducing these into selection processes may therefore be beneficial. It is worth 
noting, however, that no measure of innovation should be used in isolation for 

selection purposes, as although creative achievement depends on individuals 

to generate ideas and turn them into a reality (Hammond et al., 2011), crea-

tive achievement is also dependent on contextual factors. Furthermore, more 

research is needed in order to establish the exact role each aspect of the fac-

tors discussed plays in innovation, as thus far, research findings have been 

somewhat inconsistent. A case study of a global organisation that has suc-

cessfully incorporated the assessment of innovation potential into their re-

cruitment and selection process is outlined in Box 1. 

Box 1: Case Example of Innovation in Selection and Assessment  

 ‗Teach for All‘ is a global organisation aiming to expand educational opportuni-

ties in countries around the world. It was founded in 2007 by Wendy Kopp,the 
CEO of Teach for America, and Brett Wigdortz,the CEO of Teach First. One of 

their unifying principles is to recruit and select as many as possible of the 
world‘s most promising future leaders who have the potential to create change. 

      ‗Teach for All‘ work by a model that involves recruiting and training young 
leaders who will have a positive influence on students in both the short and long 

term. In the short term, they will inspire students to break the mould, defy ex-

pectations, and strive for formerly unimaginable goals. In the long term, they 
will create systemic change in their national education systems. Evidently, the 

ability to innovate is at the core of their model and a key quality in all of their 
employees. 

      Along with seven other competencies, all ‗Teach for All‘ employees are 
assessed according to their creativity and innovation potential during the selec-

tion process., This model has proved so impactful and effective that it has been 
employed in 34 countries over the last 7 years; this illustrates the positive impact 

selecting based on innovation potential (as one part of the selection process) has 

had. 
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b) Employee development 
  

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, whilst various measures of innova-

tion potential have proved to be psychometrically sound, they may lack face 
validity among individuals who do not wish to be pigeonholed based on psy-

chometric profiling. For this reason, it may be useful to re-frame the use of 

measures of innovation potential as development tools. Profiling employees 

in terms of factors such as personality, values, motivation, behaviour, etc. can 

afford them a greater understanding of their own drivers and behaviours and 

enable them to modify these accordingly in order to increase their own inno-

vation potential, as opposed to feeling that they are being judged on their re-

sults. Take an individual that is low on Openness to Experience (a key predic-

tor of innovation), for example. After being assessed using a personality 

measure such as the IPIP (Goldberg, 1999), they would have a greater aware-

ness of this and perhaps try harder to be more open to innovative ideas if this 

is essential for success in their organisation. Alternatively, an individual that 
does not place much importance on the values of self-direction and stimula-

tion, for example—which have been found by Dollinger et al. (2007) to be 

important for innovation—can learn to put more emphasis on these values 

whilst at work if they wish to develop their innovation potential, which can 

eventually facilitate changes in their own value structure. Thus, it is possible 

to nurture and promote creativity in those who are not naturally predisposed 

towards innovation. Indeed, Madjar et al.(2002) found that under certain con-

textual conditions, employees with fewer creative personality traits exhibited 

greater creativity when provided with co-worker and supervisor support, as 

well as non-work support from family members.  

 Research shows that the motivational component of innovation ex-
plains a large proportion of the variance in innovative behaviours (Patterson, 

1999).  In terms of increasing innovation potential amongst those that do not 

see themselves as innovators, the evidence suggests that managers are likely 

to significantly influence an employee‘s motivation to innovate.  Patterson 

and Kerrin (2009) suggest that the relationship an employee has with their 

immediate line manager is directly related to how the employee perceives and 

describes the working culture.  Therefore, managers play an important 

‗gatekeeper‘ role in influencing innovation, such that specific development 

interventions can be used to enhance a manager‘s competence in enhancing 

employee innovation (e.g. how best to provide feedback to employees to pro-

mote innovation; see Tierney, 2009). Contextual factors such as these that are 

important to innovation are explored in detail elsewhere in this book; using 
them effectively can facilitate innovation in all employees—not just those 

with high innovation potential. 
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A CAGE FOR THE MUSE AND THE LIMITS OF 
INVENTION 
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Abstract 

This paper explores the notion that creativity in the arts, particularly music, 

benefits from constraints. Expressive freedom is often fostered within educa-

tion to encourage the pursuit of artistic individualism, but straying too far 

from stylistic norms can often engender incoherence. This paper does not 

challenge the breaking of rules that define a style nor does it denigrate the 

benefits that may arise from conflicting ideas and unusual combinations, but 

explores the virtue and benefits of boundaries and suggests that freedom, 

from a creative perspective, is often an illusory construct; strong creative 

identities are achievable through and often defined by creative constraints. 

Conclusions focus on the potential profits of constraints that bind expressive 

ideas and the function and virtue of intuition within the creative process; the-

orizing upon whether creative confinement, or the awareness thereof, is ulti-

mately a liberating or inhibiting experience. We determine that artistic crea-

tive freedom as a concept may indeed be illusory, but the perception of free-

dom for some is a necessary ingredient in the creative act. 

“…my freedom will be so much the greater and more meaningful 

the more narrowly I limit my field of action and the more I sur-

round myself with obstacles…..The more constraints one imposes, 

the more one frees one‟s self of the chains that shackle the spir-

it.” 

―Igor Stravinsky (1942), Poetics of Music, Harvard University 

Press. 

Keywords: creativity, constraint, inspiration, music, art, education 
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Prelude 
 

Whilst there are certainly exceptions, generally profound works of art and 
our most revered artists often appear at the epoch of a stylistic period, not the 

beginning. Innovations in art are not necessarily the best examples of the 

form, some refinement of structure normally ensues which is, to some extent, 

inevitable.  
Constant innovation in the arts is also not typical or desirable, forms of 

individual expression often need time to mature. Consider the formative 

works by key artists and early examples or stylistic structures, for example: 

the 18th century innovations introduced by Johann Stamitz (1717-1757) to 

the symphony, expanding not only the orchestral structure but incorporating 

thematic traits from other forms, exploring new dynamic devices, and intro-

ducing the four-movement form that became the norm for later composers. 

Despite this Stamitz is not a popular name in modern programs of concert 

music even though he composed near sixty symphonies. Why also is the work 

of French painter Francis Picabia (1879-1953) not more significantly within 

the public consciousness? As a key figure influencing early 20th century pro-

gression of Modern Art, contributing to multiple stylistic definitions most 

significantly Dadaism; he was also particularly pivotal in introducing modern 

European ideas to America and yet is infrequently discussed in modern art 

textbooks. 

The word style itself constitutes a set of formal preconceptions; to work 

within a style one must consistently repeat characteristic features within the 

acceptable boundaries that circumvent the form. Style may be identified and 

considered at a number of hierarchical levels as illustrated in figure 1 below. 

At the level of a period of history we can observe generalized patterns of be-

havior which typically define broad syntactic paradigms. We can consider the 

prevalent behaviors within a period of time; we can then consider the forms 

that constitute these behaviors and we can further consider individual charac-

teristics of particular artists. 

 
 Figure 1:  Hierarchies of Style 
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We comprehend the new with respect to the old, we make comparisons to 

serve our conceptual frameworks. History often provides a foundational 

structure upon which to develop new ideas and these ideas may also be the 

result of multi-modal cross-fertilization, but all art may ultimately have to be 

considered a product of its time, as Kandinsky succinctly expressed it: 

 

“The various arts of today learn from each other and often resem-

ble each other… The greatest freedom of all, the freedom of an 

unfettered art, can never be absolute. Every age achieves a certain 

measure of this freedom, but beyond the boundaries of its freedom 

the mightiest genius can never go. But the measure of freedom of 

each age must be constantly enlarged.” 

―Wassily Kandinsky, W. (1910) Concerning the Spiritual in Art 

 

There may be multiple reasons, see figure 2 below, why artists might be 

motivated to create something new. Whatever the reasons, freedom of expres-

sion is a common expectation but are there limits to original invention? When 

the familiar yields little novelty, may we then justifiably supplant old con-

straints with new semantic designs, recover and revisit lost avenues from for-

eign landscapes or invite the Muse to roll the dice? 

 

 
Figure 2: Creative Motivations 

 

This chapter begins by exploring the fundamental idea of creative and 

expressive freedom within the arts and discusses approaches to education 

challenging existing pedagogic philosophies. We will develop the discussion 

by offering theoretical insights outlined in key texts and incorporating obser-

vations drawn from the authors experience as an undergraduate student of 

music and art, incorporating illustrations from professional teaching experi-

ence as a lecturer within a UK university.  
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Free as a Bird 

Artists may wish to consider their work a free and individual expression 

unfettered by audience expectation or priori considerations; this is for some a 

significant motivator; artists are inspired by great works and successful crea-

tive minds of the past, but ultimately seek to express a personal, unique and 

resonant message. 

 

"Artists talk a lot about freedom. So, recalling the expression: 'free 

as a bird,' Morton Feldman went to a park one day and spent 

some time watching our feathered friends. When he came back, 

he said, 'You know? They're not free: they're fighting over bits of 

food.' " 

―John Cage (1969) from the lecture "Indeterminacy" given in 

Brussels in 1959 (published in Silence p. 265). 

 

It is not an uncommon perception that as artists we are free and empow-

ered to express ourselves in any medium we desire, that we are not bounded 

by rules, in fact rule-breaking is what we do! Bill Bernbach, copywriter and 

founder of advertising agency DDB Worldwide, said "Rules are what the artist 

breaks; the memorable never emerged from a formula." (Eadie, W.F. 2009). 

A key motivational characteristic of the artistic creative act may indeed 

be the persistent believe that we are uniquely positioned to explore with con-

viction and assuredness any means that we wish, and that works that are the 

result of inspiration, or involuntary intuitive creativity, are a pure expression 

of the artist; as though the paint, the form, the sonic organization in the music 

is semantically manipulated to represent a direct connection to, and expres-

sion of, the heart or soul of the artist. This paper does not seek to dismantle 

this perception, it acknowledges it as a potentially needful aspect of the crea-

tive act, without which the necessary mystery surrounding the artifact or per-

formance for the artist, and audience, would be perhaps absent and bereft of 

coherence.  

The connection that an artist makes with their chosen medium may abso-

lutely be a wonderful experience from both perspectives, but as educators it 

may not be particularly insightful for students of an art-form to learn that in 

order to be creative one must wait for inspiration which may or may not ap-

pear, or that you are either creative or you are not. The writings of 18th cen-

tury theorist Edward Young support this rather unhelpful view: 
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“An original may be said to be of a vegetable nature, it rises 

spontaneously from the vital root of genius; it grows, it is not 

made…”  

―Young (1759) Conjectures on Original Composition taken 

from Kivy, P. (2001) The Possessor and the Possessed 

It is also a common belief, certainly amongst students of popular music 

informed perhaps by psychedelic anecdotes, that if you are already defined by 

creativity that you may become more creative by attending to states-of-mind 

rather than furthering knowledge and developing technique. There is perhaps 

for some a mistrust of the role education might play in the development of 

artists, as though instilling stylistic rules might limit imaginations to well 

trodden paths, elevating coherence above expressive needs; as Gaut (Paul, 

E.S and Kaufman, S.B., 2014) puts it, “...learning cannot advance our origi-

nality, although it may destroy it.”  There may be a reluctance to understand 

how it, creativity, works, especially if it is currently functional since this 

might spoil the magic and the capacity to create may be lost. Can creativity 

actually be taught? Are there universal lessons in creativity that transcend the 

different creative domains, the understanding of which might increase our 

capacity for original thought?  “...coming up with an idea is a process, not an 

accident” said DBB chairman Keith Reinhard (Young, 2003); if this is the 

case might the creative act be demystified and reduced to a series of predicta-

ble algorithmic steps, could we program art? Is the humanity in the process so 

important that we should dismiss such considerations or forbid them as mod-

ern-day binary Luddites?  

Perhaps as art director George Lois (2012) believes that new ideas may 

be formed as a product of experimental discovery to find novel combinational 

products, “I don‟t think I create anything. I‟m really serious — I discover the 

ideas.”  It is easy to see from the perspective of a composing pianist with a 

limited palette of sounds how this might be the case, where there are physical 

constraints of pitch (eighty-eight discrete notes, with a fixed tuning), limited 

polyphony (barring the use of forearms, equivalent to the number of fingers), 

limited dynamics and constraints of acceptable combinations (determined by 

style and performer technical ability). Are the number of original ideas, at 

least in this case, finite? And how do we know when we have created or dis-
covered something of value? What criteria determine this assuming this can 

be measured? Would the idea need to be compared with all other creative 

work for validation and does it need to be determined to reflect the zeitgeist 

or is this inevitable? Can we be certain that the obsession we have with a par-

ticular expression is novel and interesting enough to be of lasting signifi-

cance? Should that even concern the artist? 
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The Girl from Ipanema 
 

What role does beauty play in the creative process and is this aesthetic 
sense free or bounded by cultural or personal conditions; should this too be 

mistrusted as Grayson Perry (2013) said “beauty is very much about familiar-

ity and it‟s reinforcing an idea we have already…. Because our idea of beau-

ty is constructed, by family, friends, education, nationality, race, religion, 

politics, all these things”. Are aesthetic qualities even necessary for the crea-

tion or appreciation of Art? What did Marcel Duchamp actually mean when 

he said (Danto, 1983) “Aesthetic delectation is the danger to be avoided”? 

Despite this it is very counter intuitive to regard creativity as a process in 

which the consideration of aesthetics is not a key motivational characteristic. 

Conceptual artists Vitaly Komar and Alex Melamid were certainly being mis-

chievous when they commissioned their market research to democratically 
determine aesthetic preferences correlated across eleven different countries, 

but it does provoke some interesting perspectives concerning artistic free-will 

against predetermination (see Komar & Melamid, 1995). In commenting up-

on the rather banal results Komar said (Wypijewski, 1997): 
"In our early work, we arrived at [the] definition of freedom that 

entailed being free from individual clichés, being free to change 

intonations and styles. Individuality lost its stability and its 

uniqueness. Now we are searching for a new freedom 

…..Looking for freedom, we found slavery." 

We can be equally fascinated and interested with things that we do not 

find aesthetically ideal but this does imply that we know what we do; as cine-

matographer Conrad Hall said, “There is a kind of beauty in imperfection”. 
Novelty itself is perhaps quite easily achievable, providing we have amassed 

significant knowledge or can access a database in the form of expertise, artifi-

cial or otherwise; but is there something other than novelty that is sought in 

the creative process? Original work clearly does need to have value and a 

context within which the value is to be judged but is this necessary at the time 

of conception? There are numerous instances of artists working outside of 

contextual frameworks individually pursuing creative apparently disconnect-

ed from their societal origins. 

As educators should we be seeking ways to assist the student to experi-

mentally discover something that is characteristically novel, that others then 

may elevate to the position of Art? Or leave inspiration to chance, favoring 

the privileged few or ignore the idea of creative training and simply focus 

upon the craft in the hope that the student finds a unique enough voice to se-

cure creative survival and function. It is very natural for students to seek early 

validation and guidance, as they frequently negotiate for optimal grades 
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through attempts to establish tutor preferences. This brings into question the 

value of judgmentally awarding qualitative grades to a creative work, and 

how detrimental this might prove to be for the development of an individual 

expressive voice that may consequently struggle to escape the constrictive 

ideals of the tutor. Perhaps complete freedom is not always what artists, or 

students of art, require; if art is an expression then on some level it must be 

communicable and coherent to the audience, which means there will be pre-

sumably a familiar framework for appreciation. For an artist to be known to 

be of a particular species then he/she must be re-creating on some level, re-

peating past success wherein authorial identity lies. 

Creativity can also be understood to function at a number of qualitative 

levels as defined by Kaufman‘s and Beghetto‘s ‗Four C model‘ (2013) and 

Sternberg‘s creativity types (2006). Does this impose an unwelcome pressure 

to function at the highest levels and inviting the perception that the lower 

forms are less significant? How many innovative artists do we actually need?  

Across The Universe 

The role of inspiration in the creative process does need quantifying; if 

creativity is a process then should inspiration be regarded as a requirement for 

the production of art or the validation of the artist? Composer Aaron Copland 

(Maisel, 2000) suggested that inspiration should not be regarded as a self-

obsessed condition when he said of it: “Inspiration may be a form of a super-

consciousness, or perhaps of sub-consciousness - I wouldn‟t know. But I am 

sure it is the antithesis of self-consciousness”. Should we regard the work 

produced mechanically as in some way invalid? If it is deemed necessary, 

how long should we wait for inspiration until we determine that we do not 

have the capacity to be creative at all?  

“Someone once asked me.., whether I waited for inspiration.  

My answer was: “Every day!” But that does not imply a passive 

waiting around. That is exactly what separates the professional 

from the dilettante. The professional can sit down day after day 

and turn out some kind of music. On some days it will be un-

doubtedly better than others; but the primary fact is the ability to 

compose. Inspiration is often only by-product.”  

―Aaron Copland (1939) - What to Listen for in Music 

As artists should we stop ideating about the muse and just get on with the 

work as author Frank Tibolt suggests? “We should be taught not to wait for 

inspiration to start a thing. Action always generates inspiration. Inspiration 
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seldom generates action”. Painter Chuck Close dismisses it all together (Fig, 

2009) “I don't work with inspiration. Inspiration is for amateurs. I just get to 

work.”  Leonard Bernstein was, like Copland, very pragmatic in his attitude 

towards it (Tharp, 2003), “Inspiration is wonderful when it happens, but the 

writer must develop an approach for the rest of the time… The wait is simply 

too long.”  Picasso said (Villasante, 1994) “Inspiration does exist, but it must 

find you working.” this is also echoed by Stravinsky (Graf, 2013) “Just as 

appetite comes by eating, so work brings inspiration, if inspiration is not dis-

cernible at the beginning.” Why is inspiration, involuntary creativity, regard-

ed at all as a significantly special part of the creative process? Composer Py-

otr Ilyich Tchaikovsky was very clear about the significance of inspiration 

(Tchaikovsky, 2004), “Do not believe those who try to persuade you that 

composition is only a cold exercise of the intellect. The only music capable of 

moving and touching us is that which flows from the depths of a composer‟s 

soul when he is stirred by inspiration.” To what extent are artists bound by 

prior structural conditions, expressive, technical or otherwise? And is there 

any virtue in raising awareness of these features? How does one learn to cre-

ate art? Should we focus upon the nurturing of the conditions of creativity? 

To accept the role inspiration might have to play in the process. Painter Ag-

nes Martin described this phenomenon (Glimcher, 2012) as a result of a re-

laxed contemplative mind: 

“An inspiration is a happy moment that takes us by surprise. 

Many people are so startled by an inspiration or a condition of 

inspiration, which is so different from daily care that they think 

that they are unique in having had it. Nothing could be further 

from the truth. Inspiration is there all the time for anyone whose 

mind is not covered over with thoughts and concerns, and [it is] 

used by everyone whether they realize it or not. […] It is an un-

troubled state of mind. Of course, we know that an untroubled 

state of mind cannot last, so we say that inspiration comes and 

goes, but it is there all the time waiting for us to be untroubled 

again. We can therefore say that it is pervasive.” 

Within artistic educational institutions students are indoctrinated through 

studying the work of past masters, to develop technique and absorb philoso-

phies; this is initially achieved through, environmental exposure, structured 

observing/listening and technical imitation, encouraging the students to se-

cure identity and ownership in the pursuit of increasingly idiosyncratic ap-

proaches developing a personal expressive voice. How does this work in 
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practical terms? It may involve, in particularly enlightened institutions, the 

consideration of the creative space within which play and experimentation is 

encouraged or the development of a creative mind-set involving attention to 

meditative states laying the foundations for that special romantic notion, that 

the muse may deliver an inspirational idea but this is understood to usually be 

reserved for a select number of chosen individuals, as is often illustrated by 

the following insightful text derived from an account given by 19th century 

publisher Friedrich Rochlitz originally in 1815 within Germany‘s General 

Music Journal and cited in numerous publications such as: The Life of Mo-

zart, Including his Correspondence by E. Holmes (2009), The Emperor‟s 

New Mind by R. Penrose (1999), and Creativity: Selected Readings, edited by 

Vernon. P (1970). 

“…All this fires my soul, and provided I am not disturbed, my 

subject enlarges itself, becomes methodized and defined, and the 

whole, though it be long, stands almost finished and complete in 

my mind, so that I can survey it, like a fine picture or a beautiful 

statue, at a glance. Nor do I hear in my imagination the parts 

successively, but I hear them, as it were, all at once.... When I 

proceed to write down my ideas, I take out of the bag of my 

memory, if I may use that phrase, what has previously been col-

lected into it, in the way I have mentioned. For this reason, the 

committing to paper is done quickly enough, for everything is, as 

I said before, already finished; and it rarely differs on paper 

from what it was in my imagination.”  

―Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. 

This describes composition as a passive mental process, the complete 

product being channeled through the inspired composer as though the music 

was subconsciously discovered rather than composed. Unfortunately, alt-

hough originally attributed to a letter written by Mozart himself, as Ashton 

(2015) reveals, this is now considered a forgery. This is not to say that inspi-

ration as a phenomenon does not exist, but that it may not form a complete 

picture of process; it may not be entirely helpful to consider completely a 

mystical involuntary process to which only particular artists are privileged to 

experience. There may be evidence to suggest that, whereas some people ex-

hibit the potential for multi-modal creativity, artists that play instruments or 

compose, musicians that paint, sculpt or take photographs etc., or artists that 

exist between two domains perhaps in a new emerging forms, or develop 

cross-fertilized ideas drawing upon multiple influence, creativity will general-
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ly manifest itself maturely within a single domain, that is familiar to the artist 

in which the artist has invested significant interest, time and effort, see Kauf-

man and Sternberg (2010). If this is the case, are large scale theories of crea-

tivity truly meaningful? Are measures for creativity or general creative exer-

cises even applicable?  

Introducing aspects of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking to music 

students, administered by the authors on multiple occasions, seemed to yield 

little insight into the creative potential of musicians despite very clear crea-

tive attributes being present, but perhaps this is the wrong test. The process of 

creativity has been investigated from a number of perspectives offering some 

speculative insight into the mechanism and characteristics of creative individ-

uals, but this knowledge is seemingly not often applied in any tangible form 

within arts-based institutions of learning. The most common response from 

students when asking the question about whether creativity can be taught is a 

resounding no. Trends in educational philosophies similarly may feature in 

pedagogical approaches providing shifting frameworks upon which to struc-

ture a creative curriculum, but generally this is not transparent to students or 

necessarily of interest to them. The syllabus will probably will not include an 

involved study of great creative failures although the developmental decisions 

of artists may provide significant insights into creative reasoning; it also will 

likely not coerce students into producing poor art or directly consider failure 

as a viable process outcome or something that may be of interest in another 

context; and yet in other aspects of society we learn what is right by also ap-

preciating what is wrong even if we generally do not challenge these concepts 

irrespective of the moral origins. Should artists also be encouraged to be cog-

nizant of issues above and beyond their own field of expression?  

“Originality depends on new and striking combinations of ideas. 

It is obvious therefore that the more a man knows the greater 

scope he has for arriving at striking combinations. And not only 

the more he knows about his own subject but the more he knows 

beyond it of other subjects. It is a fact that has not yet been suffi-

ciently stressed that those persons who have risen to eminence in 

arts, letters or sciences have frequently possessed considerable 

knowledge of subjects outside their own sphere of activity.”  

―Rosamund E. M. Harding (1939) An Anatomy of Inspiration 

At least within the arts, there are some obvious and some less obvious 

constraints that limit the nature and expressive qualities of creative perfor-
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mance and artifact production, and that these constraints are considered by 

some as a necessary and conscious requirement. 

We Don’t Need No Education 

Education within the arts will likely involve, at least initially, the system-

atic analysis, and possibly re-creation of key works, or features of, to under-

stand the respective craft involved, learn technique through directed simulat-

ed commissions, and with respect to music, to develop appropriate communi-

cation and symbolic representation. New ideas are contextualized, sometimes 

retrospectively if the compositional process is intuitively conceived; this is to 

allow comparative evaluations to be effectively made. 

“Here's a new design, the cut and style you know so well.” 

―David Sylvian (1980). Lyrics from the song  

Methods of Dance, Japan. 

There is only so much that can be intuitively absorbed technically 

through passive observation and listening but this also has to form part of the 

development of an aesthetic sensibility to learn to know and appreciate what 

is right, what is appropriate, and what is wrong, what is inappropriate, in any 

given context. In music this often takes the form of practice; through persis-

tent repetition of technical exercises with reference to specific stylistic rules, 

students are steered to develop the craft; sometimes students are encouraged 

to approach the exercises with an inquisitive improvisational playfulness, but 

there are usually boundaries to ensure the distraction of complete freedom 

does not result in only re-creation.  

The study of key works by master craftsmen becomes a feature with the 

objective to extract salient rules. The author's‘ memory of the three years of 

harmony training, courtesy of the publications of William Lovelock (1946), at 

times seemed a very oppressive experience consisting of the learning predom-

inantly of what one should not do which often, from the perspective of a late 

20th century student of popular music, seemed very counter intuitive. 

“12. Harmonic Progression 

The following points must be memorised: 

(a) No two parts may move in parallel perfect 5ths or octaves 

in consecutive chords. Consecutive octaves or 5ths in con-

trary motion are also forbidden, as are the progressions 

unison to octave and octave to unison. 
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(b) S. and B. may not approach an octave or 5th in similar mo-

tion, with a leap in the S. This fault is called an “exposed” 

octave or 5th. If the S. moves by step, the progression is 

good.” 

 ― Taken from Lovelock, W (1946) First Year Harmony. 

The objective of this instruction is to learn what is normal, to distil what 

other composers build into habitual routines. This does not really help with 

the understanding of creativity but does give some insight into the craft in-

volved and the stylistic norms. This is usually accompanied with the familiar-

ization of key masterworks. Why should we begin by studying the developed 

and mature works of masters how is this helpful? Why not their early less 

developed works where the language and technique is not fully formed; how 

did, for example, Mozart‘s Symphony No.1 composed in 1764 when he was 

only eight years of age develop onto the much more sophisticated Symphony 

No.41 composed in 1788; influences are visible in the form of stylistic imita-

tion, the symphonic works of J.C Bach may have been particularly influential, 

and the young Mozart would most certainly have received fatherly support 

and guidance.  

In the more popular idiom how did the band the Beatles evolve their song 

writing techniques exhibited in Please Please Me (1963) onto Sgt. Pepper‟s 

Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) within just four years? Or throughout this 

process as illustrated by Pedler (2003), how did Lennon & McCartney devel-

op a relatively mature understanding of western dominant harmony apparent-

ly without a single formal overt lesson in harmonic progression?  

How did the artist Kandinsky develop from his pictorial representation 

within such early works as Odessa Port (1898) onto the more abstract later 

works such as Composition (1944), and how did the early figurative work of 

Mark Rothko such as Hierarchical Birds (1942) inform is later expressive 

explorations such as the Four Darks in Red (1958). What can be learned from 

studying technique? How much history is needed for modernism? 

“It doesn‟t make much difference how the paint is put on as long 

as something has been said. Technique is just a means of arriv-

ing at a statement”  

―Jackson Pollock. Taken from Pollock, Veiling the Image by 

Donald Wigal (2006) 

If one wished to compose a symphony, write a popular song or paint a 

picture, where would one begin? Therein lies our first obvious constraint, the 
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art form. Creative individuals tend to focus upon particular art-forms; even 

the most adventurous Jazz free-improviser will generally not pedal their trade 

on an unfamiliar instrument despite eliciting a multitude of unconventional 

arrangements of sound; they are bound by their instrument and their technical 

abilities; the constraints can be understood, certainly in this context, to offer 

tremendous expressive freedom within the boundaries of their chosen stylistic 

discipline. Imitating the styles and techniques of contemporaries is the most 

traditional method on the path to develop original creative ideas. This is usu-

ally achieved through exposure of some form to the wisdom and works of 

other artists and the formalized path would involve attending art college or a 

music conservatoire, either that or join a cover band and tour the bars of 

Hamburg for four years.  

Constraints are common within educational exercises but what are the 

virtue of these? Sometimes the learning is implicit and the experience alone 

induces comprehension. The exercises below, drawn from a number of art-

college exercises encountered by the lead author in the mid-1980s, are de-

signed to heighten sensory awareness of particular attributes, to focus atten-

tion upon particular characteristics and ensure that novelty, at least on the part 

of the student, is experienced.  Each exercise is defined by the constraint (see 

figure 3 below), and may be repeated, after evaluation, within a set timeframe 

with variational adjustments to provoke a different experience. The evaluative 

phase could be a self-appraisal or might involve tutor or peer input to estab-

lish the successful attributes to be enhanced. A primary objective throughout 

the exercises was to provoke divergent thinking producing as many ideas as 

possible, and as such much of the activity was time constrained. 

 

 
Figure 3: Boundary Conditions 
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Artistic Workshop Constraints 

● Remote Observation—The life-model is situated on the top floor of 

the building and the easel is located on the ground floor. The artist 

may make visual observations only in the presence of the life model; 

no sketches or photographs are allowed. The artist may visit the 

model any number of times during the two-hour session. 

Objective: Learn to observe more carefully, making visual measure-

ments of proportions, working from memory. 

● Limited Media—The artist is instructed to produce a representation 

of a given still-life or life-model but is restricted to using directed 

media only. Drawing, painting or collage with limited media or color 

palette. 

Objective: Understand the given media better developing new tech-

niques in unfamiliar ways. 

● Themed Still-Life —The still-life materials are constrained to being 

sourced from a directed location; for example only assembling the 

composition from household containers found in a single cupboard 

or building. 

Objective: Develop an awareness of and preference for composition. 

● Observational Restriction—Imposing observational constraints such 

as extreme angles, possibly onto a canvas of limited size or uncon-

ventional dimensions/material.  

Objective: to appreciate perspective, focus awareness upon tonal 

qualities. 

● Less Dominant Hand—Drawing or painting with the weaker less 

dominant hand. Making the task much more difficult technically. 

Objective: to encourage more careful and deliberate movements, 

slowing up the work and decisions made. Possibly thought to stimu-

late alternate side of brain to increase creativity? 

● Limited Time—Exercises such as life-drawing are given time limits. 

Objective: to discourage too much thinking and more intuitive work. 

● Changing Easel—moving to another student‘s easel to continue 

their work after a limited time.  

Objective: to learn to work with what is provided. Develop critical 

perspectives trying to appreciate and develop what is there rather 

than begin again each time. 
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● Negative Space—Focus upon the space around and in between the 

object. 

Objective: To „look‟ differently and appreciate how the environment/

negative space around and within the object contributes to the com-

position. 

● Scale—Focus on a smaller part of the object or make the object 

smaller in the environment. 

Objective: to find alternate interest in the object and develop a sense 

of composition.  

● Fragmentation—The work is cut up and reassembled. 

Objective: to find alternate interest in the object and develop a sense 

of composition.  

● Distortion—Consciously distort or exaggerate aspects of the object. 

View the object‘s shadow or reflection only or imagine light falling 

from different directions. 

Objective: to find alternate interest in the object and develop a sense 

of composition.   

● Eclecticism—working in a particular style, like a particular artist, or 

juxtaposing other traditions. 

Objective: to explore and absorb new technical and stylistic charac-

teristics and potentially synthesis new ones. 

● Continuity—Once the pen touches the paper it cannot be removed. 

The work is completed with a single continuous line. 

Objective: to create the work with very considered movements 

demonstrating the capacity to plan the creative space. 

Most of the learning was implicit in that the reasons for the exercises 

were never made completely clear at the outset; very often there was consid-

erable frustration and confusion but this seemed to be a desirable, on the part 

of the tutor, feature and part of the challenge. Frequently throughout the exer-

cises the students would be called to respond to formative guidance, see fig-

ure 4 below, to steer the student to a more secure, determined through aes-

thetic criteria, solution.  
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Figure 4: Constraint Pairs, Adapted from Stokes (2006) 

 

The discussion would involve the sharing of the work informally to eval-

uate the most and least successful or interesting features; from this an attempt 

would be made to enhance or augment some features and remove or diminish 

others. This is mirrored in Stokes (2006) who presented the idea of con-

straints being considered in pairs to preclude negative aspects but promote 

positive attributes. This may involve incidental or even strategic contradic-

tions of the student creating a paradox to be solved, from two or more quali-

fied perspectives - Learning through paradox embracing as Lewis (2000, p. 

760) explains, denotes a “contradictory yet interrelated elements—elements 

that seem logical in isolation but absurd and irrational when appearing sim-

ultaneously.”;  

Man: Oh look, this isn't an argument. 

Mr. Vibrating: Yes it is. 

Man: No it isn't. It's just contradiction. 

Mr. Vibrating: No it isn't. 

Man: Argument is an intellectual process. 

Contradiction is just the automatic gainsaying 

of any statement the other person makes. 

(short pause) 

Mr. Vibrating: No it isn't. 

―Taken from Monty Python‘s Flying Circus, The Argument 

Clinic (1972) 

There is invariably more than one technical/aesthetic solution; this prac-

tice was intended to encourage the student to choose and express a prefer-

ence, developing a more individual attitude to the work. Artistic perspectives 

would be revealed later through seminar discussion, as motivations were re-

vealed and a consensus of what worked and did not was sometimes reached; 
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however, differences of opinion were common. History would be studied, 

generally of key styles and significant artists, offering some insight into tech-

niques and processes. Theories of composition and perspective would be ex-

plored and it was understood that select key works were good examples of 

‗great‘ art but it was not always clear why. The development of a sense-of-

aesthetic it seemed was to some extent left to chance and personal style grew 

out of repetition habits and discovery; the 20th century would always be a 

difficult place for both art and music students because of modernistic trends 

that broke with tradition. In more recent years the authors have adopted and 

translated some of the above given exercises music in addition to the more 

common methods of developing musical compositional technique. These lim-

itations are similarly designed to increase focus, relieve anxiety and to some 

extent creative responsibility as to where to begin in a compositional task; 

failure then is not so inhibiting, and the potential for serendipitous discovery 

elevated and significant.  

● Timbral Limitation I—composition for one instrument only. 

Objective: To investigate the sonic potential of a single directed 

force appreciating the limits and potential.  

● Timbral Limitation II—a limit on the number, kind or combination 

of instruments. 

Objective: To investigate the sonic dialogue possible between the 

directed instrumental forces.  

● Collaboration I—division of labor or group improvisation.   

Objective: To interrogate roles and relationships and explore the 

nature and potential of partnership in creativity. 

● Collaboration II—compose for a designated colleague to perform 

considering instrument, ability and musical preferences. 

Objective: To develop a sense of realism in compositional design 

and appreciate the limitations of the individual performer. 

● Partial Solutions—directions take the form of completing given 

materials such as lyrics, chord sequence or a missing section for 

example: a complete chorus needing a verse. Complete the given 

phrase/harmonize the given melody/produce a melody or improvisa-

tion over the given harmony/produce a countermelody or full contra-

puntal structure around the given harmony. Modulate from key/

mode A to key/mode B etc. 
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Objective: To develop divergent capabilities in the production of 

multiple solutions to given problems. 

● Found Sounds—Only use found-sounds collected from a designated 

space/time developing a composition from non-musical sounds. 

Objective: To consider the concept of Sound Art and develop sound 

manipulation techniques. 

● Fusion—merge together two or more designated musical attributes 

such as style and/or technique. 

Objective: To explore and appreciate the combinatory opportunities 

presented from unlikely unions of form. 

● Polarity—Complete freedom in one dimension but severe restriction 

in another, for example: unlimited rhythmic facility but limited to-

nality. 

Objective: To explore the potential of finding novelty in the conflict 

of opposing constraints. 

● Transformation—Explore the mechanisms variation involving dis-

tortions of scale, augmentation, diminution, rhythmic addition and 

subtraction. 

Objective: To develop the technique of developing progressive di-

vergent variations. 

Why do this at all? To encourage the student to look at the problem of 

creation from as many viewpoints as possible. The prevalent and favored 

learning experience of FE popular music students seems to be largely self-

directed playful exploration informed by online tuition. This is partly in-

formed by the nature of the subject and the social aspects and why students 

are drawn to the subject in the first instance. When complete creative freedom 

is offered in an assignment, students seem naturally inclined to respond in 

one of three ways:  

1.  Recreation—repeat past successes, using formulaic mechanisms 

generally referred to as operational conditioning.  

2.  Resubmission—resubmit an existing work verbatim. 

3.  Inactivity—the lack of definition is inhibiting and results in signifi-

cant creative frustration 

The exercises are to make re-creation is less likely and creativity a more 

likely consequence. As a result the student is forced to solve a problem using 
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unfamiliar criteria that will inevitably result in novelty, at least from the per-

spective of the student, and may reveal some hitherto unknown characteristic 

of the subject or process. Imposing these constraints in this for results in a 

number of definable outcomes and illustrated in figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5: Constraint Outcomes 

 

The outcomes of imposing the constraints fall into six main categories, 

some more creatively profitable than others: 

1.  Compliance I—the student accepts the direction and finds novelty 

within the boundary of the constraint. The process is profitable and 

to some extent creatively liberating. 

2.  Compliance II—the student attempts to recreate within the con-

straint boundaries. This may be have meaning and function to devel-

op further technical facility but is not creatively significant. 

3.  Compliance with Negotiation—the limitations are accepted, up to a 

point, then the student negotiates additional conditions or inclusions 

which may involve multimodal considerations. 

4.  Negotiation—the constraints stimulate the imagination to the extent 

that new boundary conditions are proposed at the outset, represented 

as number two in the above figure. 

5.  Inactivity—The student appears frustrated with the constraint and is 

demotivated. 
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6.  Non-Compliance—The constraints are completely disregarded, 

represented as initial condition number three in the above figure, and 

student engages in re-creation. 

The exercises are generally very productive and engagement one through 

four are the most common. The prospect of negotiation on some level is ex-

pected and may arrive at different stages depending upon motivation, imagi-

nation and sometimes time allowed; this invites the possibility that new unfa-

miliar creative space, for the student, may be explored. 

  
Figure 6: Unfamiliar Perspectives 

 

There are a number of definable behaviors, illustrated in figure 6 above, 

that are often exhibited depending upon the starting condition, time, motiva-

tion and guidance offered. After an initial period of exploration, the students 

generally attempt to assimilate what is happening based upon their current 

experience and aesthetic sense. Some eventually find themselves in unfamil-

iar creative spaces. A common stage is substitution where the new ideas are 

used to routinely express a more familiar structure. Redefinition is a process 

where new ideas create opportunities to extend or expand existing forms but 

this is still largely considered a re-creative experience. Some eventually find 

their way into uncharted territory away from the familiar and into a more de-

velopmental area. 

Are these exercises applicable, or even needed, professionally? Con-

straints of expression are used professionally for the same reasons. As the 

opening quote by Stravinsky indicated constraints can help to define a prob-

lem to be solved and ultimately offer a very significant sense of expressive 

freedom; as Rollo May (1975, Ch. 6 : On the Limits of Creativity, p. 115) 

expresses it: “Creativity arises out of the tension between spontaneity and 
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limitations, the latter (like the river banks) forcing the spontaneity into the 

various forms which are essential to the work of art or poem.” 

Don't Mess with Mr In-Between 

The Arlen and Mercer sermon within the 1944 song "Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate 

the Positive" may be stating the obvious, but fundamentally outlines a prima-

ry creative mechanism in that clearly one should develop a creative solution 

that meets the requirements of the context, whatever that may be. Deviations 

from acceptable norms may be the result of creative endeavor and this may be 

intuitively achieved, but how far and where this deviation might exist is hard 

to predetermine. 

“There is sometimes a greater judgment shown in deviating 

from the rules of art, than in adhering to them; and... there is 

more beauty in the works of a great genius who is ignorant of all 

the rules of art, than in the works of a little genius, who not only 

knows but scrupulously observes them.”  

―Joseph Addison (1714) 

If composing a popular song for a particular vocalist for example, then 

innovation in sonic design is perhaps not called for on this occasion and the 

song should stylistically resemble all other songs for it to be performable by 

the artist and acceptable by the audience; statistically, based upon recent chart 

analysis (See HSD http://reports.hitsongsdeconstructed.com/hsdwire/), the 

currently most common and predictable dimensions, see figure 7 below, are 

that the song will likely be delivered by a male vocalist or duo, the song will 

be around 90 BPM (beats per minute) and last around three-and-a-half 

minutes, will contain lyrics which will discuss love or relationship problems 

and achieve this within a largely predetermined structure. 

 
Figure 7: Commercial Song Structure, adapted from HSD 

 

It must also pass the scrutiny of the gatekeepers of the domain who will 

determine if the work manifests sufficient novelty and does not infringe copy-
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right regulations. There are of course examples of rule breaking art that 

achieves success or notoriety through this very characteristic to invalidate 

these observations. Indeed this may result in the dawn of a new domain or 

may remain a novelty in its own but it is worth noting that great art, in this 

example a great song, does not have to break the rules significantly, or at all, 

to achieve this designation. The rules in this context constitute the normal 

and can be applied to any dimensional element of the art form, for example 

figure 8 and 9 below define and present the normal attributes of dominant 

harmony, the prevalent common practice harmonic strategy in Western cul-

ture. 

 

 
Figure 8: Roman Numerals 

 

Here, see figure 9, the normal connections are expressed graphically as 

three behavioral guidelines: 1. Mostly, 2. Sometimes and 3. Less Often. This 

does not mean that other connections are not permitted just that they were not 

so common. 

  
Figure 9: Normal Harmonic Tendencies, adapted from Piston (1946), Harmony 

 

There are also prescribed ways that the guidelines have been evolved 

consistently over time, accommodated and absorbed to syntactically expand 

the system. Breaking the rules or ignoring what is normal continually would 

potentially result in incoherence and loss of expressive identity. In actuality it 
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may be more likely for the more secure forms of expression to appear at the 

epoch of a style than at the beginning. The constraints then in this case then 

are generally clearly defined and the interest for the composer lies in the lati-

tude within, which makes the composition of music with mass-appeal poten-

tially a great challenge. Stokes (2016) discusses this notion of a creative mod-

el that is defined by promoting (working with) or precluding (working 

against) ideas as a method to comprehending and possibly achieving novelty 

and contrast. This way of thinking encourages the augmentation of desirable 

features and the diminution of less desirable features and is governed by aes-

thetic sensibilities. 

In broad terms with respect to music, preclude may dismiss the features 

not appropriate to the context and promote would focus attention on the at-

tributes that are contextually desirable or interesting. The development of this 

sense to some extent depends upon experience, innate or otherwise, and expo-

sure to the environment within which the creative act is encultured. Stokes 

(2016) also discussed the inherent constraints within the creative process de-

fining four key characteristics, as illustrated in figure 10 below. 

 

 
Figure 10: Creative Constraints, Adapted from Stokes (2016) 

 

The Domain constraints determine the acceptable stylistic conditions; the 

domain can change and evolve and the artist can, within reason, move to oth-

er domains but the form of any particular domain constitutes particular char-

acteristic expectations. Cognitive constraints are dependent upon the artist‘s 
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skill-set, training and chosen techniques; this will potentially temper the im-

agination to what is technically possible and achievable. Variability con-

straints govern the acceptable outcomes to determine which expressive com-

binations are aesthetically interesting and appropriate. Talent constraints de-

termine the motivational and individual characteristics of the artist without 

which the others will not be manifested; talent for a particular discipline is 

often considered innate (see Stokes, 2006) and includes intuition or aesthetic 

sensibilities involved in the making of particular creative decisions. 

With a Little Help 

How certain are we that we are complicit in determining what we actual-

ly like, what we consume, what we feel? How do we decide creatively which 

path to pursue, which tunes to keep and which to discard? It is not uncommon 

for students to validate their creative ideas by asserting expressive credentials 

or declaring it as a product of the free imagination; but products of inspiration 

are invariably never outside the domain with which the artist is associated. 

There may be the conviction that art exists for its own sake and should not 

pander to fashion and the lowest common perceptual denominator but funda-

mental imperatives to communicate very often bind the product.  

“To allow only the kind of art that the average man understands 

is the worst small-mindedness and the murder of mind and spir-

it. It is my conviction that the intellect can be certain that in do-

ing what most disconcerts the crowd, in pursuing the most dar-

ing, unconventional advances and explorations, it will in some 

highly indirect fashion serve man - and in the long run, all 

men.”  

―Thomas Mann (1947), Doctor Faustus 

There may be aspirational ideals that steer the expressive voice to explore 

more remote domains but to what extent may the product regarded as authen-

tic. To say: I compose from the heart as though this imbues the artifact with 

reverential qualities that are critically beyond reproach is also not very in-

formative or helpful. 

As an undergraduate student the lead author developed an interest in con-

trapuntal writing, the composition of multiple melodic lines in counterpoint 

coming together harmoniously; this is exemplified within the texture and 

techniques of a fugue which has been adopted by numerous composers. How 

is a fugue composed? Perhaps listening to one or many might be start; study-

ing them would be normal, followed by analysis to identify features, perhaps 
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a few years prior to this studying harmony would be prerequisite, and the 

logistics of the keyboard with consideration of the skill of the pianist. Below 

are the first few bars of Fugue No.1. 

 
Figure 11: Brown, M. (1992): Fugue No.1 in E♭, the first six bars. 

 

What is this? Is it the product of inspiration? Is it authentic? Is it original? 

Is it stylistically derivative? Is it any good? The basic ideas arrived as often is 

the case as a form of involuntary auralized memory. It is the product of the 

imagination, it is likely formed from the memory of features absorbed from 

listening to many other forms of contrapuntal music; it certainly has a number 

of stylistically identifiable characteristics. It is product of music that is assem-

bled in the mind then consciously replayed internally, deciphered and dictated 

with the aid of an instrument. This experience does not necessarily make the 

work any more authentic than any other composition and could have perhaps 

been derived through other more calculated means and the tutor, after first 

establishing the stylistic and instrumental intent, was keen to point out its 

contextual and technical failings. Nevertheless the process of hearing the 

music internally has been reported by other composers for example, Albert 

Christoph Dies reported a conversation with Joseph Haydn from 1806, in his 

biography, which exemplifies the experience: 

"....usually musical ideas are pursuing me, to the point of 

torture, I cannot escape them, they stand like walls be-

fore me….. My imagination plays on me as if I were a 

clavier. “ 

The musical example above is given to illustrate the process and the po-

tential fallibility of the imagination, especially one that is not fully developed 

or best informed and also the illusion permitted through the use of technolo-

gy. Technology allows the transcendence to some extent of the limitations 
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defined by human performance; cognitive constraints as such are are circum-

navigated sometimes by innocence and naivety.  

How do we understand art or recognize authenticity within art? Do we 

need to understand the historical evolution of art and theories of aesthetics in 

order to validate our perception of beauty? Or is this a route to a creative im-

passe? Learning may be implicit and sometimes this is inevitable, as we as 

academics struggle to understand what is not understood by the student. Im-

plicit learning may actually be a feature engineered into the educational pro-

cess to impart more involved experiential aspects. 

“I enrolled upon a Mozart appreciation class; I knew very little 

about Mozart. The teacher taught me virtually nothing, for he 

spoke infrequently. He would simply play a complete Mozart 

symphony then declare the lesson over. 

Then in the final session I believe he made a mistake. 

That last symphony he played us was almost certainly not by 

Mozart!” 

―Adapted from a staff development session on Formative Eval-

uation by the authors. 

If creativity can be regarded as part discovery, then could AI (Artificial 

Intelligence) play a role? What is the difference between a composition creat-

ed by a human and one calculated by a machine? Are there any perceptual or 

qualitative differences? Algorithmic artistic objectives are to realize sensual 

experiences through procedural computational models to imitate or reproduce 

the conditions of creativity. Holtzman (1995) and Boden (2010) discuss a 

number of computational approaches to the integration of computers into 

artistic practice; particularly insightful is the discussion of the generative art 

program AARON by Harold Cohen. Could there ever be such a thing as an 

Inspiration Machine? If so, what form should it take? It perhaps should have 

the capability of receiving input in the form of existing artwork or specifica-

tion; it must have the capability to analyze this input with reference to a data-

base of known work to allow the categorization, contextualization and evalu-

ation of the extent of novelty; it should have the capability to explore rela-

tionships between given objects and look for opportunities to connect or com-

bine, then evaluate the output to determine if the results are aesthetically ac-

ceptable. Figure 12 below outlines the modules required and their likely rela-

tionships. 
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Figure 12: An Algorithmic Inspiration Machine 

 

Why would this even be of interest? To overcome barriers, personal, 

technical, social or cultural, to creation; or to automate appropriate aspects of 

the creative process. To allow the exploration of ideas beyond personal hori-

zons. Might this require a redefinition of creativity? Must creativity ultimate-

ly require emotional attributes for the audience to invest? In essence the work 

of composer David Cope (2008) has explored these ideas over the past thirty 

years in the form of his Emily Howell computer program developed from his 

earlier Experiments in Musical Intelligence (EMI); in 2006 he submitted a 

patent invention to provide a “recombinant composition algorithm that cre-

ates new musical compositions based on existing musical compositions”.  

Conclusions 

“Man built most nobly when limitations were at their greatest.” 

 – Frank Lloyd Wright (quoted in Roberts, 2010) 

An ideal creative environment might be one which is considered free and 

unstructured with respect to time, resources and space; allowing the artist to 

explore dimensions according to interests and playfulness focused upon the 

intrinsic motivation perspective (see Amabile, 1988, 1996) not directly influ-

enced or inhibited. Imposed constraints may be regarded then as fundamen-

tally inhibiting, limiting our creative potential to think and express ourselves 

freely (Smith & Tindall, 1997), but artists tend to self-impose expressive con-

straints through the very mechanism that defines their essence.  Certain im-

posed constraints may actually be advantageous, Baer and Oldham (2006) 

found that there is a relationship between time pressure and individual levels 

of perceived creativity and Mayer (2006) stated that “creativity thrived best 

when constrained”. Not all constraints would be regarded as beneficial and 
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extreme external limitations, such as environmental, times, resources, social 

routines etc., would almost certainly be regarded as inhibiting creativity 

(Amabile, 1988, 1996). 

If constraint is defined in less austere ways as part of the creative process, 

in which certain aspects are limited to take place within particular limits, cre-

ativity may then be regarded as freedom within the boundaries of the domain. 

A composer the piano for example, is free to choose any of the 88 notes in 

any order or combination; in reality there are further constraints such as the 

definitions of style, technical ability of the performer, number of fingers. Ar-

tistic creativity is necessarily bounded by the conditions of the artist, for ex-

ample painter is defined by the act of painting which has associated predicta-

ble expectations of the form and the patterns of behavior of the given artist. 

The boundaries of style and technique may be extended to further define the 

artist or the artist may transcend the boundaries of the domain. Creativity may 

be regarded as innovative if the boundaries are redefined but is not a require-

ment or necessary an artistic objective; artistic creativity may be considered 

as the selection or discovery of favorable unique event sequences or combina-

tions within the constraints of the art-form. The constraints of tonal music 

evolved over time to the point where in the minds of some composers it had 

failed to maintain the fundamental need to assert sonic coherence; this 

prompted the development of a new system of expression that posed new 

problems, not least of all the very thing it sought to solve, namely defining a 

new framework for musical coherence. The future of music, at least in practi-

cal terms it seems, may indeed depend significantly upon the the past, for the 

sake of listener coherence, as Pierre Schaeffer expressed (Hodgkinson, 1987): 

“ …Unfortunately it took me forty years to conclude that 

nothing is possible outside DoReMi …I think of myself as 

an explorer struggling to find a way through in the far 

north, but I wasn‟t finding a way through …There is no 

way through. The way through is behind us.”  

There may be benefits in suspending certain constraints in the design 

process to invite novelty that would have otherwise been inhibiting, for exam-

ple in music the constraints of instrumental range or polyphony can be cir-

cumvented by the imagination and technology allowing new patterns to 

emerge. The involvement of computing technology into the process presents 

a number of intriguing opportunities and potential frustrations; it may become 

the fundamental medium of expression or a preparatory tool to expedite the 

generation of new solutions within conventional structures. One of the attrac-
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tions of the use of the computer is the capacity for simulating chance opera-

tions to surrender control or neutralize personal influence over the creative 

process, but as Christian Wolff observed (Duckworth, 1999)  freedom is in-

variably limited: 

“What was so shocking intellectually to everybody was the 

notion of randomness; that you gave up control. And yet it 

was clear that control operates at many different levels or 

angles, and that there was just as much control in John‟s 

[Cage] work as there might be in Stockhausen‟s or Bou-

lez‟s. It was just a question of where you applied it and 

how you focused it.” 

Some artists explore the given tools and others may endeavor to create 

their own tools, either way the parameters and the extent of the usage must be 

defined in order for selections to be made; as Candy (2005) states, “The con-

straints have to be specified in such a way as to make the computer generate 

an outcome that is satisfying to the artist.” Computers in art necessitate a 

more prescriptive use of constraints but offer the potential to take greater con-

trol and explore the potential of cross-fertilization between equally defined 

domains. If the parameters of the domain can be defined then the extent of the 

freedom can be calculated. Digital art pioneer Manfred Mohr explored the 

creation of works that were completely calculated and produced by computer 

algorithms introducing the element of constant mutating animation within 

such works as Space.Colour.Motion (Mohr, 2002), which ensures unique 

starting conditions so that the work is never repeated. Mohr states: “My algo-

rithms have developed over the years and have always drawn on my aesthetic 

decisions and knowledge as an artist. My programs are continually updated 

through an interactive procedure between my abstract ideas and the creation 

of my algorithms.” 

If music is confined to discrete notes and durations then there are only so 

many ways that these events can be sequenced melodically, combined har-

monically and ordered rhythmically. Digital technology also presents an op-

portunity to create a correspondence with between divergent domains through 

virtue of the mechanism of common data storage. Novelty can emerge from 

such collisions for example, Yasunao Tone (Tone, 2007) explored the rela-

tionship between text and sound within Molecular Music (1982-5) to convert 

written symbol into sonic sequences. Gina Czarnecki explored the possibility 

of creative live interaction in a process modeled on biological evolution, 
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within the work Silvers Alter (Czarnecki, 2002) inviting participants evolve 

the installation by creating hybridized images mediated through technology. 

Introducing digital tools into the creative process necessitates a very cal-

culated and limited creative environment since for the computer to make 

choices, however freely that is facilitated, the space requires careful definition 

but this could potentially produce new creative directions. If we figure into 

the solutions only those results that are acceptable, then novelty alone is not 

enough to focus the aesthetic compass. People generally love exceptions to 

the rule, the romantic notion that these special talents break the rules or rede-

fine them for the rest of us to follow. People we should all aspire to be, to 

draw inspiration not just from the work but their very essence, but what is the 

purpose of Art? Leonard Bernstein (1982) attempted to find the answer in his 

book Findings: 

“Communication and self-expression were voted the two real 

motivations for the artist; every creator is one because he must 

express himself and, what‟s more, must share that expression 

with mankind. These may be platitudes, and they may also be 

true, as far as they go. But whether or not true, they do not ex-

plain that devil with a pitchfork who goads an artist into doing 

dangerous, unpopular, unpredictable works.”  

The names of John Cage and Pablo Picasso often amongst the first to be 

cited as evidence of free spirited creative expression but are these really ex-

ceptions unbounded by laws that constrain the rest of us. These men were 

defined by influences and styles; the western background of Cage was sup-

planted by Eastern philosophies and from this perspective his constraints are 

very clear. Picasso went through a number of definable styles within which 

his constraints are clear including the influences of primitive African art. The-

se artists are perhaps highlighted as paragons of creative ideals that we all 

should strive to emulate, but there are characteristics that define these particu-

lar artists within definable periods?  The eagerness to embrace the new and 

the old is certainly a feature of both of these characters and their capacity to 

assimilate cultural traditions from outside. They are both regarded as catalysts 

for change and we certainly need characters like this in our society but how 

many individuals like this do we really need? Change is inevitable but invit-

ing change too frequently would be incoherent for both artist and audience. 

Generally artists, particularly musicians are seeking variety within given ex-

pressive frameworks, whereas this certainly constitutes frustrations for some, 

it is within that creative identities are evolved and developed. 
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“I wish I found some better sounds no one's ever heard, 

I wish I had a better voice that sang some better words, 

I wish I found some chords in an order that is new, 

I wish I didn't have to rhyme every time I sang,” 

―Twenty-One Pilots (2015) song, Stressed Out 

Artists in the past have considered inspiration as an external process per-

haps finding it therefore easier to attribute the process to mythology; the nine 

muses were themselves classically bound to protect their designated art-form. 

It is perhaps easier for some to leave well alone and attribute the creative urge 

to the daughters of Zeus or surrender to subconscious processes so perhaps 

attending to the conditions of creativity is not such a bad thing; whether that 

includes meditation, a formal arrangement with Mephistopheles at the cross-

roads or the result of playful serendipity constrained by an aesthetic governor.  

Freedom of creative expression is an illusion, we are bound by style, in-

herent semantics and syntax of the communication; we are constrained by the 

very people to whom we wish to communicate, assuming this is indeed the 

intent. It is an illusion, but a necessary illusion without which the artist may 

feel bereaved of the desire to create.  

“There is a great deal of illusion in a work of art; one could go 

farther and say that it is illusory in and of itself, as a "work." Its 

ambition is to make others believe that it was not made but ra-

ther simply arose, burst forth from Jupiter's head like Pallas 

Athena fully adorned in enchased armor. But that is only a pre-

tense. No work has ever come into being that way.” 

―Thomas Mann (1947), Dr Faustus. 
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Abstract 
 

The Future Problem Solving Program International (FPSPI) is an education-
al program for the development of creative skills, especially in children and 

young people (Future Problem Solving Program International, FPSPI, n.d). 

At the same time, it promotes critical, analytical and futuristic thinking, oral 

and written communication, teamwork, as well as emotional and decision 

making skills (FPSPI, n.d.). It is thus an educational tool that can be applied 

in many contexts, formal and informal, in order to promote creative problem 

solving skills. The stated mission of the FPSPI is ―to develop the ability of 

young people globally to design and promote positive futures through prob-

lem solving using critical & creative thinking‖ (FPSPI, n.d.). It is designed to 

involve young people in thinking about the future and its challenges and un-

predictability in all domains, including arts, technology and sciences. This 
program, based on futuristic thinking and the Osborn-Parnes Creative Prob-

lem Solving method (Osborn, 1953; Parnes, 1967; Parnes, Noller, & Biondi, 

1977), begins with problem finding and definition and ends with a proposal 

for an effective and original solution. Begun by Torrance in the U.S. in 1974, 

the program is currently applied in countries from every continent. This chap-

ter will present this program in detail, illustrating its goals, application meth-

odology and agents. It will also share results obtained in several studies about 

the program and its effectiveness, thereby, raising awareness of the potential 

of its application for creative problem solutions in various contexts. 

Keywords: Creativity, Future Problem Solving Program, Creative Problem 

Solving, futuristic thinking, futures, critical thinking 
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Introduction 
 

The vicissitudes and challenges of our times, and the reasonable expecta-

tion that life will continue to change at a rapid pace, demand individuals and 

companies that are able to deal with change, risk and unpredictability. New, 

complex, global challenges require problem solvers who can go beyond logic 

to address these challenges in adaptive and innovative ways (Maclaren, 2012; 

Starko, 2010). In this sense, creative problem solving has been seen as a set 

of skills necessary for future survival for individuals, institutions, and socie-

ties (Caniels, 2013; Csikszentmihalyi, 2007).  

Torrance warned that ―to appeal only to analytical methods to solve prob-

lems is no longer viable, as problems are increasingly unpredictable. Our sur-

vival as a species requires adapting to changes, it requires creativi-
ty‖ (Torrance, 2002, p.57). Convergent thinking, or looking for one right an-

swer, remains the primary method used to solve current problems, but prob-

lems need to be regarded with innovative approaches and even with the abil-

ity to be predicted in a futuristic perspective (Guerra & Abreu, 2005). 

Education needs to follow the social and economic demands of a more 

global scope. The new conditions of globalization and of the interconnected 

economy of the late twentieth century and early twenty-first century have 

made it more vital than ever to consider the future of humanity in terms of the 

development of creativity (MacLaren, 2012; Trilling & Fadel, 2012). For 

instance, the financial crisis of the early twenty-first century, particularly in 

Europe, reinforced the need to deepen knowledge about creativity and inno-

vation (Lubart & Zenasni, 2010) at all social levels. Now is the "time to pre-
pare young people for the challenges of the twenty-first century, promoting 

adaptation and innovations skills‖ (Partnership for the 21st Century Skills, 

2006, p.10). Creative problem solving has, thus, become an essential key to 

success (Péter-Szarka, 2012). 

At the same time, domains like Art, Science, and Technology increasing-

ly materialize the need for creative, critical and entrepreneurial citizens 

(Sahlberg, 2011; Smith-Bingham, 2007).  In fact, a recent study by Adobe 

(2012) illustrated that among college-educated, employed Americans sur-

veyed, 85% agreed that creative thinking is critical for problem solving in 

their career, but nearly one third of them did not feel comfortable thinking 

creatively at work. Therefore, 88% agreed that creativity should be built into 
the education curriculum. 

Several authors have emphasized the importance not only of the diagno-

sis or research in education on this subject, but also the implementation of 

creative skills, requiring a direct or indirect link with the school curriculum in 

either formal or informal settings. This appeal then encompasses research and 

action in the various fields of knowledge (particularly in the fields of arts, 
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science and technology) and throughout the educational path (Craft, 2005; 

Pfeiffer, 2013; Wechsler & Souza, 2011). 

One such educational program, which aims to promote creative thinking 

skills through a futuristic approach to problems, is the Future Problem Solv-

ing Program (FPSP) designed by Torrance and collaborators (Torrance, Tor-
rance, Williams & Horng, 1978). This program has grown beyond its start in 

one state in the U.S. into a multi-state, multi-nation program presently called 

the Future Problem Solving Program International (FPSPI). In recent years, it 

has been object of several studies that have found that there are improvements 

in creative problem solving skills, as well as in emotional and social ones, for 

the children and adolescents involved in the program, but also in their men-

tors and coaches (Cramond & Fairweather, 2013; Kauffman, 2012; Margison, 

2004; Treffinger,  Selby, & Crumel, 2012; Vijayaratnam, 2012). 

To understand the FPSPI program, one must first understand how it is 

contextualized in the concept of creativity, the main outlines of the FPSI pro-

gram itself (fundamentals, goals, contents, methodology), as well as some of 

its results, namely in Portugal. It is expected that this chapter will raise the 
awareness of educators, businesspeople and other professionals responsible 

for the development of skills about a tool that seems to promote creative 

problem solving for any field of knowledge. 

 

Creativity 
 

What is meant by creativity? This concept has led to multiple definitions 

(Barbot, Besançon, & Lubart, 2011; Runco & Jaeger, 2012), as is explicit in 

the title and text of the book The 101 Definitions of Creativity (Aleinikov, 
Kackmeister, & Koening, 2000). Creativity is clearly a multidisciplinary con-

cept, complex, simultaneously rich and challenging (Kaufman, Beghetto, & 

Pourjalali, 2011).  It is not reducible to a reassuring definition, or as Yashin-

Shaw (1994) contended, there is not a sufficient definition to represent it.  

However, in the multiplicity of existing definitions, there is an agreement 

that reflects the key elements of creativity: the simultaneity of originality and 

effectiveness. An idea or a creative product must necessarily have originality, 

novelty, or even rupture with what is known, but at the same time, it must 

make sense, be valuable, or have the utility which originality can bring to a 

given context and moment (Lubart & Guinard, 2006; Runco & Jaeger, 2012). 

The simple difference of originality is trivial; creativity also requires an effec-
tive response to the implicit or explicit request that caused it (Runco, 2014).  

In the concept of creativity, it is important to emphasize the aggregation 

or the coincidence of different requirements (Megalakaki, Craft, & Cremin, 

2012; Morais, 2013). These include high motivation, particularly intrinsic 

(Hennessey Amabile, 2010); in-depth and interdisciplinary knowledge 

(Boden, 2007; Sternberg, 2015); personality and emotional characteristics 

(Davis, 2009); cognitive processes (Starko, 2010); as well as, socio-cultural 
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influences facilitating or blocking what is labeled as creative 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 2007).  Despite this conceptual complexity, creativity is 

already universally seen (El-Murad & West, 2004) as a target for systematiza-

tion allowed by the conceptual schema of the 4 P's (Rhodes, 1961). This 

means that one can understand creativity as (a) a creative Person concerning 
the characteristics of the person who creates; (b) a Product, looking at the 

outlines of the creative response and the evaluation of it; (c) the result of so-

cial Pressure, sometimes called Press, from micro contexts such as family or 

school, to broad variables such as the socio-historical moment; and, (d) Pro-

cess, thereby often appealing to the model of Creative Problem Solving 

(Isaksen, Dorval, & Treffinger, 2011) to operationalize stages and cognitive 

processes. 

 

Myths  
 

In defining what creativity is, it is also important to explain what it is not. 

There are several mistaken beliefs about creativity that have resisted the em-

pirical evidence that contradicts them for decades, thus disturbing the study 

and practice of creativity (Starko, 2010, Montuori, 2011). We‘ve already ex-

plained that originality is a necessary but not sufficient condition for creativi-

ty, thus negating the common myth that they are one and the same 

(Kaufmann & Beghetto, 2009).  

Another frequent myth of particular importance for intervention is the 

privileged association of creativity to the artistic context. We see it mentioned 

in international research, from the classic studies on perceptions conducted by 

Fryer (1996), to the handbooks about creativity (Craft, Jeffrey & Leibling, 
2007; Cropley, 2009). This privileged association of creative expression to 

the arts denies the creativity extant in other human endeavors, such as scien-

tific research, invention, technology, humanities and social sciences, sport, or 

leadership. Creativity is an added value inherent in any academic or personal 

context (Sawyer, 2006; Sahlberg, 2011).  

 It is also often conveyed that creativity is essentially the result of a 

sudden and inexplicable inspiration. It is not accidental that one of the images 

associated with creativity or innovation is a light bulb in the brain. Such a 

moment of sudden enlightenment - the insight or successive and consequen-

tial mini insights - does not happen before a long, and often slow, path of 

work, knowledge, persistence, re-evaluations and stubborn maintenance in a 
sense of purpose, as the already classic works of Gruber (1974), Perkins, 

(1981) or Weisberg (1987) have shown. Both for recognized creative produc-

tions and genius in any area, as for the daily creative process, such a persis-

tent pathway is necessary.  The oft-quoted observation by Louis Pasteur that 

―chance only favors the mind which is prepared" (quoted in Vallery-Radot, 

2008, p. 76) is an excellent encapsulation of this idea. 
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Controversies 
 
General or specific 
 

The last underlying idea refers more to a controversy than to less strin-

gent conceptions of creativity. It concerns the generality/specificity that this 

concept represents. The question, asked in a practical manner, is as follows: 

are we creative in every field of knowledge or are we creative in one specific 
area? Plucker and Beghetto (2006) have classified this issue as one of the 

most enduring controversies in the study of creativity. It is known that au-

thors like Martindale (1989) have referred for decades to something global 

about creativity.  Also studies, such as those of Root-Bernstein and Root-

Bernstein (2006) have shown that there are cognitive and personality similari-

ties in individuals who are highly creative in different areas, such as science 

and arts.  

However, authors such as Kaufman and Baer (2006) or Sternberg and 

Lubart (1995) showed that the domain specificities in which we try to be cre-

ative greatly determine the probability of being so. Such authors argue that 

importance of the specific skills and knowledge in the fields of creative ex-

pression (such as arts, technology or science) really seems to prevail rather 
than the similarities between them (Baer, 2011; Weinstein et al., 2014).  

A third possibility is that creativity, like intelligence, has elements of 

both generality and specificity (Sternberg, 2005).  For example, Amabile 

(1998) conceptualized creativity as composed of expertise, motivation, and 

creative thinking skills.  Individuals may creatively excel in some specific 

areas because those are the areas in which they have expertise, yet they still 

have the motivation and creative thinking skills that they apply more effec-

tively in other areas.  This would explain the commonalities found in differ-

ent areas of personality and thinking tools (e.g. Root-Bernstein & Root-

Bernstein, 2006), but not the same level of accomplishments across the board 

(e.g. Kaufman & Baer, 2006). Given the amount of time that it takes to gain 
expertise in most fields now, it is not surprising that most people providing 

creative contributions do not claim equal levels of expertise in several. 

 

Big C little c creativity and the promotion of creative skills 
 

Can creativity be promoted? Can any person‘s creativity be promoted?  

The answer may depend on whether we are talking about eminent creativity, 

Big C, of the Mozart or Einstein type, or little c creativity, which is consid-

ered the everyday creativity of solving a problem in a unique way or develop-
ing a new recipe.  

Authors such as Vernon (1989) or Wahlberg (1988) did not consider Big 

C (creativity socially recognized) as equivalent to the little c (creativity in 
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everyday life). Vernon (1989) even joked that he did ―not want Da Vinci's 

creativity to be in the continuity of that of my gardener…‖ (p. 95).  So, this is 

the perspective according to which there is an asymmetric distribution of cre-

ativity (Feist, 2006), where very few individuals would express a lot of crea-

tivity and many individuals would express very little. 
Nevertheless, already in the 60s, 70s or 80s, authors like Torrance 

(1963a), Maslow (1983) or the cognitivist precursors, Newell and Simon 

(1972), advocated a normal distribution for creativity, a non- radical differ-

ence in the core of the creative tools, for every person. Currently, several au-

thors reiterate this viewpoint that all individuals can be creative if they have a 

set of techniques within their reach that enable the development of their 

skills—they talk about a universal creative potential (Runco, 2006; 2014; 

Fairweather & Cramond, 2010).  

Accordingly, several studies have shown that creativity can be taught and 

encouraged through training (Ma, 2006; Sanchez, Martínez & García, 2003; 

Scott, Leritz & Mumford, 2004; Shanahan, 2004). In this perspective, Runco 

(2006) stated that an individual with moderate creative potential and provided 
with the necessary skills to upgrade his ability, may display a higher perfor-

mance than those with highest creative potential not strategically used.  

 

Developing Creativity 
 

The simple practice of creative skills does not mean that a person pos-

sessing a median capacity becomes a brilliant creator. Rather than a sudden 

and surprising result, as a result of learning creative skills, one might expect a 

gradual change in everyday behaviour, which may be reflected in increased 
attention to the world around, in a more powerful critical thinking, on a better 

understanding and adaptation to given situations (Piirto, 2004). Thus, the sug-

gestions to stimulate creativity vary from the conditions of an influencing 

environment to systematic techniques that improve cognitive and/or emotion-

al conditions (Craft, Jeffrey, & Leibling, 2007; Amabile, 2010). In either 

case, it is assumed, based on research results that creativity is likely to be 

promoted. Many of these studies have occurred in academic contexts and 

comprise a wide range of curriculum areas (Maker, Joe, &Muammar, 2008; 

Woythal, 2014) and of educational levels (Fautley & Savage, 2007; Cropley 

& Cropley, 2009). 

 

Environment for Developing Creative Thinking 
 

The intentional development of creativity may involve creating condi-

tions in the individual‘s surrounding environment. This facilitative environ-

ment, both physical and psychological (Cramond, 2005), can be present in 

any context (school, family, work) where the non-prevalence of routines, the 

variety of strategies and materials, and the interaction between what is pro-
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posed and what the individual is looking for are available. Creative responses, 

in all of those contexts, should also be encouraged and recognized explicitly, 

producing constructive feedback during and after the accomplishments. 

Learning should not be seen independent of what is recreational, humorous, 

or imaginative (Lucas, Caxon & Spencer, 2012; Romo, 2012). Under these 
conditions, it is understandable that motivation and commitment rise and the 

role of intrinsic motivation for creativity is emphasized (Lucas, Caxon & 

Spencer, 2012; Romo, 2012). 

 

CPS for Developing Creative Thinking 
 

The kind of environment that facilitates creativity can exist when any 

creative task is required, but it is enabled with the techniques and training 

programs for creative skills, which are currently quite diverse (Shanahan, 
2004; Starko, 2010; Runco, 2007). One of the most effective methods (Scott, 

Leritz & Mumford, 2004) for promoting creative thinking is the Creative 

Problem Solving (CPS) method. The CPS tools were initially created by Os-

born (1953) and Parnes (1967) and later completed by Noller and Biondi 

(Parnes, Noller & Biondi, 1977), focusing at first on divergent thinking.  

In the eighties, a set of convergent cognitive tools to balance the strong 

presence of divergent thinking techniques were developed and incorporated 

(Miller, Vehar & Firestien, 2001). In later years, one creative thinking com-

petence was associated (Puccio & Murdock, 2001) for each step of the meth-

od (which meanwhile operationalizes a theoretical model), which will be 

shown below. This model has being greatly developed over the years, and has 

provided the fundamentals for the operational training tools that is now used 
in CPS (Sawyer, 2006). 

The great novelty and utility of this method is that it focuses on produc-

ing innovative responses, combining the application of divergent and conver-

gent thinking (Alencar, 2000). It includes three components - Understand the 

Problem, Generate Ideas, Preparing for Action in a sequence of six steps: 

Exploring Data, Framing Problems, Constructing Opportunities, Generating 

Ideas, Developing Solutions and Building Acceptance (Isaksen, Dorval, & 

Treffinger, 2011). Thus it leads to the development of skills to conceptualize, 

analyze, synthesize, produce, evaluate and communicate information as well 

as skills for collecting that information through direct observation, experi-

ence, or reflection (Cojorn, Koocharoenpisal, Haemaprasith, & Siripankaew, 
2013).  

This process requires a wide range of cognitive and interpersonal skills 

such as skills of creative thinking, critical thinking and analytical thinking, as 

well as communication and interpersonal skills (Treffinger & Young, 2002; 

Vijayaratnam, 2012). Despite being a method more explicitly oriented for the 

development of creative skills, the CPS process reinforces its value in opti-

mizing different cognitive skills (Czerwiec, 1992; Treffinger, Selby & 
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Crumel, 2012) as a whole, i.e. "to learn and to practice the CPS may help 

building the intellectual skills and developing mental processes that increase 

the individual's ability to face changes either of the personal or professional 

daily life " (Switalski, 2003, p. 6).  

The Creative Problem Solving process has been proclaimed a require-
ment for the present and for the future (Csikzentmihaliy, 2007; Runco, 

Lubart, & Getz, 2012). Creativity and innovation are highlighted in the pre-

sent, however, there have been training programs for Creative Problem Solv-

ing based on the described methods that have emerged for several decades in 

business and academic contexts (Proctor, 2005). It is in the educational con-

text that the Future Problem Solving Program– FPSP (Torrance, Torrance, 

Williams & Horng, 1978) developed. The following section will address this 

program. 

 

The Future Problem Solving Program—(FPSPI) 
 

The FPSP was conceived in 1974 in Athens, GA, when Paul Torrance 

and his wife, Pansy, were sitting at their kitchen table.  Paul had gotten a call 

from the local high school principal asking him to devise a creative task for 

the students.  Reflecting on his concerns that students were not very knowl-

edgeable about their past or concerned about their future and that that they 

were not learning to think creatively or use what knowledge they had imagi-

natively, Torrance conceptualized a task that would change these things. This 

task constructed upon futuristic thinking is described next.  

 

Futuristic Thinking 
 

Another major influence on the development of the FPSP was futuristic 

thinking. Futuristic thinking was mentioned for the first time in 1902 by Her-

bert Wells at a conference in London entitled "The discovery of the future", 

in which he advocated the possibility of the future to be scientifically studied 

(Wells, 1913). Nowadays, the need to look to and think about the future is 

more important than ever.  Such future thinking includes the awareness that 

we live in uncertainty and, therefore, with the possibility of error. If we want 

to affect our future and reduce the level of uncertainty, we must go beyond 
knowledge, training the ability of strategic thinking, critical thinking, manipu-

lation of probabilities, and other thinking skills (Masini, 2011).  

Torrance (1978) had recently read Toffler‘s Future Shock (1970), which 

predicted the stress that people would face from the immense changes that 

would take place in the next 30 years. Toffler warned that people who were 

not able to adapt to the accelerated changes facing them would feel stressed 

and disoriented.  Torrance believed that giving students the tools and encour-

agement to address the problems of the future would help inoculate them 

against this shock. 
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The futuristic thinking approach in FPSPI emerges from themes of every-

day life, by making issues of the future relevant. Torrance advised that talking 

about the future should always begin by using "everyday problems.  The daily 

newspaper is full of ideas" (Torrance, Torrance, Williams & Horng, 1978, p. 

15).  
 

The Structure of FPS 
 

Paul and Pansy Torrance opted to use the CPS model, but to add ele-

ments of societal problems of the present and future as the context (Cramond, 

2009). Thus, the program started as a single activity at one high school and is 

now a year-long program applied in 40 affiliates around the world. 

The theoretical framework of FPSPI is the Creative Problem Solving 

method already characterized, with the addition of futuristic thinking. There-
fore its main goal is the creative thinking development of the participants 

(children and young people, but also adult mentors of the program), while 

issues related to the future are explored (Treffinger, Selby, & Crumel, 2012; 

Cramond, Fairweather, 2013; Treffinger, Solomon, & Woythal, 2012). This 

way, it addressed Torrance‘s concern (1978) that we all be involved in creat-

ing our future and learning the skills to do so creatively and collaboratively.  

The Creative Problem Solving process assumes that every problem has a 

solution, admitting that all problems are challenges (Fobes, 1993; Harris, 

2002). Here, the word problem is related to any concern, desire, or aspiration, 

and its solution has the sense of change or adjustment of ourselves or of the 

situation (Proctor, 2005).  

FPSPI primarily differs from CPS in the nature of the problems, which 
changes the process a bit.  CPS can be applied to any problem, from a person-

al concern to a business dilemma.  However, FPSPI stresses that the problems 

addressed are major issues that face humankind and are typically global and 

futuristic in nature.  Thus, the participants do research to learn about the prob-

lem before they attempt to address it. 

Generally, FPSPI participants practice six sequential steps, which is typi-

cally preceded and accompanied throughout by research. 

1. They identify all the issues in a problematic situation.  In other words, 

they generate challenges or problems connected with the presented context.  

2. From the generated list, they select an underlying problem, which will 

be operationalized for solving. 
3. Once they have worded the problem for attack, they produce ideas or 

solutions, divergently and without judgment. 

4. They generate and select criteria to use in evaluating their generated 

solutions. 

5.  They evaluate the solutions.  
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6. Finally, having created a challenge and a solution, they develop an 

action plan, showing how the solution found will work to solve the underly-

ing problem (Torrance, Torrance & Crabbe, 1983).  

The FPSPI program (www.fpspi.org) runs over a year, and the partici-

pants of this educational process may be adults of any age or academic train-
ing, as well as children and young people from kindergarten to the last year of 

high school. Adults can take two roles: coaches or competitors. Whenever 

they take the role of coach, they develop the FPSPI together with children and 

young people in a curricular context—as an educational method—or as an 

extracurricular activity (Hibel, 1991). They also apply their skills on the 

FPSPI competition over the year. 

The success in this program depends on the continuous dedication of 

participants, the research of the themes under analysis, the application of the 

program in context and the self-training by analyzing the reports of progress 

made by experts (Jackson, 2001). The FPSPI defines this program as a train-

ing one; however, it is associated with an international competition, which 

includes various stages of works presentation, evaluation and classification, 
with the best competitors from each state or country invited to participate in 

the International Conference Future Problem Solving event in the United 

States. 

There are three alternative components involved in the international com-

petition (Community Problem Solving, Global Issues Problem Solving, and 

Scenario Writing) and a non-competitive activity (Action-based Problem 

Solving). What distinguishes each of the components are the specificities in 

the number of participants, in the core of the challenges to be addressed, and 

in the expected products that result (Treffinger, Jackson, & Jensen, 2009). 

 The Community Problem Solving component involves participants in 

real contexts connected with areas such as education, culture, environment, 
health or humanitarian services. A group of and unlimited number of young 

people, often a whole class, identifies a problem/challenge in the community 

(local, regional, global) related to any topic of interest and is expected to pro-

duce and enact a solution to that problem. Examples of some community 

problems that have been addressed include getting legislation passed for his-

toric preservation in a town, providing clean water for a community in Africa, 

and connecting disenfranchised elders in a home with latchkey kids for an 

afterschool reading program.  For the competition, students create a presenta-

tion about their year-long project, which includes a report, a visual presenta-

tion, and a public interview (Arbor, 1999). 

Every year, there is also an international proposal of topics in three 

strands: Business and Economics; Science and Technology; and Social and 
Political Issues.  Topics within these strands may address issues such as hu-

man rights, healthy lifestyle, genetic testing, celebrities, and the pharmaceuti-

cal industry. The participants in this component, called the Global Issues, 

compete in groups of four or as individuals to propose a solution for the prob-

lem as they conceptualize it from the issue.  The creative problem solving 
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skills are to be expressed in a specific report showing that the participants go 

through the process. This is the only component in which adults can also take 

the role of competitors.  

The participants can also experience the FPSPI through the component 

called Scenario Writing. This requires individuals to write a story projected at 
least 25 years in the future about the issue presented (Shewach, 1991). The 

texts are related to one of the topics chosen for the year as explained in the 

previous component.  

The FPSPI is also a good pedagogical strategy to prepare young people to 

learn different content (Cramond, Fairweather, 2013; Treffinger, 2011), and 

this is the main purpose of the non-competitive component, Action-based 

Problem Solving. Thus, this component is always developed in groups 

(unlimited number of participants) and the problems to be solved may arise 

from stories, academic texts, newspaper articles, or other places. Like all oth-

er components, work is submitted to a committee of evaluators and partici-

pants will receive a report with specific feedback. 

This program provides in depth training for adults (coaches) who identify 
themselves as educators in this method. Teachers have been the most in-

volved adults as coaches, as they have favorable conditions for its implemen-

tation.  They spend a lot of time with children and young people and also 

because they have many opportunities to observe them in situations potential-

ly generating creative behavior (Caldeira, 2006). Other professionals can, 

however, assume this role in the implementation of FPSPI in different envi-

ronments (e.g. companies or other organizations). 

When implementing the program, most of the exercises for learning the 

process are training activities whose purpose is, in addition to promoting spe-

cific skills, to develop creative thinking (Funke, 2010). These exercises are 

carried out individually (e.g., free association, find common properties, force-
fitting) and collectively (e.g., brainstorming, kinetics, morphological analy-

sis). Torrance and Meyers (1970), for instance, provided an interesting per-

spective on the process of creative problem solving that is reflected in the 

course of FPSPI: "... become aware of the problems, of deficiencies and gaps 

in knowledge, of the lack of elements, of disharmonies; merge the infor-

mation available, set the difficulty or identify the missing element; look for 

solutions, establish hypotheses, modify and re-test them, improve them; and, 

finally, communicate the results ... " (p. 32). 

In addition, some of the creative activities present in FPSI training ad-

dress the affective component of learning (Shapiro, 2012), including the im-

plementation of games and simulations, metaphors and analogies, imagery 

sessions and the decrease of emotional blockages as instruments that require 
coaches and young participants to explore personal and interpersonal dimen-

sions. Moving from the individual to the group level, this method may favor 

the change in attitudes and behaviors that affect the maintenance of discipline 

and group cohesion, as well as motivation, negotiation, and decision making 

(Azevedo, Morais, Jesus, Ribeiro, & Brandão, 2012; Cramond, 2006). The 
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program also trains communication skills in the group work context and in 

presenting results through tasks such as written reports, drawings, videos, 

interviews and public presentations (Treffinger, Selby, & Crumel, 2012). 

 

Evaluation Studies 
 

Some studies have assessed the effects of FPSPI (Cramond, 2009; Re-

schke, 1991).  Overall, the results have been positive in the cognitive dimen-

sions of creative thinking (Alves, 2013; Kauffman, 2012), critical and analyti-

cal thinking, (Cramond, & Fairweather, 2013; Treffinger, Selby, & Crumel, 

2012; Woythal, 2014), as well as in oral and written communicational skills 

(Tallent-Runnels, 1993; Volk, 2008) and in emotional and interpersonal di-

mensions (Cramond, 2002; Treffinger & Young, 2002; Vijayaratnam, 2012).  

It was also found that the practice of FPSPI increased motivation for 
learning (Azevedo et al, 2012; Rimm & Olenchak, 1991) and the appetence 

for teamwork and research skills (Alvino, 1993; Crabbe, 1989). Some of the 

program participants have also said that being involved in FPSPI during ado-

lescence was one of the most stimulating and rewarding experiences of their 

lives, and functioned as an aid in selecting their professional future, including 

challenging careers (Cramond, 2002; Hibel, 1991). 

The FPSPI use some strategies such as critical discussions, imagery, met-

aphors and analogies, free association of ideas, forced relationships or brain-

storming (Cramond, 2006), tasks that help produce more and new ideas, im-

provements in ideas, or abstraction. Finally, one must not forget that manag-

ing emotions and reduction of emotional and creative blockages in personal 

expression is also present in the course of FPSPI sessions - this intentionality 
can result in greater emotional richness. This aspect becomes more interesting 

when one knows that the training of creative skills have effects more easily 

observed in cognitive dimensions than in emotional ones (Runco, Lubart, & 

Getz, 2012). 

In a study led by the STS-Scholastic Testing Service (Kauffman, 2012; 

Woythal, 2014), which is still in progress, the skills associated with the Tor-

rance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) were improved by the FPSPI. Fifth 

and sixth grade students showed better overall creativity levels on the TTCT 

when compared with a control group (Kauffman, 2012). In 2014, these same 

students, now in the 7th and 8th grade, also showed significant differences 

from the control group in Fluency, Originality, Abstraction of Titles, and Re-
sistance to Premature Closure – which are more cognitive skills (Woythal, 

2014). Alves (2013), applied the FPSPI program in Portugal to adolescents in 

vocational courses and found significant improvements in Fluency and Origi-

nality, assessed by the TTCT, as well as in motivation for learning.  

Several studies have been conducted in Portugal to assess the effects of 

the FPSPI.  In one study with adolescents, it was found that correct concep-

tions of creativity increased with the program (Azevedo et al., 2012). This 
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investigation also showed benefits in motivation for learning. Another study 

with pre- and post- evaluation in experimental and control groups with ado-

lescents (Azevedo, Morais, & Martins, 2014, unpublished report), found sig-

nificant gains in several creative skills (both cognitive and emotional) evalu-

ated by the TTCT. There still was an overall improvement on a global crea-
tivity rating on this test, as well as on the indicators of creative solving prob-

lems styles of participants (innovator or adaptor). 

 

Conclusions 

Nowadays, it is particularly important to promote creative skills in any 

educational or professional field (Sahlberg, 2011; Smith-Bingham, 2007). In 

this regard, a program that has been highlighted by its international multiplic-

ity of implementation is the Future Problem Solving Program International - 

FPSPI (Torrance, Torrance, Williams & Horng, 1978). It is a program that 
can be the intervention tool in various contexts, since the method used in it - 

the Creative Problem Solving process - is adaptable to different contexts. 

Thus, it can be a good bet to promote creativity in arts, scientific research and 

technology, which are specifically of interest in this book.  

In its forty years of existence, the FPSPI has given evidence of efficiency 

and efficacy taking into account its goals (Cramond, 2002; Lubart, 2001; Tre-

finger, 2011; Treffinger, Solomon & Woythal, 2012). Several positive results 

have shown that the FPSPI fulfills its goals either during the intervention pro-

cess or at its end (Treffinger, Solomon & Woythal, 2012). This program is 

currently bringing challenges and effective methods for creative problem 

solving to countries, like Portugal, that don‘t have a tradition of implementa-

tion of such programs, but which have a strong motivation to capitalize on 
creativity from it.  Nevertheless, many challenges still remain for imple-

mentation of the FPSPI more widely. More international systematic studies 

are required about the effects and the transfer of training,  as well as about the 

duration of the program impact. Comparisons among specific populations of 

participants, including the gifted and those with learning difficulties, as well 

as  those of different ages and schooling, and in different contexts such as 

business, will surely expand the potential of this program.  

Today, it is no longer enough to produce and implement solutions. It is 

necessary to take risks (McWilliam, 2008; Kim & Hull, 2012) and identify 

problems and opportunities that others do not identify (Craft, 2007). Only 

through teaching our young people to envision a future that disturbs the pre-
sent and the methods to enact positive change, may we promote more pro-

active individuals with the confidence, skills, and persistence to ensure a 

higher quality of personal and social life - in any field of knowledge these 

individuals pursue. 
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THE UNIVERSALITY OF CREATIVITY 

 
KATHY GOFF & ERIK E. GUZIK 

 

Abstract 

So long as creativity is connected in a reductionist manner to a particular sub-

set of creative acts (art, music, poetry, writing, etc.), there is little chance that 

we might recognize the centrality of creative intervention within nearly every 

area of human intellectual pursuit and achievement.  If, however, we view 

creativity as a complicated set of human abilities that are drawn upon to real-

ize some goal or objective, we might better understand how creativity can be 

applied wherever and whenever new, original, and useful outcomes are of 

benefit and value.  This understanding of creativity includes its practice in 

science, art, music, mathematics, engineering, technology, healthcare, busi-

ness, etc.—extending to even athletics and politics. This chapter describes the 
theoretical and philosophical roots of creativity qua problem solving in the 

works of Wallace, Guilford, Torrance, etc.  It also addresses the practical side 

of this conception, describing how this creativity is now shaping interventions 

in education, creativity assessment, and cognitive rehabilitation for people 

with cognitive decline or injury, including subjects with traumatic brain inju-

ry and dementia. 

Keywords: Creativity, Creative Problem Solving, STEM, 21st Century skills, 

Technology, Education, Digital Assessment, Brain Training 

 

Introduction 
 

 Creativity is a uniquely human ability, a defining and differentiating fac-

tor of human existence.  As the philosopher David Hume noted during the 

Scottish Enlightenment, the ability of the human species to generate novel 

insight into its environment and to develop unique solutions to its problems 

seemingly sets it apart from every other species (Miller, 1987). Though we 

humans lack the thick coat of fur and sharp claws that other species use effec-

tively to their advantage, Hume argued, we nevertheless hold an asset of un-

paralleled power—the ability to imagine and create new solutions to prob-

lems within our environment.  We tend to agree with Hume—creativity is 

very likely our species‘ unique and comparative advantage in a natural world 

CHAPTER SEVEN 
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marked by endless change and ceaseless challenge.    

      Perhaps precisely because of its centrality to human experience, creativity 

has been investigated from many different viewpoints and perspectives.  In-

deed, one might argue that creativity has been successfully applied to an un-

derstanding of its own existence, generating a range of interesting insights 
into its manifold character and operation.  Creativity has also been examined 

for decades, with many of the findings and signs of the times still relevant 

today and for the future.  This chapter begins by building a historical founda-

tion of creativity research as a form of problem solving and moves to current 

investigations into cognitive interventions in education, assessment, and cog-

nitive training based on this particular conceptualization.   

 

Creativity Qua Open-ended Problem Solving 
 
      Creativity has led to many definitions. One of the first definitions of crea-

tivity described it as a highly developed form of intuition, rarely found in the 

human race (Galton, 1870).  Freud (1910) viewed creativity as a substitute for 

achieving satisfaction and thus avoiding the hardships of reality.  These early 

views of creativity contributed to the misconceptions of creativity—that crea-

tivity is found only in the elite and that creativity is necessarily a negative 

characteristic of a person. 

      However, in 1926, Wallas proposed that creativity is a process of forming 

new thoughts and consists of four stages: (1) preparation—investigation of 

the problem; (2) incubation—time when the individual is not consciously 

thinking about the problem; (3) illumination—when the idea(s) occur, the 

―aha‖ moment; (4) verification—the idea is tested and refined into final form.  
      In the 1920‘s and 1930‘s, interesting and exciting attempts were made to 

develop tests for measuring the creative thinking abilities and identifying 

creative talents.  From this work, measures that tapped different aspects of 

mental functioning and different intellectual talents than traditional tests of 

intelligence of scholastic ability were devised. However, these efforts attract-

ed very little attention with no sustained research and development efforts 

(Torrance, 1965).  The 1940‘s were dominated by World War II. 

     Following World War II, J. P. Guilford was a pioneer in creativity re-

search and one of the first to propose a distinction between divergent and 

convergent thinking.  In 1949, as president of the American Psychological 

Association, he devoted his Presidential Address to creativity.  According to 
Guilford (1950):  

I discuss the subject of creativity with considerable hesitation, for it 

represents an area in which psychologists generally, whether they be   

angels or not, have feared to tread.  It has been one of my long-

standing ambitions to undertake an investigation of creativity.  Cir-

cumstances have just recently made possible the realization of that 

ambition. (p. 444). 
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     In that 1950‘s presidential address, Guilford suggested that creativity is 

comprised of certain factors with the primary abilities of ideational fluency, 

flexibility of set, ideational structure and evaluating ability.  With further ex-

ploration, he believed that we should know enough about the primary abilities 

to do something in the way of education, to support them and to increase their 
utilization. 

     Guilford used a factor analytic technique to begin isolating the various 

factors of thinking, to separate out creativity and other skills from the factors 

measured by IQ.  

      Hr provided a three-dimensional cubical model to explain his theory of 

the Structure of the Intellect. According to this theory, an individual's perfor-

mance on an intelligence test can be traced back to the underlying mental 

abilities or factors of intelligence (Guilford, 1967). 

 

Structure of the Intellect (SOI) 
 

     Originally Guilford proposed 120 intellectual abilities or factors that have 

evolved to include 180 abilities/factors.  Each ability/factor stands for a par-

ticular operation in a particular content area and results in a specific product.  

He conceptualized the intellect as being 3 dimensions with a variety of abili-

ties/factors. 

I.  Operations Dimensions—SI includes six operations or general intellectual 

process.   

1. Cognition—The ability to understand, comprehend, discover and 
become aware of information. 

2. Memory recording—The ability to recall information. 

3. Divergent production—The ability to generate multiple solutions to 

a problem; creativity 

4. Convergent production—The ability to deduce a single solution to a 

problem. 

5. Evaluation—The ability to judge whether or not information is accu-

rate, consistent or valid. 

II. Content Dimensions—SI includes four broad areas of information to 

which the human intellect applies the six operations 

1. Figural—Concrete, real world information, tangible objects 
2. Symbolic—Information perceived as symbols or signs that stand for 

something else 

3. Semantic—Concerned with verbal meaning and ideas; generally 

considered to be abstract in nature 

4. Behavioral—Information perceived as acts of people. 

III.  Product Dimension—The SI model includes six products resulting from 

applying particular operations to specific contents, in increasing complexity. 

1. Units—Single items of knowledge 

2. Classes—Sets of unit sharing common attributes. 
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3. Relations—Units linked as opposites or in association, sequence or 

analogies. 

4. Systems—Multiple relations interrelated to compromise structures 

or networks. 

5. Transformations—Changes, perspectives, conversations or muta-
tions to knowledge. 

6. Implications—Predications, inferences, consequences, or anticipa-

tions of knowledge. 

 

     In the SOI model, Guilford (1975) indicated that there are twenty-four 

places for divergent production abilities. In order to address an open-ended 

question or task, some divergent thinking must be used.  Divergent thinking is 

a kind of problem solving leading an individual to numerous and varied re-

sponses (Runco, 2014).  Guilford indicated that all problem solving is crea-

tive, but left the question open as to whether all creative thinking is problem 

solving.   

    Although Guilford‘s SOI model has relatively few supporters today in the 
field of creativity, his work is sited almost exclusively as the foundation for 

modern day neuropsychological research into creativity.  (Beaty, et al, 2014; 

Boccia, et al., 2015; Shamay-Tsorya, et al., 2011; Schwab, et al., 2014). 

Therefore it seemed important to describe the SOI Model to gain a better un-

derstanding of Guilford and his work as a precursor to today‘s research ef-

forts. 

    Subsequent leaders in the fields of creative problem solving were Alex 

Osborn and Sid Parnes. According to Parnes (1987), their creative problem 

solving process parallels Guildford‘s Structure-of-the-Intellect (SOI) model 

very closely.  For their research, Osborn and Parnes used tests from Guil-

ford‘s SOI, with a strong connection to creative problem solving (Parnes, 
Noller and Biondi, 1977). 

    Alex Osborn, an advertising executive, had written his widely acclaimed 

text, Applied Imagination in 1953. Osborn established the Creative Education 

Foundation to expand the use of creativity and innovation worldwide.  He is 

also credited with initiating the Journal of Creative Behavior in January, 

1967. He has been labeled the ―father of brainstorming‖ (Vehar, Firestien & 

Miller, 1997).  Osborn (1953) described brainstorming as: 

 …nothing more than a creative conference for the sole purpose of 

 producing a checklist of ideas—ideas which can serve as leads to 

problem-solution—ideas which can subsequently be evaluated and further 

processed.  (p 151-152)   

    Osborn believed that, in order for the idea producing session to be fruitful, 
certain rules must be understood and faithfully followed.  Those rules are: 1) 

Criticism is ruled out, 2) Free-wheeling is welcomed, 3) Quantity is wanted, 

and 4) Combination and improvement are sought. 

     Osborn (1953) initially theorized that a creative problem solving process 

was ideally comprised of three procedures:  1) Fact finding, 2) Idea finding, 
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and 3) Solution finding.  He said ―Regardless of the sequence, every one of 

those steps calls for deliberate effort and creative imagination‖ (Osborn, 

1953, p 86).   

    Osborn was a co-founder of the Creative Problem Solving Institute (CPSI) 

in Buffalo, NY in 1955 where Dr. Sidney J. Parnes (1975) first became ac-
quainted with Osborn‘s work. Through his participation in CPSI, Parnes came 

to understand and appreciate the tremendous potential of the imagination. 

    Parnes believed in developing a balance between the freedom of imagina-

tion and self-discipline. Parnes pointed out that knowledge provides the op-

portunity for creativity, but it is the imaginative use of knowledge that leads 

to creative productivity (1967). 

    Although problem solving models were not new, Osborn‘s problem solving 

model added the deliberate and exaggerated use of the imagination (Parnes, 

1975).  Through the years, Parnes determined that imagination stretching, i.e. 

brainstorming, was necessary and could be used in all stages of the creative 

problem solving process. The flow of idea generation diverges and then con-

verges to the next step throughout the creative problem solving process illus-
trated below. 

 

Osborn-Parnes Creative Problem Solving Process 

1. Fact finding 

2. Problem finding 

3. Idea finding 

4. Solution finding (Idea evaluation) 

5. Acceptance finding (Idea implementation) 

 

    Parnes was an educator.  He believed a common educational objective is to 

help each person develop the mind to its fullest potential, teach her/him to 
live effectively in a changing world, to prepare institutional changes where 

they are needed and to adjust and accept those changes (Parnes, 1967).  Crea-

tive learning builds a bridge between known facts and the unknown future 

(Parnes, 1967). 

    Teachers were increasingly aware of the need for opportunities for encour-

aging creative behavior (Parnes, 1962), yet still today our present educational 

system generally overlooks the intentional enhancement of creative behavior.  

Students have had hours upon hours devoted to training in solving problems 

by reasoning, but almost none devoted to cultivation of the imagination 

(Rugg, 1963).  Teaching has been and still is too authoritative (Torrance, 

1962). 

    On a parallel track was E. Paul Torrance beginning his research in 1951 at 
the U.S. Air Force Survival Training School. Torrance began researching the 

psychology of survival upon his arrival. Torrance‘s research unit developed 

the training about how to survive in extreme conditions. They (Millar, 1995) 

identified these skills as being important in survival: 
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 inventiveness 

 creativity 

 imagination 

 originality 

 flexibility 

 decision-making ability 

 courage 

     During his work with the USAF Survival Training School, Torrance began 

investigating creativity. The survival training was to teach airmen to survive 

emergencies and extreme conditions.  These airmen were facing new situa-

tions for which they had no learned or practiced solutions. 

     In survival situations, airmen need creative solutions from imaginatively 
recombining old elements with the new situation.  Torrance found that the 

elements of creative solutions can be taught, but creativity itself must be self-

discovered and self-disciplined.  The training emphasized self-discovery, self-

discipline and the use of the imagination. 

     Torrance‘s survival definition of creativity (1987) states that some degree 

of creativity is required when faced with problems with no learned or prac-

ticed solutions.  Support for Torrance‘s survival definition of creativity was 

provided by seven years of research in support of the U.S. Air Force survival 

training program (1951-1957).   

     Following his work in the Air Force, Torrance began formal research into 

the nature of creativity at the University of Minnesota in 1958.  His primary 

method for learning about the nature of creativity was through testing and 
teaching creative behavior.   

     At the University of Minnesota, E. Paul Torrance conducted vigorous pro-

grams of research on creative abilities and creative performances of children 

and teachers who attempted to teach creative thinking (Guilford, 1970).  He 

undertook a close analysis of Guilford‘s mental operations of convergent/

divergent thinking in order to understand creative thinking and how it is dif-

ferent from traditional measures of intelligence.   

     Torrance developed a battery of tests for creativity for use with elementary 

and high school students in 1958.  The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking 

(MTCT) were used in two longitudinal studies:  1) from 1958-1964, elemen-

tary students were administered various batteries of the MTCT and 2) in 
1959, high school students, grades 7-12, took the tests. Torrance believed that 

these longitudinal studies would provide strong evidence of a relationship 

between test behavior and later creative achievement.   
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    The 50 year follow-up to the Torrance longitudinal studies was published 

by Millar in 2010.  Results demonstrated that there was still predictive validi-

ty for the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking of adult creative achievement. 

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT), formerly the Minnesota 

Tests for Creative Thinking, were first published in 1966.    
   The TTCT consists of a battery of tests of creative thinking abilities for use 

from kindergarten through graduate and professional education.  The Tor-

rance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) are the most widely used tests of 

creative talent in the United States and have been translated into over 50 dif-

ferent languages. The TTCT have been standardized and published and 

France, Italy and China.  Very little racial, socioeconomic or cultural bias has 

been found in using the TTCT (Torrance, 1988). 

   For research purposes, Torrance chose a process definition of creativity.  He 

believed that if he chose the creative process as a focus, he could then ask 

what kind of person engages in the process successfully, what kinds of envi-

ronments facilitate it and what kinds of products result from success use of 

the process (Torrance, 1965).  
 

Torrance (1970) research definition of creativity is:  

…the process of becoming sensitive to or aware of problems, deficien-

cies, gaps in knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies and so on; 

brining together in new relationships available existing information; 

defining the difficulty of identifying the missing elements; searching 

for solutions,  making guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the 

problems of  deficiencies; testing and retesting them; and, finally, 

communicating the results.  Strong human motivations are involved   

 

     The creative process may be considered as a new way of seeing, a differ-
ent point of view, an original idea or a new relationship between ideas 

(McCaslin, 1984), A patented invention is a tangible product that results from 

the creative process.  An everyday example of the creative process is the use 

of a brick or shoe to hammer in a nail when a hammer is unavailable.  It re-

quires seeing the brick or the shoe in a different way.  It is the way in which 

the problem is solved.  

     Torrance (1972) summarized 142 studies designed to test approaches of 

teaching children to think creatively.  Most of the studies used performances 

on tests of creative thinking and other creative school performances as crite-

ria.  According to Torrance (1972): 

 …it does seem possible to teach children to think creatively.  

The most successful approaches seem to be those that involve both 
cognitive and emotional functioning, provide adequate structure and 

motivation, and give opportunities for involvement, practice and inter-

action with teachers and other children.  Motivating and facilitating 

conditions certainly makes a difference in creative functioning but 
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differences seem to be greatest and most predictable when deliberate 

teaching is involved (pp. 132-133). 

 

     In 1983, Torrance examined 166 experimental studies at the elementary 

and secondary level and 76 at the college and adult level conducted since the 
1972 survey. Torrance (1987) reported that the college/adult training was 

more successful than the elementary/secondary training (86% compared to 

70%). 

 The most frequently used intervention at the college/adult level was 

the use of complex programs involving several strategies. In many cases these 

 were courses in creative thinking or regular subject matter courses 

taught by creative procedures (pg. 206). 

     Torrance often said that to get creative behavior, we must reward it 

(Guilford, 1975). For adults, creativity assessments may provide that 

―reward‖ by identifying creative abilities and their levels of development. 

Learning that there are identifiable aspects of creativity and that everyone is 

creative to some degree, can be very enlightening as well as rewarding.   
     With Torrance‘s focus on understanding and nurturing people‘s creativity, 

the TTCT were not designed merely as a measure of creativity, but also serve 

to foster people‘s creative thinking.  According to Guildford (Parnes, 1967), 

creativity is the key to education in its fullest sense and to the solution of 

mankind‘s most serious problems.   

 

Creative Problem Solving 
 

      Parnes and Torrance‘s research demonstrate that a variety of techniques 
for training in creative problem solving produce significant creative growth 

without interfering with traditional kinds of educational achievement.  Crea-

tive growth seems to be the greatest and most predictable when deliberate, 

direct teaching of creative thinking skills are involved (Torrance, 1995). 

     Caswell (2006) describes it as an approach to finding workable answers to 

problems that exist in real life. Creative problem solving skills operate at the 

most general level and can influence performance in any domain (Amabile, 

1989).  Problem solving activities shift the focus of the class to a student cen-

tered orientation that provides a more creative and interactive environment of 

engagement  (Yen & Lee, 2011).  These skills can be influenced by training and 

by experience.  As stated earlier, Torrance (1957) found that elements of a crea-
tive solution can be taught, but the creativity itself must be self-discovered and 

self-disciplined. 

     There is a big difference between getting ideas and doing something about 

them.  An idea all by itself is nice, but doesn‘t mean much unless it‘s attached 

to people and things.  The value of ideas comes when they are applied.  In 

creative problem solving, students work in groups to creatively solve a prob-

lem or issue that generally has no known or predetermined solution (Caswell, 
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2006).  Creative problem solving is a teaching method that incorporates ac-

tive learning strategies to engage students in working with complex situations 

(Samson, 2015).   

     A key way to engage students is to integrate active learning strategies into 

the curriculum (Delialioglu, 2011; Hayden, Ouyand, Scinski, Ollsterwski & 
Bielefeldt, 2011).  Active learning strategies that incorporate student collabo-

ration, that provide timely feedback, help increase both learning and academ-

ic achievement (Delialioglu, 2011).  Creative problem solving is an effective 

strategy to motivate and engage students in learning.  It promotes deeper 

learning and fosters the development of effective problem solving and critical 

thinking skills (Samson, 2015).   

 

Practical Applications 
 
Understanding creativity as a type of open-ended problem solving, we be-

lieve, holds a number of advantages, not the least of which is its practical 

application.  The rest of this chapter explores how creativity qua problem 

solving is now being applied in a range of fields and the promise it holds for 

future areas of implementation and study.  We focus especially on applica-

tions in education, cognitive assessment, and cognitive health. 

 

Creativity and Education 
 
Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is 

limited to all we now know and understand, while imagination em-

braces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and under-

stand.― Albert Einstein 

 

    Despite the history of creativity studies and education we have detailed, the 

proper place of creativity in education remains a contentious issue.  While 

many agree about the need to infuse creative practice into education models, 

there is often vehement disagreement about the form this intervention should 

take and the practicality of such practice.  We believe a conception of creativ-

ity as open-ended problem solving opens a number of possibilities for im-

proving education and pedagogy while developing the requisite skills in stu-
dents that underlie creative action, including current STEM, 21st Century 

Skills, and technology initiatives within the classroom.  

 

Creativity and STEM    
 

The National Science Foundation developed the acronym of STEM for sci-

ence, technology, engineering and mathematics.  STEM is an integrative ap-

proach to curriculum and instruction that removes boundaries between sub-

jects (Morrison & Bartlett, 2009).  STEM is a transdisciplinary vehicle for 
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overcoming the compartmentalized disciplinary approach to education 

(Holley, 2009), and one that has gained traction in attempts to improve educa-

tional outcomes.   

    According to Boy (2013), creativity cannot be treated separately from 

STEM.  We certainly agree—imagination and open-ended inquiry are central, 
defining components of the scientific method, mathematics, and engineering.  

Far from rote memorization of facts defining the natural world, science itself 

is a creative process of generating new, sound ideas about the ever-changing 

environment in which we operate.  

    In a STEM based curriculum, students apply previously learned infor-

mation to creatively address a problem that they have not previously encoun-

tered (Roberts, 2012).  STEM is an inquiry-based approach that incorporates 

teamwork and instruction in the ―soft skills‖ needed for business and industry 

(The Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2007). 

 

Creativity and the Partnership for 21st Century Skills 
 

Besides basic competency in core subjects, students need to learn how to 

keep learning and how to make effective and innovative use of what they 

know throughout their lives. The Partnership for 21st Century Skills has de-

veloped a vision for 21st century student success in the new global economy.  

This vision included an educational process that emphasizes the learning and 

thinking skills of: 

 Creativity and Innovation 

 Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 

 Communication and Collaboration 

 Information and Media Literacy 

 

    Often there is a profound gap between the knowledge and skills most stu-

dents learn in school and the knowledge and skills they need in typical 21st 

century communities and workplaces. People in the 21st Century live in a 

media-driven and technological environment with a variety of literacy needs.  
It is critical that learners possess a fundamental understanding of the ethical/

legal issues surrounding the access and use of information. 

 

Creativity and Technology 
 

It is important to realize that teaching technology for its own sake is not the 

answer, but rather applying appropriate technologies to instructional tasks in 

order to enrich the learning of content and skills.  Today‘s digital tools ex-

pand the walls of the classroom and enable the integration of resources from 
across the globe.  Digital communications can bring life to learning (The 

Partnership for 21St Century Skills, 2007). 
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Information, Communication and Technology Literacy 
 

 Using digital technology, communication tools and/or networks ap-

propriately to access, manage, integrate, evaluate and create infor-
mation in order to function in a knowledge economy 

 Using technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate and com-
municate  

 

Experiential learning has long inspired the designers of digital learning envi-

ronments (Kiiili, 2005).  Experiential learning theory stresses the importance 

of direct experience and reflective observation (Kolb, 1984). Mobile apps are 

expanding the learning experience both inside and outside of the classroom, 

making it more interactive, immersive, and engaging. When students are 

more engaged, they are more motivated and they perform better. 

 

Technology as a Possible Solution 
 
Technology now affords the opportunity to develop learning systems that 

offering open-ended, divergent thinking games (scenarios, competitive simu-

lations, etc.) that may be applied across core subject areas in K20 classrooms.  

We envision future software frameworks that allow developers to define and 

apply multi-step problem solving models to core content areas across the cur-

riculum, thereby better promoting and developing imagination and creativity 

along the lines originally envisioned by Parnes, Torrance, et al., detailed ear-

lier.   

    As many creative thinking models (e.g., the scientific method, the writing 
process, entrepreneurship, design thinking) depend on such common thinking 

components as idea generation, idea testing, idea verification, and idea elabo-

ration, such frameworks allow developers to create an array of scaffolded 

STEM activities for students: researching biological systems, analyzing his-

torical events and outcomes, analyzing the impact of mTBI in high school 

athletes, understanding causality and the functioning of elements within inter-

dependent systems, composing Haikus, thinking critically about current social 

issues, generating new business ideas, and more.  Application of the creative 

problem solving process to core subject areas also allows for the targeted 

assessment of cognitive skills like divergent thinking, supporting improved 

evaluation and development of student STEM skills.               

    We envision that such platforms will combine team project-based learning 
with specialized software tools that allow developers to create open-ended, 

multi-step problem solving games. Games might be integrated as part of the 

existing classroom curriculum, providing important experiential learning op-

portunities to support existing core areas of study and learning goals.  A high 

school American history teacher would be able to select a divergent thinking 

game on the social and economic causes of the American Revolution.  A col-
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lege marketing instructor would be able to select a divergent thinking game 

on developing a new product idea for low-cost housing.  A high school Eng-

lish teacher would be able to select a game for creating and assigning sym-

bols to each of the characters of Romeo and Juliet that best represents their 

conflicting motivations.  An economics college instructor would be able to 
select a design thinking game that challenges students to develop a new busi-

ness idea in response to an unmet consumer need.   

    Activities could be aligned with existing classroom curricula, implemented 

directly as part of classroom instruction.  Students are naturally curious and 

respond well to unexplored options in the field of open-ended problem solv-

ing—including the opportunity to invent.  Gifted and Talented programs like 

Future Problem Solving, Odyssey of the Mind, Imagination Destination, and 

Lego Robotics generate passionate devotion on the part of students, teachers, 

and facilitators.  When given the opportunity, students engage thoroughly in 

activities of scientific investigation and technical design, becoming the main 

investigators and questioners within such activities.  Investigation, creative 

thinking, and problem solving are central to science and technology educa-
tion—they are also precisely the skills that creative problem solving programs 

might seek to promote within future classrooms. 

 

Leading the Change in Education 
 

Problem solving and effective divergent thinking can be learned and applied 

throughout the curriculum and throughout one‘s life.  This can lead to im-

proved test scores on core academic subjects, as well as critical STEM com-

petencies required for lifelong success, including scientific thinking, diver-
gent thinking, idea testing and verification, and idea implementation and de-

velopment. The development of higher order thinking skills and movement 

from memorization and recall to analysis, evaluation, and synthesis is a cen-

tral component of Bloom‘s Taxonomy (Bloom et al., 1956; Anderson and 

Krathwohl, 2001) and many traditional higher order thinking models.   

    We believe a cps-based learning platform will initiate the following proxi-

mal and distal outcomes in education: 

Proximal Outcome 1: Teach students new creative problem solving tech-

niques 

1. Students learn to break down a problem solving opportunity into 

manageable steps, such as identifying challenges, selecting one main 
challenge, generating solution ideas, and selecting one idea to devel-

op in further detail. 

2.  Students learn brainstorming and divergent thinking tech-

niques, as well as means to select appropriate solution ideas based 

on defined criteria. 

Proximal Outcome 2: Apply problem solving techniques to classroom topics 

1. Students learn to view classroom activities and problems from multi-

ple perspectives. 
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2. Students learn to generate multiples solutions to problem areas. 

3. Students learn to elaborate ideas for implementation. 

4. Students learn to prototype and test ideas. 

5. Students learn to work as a team and communicate effectively to 

solve task.  
Distal Outcome 1: Application of problem solving skills to new content areas 

1. Students see challenges as open to multiple solutions. 

2. Students view projects as an opportunity to showcase innovation and 

creative thinking abilities. 

3. Students are motivated to generate different educational artifacts. 

4. Students view assignments and coursework in new ways, as chal-

lenges that entail active student involvement and outcomes. 

5. Students improve traditional assessment scores and outcomes, as one 

effect of increased motivation and problem solving strategies. 

Distal Outcome 2: Increased student engagement in open-ended problem 

solving, including ongoing, lifelong application in science, engineering, arts, 

and business 
1. Graduates move into fields demanding advanced problem solving 

abilities. 

2. Graduates apply problem solving abilities in occupations. 

3. Graduates contribute to overall innovation and creativity in society.  

 

    Research strongly suggests that open-ended, problem-based learning is not 

only more engaging than rote instruction for students, it secures a stronger 

impact on traditional learning outcomes as well.  Students learn to explore 

options, see problems from new perspectives, and try solutions that at first 

seem like distant and remote possibilities—all behaviors of true innovators in 

science, business, and society.   
    An expansive meta-study completed by Hattie (2008; 2012) lists problem 

solving, creativity, project-based learning, and detailed, formative assessment 

as some of the most powerful interventions teachers can pursue in the class-

room.  Further, students involved in integrated problem-solving curriculum 

display increased engagement, satisfaction and enjoyment (Havice, 2009).  

Deslauriers, Schelew and Wieman, 2011) confirmed that students become 

enthusiastic when experiencing problem-based learning. Likewise, Kemple 

and Snipes (2000) note the positive impact of real-world skills like group 

problem solving, creative thinking, and decision-making on student engage-

ment and retention.     

    The enriched curriculum provided by cps learning models also directly 

supports findings into student engagement and motivation.  Dynarski et al. 
(2008) suggest that such curriculum enhancement ―allows students to learn 

and apply essential academic concepts and skills for a functional purpose,‖ 

arguing that experiential learning opportunities and simulations impact 

―student achievement, including the development of problem-solving and 

analytical reasoning.‖  
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Pilot Research:  VPS and the Beyonders Program 
 
As a comprehensive study into the potential effectiveness on student creativi-

ty of infusing STEM activities with collaborative, cloud-based technology, 

we piloted a research project called Virtual Problem Solving (VPS) involving 

three undergraduate classes at the University of Science and Arts of Oklaho-

ma and twelve K12 Oklahoma schools, including approximately 300 stu-

dents.  The project was supported by the Hewlett Packard Catalyst Initiative, 

the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE), and Carnegie 

Mellon‘s Open Learning Initiative.   

    The project focused on two pre-created, prototype creative problem solving 

activities: student invention ideas and community problem solving.  The top-

ics were team-based and asked student to apply scientific understanding and 
design principles to their assigned tasks.  The submissions were human 

scored with VPS online evaluation tools and awards were provided to top-

performing teams.  Through pre- and post-intervention, student and teacher 

feedback indicated significant enhanced student interest in scientific learning 

as well as concepts and classroom engagement, a necessary component of 

long-term student engagement and retention efforts (Wehlage, 1987).  

    One deficiency, discovered during the VPS project, was the assessment 

system included within the intervention depended exclusively on human scor-

ing.  Though results were scored and submitted back to students and teachers 

within their online accounts, both students and teachers were very anxious to 

receive results and team rankings much more quickly than traditional assess-

ment allowed.  Students also expressed an interest in some form of machine 
scoring of results, even if overall results and rankings within the simulation 

were provided at a later date due to the inclusion of human scoring.  The idea 

of gamifying the scenarios during a year-long competition with other class-

rooms and teams, with machine scores provided during the simulation to sup-

plement human scoring, greatly appealed to the students and faculty.   

    In response to such feedback, a project to machine score certain steps of 

the problem solving process (primarily idea generation) was begun in 2012.  

This effort aimed to provide some immediate summative feedback to supple-

ment the rich, formative feedback provided by program evaluators.  The re-

sult was the development of new software algorithms, using semantic analy-

sis and natural language processing, designed to score certain aspects of the 
user‘s work based on imagination and creative thinking abilities.  We see the 

inclusion of this automated creativity assessment prototype as a key step in 

the development of future open-ended problem solving learning systems.   

    A continuation of research and development involved integrating VPS into 

the curriculum of a residential treatment facility with an on-site public school.  

During the 2014-15 academic year, secondary students, ages 11-18 at the 

Tulsa Boys Home, participated in the pilot program that consisted of 28 fifty 
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minute weekly sessions during school.  Students were digitally introduced to 

a variety of creative problem solving models that were applied to the local 

and global challenges. 

    The project was named Beyonders to draw attention to E. Paul Torrance‘s 

term for identifying and developing individual creative talent so far above the 
norm that it moved beyond traditional scoring measures.  As part of the pro-

ject, students applied new and previously learned information to creatively 

address a problem that they had not previously encountered (Roberts, 2012).   

    Overall, students showed a significant increase in divergent thinking ability 

after using the Beyonders system and the creativity exercises (p < .001).  A 

similar test over a 3 month period during the following summer months with 

a smaller group of students showed results approaching significance (p 

= .053).  Students also expressed increased enthusiasm and engagement for 

STEM topics following the Beyonders intervention.  

    In addition to the problem solving simulations, students tested very simple, 

prototype creativity exercises (again, primarily idea generation exercises) and 

the automated scoring system.  Students expressed great enthusiasm for the 
exercises and scoring, providing key evidence that automated scoring of some 

aspects of the STEM simulations would be of great benefit to students and 

classrooms. 

    These previous development projects provide critical evidence of initial 

usability and feasibility of a cloud-based divergent thinking learning system.  

The projects also illustrate that Beyonders could be implemented within col-

lege and high school classrooms and would work well within the require-

ments and constraints of these particular learning environments.  The feed-

back from machine scoring of divergent thinking exercises provides addition-

al evidence that automated scoring of student work will be valuable, adding 

another dimension to assessment that already includes rich, formative feed-
back from human evaluators. 

 

Digital Assessment of Creativity 
 

During our decades of research of creativity we have found that very few of 

us think we are creative. In fact, when many of us think about creativity, we 

often conjure up images of musicians, artists, and writers—the mystical 

―creatives‖ who we dream about being, but never dreamed we could actually 

be.  These misperceptions have led to the lack of validation of everyday crea-
tivity and the importance of creativity in learning environments.  

    The truth is that most of us do not realize what unique creative abilities we 

hold and the interesting ways in which they can be applied. Worse still, lack-

ing an adequate understanding of our own personal creativity, we very often 

place ourselves at a disadvantage when building careers, attending staff meet-

ings, or even deciding what (or how) to prepare dinner. After all, how can we 
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effectively develop and apply our creativity if we do not understand our own 

unique creative strengths and potentials? 

    We are currently researching a new cloud-based tool called the Vast Crea-

tive Abilities Indicator (VCAI) in response to these concerns.  The VCAI 

asks users to complete a small set of interactive, hands-on challenges that 
allow respondents to showcase their actual creative abilities and talents. The 

short version of the test takes about 20 minutes to complete a small set of 

tasks whose results are evaluated by trained scorers to determine an individu-

al‘s current creative strengths and potentials. The tasks include a variety of 

different cues—verbal, visual, spatial, audible—in order to identify different 

aspects and kinds of creativity. 

    The VCAI seeks to measure: (1) FLUENCY: The generation of multiple 

ideas, alternatives or solutions in response to a given prompt or challenge; (2) 

FLEXIBILITY: The ability to abandon old ways of thinking and initiate dif-

ferent directions; (3) ORIGINALITY: The ability to produce ideas that gener-

ally are not produced or ideas that are totally new or unique; (4) ELABORA-

TION: The ability to embellish ideas/plans with details.   
    Based on our previous research into assessing creative, using machine 

scoring, the VCAI offers an automated creative strengths finder based on 

software algorithms designed to detect creative markers within submitted 

work. Automated results of imaginative and creative strengths are made 

available to users immediately upon completion of the provided challenges.  

Since users respond to a variety of cues as they work on challenges, the auto-

mated results also include a description of the different forms of imagination 

and creativity identified within submissions. 

    Though we certainly would not want to remove the essential human ele-

ment from creativity evaluation and enjoyment (nor, we would argue, is this 

possible), the automated assessment offers a number of interesting benefits 
and opportunities.  As mentioned above, users receive feedback and results 

instantly.  The results provide the basis for the development of future individ-

ualized, self-paced creativity training —creative brain training, if you will 

(this training is described in more detail below).   

    Perhaps most appealing of all, however, the cost of administering the short 

version of the automated assessment within organizations is extremely low 

compared to traditional methods of talent evaluation.  Combined with human 

scoring, we believe this automated, cloud-based approach to creativity evalu-

ation—a form of blended assessment—holds great promise in evaluating cre-

ativity quickly, yet effectively, within both education and business. Using this 

system, we are now beginning to map the creative abilities of K16 students in 

Montana, Oklahoma, and Massachusetts, hoping to find hotspots of creativity 
where one might least expect them, perhaps in a disadvantaged school or oth-

erwise neglected school district.   

    We should also be careful to note that we see creativity assessment as a 

beginning rather than an end, a way to discover creative strengths and an op-

portunity to better develop the creative capacities that each of us holds. As 
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researchers and evaluators, we are very careful not to get caught within popu-

lar webs of misconception that view creativity as an innate individual gift 

rather than a shared human ability—an ability that we firmly believe can be 

further developed with better practice, learning, and understanding. 

    The VCAI is based on the latest cognitive research into how to best assess 
and develop effective creative thinking in individuals, groups, and organiza-

tions.  Once identified, individual and team creative abilities can be further 

developed and applied more effectively within classrooms and businesses, 

leading to breakthrough innovations and creative solutions.  In short, creativi-

ty assessment and research-based training may provide the most effective 

means—a tested path—for students and individuals to realize innovative so-

lutions and resolve difficult and often ambiguous issues. 

 

Future Research 
 

Cognitive Exercise and Training: Brain Disease  
 

So what next in the area of creativity research and digital assessment?  Cur-

rently, over 36 million adults worldwide are afflicted with Mild Cognitive 

Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer‘s disease (AD) (Barnett, et al., 2014).  AD 

is now the most costly health condition in the United States with direct costs 

estimated at $214 billion, with an additional $220 billion in indirect costs 

borne by family and friends providing unpaid care to AD patients.  Further, 
the incidence of AD is projected to triple during the next three decades, with 

direct costs in the United States projected to climb to $1.2 trillion by 2050 

(Alzheimer‘s Association, 2014).  

    Can anything be done to delay the onset or actually prevent this devastating 

brain disease?  Recent findings suggest that neural plasticity, the brain‘s abil-

ity to reorganize itself by forming new neural connections, is apparent in indi-

viduals even as we reach older ages (Strobach et al., 2012).  One form of in-

tervention that has shown great promise in the battle against MCI and AD is 

guided cognitive exercises and training.  Recent interventions for older adults 

include computer-based cognitive training programs, with focus on working 

memory and recall, often referred to as brain games or ‗brain training‘ pro-

grams.  Examples of this type of brain training include Lumosity, Elevate, 
and BrainHQ programs.   

    Importantly, current brain training programs largely target the cognitive 

control network of the brain, involving the dorsolateral prefrontal, anterior 

cingulate, and posterior parietal cortices (Cole and Schneider, 2007).  While 

these platforms target such cognitive functioning as numerical problem solv-

ing and flexible thinking, they do so primarily through the deployment of 

convergent thinking exercises; that is, activities dependent on the user‘s clo-

sure of thinking to one, pre-determined answer.    
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    Of significance, there are currently no brain training interventions that spe-

cifically and methodically target cognition relating to divergent thinking, im-

agination, and creativity along the lines we have described in this chapter.  

Significantly, however, creativity and imagination have been recently linked 

with structure, function, and activation of the brain‘s default mode network 
(DMN), areas of the brain that include the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior 

cingulate cortex, and the precuneus (Sheline et al., 2010).  The DMN shows 

brain abnormalities in patients diagnosed with MCI and AD (Weiler et al., 

2014).  The DMN is furthermore preferentially targeted by the neurofibrillary 

plaques and tangles associated with the progression of these forms of cogni-

tive decline.   

    Interestingly, recent neuroimaging literature suggests that creativity and 

imagination activate key nodes of the brain‘s DMN (Takeuchi, 2012).  Unlike 

convergent thinking, divergent thinking involves an individual‘s ability to 

open thinking toward the generation of many, varied, and original ideas in 

response to an environmental challenge or cue.  In contrast to working 

memory and recall, divergent thinking targets different cognitive and neural 
mechanisms to encompass higher order forms of cognition, including the ex-

ercise of episodic memory, abductive reasoning, synthesis, creativity, and 

analogical thinking.   

    A well-known example of a divergent thinking exercise is the Alternative 

Uses (AU) task, such as: ―How many different and unique ways can you use 

a tin can?‖  A popular visual example is providing the user with an incom-

plete or repeating figures, and asking the user to complete the figures via new 

drawing and sketching activities.  As users respond to divergent thinking 

tasks, they are asked to consider many, varied, and unexpected answers, 

which often requires subjects to draw from past experiences and knowledge.   

    Assessment software can incorporate latent semantic analysis and natural 
language processing as part of its assessment solution, which could be de-

signed to autoscore user submissions based on identified creative abilities.  

The software could provide an innovative means to measure divergent think-

ing ability and development, forming the basis of new training platforms.  

Assessment software and algorithms can now identify four distinct abilities 

related to creativity, as introduced above: (1) fluency, (2) flexibility, (3) origi-

nality, and (4) elaboration.  Critically, all four cognitive domains have been 

well established to be at the core of cognitive domains affected by MCI and 

AD: 

1) FLUENCY: Low semantic fluency has been related to the develop-

ment of AD. 

2) FLEXIBILITY: Cognitive inflexibility has been linked to AD, as well 
as other forms of dementia. 

3) ORIGINALITY: Perseveration, or inability to move beyond familiar 

modes of responding, has been linked to AD.  
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4) ELABORATION: AD patients tend to lack elaboration in their written 

and verbal communication, associated with a breakdown of semantic 

associations.  

    As the above abilities indicate, creativity necessarily involves the user‘s 

creation of new conceptual connections and linkages in response to provided 
exercises.  We hypothesize that these items also get at the heart of what goes 

awry in AD, due to sematic breakdown later in the disease.  Creativity as a 

thinking process is embodied by numerous and distinct cognitive acts: draw-

ing from long-term and episodic memory, combining existing ideas in new 

ways, seeing new connections, imagining alternative solutions, transforming 

elements, thinking of new uses, discovering new answers, extending current 

conceptions, and so on.  The creative mind is often capable of generating a 

large number and variety of possibilities in response to a given trigger and is 

willing to break away from expected solutions in new and unconventional 

ways.   

    Originality, for instance, is an individual‘s cognitive capacity to produce 

ideas, representations, transformations, combinations, and products that gen-
erally are not produced, or ideas that are totally new or unique in response to 

a given prompt or challenge.  Hence, creativity often involves moving away 

from the obvious and commonplace or breaking away from habit-bound 

thinking, which we believe may be an essential element of maintaining cogni-

tive health and potentially preventing the onset of MCI and AD.  Significant-

ly, the brain‘s DMN has been strongly linked to an individual‘s imagination 

and is most active when one is completely engaged in thought, contemplating 

the past and considering the future, all cognitive activities that we hypothe-

size to be potentially critical elements in the prevention of MCI and AD.   

    We hypothesize that a creativity-based cognitive training system, focused 

on divergent thinking and imagination and targeting the brain‘s DMN, will 
provide a heretofore unexplored avenue to intervene in the cognitive decline 

associated with dementia and Alzheimer‘s.  We envision a future full-blown 

creativity training system, developed to be game-like and engaging, offering 

exercises of increasing difficulty and challenge for older adults, while also 

offering prescriptive advancement based on identified creativity strengths and 

weaknesses.  For instance, a subject with an identified comparative creativity 

weakness of Ideational Fluency will be asked to work through exercises that 

seek to better develop this particular ability.   

 

Cognitive Exercise and Training: Brain Injury 
 

A related issue affecting a growing population is traumatic brain injury (TBI).  

Each year, approximately 2.5 million TBIs occur either as isolated injuries or 

along with other injuries, often caused by a bump or blow to the head (NVSS, 

2010).  The majority of TBIs are caused by falls and accidents, especially 

among older adults.  Though many TBIs are mild in nature (called mTBIs, or 
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more commonly, concussions), severe TBI is also a growing issue, often in-

volving the loss of consciousness and leading to significant cognitive, emo-

tional, and functional problems among subjects.   

    While the cognitive effects of TBI are often understood to include loss of 

attention and memory, research indicates that divergent thinking and figural 
and verbal fluency too is affected in a significant manner by brain injury 

(Ruff, 1994; Zakzanis et al., 2011).  Such findings suggest that digital creativ-

ity assessment may provide a new key measure of TBI severity, and perhaps 

even provide additional information about the location of the injury, which is 

often difficult to determine using functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) technology, especially if the injury involves deep white matter dam-

age. 

    Such research also suggests new forms of cognitive rehabilitation for those 

suffering from brain injury.  Pursuing these leads, we have begun preliminary 

study into the impact of creativity-focused brain training on mTBI.  Utilizing 

the basic creativity measures of fluency, flexibility, originality, and elabora-

tion, we are now beginning the research and testing of a cognitive training 
platform for brain injury patients.  Patients will work through multiple levels 

of exercises that are based on figural and verbal activities that have long been 

part of creativity research initiated by Torrance and others.  Our research into 

the impact of such training on TBI is ongoing with expected preliminary re-

sults to be published by the end of 2016. 

 

Summary and Conclusions 
 

Individuals today face a rapidly transforming world, one marked by dramatic 
economic, social and environmental changes.  Our unique advantage, as a 

species, is our ability to generate novel solutions to new problems.  Conceiv-

ing of creativity as a diverse set of cognitive abilities holds great promise, not 

only for the future of creativity research, but also for future developments in 

education, assessment, and cognitive health.   

    In education, K16 students of today—our future scientists, inventors, entre-

preneurs, developers, and leaders—will be called upon to explore a host of 

scientific and social issues in new ways, evaluate numerous compelling ideas, 

and generate innovative technological solutions to a variety of unique chal-

lenges and situations.  Projecting forward, classrooms of tomorrow will re-

quire innovative, new learning programs and applications to better promote 
and assess advanced scientific thinking, entrepreneurship, divergent thinking 

and problem solving—a tomorrow in which imagination and creativity are no 

longer considered luxuries for the few, but basic necessities for the many. 

    Assessment and cognitive health, we believe, will also benefit from a con-

ceptualization of creativity as a form of open-ended problem solving.  Evalu-

ating creativity as a collection of creative abilities, including flexibility, fluen-

cy, originality, and elaboration, offers a unique means to measure its applica-
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tion in education and business—and track its progress and development.  Fur-

ther, if imagination, creativity and divergent thinking are indeed linked to 

new, innovative means of counteracting brain disease and injury, as current 

research is just beginning to suggest, then this conceptualization of creativity 

holds potentially ground-implications for maintaining brain health in the fu-
ture.   

    As such, the universality of creativity proposed within this chapter not only 

serves to illustrate its cross-disciplinary and uniquely human nature, but also 

its implications for practical concerns and future applications.  In this regard, 

creativity holds the unique power to shape how we will develop future inter-

ventions and solutions to the pressing issues and challenges facing us all.    
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EXAMINING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
TWO INSTRUMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS’ CREA-
TIVE PROBLEM SOLVING—FOURSIGHT AND 
CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING PROFILES 

(CPSP): A PILOT STUDY 

KUAN CHEN TSAI 
 

Abstract 

The purpose of the current study was to examine the nature and degree of the 
relationship between Chinese students‘ CPS cognitive styles/preferences as 

established using FourSight and CPSP, described below. Guided by the pur-

pose of the study, two research questions were asked: (a) How does our Tai-

wanese sample perform on FourSight and CPSP? And (b) What, if any, are 

the relationships between our participants‘ responses to these two instru-

ments? A total of 47 Taiwanese second-year high school students will be re-

cruited to this pilot study. In order to answer research questions, descriptive 

analysis and four-group discriminate analysis will be used to the current 

study. 

Keywords: Creative problem solving styles, creative problem solving profiles, 

discriminate analysis 

 

Introduction 
 

The original Creative Problem Solving (CPS) model proposed by Osborn 

(1952) included seven steps: orientation, preparation, analysis, hypothesis, 

incubation, synthesis, and verification. This model was later modified into 

three-group version, with fact-finding referring to problem definition, data 

gathering and analysis; idea-finding to idea production and idea development; 

and solution-finding to evaluation and implementation (Osborn, 1963). 

Parnes (1967) further modified Osborn‘s three-group model to a five-
group version known as the Osborn-Parnes CPS model, which includes fact-

finding, problem-finding, idea-finding, solution-finding, and acceptance-

finding. Isaksen and Treffinger (1985) added an initial step called mess-

finding, and changed the name of fact-finding to data-finding. A decade later, 

CHAPTER EIGHT 
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Isaksen, Dorval, and Treffinger (1994) proposed a component-based ap-

proach to using the CPS process flexibly, and returned to a three-group ver-

sion made up of understanding the problem (which incorporates mess-

finding, data-finding, and problem-finding); generating ideas (idea-finding); 

and planning for action (solution-finding and acceptance-finding). 
 

Creative Problem Solving Style: FourSight 
 

Puccio (2002) developed a measurement of individuals‘ creative process 

preferences that is closely related to the CPS model. FourSight, initially 

known as the Buffalo Creative Process Inventory, uses statements that de-

scribe the activities associated with CPS processes. For example, the state-

ment ―I enjoy stretching my imagination to produce many ideas‖ refers to the 

idea-generation step of CPS, while ―I really enjoy implementing an idea‖ 
relates to the solution-implementation step. In other words, FourSight asks 

people to provide direct responses about their mental activities that relate to 

the CPS process. 

FourSight has continued to evolve, and the current version is FourSight 

6.1 (Puccio, 2002), which involves four preferences that identify four key 

elements of the creative process: clarifier referring to problem identification, 

based on a merging of data-finding and problem-finding response; ideator 

referring to idea generation, a combination of mess-finding and idea-finding 

items; Developer referring to solution development, responses related to solu-

tion-finding and the planning aspect of acceptance-finding; and implementer, 

covering the taking-action aspect of acceptance-finding). Puccio (2002) re-

ported Cronbach alpha coefficients for this version of FourSight as follows: 
clarifier = .78; ideator = .81; developer = .79; and implementer = .81. 

 

The Creative Problem Solving Profile (CPSP) 
 

The section headings are available on the styles menu. However, the au-

thors are not obliged to format their section headings. Just make heading level 

1 bold left; heading level 2 – italic left.  

Based on the Osborn-Parnes CPS model, Basadur et al. (1990) developed 

an inventory called the Creative Problem Solving Profile (CPSP) with two 
underlying information-processing dimensions: apprehension, which involves 

acquiring knowledge, and utilization, which involves applying it. Its origina-

tors argued that the CPSP inventory measures states, not traits. According to 

Basadur and Gelade (2003), the major goal of the CPSP is to ―capitalize on 

an individual‘s preferred orientation‖ and to ―tap resources in all four quad-

rants to help the individual, team, or organization cycle skillfully through the 

complete innovation process‖ (p. 33).  

The CPSP inventory measures an individual‘s blend of preferences re-

garding four stages of the process: generators prefer problem-finding and fact
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-finding, conceptualizers prefer defining the problem and idea-finding, opti-

mizers prefer evaluating and selecting ideas, and implementers prefer seeking 

acceptance for ideas and taking action. A coordinate plane system is used to 

depict the results of individuals‘ preferences, with the X-axis indicating the 

way individuals prefer to use knowledge, and the Y-axis show they prefer to 
obtain it. As such, four separate quadrants are created: with quadrant one rep-

resenting the generators, quadrant two the conceptualizers, quadrant three the 

optimizers, and quadrant four the implementers.  

The CPSP consists of 12 scored items, and six dummy items that are not 

scored. Each scored item involves four words, descriptive of learning 

experientially, learning theoretically, creating options, and evaluating options. 

Respondents are asked to rank the four words, from one (―least characteristic 

of me as a problem solver‖) to four (―most characteristic of me as a problem 

solver.‖) An individual‘s CPSP is obtained by summing his/her scores for 

these four preferences and then graphing them.  

In summary, the main goal of the FourSight and CPSP is similar: to 

understand and appreciate individuals‘ thinking styles/preferences when they 
are problem solving. However, both instruments are slightly different on their 

measuring dimension:  on the one hand, FourSight involves four cognitive 

styles/preferences—Clarifier, Ideator, Developer, and Implementer; on the 

other, the CPSP contains—Generators, Conceptualizers, Optimizers, and 

Implementers. Another major difference is measurement approaches of two 

instruments: FourSight includes 10 Likert-type scales with 37 items, whereas 

CPSP uses rank sets of four words (i.e., a forced-choice issative scale) with 

18 groups of items.   

 

Purpose 
 

The purpose of the current study was to examine the nature and degree of 

the relationship between Chinese students‘ CPS styles as established using 

FourSight, on the one hand, and on the other, their CPS profiles as deter-

mined by CPSP.  

 

Research Questions 
 

Guided by the purpose of the study, two research questions were asked:  

1. How does our Taiwanese sample perform on FourSight and CPSP? 

2. What, if any, are the relationships between the participants‘ CPS 

styles and their CPS profiles? 
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Methods 
 
Participants 
 

A total of 47 Taiwanese second-year high school students, 20 male and 

27 female, were recruited from a high school in Hsinchu Taiwan, using con-

venience sampling. Their average age was 16.15 years old (SD = .36). All 

participants were asked to participate on a voluntary basis and were informed 
of the purpose of the research. 

 

Instruments and Procedure 
 
      For the current study was used the Chinese version of FourSight 6.1 trans-

lated by Lien Ding (2013). For this study we used 5 Likert-type scales instead 

of original version of 10 Likert-type scales. The Chinese version of the CPSP 

were both translated by the researcher into Traditional Chinese (Mandarin). 
Two high school teachers were then invited to check the translation to con-

firm that the content fit the Taiwanese context. Based on their feedback, re-

vised versions of both translated instruments were presented to an independ-

ent translator for back-translation. Comparing the back-translated versions to 

the original English versions, the researcher made several additional changes 

of wording and consulted the two high school teachers a second time before 

finalizing the Mandarin versions. The Mandarin FourSight and CPSP ver-

sions were then administered to all participants, each of whom took approxi-

mately 30 minutes to complete both. 

 

Results 
 

Descriptive analysis of FourSight and the CPSP shows that for Four-

Sight, clarifiers in our sample had the highest mean scores (3.54, SD = .44) 

and implementers the lowest (3.39, SD = .52). For the CPSP, the numbers in 

each group were more or less equal: with the largest group being generators 

(14 people, 29.8%) and the smallest being conceptualizers (10 people, 

21.3%). 

For purposes of the current study, CPS profiles were treated as the de-

pendent variable and as a categorical variable, while CPS style, the independ-

ent variable, was a metric variable. Therefore, four-group discriminate analy-
sis was used. To assess group differences, the researcher used Wilks‘ lambda 

and univariate ANOVA to assess the significance of differences between the 

means of the independent variables for each of the four groups. These tests 

found no variables with significant differences between the groups. As such, 

no variables were proper candidates for use in discriminant analysis.  
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The multivariate measures of overall model fit were also examined. All 

three discriminant functions were not significant. The first function displays a 

canonical correlation of .497, which implies that 24.7% of the variance in the 

function can be accounted for. The second function displays a canonical cor-

relation of .321, which explains 10.3% of the variance. The last function dis-
plays a canonical correlation of .093, which explains 8% of the variance. 

Because it is a four-group discriminant analysis model, three discriminant 

functions were calculated to discriminate among the four groups. The struc-

tural matrix of unrotated discriminant loadings for three discriminant func-

tions was examined. Selecting variables with loadings of .40 or above as de-

scriptive of the functions, function 1 has three such variables exceeding .40, 

while one variable was descriptive of function 2, and three variables were 

descriptive of function 3. Though we could have used these variables to de-

scribe each function, we were faced with the issue that four variables had 

double loadings; when we examined standardized discriminant function coef-

ficients, the double-loadings issue was similar. The lack of distinctiveness of 

the loadings of each variable descriptive of a single function renders it diffi-
cult to interpret the four-group discriminant analysis results.  

 

Discussion 
 

The current study of the possible links between CPS styles and CPS pro-

files used discriminant analysis in pursuit of two research objectives: (a) de-

termining whether statistically significant differences exist between the aver-

age scores on four CPS styles for the four corresponding CPS profile groups; 

and (b) establishing the number and composition of the dimensions of dis-
crimination between groups formed from a set of independent variables.  

The results indicate that there were no significant differences between 

four profiles (generator, conceptualizer, optimizer, and implementer) and a 

set of four independent variables (developer, clarifier, ideator, and imple-

menter). These findings suggest that four CPS styles cannot present dimen-

sions of discrimination between four CPS profiles. When we estimated the 

discriminant model and assessed overall fit, the results of simultaneous esti-

mation show that the overall model was not statistically significant, which 

suggests that the collective discriminatory power of the discriminant func-

tions was weak. When we considered the significance of individual discrimi-

nant functions by retaining significance levels at .3 level, as suggested by 
Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson (2010), we found that developer (p = .231) 

and ideator (p = .049) could be retained for further discriminant analysis. 

However, according to results of Wilks‘ lambda and chi-square tests, the 

overall model fit was not suitable for the use of discriminant analysis. 

When we further investigated the discriminant weights and discriminant 

loadings, the results indicated the issue of cross loading, which renders the 

interpretation of three functions difficult. Additionally, the overall model re-
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sults were not acceptable in terms of either statistical or practical significance. 

Therefore, based on findings from the discriminant analysis, we concluded 

that individuals‘ CPS styles as measured by FourSight are not good predictors 

of their CPS profiles as measured by CPSP. This finding is fairly surprising, 

given that these two instruments were derived from the same theoretical 
framework.  

FourSight and CPSP appear to have the same goal: the identification of 

creative-process preferences that are associated with the CPS model (Basadur 

et al., 1990; Puccio, 2002). However, two main differences in their approach-

es should be noted. First, where Puccio (2002) recognized the unique mental 

activities related to CPS steps, Basadur (1998) developed his four process 

preferences based on two information-processing dimensions. Second, Puccio 

and Basadur used different measurement approaches to assess the creative-

process preferences: where Puccio used a Likert-type scale (non-ipsative) 

ranging from ―not like me at all‖ to ―very much like me‖, Basadur had re-

spondents rank sets of four words (i.e., a forced-choice issative scale) that 

reflected the four poles of his information-processing dimensions. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The results of the current study suggest that individuals‘ CPS styles are 

not a good predictor of their CPS profiles. This finding seems to indicate 

some issues of concurrent validity of both instruments. In Puccio‘s (2002) 

report, he examined the correlations between FourSight and the CPSP and 

concluded that the results supported a conceptual link between the two, de-

spite the small sample size (N =36). However, the current study employed 
discriminant analysis and arrived at the opposite results.  

In order to correctly interpret the results of this pilot study, some limita-

tions should be noted. First, only 47 participants were recruited for our sam-

ple, which – while larger than Puccio‘s (2002) by more than 30% - was quite 

small. Replication   of the results with a larger number of participants is nec-

essary. Following this line of reasoning, the current sample was also drawn 

from a single institution, which raises concerns about generalizability. Future 

research on this topic should include a more diverse pool of respondents. Fi-

nally, some of the high school students in the current study reported having 

some difficulty in understanding the CPSP, which might reflect translation or 

cultural issues. In order to tackle these, it is suggested that future research be 
cross-cultural. It might also be useful to conduct another study using explora-

tory and confirmatory factor analysis to validate the construct validity of the 

Mandarin version of the CPSP.  
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TRAINING TOWARDS INNOVATION AND CRE-
ATIVITY: A COMPARISON BETWEEN EMPLOY-

EES ATTITUDES  

GAVIN SUSS 

 

Abstract 

Organizational innovation has been widely defined as the creation of new 

ideas and new behaviors that change the organization. The need for innova-

tion has become essential to companies‘ success and imperative to long-term 
survival. Increasing numbers of companies are allocating time, budgets, and 

energy to develop, train, and engage employees in innovation and creativity 

at all levels of management and development. Innovation has become almost 

a prerequisite for business success. Companies such as Procter & Gamble, 

General Electric (GE spends USD 1 billion annually on training), Whirlpool, 

3M, Google, Apple, and others have created organizations that are based on 

innovation and are inspiring others to follow in their path. Some of these 

companies had previously been labeled as traditional and conservative; how-

ever, by deciding to change and engaging in innovation, they have developed 

unique value, new products and services, improved operations, and are inno-

vative and creative. This study seeks to understand employees‘ perspectives 
linked to their creativity and innovation in their companies. It further aims to 

evaluate whether those companies that did engage in education for innovation 

and creativity eventually developed a strong positive sense of their employees 

and managers to innovation and a more creative competence. 

Keywords: Innovation, creativity and education 

 

Introduction 

      In the past 25 years several researchers have sought to measure the effect 

of firm sponsored training on productivity using firm-level data. Holzer et al. 

(1993) found that training has a positive effect on the quality of output 

(measured by the overall scrap rates), but effects on sales and wages are not 

significant. Bartel (1994) reported a positive effect of training on productivity 

CHAPTER NINE 
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in her cross sectional analysis of about 150 Canadian firms. Ballot, Fakhfakh 

and Taymaz (2001) confirm that training is a significant input in the produc-

tion function. Likewise there is increasing attention placed on human capital 

in relation to innovation (Chen & Huang, 2009; Lau & Ngo, 2004) and stud-

ies have found that some human resources‘ (HR) practices are positively as-
sociated with organizational innovation (Sung & Choi, 2014). The knowledge 

and skills of workers acquired through training have become important in the 

face of the increasingly rapid changes in technology, products, and systems. 

Most organizations invest in training because they believe that higher perfor-

mance will result (Aragón, Aragón, & Sanz-Valle, 2003). Becker‘s (1964) 

influential study on human capital has spawned a voluminous literature on 

firms‘ and workers‘ investment in human capital, especially in the form of 

general and specific training. This literature has shown that the human capital 

stock of the firm accumulated through training activities is one of the main 

factors of production. In this study, the issue is explored by focusing on or-

ganizational training and developmental investments as key HR practices. 

Innovation and creativity are teachable skills and enterprises can engage in 
training to increase them in their workforces (Hattori & Wycoff, 2004). 

      Research on innovation in firms is important as there may be a unique set 

of processes and resources involved that may help explain innovation as a 

critical factor in predicting SME performance (Anderson and Eshima, 2013). 

Scholars general consider innovation to be about the introduction or improve-

ment of products or processes, the activity of defining or redefining market 

position, or the alteration of an enterprise‘s dominant paradigm (Tidd, Bes-

sant, & Pavitt, 2005). If achieved, the influence on an enterprise can be cardi-

nal. Employees need to be more open and creative to help enterprises reach 

these goals. Training and educating employees to be more innovative can 

help them to obtain these goals. Creativity is usually defined as the process of 
bringing something new into being; as an ability to transcend traditional ide-

as, rules, patterns, relationships, and so on; and the ability to develop mean-

ingful new ideas. Michalko (2011) argued that creative thinkers form more 

novel combinations because they routinely conceptually blend objects, con-

cepts, and ideas from different contexts or categories. Furthermore to succeed 

in innovation managers have to structure a culture and system with the rele-

vant talent and technology that can embrace creativity and innovation, this 

alone is a disruptive.  

      Recently, we have conducted several educational programs in enterprises 

in Israel and Europe that were seeking to train and teach their employees in 

ways that would enhance innovation, creativity, and strengthen the employ-

ees‘ perspectives and understanding towards innovation to say ignite the spirit 
and need of creativity and innovation. These programs included workshops, 

seminars, brainstorming sessions, and others. All of the programs were sup-

ported by the enterprises‘ managements and were part of the enterprises‘ 

comprehensive strategies aiming to identify practical actions that would pro-

mote innovation. The employees that participated in the training sessions 
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were exposed to tools, techniques, and methods that had been proven to en-

courage creativity, ―thinking outside the box,‖ and to eventually lead to inno-

vation and value. 

      According to Skarzynski and Gibson (2008), there are two kinds of en-

terprises. There are those, such as Google and Apple, which emerged from 
innovation and creativity, with strong mythologies and cultures of fostering 

and promoting innovation. Then, there are those, such as Whirlpool and Ce-

mex (a global Mexican building materials‘ enterprise), which are relatively 

better at executing than at generating innovation. The enterprises that em-

braced innovation to become leaders in innovation have dramatically in-

creased their revenues and created cultures of innovation. Their successes 

are due to training programs that were an important part of their develop-

ment of innovation (Suss, 2014).  

      A similar approach was taken by the enterprises sampled in this study 

that started training and education of their employees to encourage them to 

use tools to promote and lead to creativity and innovation. Procter and Gam-

ble (PG) is a good example of an enterprise that understood the need to gen-
erate a strategy for innovation. It launched such a program in 2004 that in-

cluded several goals, such as, teach senior management and project team 

members the mind-sets and behaviors that foster disruptive growth. The 

training, which has changed over time, initially ranged from short modules 

on topics such as assessing the demand for an early-stage idea to multiday 

courses in entrepreneurial thinking. (Brown & Anthony, 2011)  

      In 2007, PG established a ―disruptive innovation college.‖ The college 

enabled PG‘s employees that were working on new-growth projects to 

choose from more than a dozen courses related to innovation and entrepre-

neurship. The foundation of teaching and encouraging innovation is in the 

―Who,‖ which is the human capital that eventually will be required to trans-
form and deliver results. Today, there is a growing recognition that an in-

creasing amount of enterprises‘ market values rest on their human capital 

(Lawler & Worley, 2006). Therefore, empowering human capital is expected 

to have a dramatic return to the investor/enterprise (Suss, 2010).  

      Regarding innovation, the return on investment can be disruptive and 

dramatic. For example, General Electric, under the leadership of Jeff Immelt, 

advocates continuous education for all its employees and managers (Magee, 

2009). The within study examined the views of employees toward innova-

tion and creativity and the need to engage the process of training in creativi-

ty and innovation. The sample consisted of employees that were part of an 

innovation training program and employees that were not so engaged. 

Sung and Choi (2014) specifically suggested that the training and develop-
mental investments made by an enterprise influence its innovative perfor-

mance by promoting learning practices and it appears safe to say that inno-

vation contributes to improved firm performance in both family )the 

manufacture company in this research is a family firm) and non-family firms 

(Price, Stoica & Boncella, 2013) 
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Teaching Innovation and Creativity: WHY? 
 
      Innovative performance is arguably essential for the success and econom-

ic growth of enterprises over the past few decades and it may even be cardinal 

for an enterprise‘s survival (Baumol, 2004; Potocnik & Anderson, 2012). 

During this period, a large body of research has been produced about the 

characteristics of individuals, teams, and organizations that are related to out-

comes of innovation (Anderson, De Dreu & Nijstad, 2004). Some of studies‘ 

results converge around factors that have been reliably found to influence 

innovation, such as having a shared vision or having an innovative 

organizational culture (Naveh & Erez, 2004). The emphasis has been on 

exploration rather than exploitation, and on investment in research and devel-

opment (Zahra & George, 2002). Innovation scholars have highlighted the 
role of active learning and the pursuit of new knowledge at different stages of 

innovation, including problem identification, idea generation, idea promotion, 

and implementation (Shalley, Zhou & Oldham, 2004). Managers are chal-

lenged to provide an organizational culture that encourages employees to 

actively participate in learning and effective knowledge sharing. According to 

Hattori and Wycoff (2004), managers should introduce the fundamentals of 

innovation to every employee in workshops or other similar venues. 

      The Four Factor Theory of Team Climate for Innovation (West & Farr, 

1990) posits that four team climate factors facilitate innovation: (1) vision, (2) 

participative safety, (3) task orientation, and (4) support for innovation. The 

fourth factor is the focus of the within study based on the claim that such sup-

port for innovation, through instruction and training, can yield very positive 
results for an enterprise in the short run in the form of new ideas and better 

results. In addition, positive long-term results are achieved with respect to a 

culture that is oriented toward innovation and creativity and innovative agents 

who change the DNA of the enterprise.  

      The process of training people to increase their creativity and innovation 

is generally complicated, similar to the way that growing older and develop-

ing knowledge and specialized expertise has both positive and negative di-

mensions. 

      Age may be a blessing because with experience comes an ability to quick-

ly grasp the complexity of our surroundings, an understanding of the ways 

that things logically connect, and we become adept at sensing and trimming 
nonsensical ideas. Yet, age may be a challenge because, arguably, age and 

experience can lead to the accumulation of constraints, structures, and filters 

that hinder innovation. 

      Investments in training and development nurture enterprises overall 

learning culture (Gómez, Lorente & Cabrera, 2004; Noe, Tews & Dachner, 

2010), which increases employees willingness to advance their capabilities 

and engage in learning activities. 
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      To truly achieve creativity and innovation, people throughout an enter-

prise must understand that training is not merely a corporate initiative, a one-

time project, or an activity for a chosen group of people. The employees must 

grasp the fact that for innovation to really work, and to be sustainable, it must 

become systemic and widely distributed (Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008), and 
education is the best tool to achieve that goal. Many tools and options are 

available to engage meaningful ways to improve innovation, from one-day 

workshops or seminars to comprehensive programs comprised of multiple 

meetings and sessions, feedback, brainstorming, and practice with tools in-

tended to develop creativity and result in innovation. These learning and 

knowledge management processes can be facilitated with corporate training 

and development by exposing employees to broad perspectives, skills, exper-

tise, and additional insights, which can expand their reservoir of new and 

useful ideas for innovation (Sung & Choi, 2014). One of the programs we 

conducted was Innovation through Education (ITE), a unique comprehensive 

innovation training program (Suss, 2014).  

      The most important and fundamental aspects of the ITE program are the 
innovative/creative workshops and the development of teamwork that bring 

people together and in which they tend to do a better job than when they do 

the job alone (Fernandez-Araoz, 2014; Suss, 2014). The workshops instruct 

and teach employees at all levels how to use tools and techniques to diversify 

their thinking, properly conduct brainstorming sessions, how to ask questions, 

and how to take risks, be creative, and be innovative. The program also in-

cludes training and open communication, practical experience, instrumental 

teamwork, enrichment, and exposing managers to the arts and design fields 

(Suss, 2014). This type of training can increase specific results that are highly 

valuable to any enterprise, namely, out of the box thinking, a focus on many 

answers, questioning everything even when an answer seems obvious, bring-
ing up many ideas, never saying that ―It‘s impossible‖ and always asking 

―Why.‖ Developing innovation agents is an entrepreneur discussion that can 

produce value to the stakeholders and managers, why? because innovative 

employees are distinguished by their ability to challenge dogma and accepted 

ideas, and by their confidence in taking risks (Rasheed, 2012)   

      Individuals can increase their personal creativity because creativity is a 

teachable skill (Hattori & Wycoff, 2004). Moreover, we highlighted the im-

portance of teaching and training employees to be creative and innovative in 

teams. Employees, once trained, can engage in innovative and creative behav-

iors in their workplaces that result in value and change for their enterprises. 

Regarding the emphasis on teamwork, when seeking to generate organiza-

tionally meaningful innovations, collective processes that are based on com-
munities of practice, and processes that link individuals to groups/

communities, play a more critical role than the knowledge that is embedded 

in individual employees (Shipton, Dawson , Birdi & Patterson, 2006; Sung & 

Choi, 2012). At General Electric, teamwork is used to reinforce shared goals, 

foster development, and match business goals (Magee, 2009). 
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Research model  
 
      This paper is influenced by the analytical framework, which uses a multi-

level approach to training, has been offered by Kozlowski and Klein (2000). 

The multi-level model bridges the gap between theoretical models of training 

needs assessment, design, and evaluation, and the higher levels at which 

training must have an impact if it is to contribute to organizational effective-

ness (Kozlowski & Salas 1997). The model is focused on training transfer 

and is embedded in two distinct transfer types: horizontal and vertical trans-

fer. Horizontal transfer concentrates on traditional models of training effec-

tiveness. Kozlowski and Klein (2000) proposed ‗top down contextual effects‘ 

which they described as a group and organizational factors, that can have 

direct and moderating effects on learning and transfer (Thang, Quang & 
Buyens, 2010). The training process that we conducted with the 2 groups was 

based on this model. 

      Figure 1 is based on the fundamental premises of training processes, HR 

outcomes and firm performance. Training is predicated on contributing to 

higher level group and organizational objectives, results and performance. A 

number of HR outcomes and firm performance, which are important in ana-

lyzing the relationship, are enumerated in the second and third box. Attention 

is drawn to some of the critical variables. Figure 1 shows that training affects 

the overall knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes, behaviors, and motivation of 

employees. HR outcomes have a direct impact on firm performance. In this 

research the outcomes were related to innovation, creative thinking and per-

formance. 

 

Figure 1:A framework for analyzing training and firm performance issues (Thang, Quang, & 

Buyens, 2010) 
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Research Question 
 
      Applying the resource based view to training suggests that training can 

provide knowledge and skills for employees and this may lead to high firm 

performance. Employee behavior plays an important role as a mediator 

between strategy and firm performance therefor the main goal of this study 

was to test differences in efficacy of training to promote and encourage crea-

tivity and innovation between two different types of organizations. There-

fore, the study will address the question can manufacturer organizations 

benefit more from creativity training as compared to a government organiza-

tion? This question will be examined both by self-reported and also by behav-

ioral measures of creativity and innovation. (Manufacturing companies like 

the one sampled in this paper are required to innovative and creative to prom-
ise revenue and value, so the hypothesis is that the benefit of such training 

will be greater in these companies as compared to the government one , 

where employees have tenure ship and the company is budgeted yearly by the 

government, Government and other support institutions should consider es-

tablishing training programs for improving managerial knowledge and com-

petency in strategic planning (Price, Stoica, & Boncella, 2013)). 

 

Method  
 
Participants 
 

      This study was comprised of 96 employee participants, 55 (57.9%) of 

which were males and 40 (42.1%) of which were females. They were be-

tween 20 and 60 years old (M = 37.34, SD = 6.83). With respect to education-

al attainment, 12 (12.5%) had no educational degree, 9 (9.4%) were practical 

engineers, 37 (38.5%) had BA/BSc degrees, 35 (36.5%) had MA/MSc de-
grees, and 3 (3.1%) had PhD degrees. Employment rank in the sample was 50 

(52.6%) were employees, 43 (45.3%) were managers, and 2 (2.1%) were ex-

ecutives. The range of the length of employment was from 0.5 to 25 years in 

the organization (M = 8.05, SD = 4.90). Two types of enterprises were repre-

sented: 55 (57.3%) worked at a manufacturing enterprise and 41 (42.7%) 

worked for the government.  

 

Measures 
 
      Creativity was measured using a self-report measure and a behavioral 

measure. The self-report (attitude/opinion) measure was a 25-item Likert-type 

questionnaire scaling from 1 to 5. Fifteen items comprised the organizational 

creative climate dimension and 01 items comprised the personal use of 

creativity dimension. The reliabilities of the organizational creative climate 
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and of the personal use of creativity dimensions were high, such that 

Cronbach‘s alpha = 0.93 (M = 2.80, SD = 0.78) and Cronbach‘s alpha = 0.93 

(M = 2.96, SD = 1.04), respectively, and Cronbach‘s alpha = 0.93 for the 

overall scale (M = 2.88, SD = 0.78).  

      In addition, Creativity was measured as the participants‘ behavior with 
responses to two questions that asked the participants to write as many ideas 

and uses as they could think of for how to use a clip (first question) and how 

to use a garbage can (second question). The participants were given 10 

minutes to answer the questions. The sum of the numbers of ideas was used 

to measure creativity, such that the more ideas, the more creative was the 

participant. The number of ideas for a clip ranged from zero to 25 (M = 5.34, 

SD = 4.70) and the number of ideas for a garbage can ranged from zero to 28 

(M = 4.67, SD = 4.66). 

      Innovation was measured with a 7-item Likert-type questionnaire scaling 

from 1 to 5. The reliability of the measure was very adequate (Cronbach‘s 

alpha = 0.81, M = 4.05, SD = 0.88). 

 

Procedure  
 
      A quasi-experimental design was used to test the effectiveness of creativi-

ty training. The control group consisted of 53 (55.2%) of the participants 

(they received no creativity training) and the experimental group consisted of 

43 (44.8%) participants (who participated in creative training).  

 

Data Analysis  
 

      Most of the statistical tests were conducted between outcomes measures 

of training group in compare to control group, mainly testing the hypothesis 

that training sessions induce creativity. In order to do so, an Analysis-of-

Variance procedures was conducted. Testing both the group effect (creativity 

vs. control), and also the effect of the company type (manufacturer vs. gov-

ernment). Company type effect was tested in order to understand whether 

organization climate of each organization affects creativity improvement due 

to training. In addition Pearson correlation were produced for each group in 

order to test differences in associations between groups.  
Moreover, only for the training group, behavioral creativity measures were 

gathered in the first session and in the last session, creating a pre-post design 

(with no parallel measurements of control group). Due to small sample size of 

training group, only descriptive statistics were obtained to support the hy-

pothesis.  

 

Results 
 

      The present study introduces theoretical propositions that explain the 
mechanism through which training and development investments affect em-
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ployees‘ views and attitudes towards creativity and innovation and whether 

participation in such programs that teach and train creativity actually change 

participants‘ perspectives to the extent that they are significantly different 

from employees who did not participate.  

 

Correlations of the main variables in the control and experi-
mental groups 
 

      Table 1 shows the correlations of the main variables in the study in the 

control group. Tenure is positively related to age and job rank, but negatively 

related to creative climate, personal creativity, and creativity (total). Specifi-

cally, the older the employee, the longer the tenure, the more senior the em-
ployee, and the higher the rank. However, older participants had lower crea-

tivity (climate, personal, and total). The creative climate is positively related 

to personal creativity, creativity (total), and clip ideas, such that as the crea-

tive climate in the enterprise increases, the employees are more creative and 

more clip ideas were produced. Personal creativity is positively related to 

creativity (total), clip ideas, and garbage can ideas, such that as employees‘ 

personal creativity increased, the more ideas (clip and garbage) were pro-

duced. Moreover, creativity (total) is positively related to clip ideas and gar-

bage can ideas. Innovation is positively related to garbage can ideas, such that 

the more innovative the employees were, the more ideas (garbage can) were 

produced. Clip ideas and garbage ideas are positively related to each other.  
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* = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01 
a 1 = male, 2 = female 
Table 1: CONTROL GROUP: Correlation matrix of the demographic and research variables 

 

Table 2 shows that among the experiment group‘s participants, gender is neg-

atively related to education; therefore, the men in the group were better edu-

cated than the women. Tenure is positively related to age, but negatively re-
lated to education, so the more senior the employee, the older but less educat-

ed is the employee. Age is positively related to rank, but negatively related to 

creative climate. Therefore, the older the employee, the higher the rank, but 

the lower is the creative climate. In addition, creative climate is positively 

related to personal creativity, creativity (total), and innovation, suggesting 

that the more creative is the climate, the more creativity there is on the per-

sonal level, overall, and the more innovation is present. Personal creativity is 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Gendera (1)           

Tenure (2) -.013          

Education 
(3) 

.202 -.052         

Age (4) .080 .638*

* 
-

.154 

       

Job rank (5) .091 .330* .124 .505
** 

      

Creative 
climate (6) 

.039 -

.446*

* 

-

.069 

-

.229 

-

.135 

     

Pers. crea-
tivity (7) 

.046 -

.527*

* 

-

.118 

-

.219 

-

.183 

.661*

* 
    

Creativity 
(total) (8) 

.047 -

.539*

* 

-

.106 

-

.245 

-

.178 

.887*

* 
.933
** 

   

Innovation 
(9) 

.437 .170 .702 -

.150 
-

.157 

.052 .711 .742   

Clip ideas 
(10) 

.177 -.219 .240 -

.208 

-

.208 

.292* .519
** 

.460
** 

.799  

Garbage 
ideas (11) 

.272 -.170 .243 -

.205 

-

.258 

.147 .426
** 

.333
* 

.979
* 

.795
** 
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positively related to creativity (total) and innovation as well; therefore, as 

creativity in the employees increased, innovation increased. The numbers of 

clip and garbage ideas positively related to each other. 

 

 

* = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01 
a 1= male, 2 = female 

 
Table 2: EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: Correlation matrix of the demographic and research varia-

bles 

 

 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Gendera 

(1) 

          

Tenure (2) -

.046 
         

Education 

(3) 

-

.338
* 

-

.356*         

Age (4) .013 
.433*

* 
-

.214 
       

Job rank 

(5) 

-

.165 
-.041 .256 .320*       

Creative 

climate (6) 

-

.045 
-.049 .135 

-

.368* .142      

Pers. crea-

tivity (7) 

-

.037 
.005 .232 -.019 .086 

.444*

*     

Creativity 

(total) (8) 

-

.048 
-.034 .198 -.285 .140 

.925*

* 
.751*

*    

Innovation 

(9) 

-

.051 
-.197 .293 .117 .101 

.451*

* 
.595*

* 
.575*

*   

Clip ideas 

(10) 

-

.133 
.047 

-

.062 
.011 .000 -.240 .006 -.174 

-

.084 
 

Garbage 

ideas (11) 

-

.136 
.025 .037 -.125 .098 -.126 -.159 -.161 

-

.096 

.701
** 
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The effectiveness of creativity training in the self-report 
measures  
 
      To test the effectiveness of creativity training, two-way analysis of vari-

ance tests (ANOVA) were employed that compared the control group to the 

experimental group and the manufacturing to the government types of enter-

prises. Tables 3 through 5 show the means, standard deviations, and sample 

sizes.  
      Table 3 shows a marginal significant main effect of the difference be-

tween the groups in organizational creative climate. The experimental group 

(M = 2.89, SD = 0.89) had a higher average organizational creative climate 

than the control group (M = 2.73, SD = 0.68). In addition, there is a signifi-

cant main effect of the difference between the types of enterprises in organi-

zational creative climate, such that manufacturing (M = 3.27, SD = 0.67) en-

terprises had higher average creative climates than government enterprises 

(M = 2.17, SD = 0.37). 

      Moreover, there is a significant interactive effect of groups by enterprise 

type in organizational creative climate, suggesting that the difference between 

the groups depends on the type of enterprise. To test the differences with 

greater precision, post-hoc analyses were performed that found the following: 

 In the control group, manufacturing enterprises (M = 3.08, SD = 

0.66) scored higher, on average, in organizational creative cli-

mate than government enterprises (M = 2.19, SD = 0.21, p 

= .001). 

 In the experimental group, the manufacturing enterprises (M = 

3.53, SD = 0.60) scored higher, on average, in organizational cre-

ative climate than government enterprises (M = 2.15, SD = 0.49, 

p = .001). 

 Among the manufacturing enterprises, the experimental group 

(M = 3.53, SD = 0.60) scored higher, on average, in organization-

al creative climate than the control group (M = 3.08, SD = 0.66, p 

= .014). 

 Among the government enterprises, there was no significant 

difference (p = .994) between the experimental group (M = 2.15, 

SD = 0.49) and the control group (M = 2.19, SD = 0.21) in terms 

of organizational creative climate. 
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Table 3: Means, standard deviations, and effects summaries of the control and creative training 

groups and two types of enterprises for organizational creative climate 

 

Table 4 shows that there is a significant main effect of the difference between 

groups in average personal creativity use, such that the experimental group 

(M = 3.79, SD = 0.51) scored higher, on average, in personal creativity use 

than the control group (M = 2.29, SD = 0.88). There is a significant main 
effect of the difference between the types of enterprises in personal creativity 

Groups Enterprise type 

Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

Number 

of cases 

(n) 

Control group manufacturer 3.08 0.66 32 

 government 2.19 0.21 21 

 Total 2.73 0.68 53 

Creativity train-

ing 

manufacturer 
3.54 0.60 23 

 government 2.15 0.49 20 

 Total 2.89 0.89 43 

Total manufacturer 3.27 0.67 55 

 government 2.17 0.37 41 

 Total 2.80 0.78 96 

Main effects of 

groups: 

 F (1,92) 

= 3.39, p = .069, 
2 = .035 

    

Main effects of 

enterprise type: 

 F (1,92) 

= 103.12, p 

= .000, 2 

= .529 

    

Interaction ef-

fect:   

 F (1,92) 

= 4.97, p = .028, 
2 = .051 
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use. Manufacturing enterprises (M = 3.19, SD = 0.95) had higher personal 

creativity use, on average, than government enterprises (M = 2.66, SD = 

1.11). 

     Moreover, there is a significant interactive effect of groups by enterprise 

type in personal creativity use, suggesting that the difference in personal crea-
tivity use between groups depends on the enterprise type. To test the differ-

ences with greater precision, post-hoc analyses were performed that found the 

following: 

 In the control group, the manufacturing enterprises (M = 2.70, 

SD = 0.88) scored higher, on average, in personal creativity use 

than the government enterprises (M = 1.67, SD = 0.35, p < .001). 

 In the experimental group, there was no significant difference (p 

= .759) between manufacturing (M = 3.88, SD = 0.49) and gov-

ernment (M = 3.69, SD = 0.53) enterprises in terms of average 

personal creativity use. 

 Among the manufacturing enterprises, the experimental group 

(M = 3.88, SD = 0.49) scored higher, on average, in personal crea-

tivity use than the control group (M = 2.70, SD = 0.88, p < .001). 

 Among the government enterprises, the experimental group (M 

= 3.69, SD = 0.53) scored higher, on average, in personal creativi-

ty use than the control group (M = 1.67, SD = 0.35, p < .001). 
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Table 4: Means, standard deviations, and effects summaries of control and creative training 

groups and two types of enterprises for personal creativity use 

 

Table 5 shows a significant main effect of the difference between the groups 

in average total creativity. The experimental group (M = 3.34, SD = 0.60) 

scored higher, on average, in total creativity than the control group (M = 2.51, 

SD = 0.71). In addition, there is a significant main effect of the difference 

between the types of enterprises in total creativity, such that manufacturing 

enterprises (M = 3.23, SD = 0.72) had higher average total creativity than 

government enterprises (M = 2.41, SD = 0.59). There was no significant in-
teractive effect of group by enterprise type regarding total creativity. 

Groups Enterprise 

type Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

Number 

of cases 

(n) 

Control group manufacturer 2.70 0.88 32 

 government 1.67 0.35 21 

 Total 2.29 0.88 53 

Creativity training manufacturer 3.88 0.49 23 

 government 3.69 0.53 20 

 Total 3.79 0.51 43 

Total manufacturer 3.19 0.95 55 

 government 2.66 1.11 41 

 Total 2.96 1.05 96 

Main effects of 

groups: 

 F (1,92) = 

146.75, p = .000, 
2 = .615 

    

Main effects of en-

terprise type:  F 

(1,92) = 21.15, p 

= .000, 2 = .187 

    

Interaction effect:

   

 F (1,92) = 

9.92, p = .002, 2 

= .097 
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Table 5: Means, standard deviations, and effects summaries for the control and creativity train-

ing groups and two types of enterprises for total creativity  

 

 

The effectiveness of creativity training in the behavioral 
measures  
 

      To test the effectiveness of creativity training, two-way ANOVAs were 

employed to compare the control group to the experimental group and to 

compare the manufacturing enterprises to the government enterprises with 

respect to the number of ideas the participants were able to think of regarding 

Groups Enterprise type 

Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

Number 

of cases 

(n) 

Control group manufacturer 2.89 0.67 32 

 government 1.93 0.22 21 

 Total 2.51 0.71 53 

Creativity training manufacturer 3.71 0.50 23 

 government 2.92 0.41 20 

 Total 3.34 0.60 43 

Total manufacturer 3.23 0.72 55 

 government 2.41 0.59 41 

 Total 2.88 0.78 96 

Main effects of 

groups: 

 F (1,92) = 

74.49, p = .000, 2 

= .447 

    

Main effects of en-

terprise type:  F 

(1,92) = 69.61, p 

= .000, 2 = .431 

    

Interaction effect:

   

 F (1,92) = 

0.63, p = .429, 2 

= .007 
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a clip and regarding a garbage can. Tables 6 and 7 show the means, standard 

deviations, and the numbers of cases in those tests.  

      Table 6 shows that there is a significant main effect of the difference be-

tween the groups in the average number of clip ideas. The experimental group 

(M = 8.91, SD = 4.29) had many more clip ideas, on average, than the control 
group (M = 2.46, SD = 2.52). The effect size of this difference was particular-

ly high ( 2 = .518). However, there is a no significant main effect of the dif-

ference between manufacturing (M = 5.08, SD = 3.71) and government (M = 

5.78, SD = 2.52) enterprises in the average number of clip ideas.  

      Moreover, there was a significant interactive effect of groups by enter-

prise type with respect to clip ideas, suggesting that the difference between 

the groups depends on the type of enterprise. To test the differences with 

greater precision, post-hoc analyses were performed that found the following: 

 In the control group, there is no significant difference (p = .157) 

between the manufacturing (M = 3.22, SD = 2.86) and govern-

ment (M = 1.25, SD = 1.07) enterprises in terms of clip ideas. 

 In the experimental group, there is no significant difference (p 

= .052) between the manufacturing (M = 7.70, SD = 3.17) and 

government enterprises (M = 10.30, SD = 5.02) in terms of clip 

ideas. 

 Among the manufacturing enterprises, the experimental group 

(M = 7.70, SD = 3.17) had higher average clip ideas than the con-

trol group (M = 3.22, SD = 2.86, p = .001).  

 Among the government enterprises, the experimental group (M 

= 10.30, SD = 5.02) had higher average clip ideas than the con-

trol group (M = 1.25, SD = 1.07, p = .001). 
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Table 6: Means, standard deviations, and effects summaries for the control and creativity train-

ing groups and two types of enterprises for clip ideas 

 

Table 7 indicates a significant main effect of the difference between the 

groups on garbage can ideas, where the experimental group (M = 8.19, SD = 

4.78) had many more garbage can ideas, on average, than the control group 

(M = 2.31, SD = 2.29). The effect size was particularly high ( 2 = .416). 

There is a no significant main effect of the difference by enterprise type on 

garbage can ideas; manufacturing enterprises (M = 5.09, SD = 4.02) and gov-

ernment enterprises (M = 4.80, SD = 5.47) were similar in terms of average 

Groups Enterprise type 

Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

Number 

of cases 

(n) 

Control group manufacturer 3.22 2.86 32 

 government 1.25 1.07 20 

 Total 2.46 2.52 52 

Creativity training manufacturer 7.70 3.17 23 

 government 10.30 5.02 20 

 Total 8.91 4.29 43 

Total manufacturer 5.09 3.71 55 

 government 5.78 5.82 40 

 Total 5.38 4.70 95 

Main effects of 

groups: 

 F (1,91) = 

97.81, p = .000, 2 

= .518 

    

Main effects of en-

terprise type:  F 

(1,91)=0.22, p 

=.643, 2 = .002 

    

Interaction effect:

   

 F (1,91)

=11.18, p =.001, 2 

= .109 
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numbers of garbage can ideas. There also is not a significant interactive effect 

of groups by enterprise type with respect to garbage can ideas. 

 

 
Table 7: Means, standard deviations, and effects summaries for the control and creativity train-

ing groups and two types of enterprises for garbage can ideas 

 

Change over time in the behavioral measures  
 
      Five meetings were held in which creativity training  ( brainstorming) took 

place. The numbers of ideas produced by the group members in each meeting 

were documented. Figures 2 and 3 chart the numbers of ideas that were 

generated at each meeting. As shown in Figure 2 , in every meeting, the 

number of ideas generated after creativity training was much higher than the 

number of ideas generated before the training. Training apparently increased 

the number of ideas from about 32 to 43 (M = 38.6, SD = 4.03). As shown in 

Figure 3 , in every meeting, the number of ideas after creativity training was 

Groups Enterprise type 
Mean 

Standard Devi-
ation 

Number of 
cases (n) 

Control group manufacturer 2.97 2.67 32 

 government 1.25 0.72 20 

 Total 2.31 2.29 52 

Creativity training manufacturer 8.04 3.74 23 

 government 8.35 5.86 20 

 Total 8.19 4.78 43 

Total manufacturer 5.09 4.02 55 

 government 4.80 5.47 40 

 Total 4.97 4.66 95 

Main effects of groups: 
 F (1,91) = 64.86, p 
= .000, 2 = .416 

    

Main effects of enterprise 
type:  F (1,91) = 0.87, p 
= .353, 2 = .009 

    

Interaction effect:   
 F (1,91) = 1.80, p 
= .184, 2 = .019 
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much higher than the number of ideas before the training. Training apparently 

increased the number of ideas from about 41 to 61 )M = 5334 , SD = 7.70). 

 

 
 Figure 2: Comparison of the numbers of ideas before and after creativity sessions for manufac-

turing enterprises  

 

 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of the numbers of ideas before and after creativity sessions (brain storm-

ing) for the government enterprises 
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Discussion  
 
      Training has a variety of positive effects on the financial and nonfinancial 

firm performance. These effects might be much broader than the results of 

many previous studies suggest (Thang, Quang & Buyens, 2010). This study 

presents the influence of training as a valuable asset for all types of organiza-

tions. 

       At the institutional level, managers and enterprises have an imperative 

role to play in facilitating discussion and promoting their employees‘ excel-

lence at removing the barriers to and helping to create the conditions for crea-

tivity and innovation. Managers are challenged to provide an organizational 

culture that encourages employees to actively participate in learning and ef-

fective knowledge sharing. The findings from this study have contributed to 
our understanding of the value that training and education can bring to em-

ployees to enhance their creative and innovative behaviors, perspectives, and 

performances.  

The main goals of this study were to examine the influence that a training 

program has on employees‘ creativity and innovation competence and to 

explore its measurement in a multi-source framework that includes perfor-

mance and behavioral measures and to answer the question, can manufacturer 

organizations benefit more from creativity training as compared to a govern-

ment organization?  

       Scholars have argued that training practices enhance innovation by pro-

moting a learning climate (Gómez, Lorente & Cabrera, 2004; Shipton, Fay, 

West, Patterson & Birdi, 2005), Shipton, Dawson , Birdi & Patterson (2006) 
reported, in a longitudinal study of 22 United Kingdom manufacturing enter-

prises, that training, induction, teamwork, appraisal, and an exploratory learn-

ing focus predict innovation. To make the best use of employees‘ creative 

potential, enterprises must ensure that employees receive targeted training 

and are enabled to operate in the appropriate environments. This study ex-

plained the training–creativity/innovation link that has only recently begun to 

receive research consideration. 

       The most important practical implication that emerges from these results 

concerns ways to increase the likelihood of innovation success. A good un-

derstanding of management supported by a serious training and developmen-

tal program is necessary. Based on our reasoning and empirical findings, the 
ability to develop a positive approach in employees to improve their creativi-

ty and innovation on the one hand, and contribute to the process of increasing 

value on the other hand, can be achieved with training. This conclusion was 

supported by the results of our analysis in that the experimental group had 

significantly higher average scores in the quantitative questionnaire and in the 

behavioral measures than the control group, regardless of the type of enter-

prise. 
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Innovation often results from the ability to utilize existing knowledge and 

information to generate different combinations and reconfigurations (Cantner, 

Kristin & Schmidt, 2008). The training and developmental investment of an 

enterprise creates a climate for constant learning that facilitates the exchange 

of knowledge and ideas among employees, thereby promoting the generation 
of new knowledge and innovation (Lau & Ngo, 2004). To test the contribu-

tion of creativity training to employees‘ innovation, a quasi-experiment was 

conducted, in which half of participants were trained, and half of them were a 

control group. This study yielded several significant results. The primary ef-

fect resulted from training because participants in the experimental group had 

a higher organizational creative climate, higher personal creativity use, and 

more innovative ideas, on average, than the control group. Moreover, the re-

sults found that creativity increased across the five training sessions. In addi-

tion, a main effect was found regarding the type of enterprise, such that the 

manufacturing enterprises had higher average organizational creative climates 

and personal creativity use than the government enterprises. 

       The present study reiterates the importance of investment in human capi-
tal for continuous organizational innovation and success. These investments 

can ensure a positive approach and a strong will to engage in the process of 

innovation, which is a challenging task. The results suggest that if an organi-

zation expands its expenditures on creative training (particularly internal 

training), then its capacity to improve employees‘ perspectives on innovation 

are increased and the abilities of those who participated in creativity training 

will enhance their innovation significantly. Furthermore, the study results 

confirmed that there is a positive effect of training on the two different types 

of enterprises. This result implies that the organizational cultures of the two 

types of enterprises had direct influences on the employees‘ views and their 

personal abilities to be creative. The manufacturing enterprise that develops 
products was hypothesized to be more positive with respect to creativity in 

the views and practices of its employees, which was supported. 

       The influence of the training (i.e. the tools and techniques taught) is a 

valuable asset in the long term for all types of organizations. These organiza-

tions can leverage their businesses based on knowledge and the training pro-

cesses that were implemented. Individuals that are psychologically attached 

to organizations usually have feelings of loyalty, perceptions of work posi-

tion, and trust in the organization‘s value. In many ways, the development of 

employees and their transformation into better and more creative organiza-

tional members through education and training can influence their perfor-

mances and their feelings of loyalty to the organization. 

The vision presented here is based on the assumption that managers have the 
power to create environments that enable employees to establish practices 

based on mutually-agreed upon principles and to act independently within the 

scope of those principles (Hockings, 2005). In this study, creativity and inno-

vation were those principles and, as presented, they can be realized if training 

is conducted. This study contributes to our understanding of the significant 
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repercussions that training has on intellectual capital and it suggests that, 

when organizations devote time and budget to creativity training, they can 

magnify innovative execution and creative thinking that can manifest as value 

for the organization. Sun & Choi (2014) reported that if an organization re-

duces its training expenditure (particularly for internal training) as a reaction 
to a crisis, its capability for innovation can be degraded in the coming years 

despite the increasing importance of persistent innovation to overcome the 

crisis and create turnarounds (Laursen & Mahnke, 2001). Likewise, innova-

tive people are not motivated by financial rewards, they respond better to self 

and peer appraisal (Rasheed, 2012). They are motivated by the quality of their 

work and the allocation of challenging projects, and this coincides with the 

Simon Sinek who gave an inspiring talk at TED during 2009 ―Great compa-

nies don‘t hire skilled people and then motivate them, they hire motivated 

people and inspire them…‖, this research confirms that organizations can 

inspire their employees through training, drive them to better results and scale 

up their perspectives on innovation and creativity. Further conceptual efforts 

may be directed to explore the long term effect of innovation training in or-
ganizations, as such investments can ensure the long-term survival and 

growth of an organization. 

       Future research might estimate the impact of training on firm perfor-

mance in other specific sectors in order to provide another potentially inter-

esting result on the relationship and contribute to the current literature within 

the field. 

       This research can be important for managers and practitioners dealing 

with training and firm performance in the workplace. Training is a valuable 

path to follow when an organization would like to improve its performance 

and be innovative, and in the light of the results presented together with the 

framework for analyzing training and firm performance issues, managers 
could find some interesting clues and directions to the advantages of creative 

and innovative training. Managers can decide when and how to provide train-

ing programs for their employees in order to obtain their best performance. 
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Appendix  
 

This questionnaire includes several groups of issues related to the company 

innovation potential.  By filling-out the questionnaire thoroughly, we will 

obtain an overview of the strong and weak points in the company and what 

deserves your attention. This questionnaire is anonymous and seeks to under-

stand the point a views of employees of all level towards Innovation in the 

company. Thanks for your cooperation 

 

Part 1: General Data 

1. Gender: Male/Female 

2. Years in company: ______ 

3. Degree: no degree/practical engineer/BA/MA/PhD 

4. Age: _______ 

5. Level of employment:  Employee/manager/executive 

6. Since working in the company I participated in a workshop on 

innovation/managers course in the company  YES/NO 

7. Is your company: Manufacturer/ Governmental 

 

Part 2: Quantitative Part 

There are several statements in the following table, please mark to which lev-

el of agreement you agree with each of the following statements. (1 = strong-
ly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = nor disagree nor agree, 4 =agree, 5 = strongly 

agree; X = do not know) 
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Statement 1 2 3 4 5 X 

The leaders in the company encourage creativity and innovation       

The company has a formal approach for generating ideas and using 

creativity/innovation to address business issues 

      

I use Brainstorming more often       

The company break downs barriers between different functional 

areas so that ideas can be exchanged 

      

The company encourages team work       

The general atmosphere is pro-innovation       

I feel more creative today as compared before training (d-Vision/e-

Vision) 

      

The company‘s mission statement specifically mentions creativity 

and/or innovation 

      

The company performances in innovation are high       

The company has programs to encourage innovation       

The innovation training programs improved my ability to be inno-

vative 

      

I work often in teams       

The company is successful in developing new products and getting 

them to market 

      

My ability to be more innovative has developed        

There are quantified goals for innovation and its impact on future 

performance 

      

Innovation is part of my day-to-day missions       

Innovation is celebrated and rewarded?       

Senior management encourage innovation by demonstrating that 

―It‘s okay to fail‖ 

      

My critical thinking has improved       

Entrepreneurs and creative employees are supported?       

The company is open to learning from your competitors and other 

industries? 

      

Innovation is part of my DNA       

The company is successful in exploiting the diversity of people‘s 

talents? 

      

I have developed critical thinking skills       

I have developed an expertise in team work       
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If you participated in innovation training: 

With which of the following statements can you agree that you have devel-

oped from your innovation training: 

 

 

 
 

Part 3: Performance Part (10 minutes) 

Please write down as much ideas you think can be used with a: 

1) Clip 

 

2) Garbage Can 

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 X 

Out of the box thinking       

Focus on many answers       

Questioning everything even if things are very obvi-

ous 

      

Bringing up many ideas.       

Never say ―It‘s impossible‖.       

Always ask why? Take nothing for granted       

I have developed critical thinking skills       
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SHIFTING BETWEEN MODES OF THOUGHT: A 
DOMAIN-GENERAL CREATIVE THINKING 
SKILL? 
 

ANDREW PRINGLE, PAUL T. SOWDEN,  
CARYS DEELEY & SARIKA SHARMA 

 

 

Abstract 

In this chapter we argue that shifting between different modes of thought, 

termed ‗mode shifting‘ for short, is a fundamental cognitive skill underlying 

human creative thinking across different domains.  We introduce empirical 

evidence revealing a relationship between mode shifting and creativity.  Find-

ings also show a relationship between mode shifting, as assessed by the mode 

shifting index (MSI), and creativity across five different domains, as assessed 

by the Kaufman domains of creativity scale (K-DOCs), suggesting that mode 

shifting is important for creativity across different domains.  However, find-

ings demonstrate that the relationship between mode shifting and creativity 
hinges on the component of mode shifting (metacognitive awareness of shift-

ing or shifting competence), with certain components more important in some 

domains than others.  In sum, mode shifting has domain-specific in addition 

to domain-general elements.  We conclude the chapter by discussing the im-

plications of our findings for creativity training and educational practice.  

Keywords: mode shifting, creative cognition, domain specificity, metacogni-

tion, creativity training   

1. Defining creativity  

Creativity is a multifaceted construct (Ward & Kolomyts, 2010; Kauf-
man, 2009). We use Plucker, Beghetto & Dow‘s (2004) definition which cap-

tures this quality defining creativity as “the interaction among aptitude, pro-

cess and environment by which an individual or group produces a perceptible 

product that is both novel and useful as defined within a social context‖. Ap-

titude reflects ability and affective influences and can be shaped by experi-

ence and learning. Processes reflect activities, such as creative problem solv-

CHAPTER TEN 
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ing, which when engaged in may lead to creative outcomes. The environment 

refers to the present context an individual or group is operating in (Plucker, 

Beghetto & Dow, 2004).  This definition of creativity applies across all do-

mains.  For example to be deemed creative, both a design for a new 

smartphone and an artwork must be novel and useful, where we can further 
define useful as being specified, valuable, meaningful, relevant or worthwhile 

(Plucker & Beghetto, 2004).  Evidently a novel artwork may be useful be-

cause experiencing it induces a meaningful experience in the beholder while a 

novel smartphone design may be useful because it increases the value of the 

experience, for example containing a more sophisticated camera than compet-

itor models.  The key point is that novelty and usefulness are components of 

any outcome, an idea or product, across any domain and these are both neces-

sary components imbuing it with the quality of being creative (Cropley & 

Kaufman, 2012).      

  

2. Definition of the different modes of thought and mode 
shifting  

 

The conceptualisation of two fundamental modes, types or stages of 

thinking is a key component of many models of creativity (see Sowden, Prin-

gle & Gabora, 2015 for a review of these models).  Here, we draw specifical-

ly on a subset of these models (Gabora, 2010; Gabora & Ranjan, 2013; How-

ard-Jones, 2002; Kaufman, 2011; Vartanian, 2009) that closely agree on the 
characteristics of the two modes of thinking.  In these models the two modes 

are differentiated based on their attentional characteristics.  Similar to Gabora 

(2010), we use the label ‗associative‘ to describe a mode of thought charac-

terised by defocused attention and ‗analytic‘ to describe a mode of thought 

characterised by focused attention.  Models of creativity also emphasise the 

importance of shifting between the two different modes of thinking during the 

creative process (see Sowden, Pringle & Gabora, 2015 for a review).  Paral-

lels have been drawn between associative and divergent thinking and analytic 

and convergent thinking (Gabora, 2010; Martindale, 1999).  However it has 

been argued that divergent thinking, also termed ideation, involves an ele-

ment of analysis in the form of evaluations of previously generated ideas 

(Runco, 2010). Further, the process of insight described by Mednick (1962) 
as an associative process involves convergence on a single idea or solution, 

which also requires analysis and evaluation.  Hence simple mappings be-

tween associative thinking and divergent thinking and between analytic think-

ing and convergent thinking are not possible (see Sowden, Pringle & Gabora, 

2015 for an elaboration of these arguments but see also Tanner & Reisman, 

2014 for alternative conceptualisations). Associative and analytic modes of 

thinking are involved in both divergent and convergent thought.  Shifting may 

occur in either direction between associative and analytic modes, for example 

shifting from analytic to associative thinking may enable one to overcome 
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being ‗stuck in a rut‘ while shifts from associative to analytic thinking enable 

the evaluation of previously generated novel insights (Gabora & Ranjan, 

2013).  Thus, associative and analytic thinking are interwoven and both must 

be harnessed to effectively generate and evaluate in order to produce creative 

ideas or products.    
In terms of Plucker, Beghetto & Dow‘s (2004) definition of creativity, 

mode shifting can be defined as a process humans engage in that may lead to 

a creative outcome.  Gabora & Ranjan (2013) view mode shifting as a process 

that all humans are capable of performing but others (Howard-Jones, 2002) 

have also proposed that there exist individual differences in the ability to shift 

between different modes of thought.  These proposals are mutually compati-

ble and we view mode shifting as both a process and an aptitude on which 

people differ.  A final important point about mode shifting is that it may be 

influenced by the environment/context in which a person is operating.  Gabo-

ra & Ranjan (2013) term shifting ‗contextual focus‘ and describe it as the 

capacity to modulate the focus of attention to match the demands of the cur-

rent situation. Shifting is conceptualised as occurring in response to changes 
in the nature of a task one is working on or the situation one is in.  To illus-

trate, the nature of a problem requiring a creative solution may at first be ill 

defined but becomes progressively better defined as the problem solver works 

on it (Vartanian, 2009).  During the stage when the problem is ill defined one 

may rely more on the associative mode to think laterally about how to ap-

proach the problem.  Later in the task, once an approach has been decided on, 

one may rely more on the analytic mode to determine how to implement it 

(Gabora & Ranjan, 2013). Additionally, this may be a non-linear process with 

problem solvers going ―back to the drawing board‖ and re-engaging the asso-

ciative mode to search for a new way of approaching the problem if they dis-

cover, using the analytic mode that their initial strategy was ineffective and is 
leading towards a dead end.   Ill-defined ‗creative‘ problems may therefore 

engage mode shifting to a greater extent than ‗non creative‘ well-defined 

problems which have one correct solution with a logical deductive procedure 

(Schraw, Dunkle & Bendixen, 1995), underpinned by an analytic mode of 

thought, guaranteed to reach that solution. 

In sum, mode shifting appears to be a fundamental component of creative 

thinking and, like creativity, is multifaceted being an interaction between 

one‘s aptitude in carrying out shifts between different modes of thought, the 

process of shifting and the environment within which one is operating. 

 

3. Is mode shifting a domain-general or domain specific 
creative thinking skill? 

 

Novelty and usefulness lie at the core of definitions of creativity, defini-

tions that apply across domains from the arts to the sciences (Plucker & 

Beghetto. 2004). We have presented the case in the previous section of this 
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chapter in support of mode shifting as a fundamental thinking skill that ena-

bles humans to produce novel ideas that are also useful.  On the face of it, 

mode shifting would appear be to a domain-general thinking skill, important 

for creativity across domains.  The notion that mode-shifting could be a do-

main-general creative thinking skill leads us to one of the core debates in cre-
ativity research and to the heart of what it means to ‗be creative‘ (Baer & 

Kaufman, 2005).   This debate concerns the extent to which there are com-

mon elements, for example the same cognitive processes, underlying creativi-

ty in different domains, termed the domain-general position, or whether crea-

tivity in one domain such as design is completely different to creativity in 

another such as poetry (Baer & Kaufman, 2005).  The latter position is 

termed the domain-specific view.  In other words, is creativity the same thing 

across multiple domains or are we just applying the same term ―creativity‖ to 

the products of processes, abilities and environments that in reality differ 

widely across domains?  Is there a creative equivalent of the g-factor in intel-

ligence (Barbot & Tinio, 2015) or does creative ability in one domain repre-

sent a highly specialized suite of knowledge and skills that can‘t easily be 
transferred in order to be creative in another?  This is not simply a debate of 

theoretical importance it also has practical implications for the design of crea-

tivity training programs and educational practice (Baer, 1996; 1997; 1998).   

 

3.1 A bridge between domain specific and domain general 
views of creativity: the Amusement Park Theoretical (APT) Mod-
el of Creativity   

 

A helpful response to this debate was proposed by Baer & Kaufman 

(2005) in the form of their Amusement Park Theoretical model of creativity 

(APT). The APT draws upon the metaphor of an amusement park to bring 

together both domain-general and domain-specific views of creativity in a 

hybrid model.  The reasoning behind the amusement park metaphor is to 

highlight how domain-general and domain specific factors are linked togeth-

er.  For example, initial requirements required for creativity across all do-
mains are likened to the basic requirements needed to visit any amusement 

park, for example having a ticket for the park.  The general thematic areas in 

the APT model are likened to deciding what amusement park to visit, for ex-

ample a water park or a zoo (Baer & Kaufman, 2005).  The APT model pre-

sents a hierarchical view of creativity, going from domain-general at the high-

est level to sequentially more domain specific as you move down the hierar-

chy.  At the top of the hierarchy is a set of initial requirements required in 

order to be creative across all domains.  Initial requirements are a basic level 

of intelligence, motivation and the right environment to express one‘s creativ-

ity (Baer & Kaufman, 2005).  The next level down the hierarchy is the gen-

eral thematic area in which one can be creative, for example within the arts 

and science.  Within each of these general thematic areas are more specific 
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domains such as dance, music (for the arts) and for example biology, geology 

and computer science (for the sciences) (Baer & Kaufman, 2005; Kaufman, 

2009).  Within each domain there are micro-domains that consist of the spe-

cific tasks one does in a domain, for example studying fruit flies may be a 

task that helps one develop creative insights in one of biology‘s micro-
domains but may be of little use in others (Baer & Kaufman, 2005).  The lev-

el of micro-domains is at the bottom of the hierarchy and represents highly 

specialized domain-specific expertise. 

The question then is at what level does mode shifting sit in the APT hier-

archy? On the face of it mode shifting would appear to be important across all 

domains, and if so would sit at the level of initial requirements.  However the 

role of mode shifting and creativity across different thematic areas or do-

mains has yet to be explored.  Previous work has suggested a relationship 

between mode shifting and creativity but has only relied on domain-general 

measures of creative potential (Vartanian, 2009; Vartanian, Martindale & 

Kwiatowksi, 2007; Dorfman, Martindale, Gassimova & Vartanian, 2008).  As 

such, this did not allow for the relationship between mode shifting and crea-
tivity across different thematic areas or domains to be examined.   

 

4. The present work   
 

The empirical work presented in this chapter focuses on examining if 

mode shifting is associated with creativity across different thematic areas/

domains.  We used the Kaufman Domains of Creativity Scale (K-DOCs) 

(Kaufman, 2012) as a measure of creativity across domains and the mode 

shifting index (MSI) (Pringle & Sowden, under review) as a measure of mode 
shifting.   A sample of participants (N = 56) aged between 16 and 56 years of 

age (M =29, SD =11) completed both the K-DOCs and the MSI and a series 

of other task based measures (see below) on-site at the University of Surrey 

in the UK. Regression analyses were run to examine the relationship between 

mode shifting and creativity across different domains.  

 

4.1 Mode shifting index (MSI) 
 

The MSI is a self-report measure based on a conceptual framework of 
mode shifting which proposes mode shifting has two components (Pringle & 

Sowden, under review). The first component is shifting competence.  This 

reflects the effectiveness of the operation of a shifting mechanism that shifts 

the balance of thinking by regulating the intensity of use of both the associa-

tive and analytic modes such that one may be more active than the other, or 

both may be equally active (or inactive).  The second component is metacog-

nitive awareness.  This includes one‘s awareness of the individual modes of 

thinking, and of the shifting process itself (Sowden, Pringle & Gabora, 2015), 

for example, monitoring when one is shifting or not and one‘s rate of shifting 
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during a task, and thus awareness of how effective one is at shifting.  The 

MSI has previously demonstrated validity by showing that participants study-

ing or working in architecture, an occupation that might be expected to re-

quire shifting in order to devise creative solutions (Cross, 2011; Dorst & 

Cross, 2011), reported greater metacognitive awareness of shifting compared 
to two control groups, from medicine and other professions (Pringle & 

Sowden, under review).  It is also worth noting that in the aforementioned 

study all groups (architecture, medicine & other professionals) reported levels 

of metacognitive awareness of shifting and shifting competence that differed 

from the minimum possible values.  These findings suggest that mode shift-

ing is at least to some extent evidenced across different domains.  Finally, the 

MSI has also been shown to be capable of capturing differences in mode 

shifting expected as a function of the environment/context in which a person 

is operating (Gabora & Ranjan, 2013).  Specifically, architects reported great-

er mode shifting in their professional role compared to within their everyday 

life (Pringle & Sowden, under review).  

 

4.2 Kaufman Domains of Creativity Scale (K-DOCs) 
 

The K-DOCs is a self-report measure of self-perceived creativity across 

five broad domains; self-everyday, scholarly, performance, mechanical/

scientific and artistic (Kaufman, 2012). These broad domains appear to lie 

somewhere between the general thematic areas and specific domains of the 

APT model.  The important point for our purposes is the K-DOCs allows us 

to examine if the relationship between mode shifting and creativity is similar 

or differs across a diverse set of domains. 
The K-DOCs asks participants to report how creative they rate them-

selves at performing a variety of different acts such as ‗helping other people 

cope with a difficult situation‘ and ‗figuring out how to fix a buggy comput-

er‘.  There are 50 acts in total that fall into the five broad domains of creativi-

ty measured.  The measure asks participants to indicate how creative they 

think that they are in comparison to people of approximately the same age 

and life experience as them.  For given acts that participants have not per-

formed, they are asked to estimate their creative potential based on their per-

formance on similar tasks.  Participants are asked to indicate responses to 

each act on a five point scale, with 1 indicating they are much less creative 

and 5 indicating they are much more creative in comparison to their peers of 
approximately the same age and life experience.  Creativity is scored by sum-

ming the scores of all acts that refer to the same domain giving five separate 

domain scores for creativity.      
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4.3 Assessing the validity of the self-report measures of creativi-
ty and mode shifting in the present sample  

 

To complement the K-DOCs and MSI, we included a brief measure of 

divergent thinking in the form of the Product Improvement test from the Tor-

rance tests of creative thinking (Torrance, 1974), a consensual assessment of 

the functional creativity of designs (Cropley & Kaufman, 2012) produced on 

the disposable coffee cup design task (Jansson & Smith, 1991; Chrysikou & 

Weisberg, 2005) and a measure of set-breaking (Gasper, 2003).  The presence 

of relationships between K-DOCs domains and task based measures from the 

coffee cup design task, product improvement test and mental set task would 

indicate that, within our sample, K-DOCs domain scores are capturing one‘s 
actual creative performance and real mode shifting behaviour and not merely 

one‘s self-perception of creativity (Kaufman, 2012) or mode shifting.  The 

reasons for expecting positive relationships between certain K-DOCs do-

mains and task-based measures of creativity and mode shifting are explained 

for each task-based measure in turn. 

 

4.3.1. Product improvement test 
 

The product improvement test enabled us to assess if the scores for crea-
tivity on the K-DOCs dimensions correlated with divergent thinking, as di-

vergent thinking is a measure of creative potential.  Further, there is good 

evidence that divergent thinking ability is related to actual creative perfor-

mance. For instance, the Torrance tests of creativity thinking (TTCT) 

(Torrance, 1974), of which the product improvement test is one component, 

demonstrated that divergent thinking was a strong predictor of later creative 

achievement (Plucker, 1999).  Hence indices of divergent thinking perfor-

mance from the product improvement test will enable an assessment of the 

validity of the K-DOCs domain measures.  

Furthermore, the generation of ideas and judgements and evaluations of 

them are fundamental to divergent thinking tasks (Runco, 2010).  Specifical-
ly, the product improvement test requires individuals to generate novel ways 

of changing an existing stuffed toy elephant so that children will have more 

fun playing with it. The instructions and scoring criteria specify that respons-

es must be focused on things that could conceivably make the toy more fun 

for children to play with and do not instead fulfil different purposes, such as 

making the toy do your homework (Torrance, 1974). Since this task requires 

the generation of ideas which also must have utility in fulfilling the purpose 

of making the toy more fun to play with, it would appear to require the use of 

both associative and analytic modes of thought.  Hence product improvement 

test scores would also be expected to capture individual differences in mode 

shifting.  Evidence for a relationship between product improvement test 
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scores and MSI measures would support the validity of the MSI as a valid 

measure of mode shifting.   

There are three measures of divergent thinking on the product improve-

ment test: fluency, originality and flexibility.  The total fluency score is calcu-

lated by adding up all appropriate responses. The total score for originality 
consists of the total number of responses that are distinct from a set of fre-

quently generated responses listed in the test manual. Also listed in the manu-

al are different categories that responses fall into. For example suggestions 

for adding bells and adding a squeaker would both fall into the same category 

of ‗adding things that means the toy will make a noise‘. The suggestion to 

give it a removable trunk would fall into a different category. The score for 

flexibility consists of the total number of different categories that partici-

pant‘s responses fall into. 

 

4.3.2. Coffee cup design task 
 

The reason for including the coffee cup design task was to assess if 

scores on the K-DOCs dimensions correlated with the functional creativity of 

designs produced on the task.  Functional creativity is a measure of the crea-

tivity of a product, in this case a design, which takes account of both the 

design‘s novelty and usefulness (Cropley & Kaufman, 2012).  It therefore 

was a measure of actual creative performance against which we could assess 

the validity of K-DOCs domain scores.  Further, its emphasis on measuring 

both novelty and usefulness means that it may also tap mode shifting.     

For this task participants were presented with a brief asking them to solve 

a problem concerning flaws with a disposable coffee cup and, in the process, 
come up with their own designs for disposable coffee cups. Participants were 

presented with a brief together with a set of constraints that designs must ad-

here to and also a set of criteria previously used by Silvia et al. (2008) to em-

phasize ways that they could make the designs more creative.   

Functional creativity was assessed using a consensual assessment of the 

creativity of disposable coffee cup designs (Cropley & Kaufman, 2012).  Us-

ing the revised creative solution diagnosis scale, designs were rated by three 

independent raters and a single score for functional creativity for each rater 

obtained from this scale (Cropley & Kaufman, 2012).  Cronbach‘s alpha 

showed a moderate level of consistency of ratings of functional creativity 

across raters (α= .68), above the required threshold (Amabile, Conti, Coon, 
Lazenby & Herron, 1996).  Participants often produced more than one design 

for a disposable coffee cup.  For each participant we obtained a single score 

for functional creativity by taking the mean of his or her two most creative 

designs (See Silvia et al. 2008 for a similar approach).   
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4.3.3. Mental set task  
      

The mental set task is used to measure set-breaking (Gasper, 2003) and 
was included in order to further validate if the MSI captures real shifting be-

haviour.  Specifically, strong evidence for the validity of the shifting compe-

tence component of the MSI is currently lacking (Pringle & Sowden, under 

review).  The set-breaking task would appear to tap how effectively one‘s 

shifting mechanism operates.  It has been argued that the mental set task taps 

a key facet of creativity, namely one‘s ability to flexibly generate a novel and 

appropriate alternate strategy when an established ‗mental set‘ strategy has 

been shown to fail (Gasper, 2003).  The mental set task comprises a series of 

12 problems.  For the first six problems there is only one strategy that can be 

used to solve the problem.  Prior to working on the series of problems partici-

pants are presented with an exemplar showing them how to solve the prob-
lems using a specific strategy.  This exemplar and the first six problems are 

designed to prime participants into using this strategy with the aim of ensur-

ing they get stuck in a set way of approaching the problems; termed the men-

tal set strategy.  Two subsequent problems, numbered seven and eight, can be 

solved by either the mental set strategy or an alternative strategy, which par-

ticipants have to discover for themselves.  The key aspect of the task for our 

purposes appears on problem number nine, which cannot be solved by the 

mental set strategy and instead can only be solved by an alternative strategy.  

The change from following a rule-based analytic strategy, the mental set strat-

egy, to the need to broaden one‘s attentional focus to discover a novel prob-

lem solving strategy suggests a shift from analytic to associative thinking is 

required.  Thus, this task appears to tap the competence with which one can 
shift the balance of thinking away from an established analytic strategy to an 

associative mindset conducive to discovering a new approach.  The need to 

identify when the rule-based strategy has failed may also require metacogni-

tive awareness of shifting (Pringle & Sowden, under review).  

 

4.4. Measures of intelligence, inhibition and working memory  
 

Finally, we also included measures of intelligence, inhibition and work-

ing memory.  These were included to examine how key cognitive abilities are 
associated with different components of mode shifting and creativity across 

different domains.  The APT model of creativity categorises intelligence as an 

initial requirement (Baer & Kaufman, 2005) hence we would expect it to be 

important and required for creativity across domains.  However, previous 

work has demonstrated that beyond a certain level of intelligence there is no 

relationship between intelligence and creativity (Runco, 2010).  Since our 

sample consists of university students we may therefore find no association 

between intelligence and creativity in the present sample.  Further, research 

has suggested a positive relationship between inhibition and creativity 
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(Carson, Peterson & Higgins, 2003) and between working memory and diver-

gent thinking (Takuechi et al. 2011).  The APT however leaves unspecified as 

to where working memory and inhibition might fit within the hierarchy of the 

model.  Intelligence, inhibition and working memory were measured using 

the matrix-reasoning subtest from the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelli-
gence (WASI) (Wechsler, 1999), the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) and the Au-

tomated Reading span (ARSPAN) task (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock & Engle, 

2005) respectively.  

 

4.5. Hypotheses   
 

In this section we state the series of hypotheses we tested through regres-

sion analyses. Prior to listing each hypothesis we explain the reasoning be-

hind the prediction, referring to prior theory and research. 

 

4.5.1. Examining the relationship between mode shifting and 
creativity across different domains 

 

The Amusement Park theoretical model of creativity suggests that some 

abilities may be more important to success in some creative domains while 

other abilities may be more important to success in others (Baer & Kaufman, 
2005).  While mode shifting would appear to be important across domains for 

the reasons we argued earlier, certain components of mode shifting may in-

deed be more important in some domains than others.   A tentative rationale 

for hypotheses was therefore proposed based on differences in the types of 

abilities that would appear to be important in performing creative acts in dif-

ferent domains.   

We predicted that within the mechanical/scientific domain, where estab-

lished methods of operating would appear deeply entrenched, a strong shift 

between modes may be required to break away from an entrenched analytic 

mode of thinking to enter an associate mode conducive to discovering new 

approaches. For example, items on the mechanical/scientific scale include 
―writing a computer program‖ and ―helping to carry out or design a scientific 

experiment‖ that would appear to require an extended sequence of logical 

step-by-step activities involving analytic thinking. Specifically, ―writing a 

computer program‖ presumably draws on a step-by-step sequence of logical 

coding rules, whilst ―helping to carry out or design a scientific experiment‖, 

on following a set sequence of rules to establish that the experiment has the 

required rigour.  To produce creative solutions for these activities may there-

fore require a strong shift from an entrenched analytic sequence of thinking to 

an associative mode conducive to leaving the ‗well-worn path‘ to discover a 

new approach.   This line of reasoning suggests that the extent to which one is 

able to shift, that is shifting competence, will predict scores on the K-DOCs 

mechanical/scientific scale.  The hypothesis is summarised as follows: 
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H1: Shifting competence will positively predict creativity scores on the K

-DOCs mechanical/scientific scale. 

 

It is less clear how metacognitive awareness of shifting might be related 
to mechanical/scientific creativity.  It could however be important to be aware 

of when the analytic mode of thinking is not working. For example when a 

rule based strategy for computer programming is not working, engaging the 

associative mode to generate a workaround may help one to reach a solution. 

Greater metacognitive awareness of shifting should help one to identify the 

need to shift in situations like this and hence lead to more creative solutions 

in the mechanical/scientific domain.  The hypothesis is summarised as fol-

lows: 

 

H2: Metacognitive awareness of shifting will positively predict creativity 

scores on the K-DOCs mechanical/scientific scale.   

 
Within the domain of artistic creativity, metacognition may be important 

to monitor the degree to which one‘s current mode of thinking is functioning 

correctly so as an optimal point is reached between idea generation and evalu-

ation (Basadur, 1995).  For example, in the context of artistic practice it 

would seem important for one to actively monitor the global progress of an 

artwork (e.g. a drawing) one is working on and to be aware of which areas of 

the artwork are going better than others (Fayena-Tawil, Kozbelt & Sitaras, 

2011).  Applying one‘s metacognition in this way could enable one to adjust 

the balance between associative and analytic thinking to be more analytic if 

there are problems in the global progress of the artwork or problems in cer-

tain areas of it are identified.  There is also some evidence supporting the 
importance of metacognition in the artistic domain.  Fayena-Tawil, Kozbelt & 

Sitaras (2011) conducted a study examining the thinking processes of artists 

and non-artists as they created original drawings, finding that artists evi-

denced more metacognition concerning monitoring the emerging progress of 

drawings than non-artists.   Greater metacognitive awareness of shifting may 

have helped the artists in this study maintain an optimal balance between the 

two different modes of thinking with this being important to producing a cre-

ative end product.  The hypothesis is summarised as follows: 

 

H3: Metacognitive awareness of shifting will positively predict creativity 

scores on the K-DOCs artistic scale.   

 
The capacity to shift may still aid the process of actually conducting 

shifts between different modes of thinking during the creative process in the 

artistic domain.  As such it was tentatively predicted that: 
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H4: Shifting competence will positively predict creativity scores on the K

-DOCs artistic scale. 

 

It was not clear how mode shifting would be associated with creativity in 

K-DOCs domains other than mechanical/scientific and artistic.  The reason 
for this is that there is no prior research investigating the relationship between 

mode shifting and domain specific measures of creativity in performance, 

self/everyday or scholarly domains. Hence no specific predictions were made 

for performance, self/everyday or scholarly creativity. 

The extent to which relationships between mode shifting on the MSI and 

creativity on the K-DOCs domains differ across professional and everyday 

contexts depends on whether people do the same activities, as captured by the 

K-DOCs items, at study or work as they do in their non-study/work time.  For 

example, people studying or working in certain fields that have work specific 

activities requiring mode shifting, for example designing scientific experi-

ments (Cross, 2011; Dorst & Cross, 2011), may display greater mode shifting 

in their professional context, that is at study or at work, than they do in their 
everyday context, that is during their non-study/work time.  Previous research 

has already shown that those studying or working in architecture display 

greater metacognitive awareness of shifting in their professional context, 

where mode shifting would appear to be particularly important (Lawson, 

1997), compared to their everyday context (Pringle & Sowden, under re-

view).  However, the direction of the difference in mode shifting between 

professional and everyday contexts is difficult to predict because we do not 

have data concerning the extent to which participants engaged in activities 

(e.g. designing a scientific experiment) in any of the K-DOCs domains in 

their everyday compared to their professional context.  As such we propose 

the following two non-directional hypotheses: 
 

H5: The relationship between metacognitive awareness of shifting and K-

DOCs creativity in each domain will vary as a function of the context in 

which mode shifting is measured.    

 

H6: The relationship between shifting competence and K-DOCs creativi-

ty in each domain will vary as a function of the context in which mode shift-

ing is measured.         

 

4.5.2. Examining the validity of the K-DOCs domains as 
measures of creativity in the current sample  

 

There is some existing evidence that supports the validity of the five 

broad K-DOCs domains.  Specifically, scores on the five K-DOCs domains 

have evidenced a profile of correlations with personality factors consistent 

with prior research examining the relationship between personality and crea-
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tivity with domain specific measures of creativity.  To summarise, work by 

Kaufman (2012) showed that, mirroring work by King, Walker, & Broyles 

(1996), McCrae, (1987) and Silvia, Kaufman, & Pretz (2009), openness posi-

tively correlated with all K-DOCs domains other than mechanical/scientific 

creativity.  Consistent with prior research by Kaufman, Cole, & Baer (2009) 
and Silvia, Kaufman, & Pretz (2009), K-DOCs performance creativity was 

positively correlated with extraversion (Kaufman, 2012).  Finally, similar to 

Feist (1993) and Silvia, Kaufman, Reiter-Palmon, & Wigert (2011), K-DOCs 

mechanical/scientific creativity was negatively correlated with agreeableness 

and like Silvia, Kaufman, & Pretz (2009) was also positively correlated with 

emotional stability.  

This body of evidence suggests the K-DOCs domains are valid measures.  

However, there is a lack of prior research examining the relationship between 

K-DOCs domain scores and actual creative performance.  While there was a 

lack of prior research on which to base our predictions we examined the 

alignment between measures of task based creativity and the K-DOCs items 

comprising K-DOCs domains in order to make tentative predictions.  As ar-
gued earlier, the product improvement test requires one to generate novel 

ideas, that is ways of changing an existing stuffed toy elephant, and ensuring 

that these ideas also have utility, so that children will have more fun playing 

with it.  The coffee cup design task requires one to generate novel designs for 

a disposable coffee cup that have utility by way of meeting a set of con-

straints that designs are required to adhere to.   

The creative behaviours captured by certain domains of the K-DOCs 

would appear similar to the activities one must perform to achieve creative 

performance on the product improvement test and coffee cup design task.  

We tentatively predicted relationships between K-DOCs mechanical/

scientific, artistic and scholarly domains with the two task based measures of 
creative performance for the following reasons.  

The K-DOCs mechanical/scientific scale includes items that, like the 

coffee cup design task, tap design ability such as ―helping to carry out or de-

sign a scientific experiment‖ and ―building something mechanical (like a ro-

bot)‖.  Like the product improvement test the mechanical/scientific scale ap-

pears to tap one‘s ability to both produce something novel that is also useful, 

specifically a ―scientific experiment‖ or a ―computer program‖.  As such we 

predicted that:  

 

H7: K-DOCs mechanical/scientific domain scores will positively predict 

functional creativity on the coffee cup design task   

 
H8: K-DOCs mechanical/scientific domain scores will positively predict 

divergent thinking as indexed by product improvement measures   

 

The K-DOCs artistic scale includes items that tap one‘s creativity in pro-

ducing an artwork, for example ―drawing a picture of something I‘ve never 
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actually seen (like an alien)‖ and ―sketching a person or object‖.  The coffee 

cup design task requires people to draw novel designs for disposable coffee 

cups on paper so both would appear to tap a similar creative drawing ability 

to that measured by the K-DOCs artistic scale.  The product improvement test 

requires one to simply list changes one would make to a toy elephant in writ-
ing as opposed to drawing those changes.  However, research has shown that 

university students with majors in the fine and performing arts score higher 

on divergent thinking than non-arts majors (Silvia et al., 2008).  Hence we 

would expect a relationship between the K-DOCs artistic scale and divergent 

thinking ability.  The following predictions were made:   

 

H9: K-DOCs artistic domain scores will positively predict functional 

creativity on the coffee cup design task. 

 

H10: K-DOCs artistic domain scores will positively predict divergent 

thinking as indexed by product improvement measures    

     
Kaufman (2012) proposes that the scholarly dimension of the K-DOCs 

involves ―creative analysis‖ (p. 300).  The concept of ―creative analysis‖ is 

embodied by K-DOCs items that form the scholarly scale such as ―figuring 

out how to integrate critiques and suggestions while revising a work‖. This 

item taps one‘s ability to both analyse and generate ideas and appears similar 

to the product improvement test instruction to change an existing stuffed toy 

elephant so it is more fun for children to play with and the coffee cup design 

task instruction to solve a problem concerning flaws with a disposable coffee 

cup and, in the process, come up with your own creative designs for disposa-

ble coffee cups.  As such we predicted that: 

 
H11: K-DOCs scholarly domain scores will positively predict functional 

creativity on the coffee cup design task   

 

H12: K-DOCs scholarly domain scores will positively predict divergent 

thinking as indexed by product improvement measures   

 

4.5.3. Examining the validity of the MSI as a measure of mode 
shifting in the current sample  

 

We explained earlier the rationale, from a conceptual standpoint, of ex-

pecting set breaking to be positively associated with MSI shifting competence 

and metacognitive awareness of shifting.  There is however no previous work 

that has examined the relationship between mode shifting and set breaking. 

There is evidence of correlations between skill transfer errors, which resem-

ble the failure to break mental set on Lunchins (1942) mental set problems, 

and a latent measure of attentional disengagement formed from measures of 
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attentional switching and inhibition (Woltz, Gardner & Gyll, 2000).  These 

findings lend some evidence to suggest that the mental set task involves atten-

tional flexibility, which, as argued earlier, appears related to mode shifting.  

There were two measures of set breaking, set breaking before and set break-

ing after the set-breaking problem was presented.  Gasper (2003) only pro-
posed the latter to be a measure of creative thinking.  However, conceptually 

speaking, both measures would appear to tap mode shifting and there is no 

reason to expect that the relationships between components of mode shifting 

will differ across everyday and professional contexts. As such, we made the 

following predictions: 

 

H13: Metacognitive awareness of shifting will positively predict set 

breaking both before and after the set-breaking problem is presented 

 

H14: Shifting competence will positively predict set breaking both before 

and after the set-breaking problem is presented 

 
Finally, since both functional creativity on the coffee cup design task and 

divergent thinking on the product improvement test would appear to involve 

mode shifting, we also made the following predictions.  Again, there is no 

reason to expect that the relationships between components of mode shifting 

will differ across everyday and professional contexts: 

 

 H15: Metacognitive awareness of shifting will positively predict the 

functional creativity of designs on the coffee cup design task 

 

H16: Shifting competence will positively predict the functional creativity 

of designs on the coffee cup design task 
 

H17: Metacognitive awareness of shifting will positively predict diver-

gent thinking on the product improvement test  

 

H18: Shifting competence will positively predict divergent thinking on the 

product improvement test  

 

5. Results  
 
Linear regressions were performed to investigate if there were linear rela-

tionships between different measures.  Linear regressions were only per-

formed between measures that preliminary bivariate correlations revealed 

were correlated. Marginally significant regressions were those with p value‘s 

of <.10 but >.05 where the power of tests was < .8. 
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5.1. Examining the relationship between mode shifting and creativity across 

different domains 

 

We ran a set of linear regressions to explore whether the four MSI 

measures predicted each of the five K-DOCs domains. Linear regressions are 
reported in table 1.   

 

 
Table 1: Results of the linear regressions with MSI measures as predictor variables and K-DOCs 

domains as outcomes 

 

The linear regression with shifting competence in a professional context 

as the predictor variable and K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity as the 

outcome variable revealed that K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity was 

significantly predicted by SP competence (F (1, 52) = 11.35, p = .001). The 

unstandardized B and standardized Beta are significantly different from zero 

(t = 3.37, p= .001).  R2 indicates that 18% of the variance in K-DOCs Me-

chanical/Scientific creativity was explained by SP competence.  A second 

linear regression with shifting competence in a professional context as the 

predictor variable and K-DOCs scholarly creativity as the outcome variable 
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revealed that SP competence was a marginally significant predictor of K-

DOCs scholarly creativity (F (1, 52) = 2.91, p = .09). The unstandardized B 

and standardized Beta are marginally significantly different from zero (t = 

1.71, p= .09).  R2 indicates that 5% of the variance in K-DOCs scholarly crea-

tivity was explained by SP competence.  
A linear regression with metacognitive awareness of shifting in a profes-

sional context as the predictor variable and K-DOCs performance creativity 

as the outcome variable revealed that K-DOCs Performance creativity was 

significantly predicted by SP awareness (F (1, 52) = 6.24, p = .02). The un-

standardized B and standardized Beta are significantly different from zero (t 

= 2.50, p= .02).  R2 indicates that 11% of the variance in K-DOCs Perfor-

mance creativity was explained by SP awareness. As was the case in the pro-

fessional context, K-DOCs performance creativity was also significantly pre-

dicted by metacognitive awareness of shifting in the everyday context (F (1, 

52) = 7.55, p = .01). The unstandardized B and standardized Beta are signifi-

cantly different from zero (t = 2.75, p= .01).  R2 indicates that 13% of the 

variance in K-DOCs Performance creativity was explained by SE awareness.  
A linear regression with metacognitive awareness of shifting in a profes-

sional context as the predictor variable and K-DOCs artistic creativity as the 

outcome variable revealed that K-DOCs artistic creativity was significantly 

predicted by SP awareness (F (1, 52) = 5.89, p = .02). The unstandardized B 

and standardized Beta are significantly different from zero (t = 2.43, p= .02).  

R2 indicates that 10% of the variance in K-DOCs performance creativity was 

explained by SP awareness. As was the case in the professional context, K-

DOCs artistic creativity was also significantly predicted by metacognitive 

awareness of shifting in the everyday context (F (1, 52) = 5.89, p = .02). The 

unstandardized B and standardized Beta are significantly different from zero 

(t = 2.43, p= .02).  R2 indicates that 10% of the variance in K-DOCs perfor-
mance creativity was explained by SE awareness.  

A linear regression with shifting competence in an everyday context as 

the predictor variable and K-DOCs self/everyday creativity as the outcome 

variable revealed that SE competence was a marginally significant predictor 

of K-DOCs self/everyday creativity (F (1, 52) = 3.73, p = .06). The unstand-

ardized B and standardized Beta are marginally significantly different from 

zero (t = 1.93, p= .06).  R2 indicates that 7% of the variance in K-DOCs per-

formance creativity was explained by SE competence.  

Considered as a whole, these findings demonstrate that there is a relation-

ship between mode shifting and creativity and that this relationship holds 

across different domains.  Scores on K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity 

were predicted by shifting competence in a professional context.   Scores on 
K-DOCs performance creativity were predicted by metacognitive awareness 

of shifting reported in both professional and everyday contexts.  Similarly, 

scores on K-DOCs artistic creativity were also predicted by metacognitive 

awareness of shifting reported in both professional and everyday contexts.  

Scores on K-DOCs self/everyday creativity were predicted by shifting com-
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petence in an everyday context and scores on K-DOCs scholarly creativity 

were predicted by shifting competence in a professional context, albeit these 

two findings were only marginally significant.  All relationships were posi-

tive, with greater metacognitive awareness of shifting or greater shifting com-

petence associated with higher creativity. 
It is important to note that different components of mode shifting were 

associated with creativity in different domains.  Namely, shifting competence 

in a professional context predicted K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity 

and, to a lesser extent, scholarly creativity.  Shifting competence in an every-

day context predicted K-DOCs self/everyday creativity.  Metacognitive 

awareness of shifting in both professional and everyday contexts predicted 

creativity in both K-DOCs performance and artistic domains.  These findings 

are discussed further in the discussion section.  

 

5.2. Examining the validity of the K-DOCs domains as 
measures of creativity in the current sample  

 

It was important to establish the validity of K-DOCs scores as measures 

of actual creativity in our sample by examining the relationship between par-

ticipant‘s K-DOCs domain scores and task based measures of creativity.  Lin-

ear regressions were run to examine the relationship between K-DOCs do-

main scores and task based measures of creativity from the product improve-

ment task (Torrance, 1974) and the disposable coffee cup design task 
(Jansson & Smith, 1991; Chrysikou & Weisberg, 2005) scored using a con-

sensual assessment of the functional creativity of coffee cup designs (Cropley 

& Kaufman, 2012). K-DOCs domain scores were entered as the predictor 

variables and task based measures of creativity as the outcomes in linear re-

gressions. Linear regressions are reported in table 2 below.   
 

 
Table 2: Results of linear regressions with K-DOCs domain scores as predictor variables and 

task based measures of creativity as outcomes 
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A linear regression with K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity as the 

predictor variable and product improvement originality as the outcome varia-

ble revealed that product improvement originality was significantly predicted 

by K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity (F (1, 52) = 4.48, p = .04). The 
unstandardized B and standardized Beta are significantly different from zero 

(t = 2.12, p= .04).  R2 indicates that 8% of the variance in product improve-

ment originality was explained by K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity.   

A linear regression with K-DOCs artistic creativity as the predictor varia-

ble and product improvement originality as the outcome variable revealed 

that product improvement originality was significantly predicted by K-DOCs 

artistic creativity (F (1, 52) = 9.29, p = .004). The unstandardized B and 

standardized Beta are significantly different from zero (t = 3.05, p= .004).  R2 

indicates that 15% of the variance in product improvement originality was 

explained by K-DOCs artistic creativity.  Similarly, a linear regression with K

-DOCs artistic creativity as the predictor variable and product improvement 

fluency as the outcome variable revealed that product improvement fluency 
was significantly predicted by K-DOCs artistic creativity (F (1, 52) = 3.97, p 

= .05). The unstandardized B and standardized Beta are significantly different 

from zero (t = 1.99, p= .05).  R2 indicates that 7% of the variance in product 

improvement fluency was explained by K-DOCs artistic creativity. Finally, a 

linear regression with K-DOCs scholarly creativity as the predictor variable 

and functional creativity on the coffee cup design task as the outcome varia-

ble revealed that K-DOCs scholarly creativity was a marginally significant 

predictor of functional creativity (F (1, 52) = 3.38, p = .07). The unstandard-

ized B and standardized Beta are significantly different from zero (t = 1.84, 

p= .07).  R2 indicates that 6% of the variance in functional creativity was ex-

plained by K-DOCs scholarly creativity.     
Regressions revealed positive associations for three out of five K-DOCs 

domains with scores on measures of creativity. Creativity reported within the 

K-DOCs mechanical/scientific domain was a significant predictor of product 

improvement originality.  Creativity reported within the K-DOCs artistic do-

main was a significant predictor of both product improvement originality and 

fluency scores.  K-DOCs scholarly creativity was a marginally significant 

predictor of the functional creativity of designs produced on the coffee cup 

design task.  There were no significant relationships between task-based 

measures of creativity and K-DOCs self/everyday or K-DOCs performance 

creativity.  In sum, these findings demonstrate some evidence for the validity 

of the K-DOCs artistic, mechanical/scientific and, to a lesser extent, scholarly 

domains as measures of actual creative performance.     
 

5.3. Examining the validity of the MSI as a measure of mode shifting in 
the current sample 
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Previous research has provided evidence that the MSI is a valid measure 

of one‘s metacognitive awareness of mode shifting (Pringle & Sowden, under 

review).  As stated previously, evidence for the validity of the shifting com-

petence component of mode shifting requires further assessment.  In order to 

address this, we examined whether self-reported shifting competence was 
associated with a task-based measure of shifting; the mental set task (Gasper, 

2003).  Regressions were run to examine the relationship between one‘s ten-

dency to break set on the mental set task and self-reported shifting on the 

MSI.  Only a subset (N = 33) of the full sample was included in these anal-

yses.  The reason for this was that only 33 participants had established the 

mental set in the first place.  In order to ensure that participants‘ had switched 

strategy and, as we argued earlier, had shifted to a new mode of thought it 

was crucial that we ensured they were following the rule based mental set 

strategy in the first place.   

A series of Logistic regressions were performed to determine if mode 

shifting reported on the four MSI components predicted task based mode 

shifting as indexed by the two measures of set breaking on the mental set 
task; breaking set before and after the set breaking problem was presented. 

Logistic regressions were performed instead of linear regressions as scatter-

plots suggested that scores on both of the measures of breaking set were not 

continuous and there was some evidence of homoscedacity.  Regressions are 

presented in table 3.    
 

 
Table 3: Results of logistic regressions with MSI scores as predictor variables and whether set 

was or was not broken (before or after the set breaking problem) as the dichotomous outcome 

variable.  The p-values reported are those for the Wald test.   

 

A first set of logistic regressions were performed with participants divid-

ed to form a dichotomous measure of those who had broken set after the set 
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breaking item and those who had not broken set after the set breaking item 

had been delivered.  This outcome variable was entered into two separate 

logistic regressions, one with SP competence as predictor and the other with 

SE awareness as a predictor.   

A test of the full model with SP competence against a constant only mod-
el was statistically significant, χ2 (1, N =33) = 8.13, p = .004; nagalkerke R2 

= .29, indicating SP competence did successfully distinguish between those 

evidencing no instances of set breaking after the set breaking item and those 

evidencing at least one instance of set breaking after the set breaking item.  

Prediction success was mixed with 82.4% of the group who demonstrated at 

least one instance of set breaking being correctly predicted but only 50% of 

the group demonstrating no instances of set breaking correctly predicted, for 

an overall success rate of 68%.  Table 3 shows the regression coefficient, 

Wald statistic, odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval.  According to the 

Wald criterion, shifting competence in a professional context predicted set 

breaking group (z= 5.12, p=.02).  A large odds ratio of 9.54 indicated that a 

one unit increase in the predictor, SP competence, resulted in just over a 9-
fold increase in the odds of being a member of the group who demonstrated at 

least one instance of set breaking after the set breaking problem.   

A test of the full model with SE awareness against a constant only model 

failed to reach statistical significance, χ2 (1, N =33) = 1.30, p = .25; na-

galkerke R2 = .05, indicating SE awareness did not successfully distinguish 

between those evidencing no instances of set breaking after the set breaking 

item and those evidencing at least one instance of set breaking after the set 

breaking item.  Prediction success was poor with 58.8% of the group who 

demonstrated at least one instance of set breaking being correctly predicted 

and only 50% of the group demonstrating no instances of set breaking cor-

rectly predicted, for an overall success rate of 54.5%.  The regression coeffi-
cient, Wald statistic, odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval are shown in 

table 3. According to the Wald criterion, metacognitive awareness of shifting 

in an everyday context failed to predict set breaking group (z= 1.23, p=.27).   

A second set of logistic regressions were performed with participants 

now divided to form a dichotomous measure of those who had broken set 

before the set breaking item and those who had not broken set before the set 

breaking item had been delivered.  This outcome variable was entered into 

two separate logistic regressions, one with SP awareness as predictor and the 

other with SE awareness as a predictor.   

A test of the full model with SP awareness against a constant only model 

was statistically significant, χ2 (1, N =33) = 4.01, p = .05; nagalkerke R2 

= .16, indicating SP awareness did successfully distinguish between those 
evidencing no set instances of set breaking before the set breaking item and 

those evidencing at least one instance of set breaking before the set breaking 

item.  Prediction success was poor with 90.1% of the group who demonstrat-

ed no instances of set breaking being correctly predicted but only 9.1% of the 

group demonstrating at least one instance of set breaking correctly predicted, 
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for an overall success rate of 63.6%. The regression coefficient, Wald statis-

tic, odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval are shown in table 3.  Accord-

ing to the Wald criterion, metacognitive awareness of shifting in a profession-

al context was a marginally significant predictor of set breaking group (z= 

3.25, p=.07).  A small odds ratio of .78 indicated that a one unit increase in 
the predictor, SP awareness, resulted in a 22 % increase in the odds of being a 

member of the group who demonstrated no instances of set breaking before 

the set-breaking problem.  

A test of the full model with SE awareness against a constant only model 

was marginally significant, χ2 (1, N =33) = 3.57, p = .06; nagalkerke R2 

= .14, suggesting that SE awareness did successfully distinguish between 

those evidencing no set instances of set breaking and those evidencing at least 

one instance of set breaking before the set breaking problem.  Prediction suc-

cess was poor with 90.9% of the group who demonstrated no instances of set 

breaking being correctly predicted but only 18.2% of the group demonstrating 

at least one instance of set breaking correctly predicted, for an overall success 

rate of 66.7%. The regression coefficient, Wald statistic, odds ratio and its 
95% confidence interval are shown in table 3.  According to the Wald criteri-

on, metacognitive awareness of shifting in an everyday context was a margin-

ally significant predictor of set breaking group (z= 3.10, p=.08).  A small 

odds ratio of .85 indicated that a one unit increase in the predictor, SE aware-

ness, resulted in a 15% increase in the odds of being a member of the group 

who demonstrated no instances of set breaking before the set-breaking prob-

lem.   

The analyses with logistic regressions demonstrated that there is only a 

positive relationship between shifting competence in a professional context 

and the odds of set breaking after the set-breaking problem was presented; 

that is on problem numbers 10, 11 and 12 when only an alternative to the 
mental set strategy can be used to solve the problem.  Conversely, the logistic 

regressions with SP awareness and SE awareness suggested a negative rela-

tionship between metacognitive awareness of shifting and set breaking before 

the set-breaking problem was presented; that is on problems seven and eight 

when either the mental set or an alternative strategy can be used to solve the 

problem.  The findings with metacognitive awareness of shifting were how-

ever only marginally significant.  As such, findings only provide strong sup-

port for the hypothesis that shifting competence in a professional context is 

positively associated with the tendency to break set after the set-breaking 

item.      

A final set of linear regressions were performed to examine if MSI com-

ponents of shifting predicted divergent thinking on the product improvement 
test.  The results of these regressions are displayed in table 4.  We did not run 

linear regressions to examine the relationship between MSI component scores 

and functional creativity on the coffee cup design task because bivariate cor-

relations failed to reveal any significant relationship between functional crea-

tivity and MSI components.   
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Table 4: Results of linear regressions with MSI scores as predictor variables and product im-

provement measures as outcome variables 

 

The linear regression with metacognitive awareness of shifting in a pro-

fessional context as the predictor variable and product improvement originali-

ty as the outcome variable revealed that product improvement originality was 

significantly predicted by SP awareness (F (1, 52) = 6.34, p = .02). The re-
gression coefficient and its standard error, standardized beta and the values of 

R2 and adjusted R2 are shown in table 4. The unstandardized B and standard-

ized Beta are significantly different from zero (t = 2.52, p= .02).  R2 indicates 

that 11% of the variance in Product improvement originality was explained 

by SP awareness.  

The linear regression with metacognitive awareness of shifting in a pro-

fessional context as the predictor variable and fluency as the outcome varia-

ble revealed that SP awareness was a marginally significant predictor of prod-

uct improvement fluency (F (1, 52) = 3.41, p = .07).  Table 4 shows the re-

gression coefficient and its standard error, standardized beta and the values of 

R2 and adjusted R2.  The unstandardized B and standardized Beta are margin-
ally significantly different from zero (t = 3.10, p= .07).  R2 indicates that 6% 

of the variance in Product improvement fluency was explained by SP aware-

ness. SP competence failed to significantly predict Product improvement 

originality (F (1, 52) = 2.82, p = .10).  

In summary, there was support for the prediction that metacognitive 

awareness of shifting would positively predict product improvement original-

ity and, to a lesser extent, fluency scores.  This was a context specific effect, 

found only for metacognitive awareness of shifting in a professional not with-

in an everyday context.  We failed to find support for the prediction that there 

would be a positive relationship between shifting competence and divergent 

thinking on the product improvement test or for the hypothesized positive 

relationship between MSI components and functional creativity. 
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5.4. Latent abilities/tendencies that overlap between creativity 
and mode shifting across different domains 

 

The analyses conducted on the data up to this point have only examined 

relationships between pairs of measures in order to test hypothesized relation-

ships between mode shifting and creativity or between the K-DOCs, MSI and 

task based measures of creativity and mode shifting respectively.  A different 

but complementary approach is to conduct exploratory analyses of how per-

formance on different measures of mode shifting (from the MSI and mental 

set task) and creativity (from the K-DOCs, product improvement test and the 

coffee cup design task) together with scores on the additional measures of IQ, 

working memory and inhibition cluster together.  An advantage of exploring 
which variables cluster together is that this approach is free of a priori as-

sumptions concerning the nature of the relationships expected.  It thus com-

plements the previous analysis using regressions where we tested a priori 

hypotheses and specifically, helps us understand the latent abilities/tendencies 

that overlap between creativity and mode shifting across different domains.   

Two different forms of analyses were performed in order to examine how 

scores on different measures cluster together.  In light of the present study‘s 

relatively small sample size a regularized exploratory factor analysis (REFA) 

was run to examine which measures load on to the same factors.  This has 

been recommended as an alternative to principal components analysis with 

small sample sizes similar to those in the present study (Jung & Lee, 2011).  
A hierarchical cluster analysis was also performed to examine which 

measures cluster together.  If a similar structure is revealed across these two 

different methods then that would strengthen the argument that measures that 

cluster together are tapping similar latent abilities/tendencies.    

The REFA was run in MATLAB using code developed by Jung & Lee 

(2011).  Running REFA based on this code resulted in six factors being ex-

tracted based on the Kaiser criterion. The regularization scheme used for the 

REFA was based on the anti-image assumption since it was not clear that 

unique variances were constant across items (S.Jung, personal communica-

tion, November 28, 2013; Jung & Lee, 2011; Konecna, Weiss, Lhota & Wall-

ner, 2012).  These factors were subjected to an oblique (geomin) rotation. In 

accordance with the recommendations of Jung & Lee (2011) loadings equal 
to and above .35 were defined as salient loadings.  These are displayed in 

table 5.  For measures loading on multiple factors we based our interpretation 

only on the factor on which the measure loaded highest.   
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Table 5: Regularized exploratory factor analysis run on the full sample (N=54) with the 16 

measures as items.   Only loadings >.35 are displayed. 

 
Metacognitive awareness in both everyday and professional contexts, 

shifting competence in an everyday context, K-DOCs performance and artis-

tic creativity loaded onto factor one, suggesting that these measures tap simi-

lar latent abilities. Metacognitive awareness in both everyday and profession-

al contexts were the highest loading components on this factor so it was la-

belled ‗metacognitive awareness of shifting involved in performance and ar-

tistic creativity‘. Unsurprisingly, the three product improvement test measures 

loaded onto factor two so this factor was simply labelled ‗product improve-

ment creativity‘.  Factor three showed that the same latent abilities underlie 

shifting competence in the professional context, mechanical/scientific creativ-

ity, proportion of times breaking set after the set breaking item and working 

memory as measured by the RSPAN total correct measure.  All items loaded 
to a similarly high degree on this factor so it was termed ‗shifting competence 

in a professional context, working memory and set breaking after the set 

breaking item related to mechanical/scientific creativity‘.  No MSI measures 

of mode shifting loaded onto factor four but it did show that similar latent 

abilities underlie self/everyday, scholarly and the functional creativity of de-

signs.  The highest loading items on this factor were scholarly and self/

everyday creativity and hence it was labelled ‗the overlap between scholarly 

and self/everyday creativity related to functional creativity‘. Unsurprisingly 

factor five demonstrated that similar latent abilities underlie set breaking be-

fore and after the set breaking item.  This factor was thus labelled ‗set break-

ing‘.  Finally, no MSI measures of mode shifting loaded onto factor six but it 
showed that similar latent abilities underlie inhibition and intelligence.  The 
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highest loading item on factor six was inhibition so this factor was labelled 

‗inhibition and intelligence‘. 

A hierarchical cluster analysis was performed with measures as cases and 

the participants as variables.  Scores on each measure were z-scored to over-

come scaling differences between variables and the method of complete link-
age, also known as furthest neighbour, was employed.  The use of complete 

linkage avoided degenerating solutions being produced (C. Fife-Schaw, per-

sonal communication, June 2013).  It also can be used when clusters are of 

different sizes as was clearly the case here (Everitt, Landau, Leese & Stahl, 

2011).  The dendrogram based on complete linkage is shown in figure 1 be-

low.   
 

 
Figure 1: Cluster analysis of the 16 measures.  The proposed “cut” of the dendrogram is indicat-

ed by the dashed line.   

 

As can be seen from table 5 and figure 1, both the REFA and cluster 

analyses revealed six factors/clusters of measures.  A similar factor/cluster 

structure was revealed using the two different methods.  Specifically, the RE-

FA revealed that metacognitive awareness of shifting in both a professional 

and everyday context, shifting competence in an everyday context and K-

DOCs artistic and performance creativity all loaded onto one factor; factor 
one in table 5.  A cluster with the exact same measures was also revealed by 

the cluster analysis.  The REFA also revealed a factor, factor number three in 
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table 5, with salient loadings for shifting competence in a professional con-

text, K-DOCs mechanical creativity, working memory, as indexed by the 

RSPAN total correct measure, and the proportion of times participants broke 

set after the set breaking item on the mental set task.  The cluster analysis 

revealed a cluster with the same set of measures minus the measure of the 
proportion of times participants broke set after the set breaking item on the 

mental set task. 

We were primarily interested in the two factors/clusters mentioned above 

because they contained our primary measures of interest, MSI mode shifting 

and K-DOCs creativity domain scores, and because they were also similar 

across REFA and cluster analyses.  However we also briefly mention the oth-

er factors/clusters that were found.  The REFA and cluster analyses both re-

vealed a factor/cluster with K-DOCs self/everyday creativity, scholarly crea-

tivity and the functional creativity of designs from the coffee cup design task.  

The REFA but not the cluster analysis revealed that intelligence, as measured 

by WASI matrix reasoning T scores, was also a part of this grouping.  Both 

the REFA and cluster analyses revealed a factor/cluster with the three differ-
ent product improvement scores.  The REFA revealed that metacognitive 

awareness of shifting in an everyday context was also part of this grouping.  

The final cluster revealed by both analyses included intelligence and inhibi-

tion.  The REFA also revealed that K-DOCs artistic and performance creativi-

ty was also part of this grouping. 

Returning to the two factors/clusters that we were primarily interested in, 

it was interesting to note that creativity in the K-DOCs domains of art and 

performance and three components of the MSI (metacognitive awareness of 

shifting in both a professional and everyday context, shifting competence in 

an everyday context) loaded onto one factor/cluster while creativity in the K-

DOCs mechanical/scientific domain and MSI shifting competence in a pro-
fessional context, together with working memory, loaded onto another.  The-

se findings complement those obtained from the analyses of correlations and 

regressions.  Specifically they suggest that the latent abilities/tendencies in-

volved in metacognitive awareness of shifting in both professional and every-

day contexts and shifting competence in the everyday context overlap with 

those required to be creative in artistic and performance domains.  In contrast, 

the latent abilities/tendencies involved in shifting competence in the profes-

sional context and also working memory overlap with those required to be 

creative in the mechanical/scientific domain. 

 

6. Discussion  
 
6.1. Summary of the key findings 

 

We found evidence to support the hypothesis that there is a positive rela-

tionship between mode shifting and creativity.  These findings are in accord-
ance with those found in prior research on creativity and mode shifting that 
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employed domain-general measures of creativity (Vartanian, 2009; Var-

tanian, Martindale & Kwiatowksi, 2007; Dorfman, Martindale, Gassimova & 

Vartanian, 2008).  Further, the current findings are the first we know of that 

demonstrate a positive relationship between mode shifting and creativity 

across different domains.  Specifically, relationships between mode shifting 
and creativity were evidenced in the domains of mechanical/scientific, perfor-

mance and artistic creativity as measured by the Kaufman domains of creativ-

ity scale (K-DOCs).  There was also some evidence of a relationship between 

mode shifting and creativity in the scholarly and self/everyday domains, albe-

it the evidence for these relationships was weaker.     

Importantly, findings revealed that the relationship between mode shift-

ing and creativity within each domain hinged on the component of mode 

shifting being measured by the Mode Shifting Index (MSI).  Different com-

ponents of mode shifting were associated with creativity in different domains.  

Metacognitive awareness of shifting was positively associated with K-DOCs 

creativity in performance and artistic domains.  In contrast, shifting compe-

tence was positively associated with K-DOCs creativity in mechanical/
scientific, scholarly and self/everyday domains.  In some cases these relation-

ships were also dependent on the context in which mode shifting was report-

ed.  Specifically, only shifting competence in one‘s professional context was 

associated with creativity in mechanical/scientific and scholarly domains and 

only shifting competence in one‘s everyday context was associated with self/

everyday creativity.  In contrast, metacognitive awareness of shifting in both 

one‘s professional and everyday context was associated with K-DOCs artistic 

and performance creativity.  The REFA and cluster analyses revealed that 

similar latent abilities underlie working memory, shifting competence in 

one‘s professional context and K-DOCs mechanical/scientific creativity.  

 

6.2. Are the K-DOCs and MSI valid measures of creativity and 
mode shifting respectively? 

 

Three out of the five K-DOCs domains that we expected to be valid 

measures of actual creative performance did indeed demonstrate evidence of 

validity.  Specifically, creativity in the mechanical/scientific domain was pos-

itively associated with the originality of solutions generated on the product 

improvement divergent thinking task, creativity in the artistic domain was 

positively associated with both product improvement originality and fluency 
and scholarly creativity was positively associated with the functional creativi-

ty of designs produced on the coffee cup design task, albeit this last associa-

tion was less strong. In sum, artistic, mechanical/scientific and, to a lesser 

extent, scholarly domains of the K-DOCs demonstrate validity as measures of 

actual creative performance on the measures used in the present study.     

The Mode Shifting Index (MSI) also demonstrated validity as a measure 

of mode shifting.  Specifically, shifting competence was positively associated 
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with the odds of breaking set after the set-breaking problem was presented.  

However, the positive association between shifting competence and set break-

ing only held true for shifting competence reported in the professional and not 

the everyday context.  Further, there was no relationship between shifting 

competence and set breaking before the set-breaking problem was presented.  
In direct contrast to our predictions, the metacognitive awareness component 

of the MSI actually demonstrated a negative relationship with set breaking 

before the set-breaking problem, albeit this effect was relatively weak.  Meta-

cognitive awareness of shifting did demonstrate a positive relationship with 

divergent thinking on the product improvement task.  This finding supports 

our prediction that divergent thinking involves mode shifting, and is another 

source of evidence for the validity of the MSI as a measure of mode shifting.  

This was a context specific effect, found only for metacognitive awareness of 

shifting in a professional and not within an everyday context.  We failed to 

find any support for the hypothesised relationship between shifting compe-

tence and divergent thinking on the product improvement test.  We also failed 

to find any support for our prediction that MSI scores would index the mode 
shifting we expected to be required on the coffee cup design task, with func-

tional creativity on this task unrelated to any MSI mode shifting components.   

In sum, MSI shifting competence in a professional context did demon-

strate validity as a measure of real life mode shifting and there was indirect 

evidence, by way of the positive relationship with product improvement di-

vergent thinking, that metacognitive awareness of shifting in a professional 

context was also a valid measure of mode shifting.  These findings build on 

previous work demonstrating the MSI to be a valid measure (Pringle & 

Sowden, under review) and in particular strengthen the case for the validity of 

the shifting competence component. 

 

6.3. Is mode shifting a domain-general or domain specific crea-
tive thinking skill? 

 

As we argued in section 3, from a theoretical standpoint mode shifting 

would appear be to a domain-general thinking skill, important for creativity 

across domains.  Our findings showing that there is at least some relationship 

between at least one component of mode shifting and creativity in all five K-
DOCs domains appears to provide support for the position that mode shifting 

is a domain general creative thinking skill.  However, when you examine the 

relationship between creativity and mode shifting at the more fine-grained 

level of the individual MSI components, a more complex picture emerges.  

The relationships between MSI components of mode shifting and creativity in 

different K-DOCs domains are summarised in figure 2.   
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Figure 2:  A conceptual diagram of the relationship between the four components of mode shift-

ing measured by the MSI and the five domains of creativity measured by the K-DOCs.  The solid 

arrows represent significant linear regressions between the measures.  The dashed arrows repre-

sent marginally significant linear regressions between the measures.      

 

Metacognitive awareness of shifting, simply termed ‗shifting awareness‘ 

in figure 2, is the only component associated with creativity in artistic and 

performance domains and shifting competence is the only component associ-

ated with creativity in mechanical/scientific and scholarly domains.  These 
findings suggest a divide between the arts and the sciences, with metacogni-

tive awareness more important for creativity in the former and shifting com-

petence more important for creativity in the latter.  Of course the individual K

-DOCs items for scholarly creativity would appear to encompass activities in 

not just the sciences but also in other academic areas such as the humanities 

and other industries such as journalism.   

The distinction between the arts and the sciences is however interesting 

as it may help us to understand why different components of shifting were 

associated with creativity in different domains.  Specifically, in the sciences 

there would appear to be a need to shift from an established way of doing 

things, supported by the analytic mode of thinking, to a more associative 

mode to discover a novel solution to a problem.  For example, Items on the 
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mechanical/scientific domain of the K-DOCs such as ‗writing a computer 

program‘ may involve following a series of established steps to write the pro-

gramming code but at points, one has to break away from these entrenched 

ways of working to develop novel strategies such as a workaround to over-

come problems that one has never encountered before.  Shifting competence 
may capture how good one is at breaking away from an established method to 

adopt a novel strategy to solve an impasse.  This is exactly what the measure 

of set-breaking after the set breaking problem on the mental set task 

measures.  On this task the set-breaking problem induces the impasse and the 

participant is required to generate a novel workaround.  It makes sense then 

that the ability to generate novel solutions after this impasse, as measured by 

set breaking after the set-breaking item, was related to both shifting compe-

tence and mechanical/scientific creativity.  The ability to break away from an 

entrenched established way of working might require a strong shift.  This 

strong shift may tap the effectiveness with which one‘s shifting mechanism, 

as indexed by shifting competence, can alter the balance of thinking to be 

more associative.   
In contrast, in the arts people may be less entrenched at any time in one 

mode of thinking or another and, as such, one‘s competence in shifting out of 

one entrenched mode of thought and into another may be less important.  

Previous findings showing that artists demonstrated more metacognition in 

monitoring the emerging progress of their drawings than non-artists (Fayena-

Tawil, Kozbelt & Sitaras, 2011) are consistent with ours that show a positive 

relationship between metacognitive awareness of shifting and artistic creativi-

ty. Metacognitive awareness of shifting may be more important than shifting 

competence in the arts and used to monitor and make subtle adjustments in 

order to keep an optimal balance between the use of the two modes of 

thought.        
Whether or not mode shifting is conceived as a domain-general or do-

main-specific creative thinking skill depends on how broadly mode shifting 

itself is conceived.  Considered as one single entity, mode shifting appears 

important for creativity across all domains.  However when viewed as a series 

of distinct inter-related components, the relationship between mode shifting 

and creativity appears more domain specific, with a differentiation between 

the skills required in the arts versus the sciences.   

 

6.4. Theoretical implications of taking a domain-general or do-
main-specific view of mode shifting 

 

The present findings shed light on where mode shifting fits in the hierar-

chy of the amusement park theoretical (APT) model of creativity.  Mode 

shifting appears to fit best in the APT model at the level of the general the-

matic areas of the arts and science, with metacognitive awareness of shifting 

in the arts area and shifting competence in the science area.  There are a num-
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ber of reasons why this distinction is important.  Firstly, future empirical 

studies that aim to examine the relationship between mode shifting and crea-

tivity should focus on choosing measures most likely to capture mode shifting 

in the study‘s creative domain of interest.  Measures that tap one‘s compe-

tence shifting would seem better suited to capturing mode shifting that im-
pacts on creativity in science while measures that tap one‘s metacognitive 

awareness of mode shifting would seem better suited to capturing mode shift-

ing that impacts on creativity in the arts.  If one takes a domain-general view 

of mode shifting then one may end up unknowingly selecting the wrong 

measures, for example measures of shifting competence, which on the basis 

of the present findings would fail to show a relationship with creativity in the 

artistic domain.  Furthermore, research using neuroscientific methods to study 

mode shifting may gain clearer results by measuring mode shifting at the 

more fine-grained level of its individual components.  A similar point has 

previously been made by Dietrich (2004) with respect to the neuroscientific 

study of divergent thinking.  

Finally, it is also important to highlight that the context in which the MSI 
component of shifting competence was measured in, professional or every-

day, impacted on whether a relationship between mode shifting and creativity 

was found.  The APT model of creativity doesn‘t currently account for the 

importance of context.  The related construct of environment is listed as an 

initial requirement, that is one must be operating in an environment condu-

cive to creativity to be able to express it (Baer & Kaufman, 2005).  However, 

our findings demonstrate that context should be included further down the 

hierarchical model, interacting with the shifting competence component of 

mode shifting.  

Clearly, research such as that reported in the present work which disen-

tangles the different processes involved in mode shifting and creativity, to-
gether with the impact of context, may help us better understand why mode 

shifting benefits creativity in different domains (Baer & Kaufman, 2005).   

    

6.5. Practical implications of taking a domain-general or domain
-specific view of mode shifting 

 

The most obvious areas that present findings appear to have implications 
for is in creativity training and educational practice.  It has previously been 

argued that  ―creativity training programs tend to assume (either implicitly or 

explicitly) that creativity is a general skill or set of skills that can be applied 

in any domain to help solve any problem more creatively‖ (p. 159, Baer & 

Kaufman, 2005).  However this approach is ineffective with evidence that 

creativity training on one task often fails to transfer to other tasks, even with-

in the same domain (Baer, 1996). It has previously been argued that teaching 

strategies could be designed giving students practice at shifting between the 

different modes of thought so they can learn how to freely shift (Howard-
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Jones, 2002).  Taking a domain-specific view of mode shifting and closely 

matching the component of mode shifting with the activities required within a 

given domain should help one to develop an effective program that targets the 

specific component of mode shifting useful for creative thinking in the given 

domain.  For example, practice at strengthening one‘s shifting mechanism to 
allow it to perform a strong shift to a more associative mode from an en-

trenched analytic mode of thinking may be important for unlocking one‘s 

creativity in the mechanical/scientific domain.  In contrast, practice in apply-

ing one‘s metacognitive awareness of shifting to better identify when it is best 

to adjust the balance between associative and analytic modes of thinking may 

be important for aiding one‘s creativity in the artistic domain.  In sum, taking 

a domain-specific view of mode shifting would appear beneficial for training 

people in creative thinking skills.  Furthermore taking a domain-specific ap-

proach doesn‘t preclude one from choosing a creative thinking skill that can 

benefit one‘s creativity across different domains.  Metacognitive awareness of 

shifting was associated with creativity in both artistic and performance do-

mains, suggesting training one in this skill would benefit creativity in both. 
 

6.6. Limitations and future research  
 

It is important to note that the present findings only demonstrate a pre-

dictive relationship between mode shifting and creativity across different 

domains.  Future research should go further and look for indicators of mode 

shifting during the creative process to examine how mode shifting impacts on 

the products produced at the end of that process within different domains.  

For example, researchers could employ think-aloud protocols or ERP‘s to 
identify such indicators and examine mode shifting as the creative process 

unfolds (Sowden, Pringle & Gabora, 2015).  While the majority of the effects 

found were in line with those predicted, it was surprising to find a lack of an 

association between MSI mode shifting components and functional creativity 

on the coffee cup design task.  This was particularly surprising given previous 

findings have shown elevated mode shifting in a group studying/working in 

the design discipline of architecture (Pringle & Sowden, under review).  It 

could simply be that the measure of functional creativity didn‘t tap design 

creativity in this case; it may instead better capture ―creative analysis‖ or self/

everyday creativity as demonstrated by its association with scholarly creativi-

ty and also self-everyday creativity in the factor analysis.  Future research is 
needed to examine if measures of mode shifting are associated with genuine 

design creativity.  The findings showing similar latent abilities underlie work-

ing memory, shifting competence in one‘s professional context and K-DOCs 

mechanical/scientific creativity suggests a role for working memory in mode 

shifting.  It is at present unclear what this role is and further research is re-

quired in order to examine the role of working memory in the link between 
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shifting competence in one‘s professional context and K-DOCs mechanical/

scientific creativity.    

 

6.7. Conclusions 
 

The purpose of this chapter was to examine if shifting between modes of 

thought, termed ‗mode shifting‘ for short, is a domain general thinking skill 

important for creativity across multiple domains.  The findings of the present 

work do indeed demonstrate a relationship between mode shifting, as as-

sessed by the mode shifting inventory (MSI) (Pringle & Sowden, under re-

view) and creativity across different domains, as assessed by the Kaufman 

domains of creativity scale (K-DOCs).  However, when the relationship be-

tween creativity and mode shifting was examined at the more fine-grained 

level of the individual MSI components, a more complex picture emerged.  
Different components of mode shifting were associated with creativity in 

different domains, with shifting competence associated with mechanical/

scientific creativity and metacognitive awareness of shifting associated with 

artistic and performance creativity.  We argue that mode shifting fits into the 

amusement park theoretical model of creativity at the level of the general 

thematic areas, with a distinction between the component of mode shifting 

more important in science, that is shifting competence, and the component of 

mode shifting more important in the arts, metacognitive awareness of shift-

ing.  This distinction is important both for informing future research examin-

ing the relationship between mode shifting and creativity and for the design 

of creativity training programs, that should focus on fostering the operation of 

the specific component of mode shifting important for creativity in a given 
domain. 
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ALIGNMENT OF CREATIVITY TOOLS AND 
TECHNIQUES WITH THEORY AND  
RESEARCH 

 
JONAN DONALDSON 

 

Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to map popular creativity tools and techniques 

according to diverse areas of creativity research and theory. To this end, an 

integrative literature review was conducted which resulted in a conceptual 

model which encompasses the diversity of research theory and research. This 

study demonstrated that mapping creativity tools and techniques to theory and 

research is possible. It also found that creativity tools and techniques domi-
nantly address particular areas, and that there is potential for development of 

creativity tools and techniques in other areas. 

Keywords: Creativity tools, creativity techniques, creativity research, align-

ment, literature review, conceptual model 

Introduction 

Creativity has been a topic of increasing interest in the public imagination 

over the last half century, with the intensity of interest growing rapidly since 

the era of Silicon Valley startup companies bringing terms such as ―fail often, 

fail fast‖ and ―rapid prototyping‖ to our collective consciousness. A natural 
consequence of this increased interest in creativity is the growth of a creativi-

ty industry with consultants, speakers, and authors providing a seemingly 

limitless plethora of tools and techniques touted as surefire methods of im-

proving creativity. 

Meanwhile, creativity research and theory in the academic literature has 

blossomed into what often feels like a dizzying array of highly-specific lines 

of research. Creativity research can be found in nearly every academic disci-

pline, including education, psychology, sociology, business, anthropology, 

design, the arts, and neurology. 

Although some academics such as Runco (2006, 2014) have written 

about research-based tools and techniques for enhancing creativity, many 

popular books about creativity tools and techniques have been written which 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 
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contain very little in the way of reference to creativity theory and research 

literature. It is therefore often unclear as to which creativity tools and tech-

niques can be said to be grounded in the literature, which are grounded in the 

experience of creativity practitioners such as creativity consultants, and which 

are merely the product of creative imagination. 

Purpose Statement 

This study seeks to map creativity tools and techniques in a popular book, 

Thinkertoys: A Handbook of Creative-Thinking Techniques, 2nd Edition 

(Michalko, 2006), to the relevant research and theory in the academic litera-

ture. Because the landscape of creativity theory and research is extremely 

diverse, the mapping of creativity tools and techniques can only be accom-

plished in a coherent manner by first tackling the development of a conceptu-

al framework. 

Research Questions 

This study seeks to address two questions: 1) Is it possible to create a 

conceptual framework which encompasses the diverse lines of creativity re-

search? and 2) Is it possible to use such a framework to map creativity tools 
and techniques according to relevant lines of research and theory literature? 

Methodology 

This study used an integrative literature methodology to develop a con-

ceptual framework encompassing the widest possible range in terms of the 

various lines of creativity theory and research literature. Although seminal 

works were included, the majority of the literature included in this study was 

limited to those published within the last fifteen years. 

The literature was analyzed to identify the most common themes, con-

cepts, and terminology. These were then analyzed in conjunction with refer-

ence back to the literature for relationships between the identified themes, 

concepts, and terminology. The relationship analysis was then used to con-
struct a conceptual framework to describe the landscape of creativity research 

and theory. 

The conceptual framework was applied to an analysis of the creativity 

tools and techniques in one book (Michalko, 2006) to determine the relation-

ships between each tool or technique and the relevant area of creativity re-

search or theory literature. 

Findings: Conceptual Framework 

The review of the themes, concepts, and terminology in the literature 

revealed thirty dominant lines of inquiry (listed in alphabetical order): abduc-

tive reasoning, analogical thinking, autonomy, collaboration, conceptual com-
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bination, convergent thinking, creative self-efficacy, divergent thinking, elab-

oration, framing (procedure), framing (cognitive process), generative atmos-

phere, idea generation, identification of problem or need, incubation, insight, 

lowered inhibition, metacognitive processes, metaphor creation, mindfulness 

and reflectiveness, openness to experiences, pattern recognition, persever-
ance, perspective taking, playfulness, preparation, refining, synthetic think-

ing, tolerance of ambiguity, and unconscious cognition. These thirty lines of 

inquiry were then analyzed for relationships to each other, which led to fur-

ther analysis to identify natural categories or family-groupings. This analysis 

revealed four broad categories into which each of the lines of inquiry could 

be interpreted: 

· States of Mind Conducive to Creative Production 

· Contextual and Environmental Attributes Conducive to Creative 

Production 

· Elements, Stages, or Steps in Creative Processes 

· Cognitive Processes Involved in Creative Production 

These four broad categories will be referred to hereafter as conceptual 
frameworks and shortened in this paper to Creative State of Mind, Creative 

Context and Environment, Creative Process Model, and Creative Cognitive 

Processes. 

Each of the thirty lines of inquiry were then situated within their respec-

tive categories, and visualized roughly according to their relationships to each

-other and according to the general frequency at which they appear in the 

literature. 

Creative State of Mind Conceptual Framework 

The Creative State of Mind conceptual framework describes states of 
mind which are conducive to creative production. These states of mind—

similar in nature to Angela Duckworth‘s grit mindset theory and Carol 

Dweck‘s growth mindset theory—are generally considered to be subject to 

growth and development through interventions and intentional practices 

(Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007; Rattan, Savani, Chugh, & 

Dweck, 2015). The Creative State of Mind conceptual framework includes:  

· creative self-efficacy: the belief in one‘s own ability to be creatively 

productive (Abuhamdeh & Csikszentmihalyi, 2012; Glăveanu & 

Tanggaard, 2014; Tierney & Farmer, 2002, 2011); 

· mindfulness and reflective state: conscious attention in the moment 

and awareness of one‘s own thoughts and actions in the moment 
(Schon & Wiggins, 1992; Cross, 2006; Runco, 2010, 2006; Frick and 

Brodin, 2014; Welsh & Dehler, 2013); 

· autonomy: the belief in one‘s own authority and ability to act upon 

one‘s own decisions (Abuhamdeh, Csikszentmihalyi & Jalal, 2015; 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Hennessey, 2010; Runco & Pagnani, 2011; 

Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Shneider, & Shernoff, 2003); 
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· metacognitive practices: practices in which one observes, analyzes, 

and regulates one‘s own thoughts (Runco, 2006, 2014; Kozbelt, 

Beghetto & Runco, 2010; Parker, 2014); 

· perseverance (also known as grit): a state of determination and dedi-

cation in which one continues a project or process despite obstacles 
(Rojas, 2015; Runco, 2010; Lemons, 2011; Pinheiro & Cruz, 2014); 

· openness to experiences: a state of interest and decreased inhibition 

when encountering new experiences and ideas (Csikszentmihalyi, 

2000; Runco, 2010; Gocłowska & Crisp, 2014; Hennessey & Amabile, 

2010; Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010); and 

· tolerance of ambiguity: a state of acceptance of, and willingness to 

work with, ambiguity and contradictions (Runco, 2010, 2014; Zenasni, 

Besançon, & Lubart, 2008; Kaplan, Sinai, & Flum, 2014). 

These aspects of the Creative State of Mind are visualized in Figure 1. 

 
Figure: The Creative State of Mind conceptual framework, consisting of 

creative self-efficacy, mindfulness and reflective state, autonomy, metacogni-

tive practices, perseverance, tolerance of ambiguity, and openness to experi-

ences. 

Creative Context and Environment Conceptual Framework 

The Creative Context and Environment conceptual framework describes 

environmental and contextual factors conducive to creative production. Envi-

ronmental factors such as sunlight or a variety of tools were excluded from 
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this analysis, which focused instead only on human factors. The Creative 

Context and Environment conceptual framework includes:  

· lowered inhibition: an environment in which self-censorship is re-

duced (Lemons, 2011; Davies, Jindal-Snape, Collier, Digby, Hay, & 

Howe, 2013; Hoff, 2014); 
· generative: an environment in which frequent generation of ideas is 

encouraged (Runco, 2012; Bruton, 2011; Knoll & Horton, 2011); 

· collaborative: an environment in which meaning is collectively creat-

ed and ideas are generated and refined through discussion, feedback, 

and mutual support between all participants (Davies, Jindal-Snape, 

Collier, Digby, Hay, & Howe, 2013; Glăveanu, 2015; Joo, McLean, & 

Yang, 2013; Pisanu & Menapace, 2014; Sawyer, 2012; Zhang, Zhang, 

Yu & Zhao, 2014); and 

· playfulness: an environment in which play, humor, light-heartedness, 

tinkering, and non-goal-oriented activities are encouraged (Banaji, 

2011; Ferholt, Nilsson, Jansson, & Alnervik, 2015; Chávez-Eakle, 

Eakle, & Cruz-Fuentes, 2012; Davies, Jindal-Snape, Collier, Digby, 
Hay, & Howe, 2013; Hennessey, 2010; Rathunde & Csikszentmihalyi, 

2005; Runco, 2014). 

These aspects of Creative Context and Environment are visualized in 

Figure 2. 

 
Figure: The Creative Context and Environment conceptual framework, which 

consists of lowered inhibition, generative, collaborative, and playfulness. 
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Creative Process Model Conceptual Framework 

The Creative Process Model conceptual framework describes elements of 

the creative process which could be seen as stages, steps, or processes. Vari-

ous stage models of the creative process have been proposed over the last 

century, the most prominent of which is the model Graham Wallas proposed 
in 1926 consisting of four stages: preparation, incubation, illumination, and 

verification (Klyce, 1927; Runco, 2004). Sawyer (2012) synthesized nine 

such process models popular in the creativity stage theory literature to identi-

fy an eight-stage model consisting of problem finding, acquiring knowledge, 

gathering related information, incubation, idea generation, idea combination, 

idea selection, and idea externalization. 

The creative process elements of stage theories of creativity are generally 

seen as a primary target of creativity tools and techniques. They share many 

areas of alignment with domains such as design thinking and other innovation 

process frameworks (Sawyer, 2012). The Creative Process Model conceptual 

framework developed here includes eight of the prominent process elements 

of various stage theories. These elements are:  
 identification of problem or need: processes involved in finding a 

problem or need to serve as the focal point of subsequent creative 

processes (Runco, 2006; Sousa, Monteiro, & Pellissier, 2011; 

Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010);  

 framing process: the process of creating a new perspective on the 

problem, often through use of empathy exercises (Dorst, 2015, 2011; 

Schon & Wiggins, 1992; Cross, 2006; Rittel & Webber, 1973; 

Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010; Stierand & Dörfler, 2011; Ward 

& Kolomyts, 2010); 

 preparation: the process of gathering relevant information, securing 

needed resources, and recruiting participants (Sousa, Monteiro, & 
Pellissier, 2011; Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010); 

 idea generation: processes through which novel ideas are created 

(Runco, 2006, 2014; Cross, 1997; Knoll & Horton, 2011; Kimbell, 

2011); 

 incubation: the process of setting a creative project aside with the 

specific purpose of allowing one‘s mind and context to inform deeper 

understanding of the creative project (Runco, 2006; Sousa, Monteiro, 

& Pellissier, 2011; Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010); 

 unconscious cognition: the process of setting aside time and space 

for the subconscious mind to work on the creative project (Runco, 

2006; Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010); 

 insight: the process of becoming aware of the ideas generated by the 
subconscious (Runco, 2006; Dietrich and Kanso, 2010; Sousa, Mon-

teiro, & Pellissier, 2011); and 

 refining: iterative processes, such as prototyping, through which ide-

as are developed toward greater feasibility, effectiveness, and impact 
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(Runco, 2014; Stierand & Dörfler, 2011; Sousa, Monteiro, & Pellissi-

er, 2011)  

The aspects of the Creative Process Model are visualized in figure 3. 

 
Figure: The Creative Process Model conceptual framework which consists of 

identification of problem or need, framing, preparation, idea generation, incubation, 
unconscious cognition, insight, and refining. 

Creative Cognitive Processes Conceptual Framework 

The Creative Cognitive Processes conceptual framework describes as-

pects of cognition involved in creative production. It uses the concepts of 

divergent thinking and convergent thinking to describe relationships between 

various kinds of cognitive processes, where some processes are seen primari-
ly in the domain of divergent thinking, others as primarily in the domain of 

convergent thinking, and others as straddling both divergent and convergent 

thinking. The Creative Cognitive Processes conceptual framework includes  

 divergent thinking: the generation of a large number of new and 

unique ideas, often in a chain of new ideas triggering subsequent new 

ideas (Torrance, 1962; Runco, 2006; Dietrich & Kanso, 2010); and 

 convergent thinking: analysis, categorization, evaluation, and syn-

thesis of ideas, often through bringing a large number of other ideas/

knowledge to bear (Torrance, 1962; Runco, 2006; Ward & Kolomyts, 

2010). Under convergent and divergent thinking are included: 

· metaphor creation: the creation of semantic links between (often) 

unrelated concepts, usually in the form of a story or visualization 
(Runco, 2006; Sanchez-Ruiz, Santos, & Jiménez, 2013); 

 · perspective taking: viewing a problem or need from multiple 

points of view, often through empathetically placing one‘s self 
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imaginatively in the situation of someone else (Schon & Wig-

gins, 1992; Cross, 2006); 

 analogical thinking: creating comparisons between concepts, 

often in a form answering the question ―How is this like 

that?‖ (Runco, 2006; Cross, 1997; Knoll & Horton, 2011; Ward 
& Kolomyts, 2010); 

 frame creation: creation of a novel perspective to use as a lens 

through which to view both the problem/need and potential solu-

tions (Rittel & Webber, 1973; Dorst, 2011); 

 conceptual combination: putting two distinct concepts together 

in such a way as to create a new conceptual entity distinct from 

the either of the original concepts (Runco, 2006; Cross, 1997; 

Knoll & Horton, 2011; Ward & Kolomyts, 2010); 

 abductive reasoning: a type of reasoning distinct from (but in-

cluding) inductive or deductive reasoning in which one creates 

and tests ―best guess‖ hypotheses in the moment (Dorst, 2015, 

2011; Pauwels, De Meyer, & van Campenhout, 2013); 
 synthetic thinking: a type of thinking process in which multiple 

ideas are woven together in intricate and novel patterns (Runco, 

2014; Knoll & Horton, 2011); 

  pattern recognition: the mental process of observing a large 

number of seemingly unrelated or random objects/events/

concepts and creating meaning from the relationships amongst 

them (Cross, 1997); and 

 elaboration: mentally working out the details, implications, and 

potential issues related to an idea (Runco, 2014). 

These aspects of the Creative Cognitive Processes are visualized in figure 

4. 

 
Figure : The Creative Cognitive Processes conceptual framework, which includes divergent 

and convergent thinking, metaphor creation, perspective taking, analogical thinking, framing, 

conceptual combination, abductive reasoning, synthetic thinking and elaboration  
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The Creativity Landscape Conceptual Framework 

 

Together the Creative State of Mind conceptual framework, Creative 

Process Model conceptual framework, Creative Context and Environment 
conceptual framework, and Creative Cognitive Processes conceptual frame-

work are combined in the Creativity Landscape conceptual framework as 

visualized in figure 5.  

This overall framework sees optimal creative performance as a function 

of equal balance among the four, as well as equal attention being given to 

each of the elements within each of the four conceptual frameworks. Meas-

urement instruments of creative potential such as the Torrance Tests of Crea-

tive Thinking (TTCT) (Torrance, 197) and the Reisman Diagnostic Creativity  

Assessment (RDCA) (Tanner & Reisman, 2014) measure aspects of creativity 

which can be conceptualized as being encompassed within all four areas of 

the Creativity Landscape conceptual framework.  

This perspective gives rise to several hypotheses, the testing of which are 
beyond the scope of this study, such as: 1) If one of the frameworks is ne-

glected, creative performance in the others will suffer, 2) If one aspect of a 

particular conceptual framework is emphasized, the other aspects within that 

framework will be weaker, and 3) If one aspect in any of the conceptual 

frameworks is absent, full creative potential will not be achieved.  

 
Figure: The Creativity Landscape conceptual framework, which includes the Creative State 

of Mind, Creative Context and Environment, Creative Process Model, and Creative Cognitive 

Processes conceptual frameworks. 
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Findings: Mapping Tools and Techniques 

The tools and techniques in the book Thinkertoys: A Handbook of Crea-

tive-Thinking Techniques, 2nd edition (Michalko, 2006) were selected for 
analysis and mapping to the creativity research and theory literature because 

this book is a top best-selling book in creativity tools and techniques 

(Amazon, 2016), and because this book is typical of the genre in that it in-

cludes relatively few references to creativity research and theory literature. 

Each of the tools and techniques in this book were analyzed for connections 

to the literature by analyzing the potential of each tool to directly facilitate 

development and/or implementation of specific elements in each of the four 

conceptual frameworks in the Creativity Landscape conceptual framework. 

Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative State 

of Mind 

In the Creative State of Mind conceptual framework, we can map tools 

and techniques onto all the state of mind aspects except autonomy. Only one 

technique each could be mapped for mindfulness, metacognitive practices, 

perseverance, and openness to experiences. Two techniques each were 

mapped for tolerance of ambiguity and creative self-efficacy. These findings 

are visualized in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure: Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative State of Mind conceptual 

framework. 
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Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative Con-

text and Environment 

In the Creative Context and Environment conceptual framework, it was 

possible to map techniques onto each of the elements. Only the tools and 

techniques which are intended to be used to create or improve the specific 

environmental/contextual elements were included. Only one technique each 

could be mapped for the generative, playfulness, and collaborative elements, 

and two techniques were mapped for the lowered inhibition element. Findings 

are visualized in Figure 7. 

 
Figure: Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped Creative Context and Environment con-

ceptual framework. 

Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative Pro-

cess Model 

In the Creative Process Model conceptual framework no tools or tech-
niques were found which specifically address the elements of identification of 

problem or need and preparation. Only one technique each could be mapped 

to the incubation and insight elements. Three techniques were mapped for the 

refining element, and five for the unconscious cognition element. A large 

proportion of tools and techniques map directly to the process elements of 

framing and idea generation. These findings are visualized in Figure 8. 
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Figure: Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative Process Model conceptual 

framework. 

Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative Cogni-

tive Processes 

One technique was mapped directly to divergent thinking, but the majori-

ty of tools and techniques in the book Thinkertoys (Michalko, 2006) were 

mapped onto elements of cognitive processes related to divergent thinking. 

Two techniques were mapped directly to convergent thinking, and one or two 

techniques each were mapped onto each of the elements of cognitive process-

es. These findings are visualized in Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure: Creativity Tools and Techniques Mapped to Creative Cognitive Processes concep-

tual framework. 
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Creativity Tools and Techniques in the Creative Landscape 

Most of the tools and techniques are related to aspects in the Creative 

Cognitive Processes conceptual framework or aspects in the Creative Process 
Model conceptual framework. Fewer tools and techniques are related to con-

text/environment or state of mind. There are not many tools and techniques 

for developing or improving aspects related to the Creative State of Mind 

conceptual framework. 

In terms of the Creative State of Mind conceptual framework, there are 

more tools and techniques for developing creative self-efficacy, metacogni-

tive practices, and tolerance of ambiguity than there are for the other ele-

ments. Perhaps more tools and techniques are needed for developing creative 

mindfulness, perseverance, openness to experience, and autonomy. See visu-

alization in Figure 10. 

 

 
 

There are also not many tools and techniques for developing and improv-

ing an environment and context which promotes greater creativity. There are 

some techniques for creating an environment of lowered inhibitions and a 

collaborative environment. Perhaps more tools and techniques are needed to 
create greater levels of playfulness in the environment and to create an envi-

ronment of heightened generativity. See visualization in Figure 11. 

There is a great wealth of tools and techniques for creative framing 

(perspective-taking/perspective-making) and for idea generation. There are 

also some tools and techniques for improving creative unconscious cognition, 

as well as tools for refining ideas. Perhaps more tools are needed for improv-

ing the creative incubation and insight processes.  

 
Figure 10: Number of tools for aspects in 

the Creative State of Mind conceptual 

framework. 

 
Figure 11: Number of tools for aspects in 

the Creative Context and Environment  

conceptual framework. 
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Although many tools and techniques take for granted the process of crea-

tive identification of problems or needs, as well as the process of creative 

preparation, it might be possible to create separate tools and techniques spe-

cifically designed to improve these processes. See visualization in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 1: Number of tools for aspects in the Creative Process Model conceptual frame-

work. 

There is also a great wealth of tools and techniques for divergent 

thinking cognitive processes such as metaphor creation, analogical thinking, 

perspective taking, and framing.  

In the creativity research and theory literature, divergent thinking 

processes and convergent thinking processes are seen as equally important 

aspects of creativity. However, the tools and techniques we see in the popular 

press – such as those found in the book Thinkertoys (Michalko, 2006) – are 
heavily imbalanced with greater weight given to divergent thinking. Perhaps 

more tools and techniques are needed for convergent thinking cognitive pro-

cesses such as elaboration, synthetic thinking, and pattern recognition.  

Also, it could be argued that more tools and techniques are needed which 

combine divergent and convergent thinking, particularly for the cognitive 

process of abductive reasoning. See visualization in Figure 13. 
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Figure 1: Number of tools for aspects in the Creative Cognitive Process conceptual frame-

work 

Discussion 

This study has several important findings. First of all, mapping creativity 

tools and techniques to theory and research is possible. It was possible to 

make connections between each creativity tool/technique and a corresponding 

theoretical/conceptual framework. 
Second, this study found that creativity tools and techniques dominantly 

address particular areas. The majority of tools and techniques are for idea 

generation and framing. There are more tools and techniques for the divergent 

thinking type of cognitive processes than convergent types. 

Finally, this study found areas for potential development of creativity 

tools and techniques. There is a lack of tools and techniques for convergent 

thinking types of cognitive processes. Specifically, more tools are needed for 

abductive reasoning, pattern recognition, and elaboration. There is a total lack 

of tools and techniques for some elements of the creative process, specifically 

identification of problems or needs, and preparation. There is a lack of tools 

and techniques for developing the creative state of mind. No tools exist for 
developing autonomy, and relatively few tools exist for developing openness 

to experiences, perseverance, and mindfulness. There is a lack of tools and 
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techniques for developing a creative atmosphere and context. Particularly, 

few tools exist for developing a playful environment. Also, although many 

tools address idea generation, few tools address the development of a genera-

tive environment.  

This study adds to the literature in several ways. The development of a 
conceptual model which encompasses the extreme diversity of areas of re-

search and theory in the creativity literature may provide a new lens by which 

educators, creativity professionals, and others with interest in creativity can 

better understand the landscape of creativity. It also provides evidence that 

creativity tools and techniques can be mapped to the creativity research and 

theory literature. 

There are certain limitations in this study. The literature reviewed for the 

integrative literature review was limited primarily to literature from the last 

fifteen years, and therefore is lacking grounding in the foundational literature 

of the 1960‘s and 1970‘s. Furthermore, the number of works in the literature 

reviewed for this study, although adequate for the purposes of this study, 

barely scratches the surface of the thousands of academic articles and books 
published each year. Future reviews of other relevant creativity literature 

could be valuable in refining and strengthening the Creativity Landscape con-

ceptual framework. 
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CREATIVE INHIBITION: HOW AND WHY 
 
 

PETER LENNOX, CHRIS WILSON & MICHAEL BROWN 
 

 

Abstract 

The aim in this chapter is to develop discourse on how we think (consciously 

or subconsciously) about creativity, how we treat it, why we do so and wheth-

er we are behaving toward creativity to the best of our ability. The proposal is 

that rational inquiry can build on what has been achieved by intuitive think-

ing.  

 It is almost axiomatic that the people who most often say the word 

―creative‖ are not the most creative; the corollary is that the most creative 

people find the least occasion to use the word. Talking about the job is not 

doing the job. For very creative people, creativity isn‘t a subject, it‘s imbued 

in the very fabric of their universe; it doesn‘t need external validation, it is its 

own reason. For the rest of us, it is as though we are color blind—we under-

stand intellectually what people are talking about, but we don‘t, deep down, 
feel it. If we did, we wouldn‘t have to talk about it. Yet, there is an advantage 

in this; necessity is the mother of invention. That which we do not easily un-

derstand through intuition, drives us to seek rational understanding. 

Keywords: Creativity, routine, inhibition, discipline, productivity, flow 

Introduction 

It is notoriously problematic to rationalize creativity; creativity is ubiqui-

tous yet elusive. It is difficult to study in the laboratory, and the science of 

creativity is correspondingly underdeveloped; we know little of the origin, 

causal mechanisms, and influencing factors. 
We do observe that it is not homogenous, being more or less present in 

different individuals, organizations and societies. But we can‘t, with certain-

ty, declare that it is increasing; we have no way of measuring that. It could 

simply be that is increasingly talked about as an increasingly legitimate target 

for scientific inquiry. But the literature on creativity is asymmetric; those who 

are interested in the topic are overwhelmingly affirmative concerning the 

CHAPTER TWELVE 
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benefits and desirability of encouraging creativity. There are few dissenting 

voices; those who find the topic uninteresting don‘t research and write about 

it. If there are actually substantive reasons for impeding creativity, we should 

examine them. Uncritical endorsement adds little to any rational debate. 

 

The inquiry here is contextualized in fifteen hypotheses: 
 

Hypothesis 1: Creativity could be logically defined 

Hypothesis 2: Creativity is logically intractable 

Hypothesis 3 Creativity could be measured  

Hypothesis 4: Creativity is intrinsically qualitative and immune to measure-

ment 

Hypothesis 5: Creativity is indeterministic through-and-through and is there-

fore ineffable. 
Hypothesis 6: Creativity is partially or wholly deterministic and therefore 

potentially predictable  

Hypothesis 7: Creativity can bring about circumstances not accessible by any 

other means 

Hypothesis 8: Creativity is amenable to manipulation 

Hypothesis 9: The products of creativity constitute a net gain for the popula-

tion at large 

Hypothesis 10: Creativity benefits the individual 

Hypothesis 11: Creativity may come at a cost to society 

Hypothesis 12: Creativity might entail a net cost to the individual 

Hypothesis 13: Creativity has a moral dimension 

Hypothesis 14: There are significant interactions between environment and 
creativity 

Hypothesis 15: Organizations and societies need, but do not cause or own 

creativity 

These hypotheses are, in theory, testable. The purpose of this chapter is to 

elucidate the degree to which evidence is currently available, with the aim of 

anticipating useful lines of enquiry. 

 

Defining characteristics of creativity 

Hypothesis 1: Creativity could be logically defined 
Hypothesis 2: Creativity is logically intractable 

Creativity is a nebulous concept; subscribed to by many more people than 

can actually define it. This is hardly surprising, since creativity begets many 

fruit that are equally resistant to clear definitions. Art, music, poetry and ideas 

are slippery subjects that we all use in conversation; we ‗know‘ what we 

mean, yet definitions are laborious, often failing to capture the ‗essence‘, 

leading to endless disputations. 
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Consequently, most of us settle on rough-and-ready concepts that serve 

well enough (disputations notwithstanding) for everyday purposes. This 

yields utilitarian definitions whereby the defining characteristics concern the 

uses to which we might put creativity. So, in business, creativity is that which 

yields innovation; if innovation happens, it must (in part) be due to creativity 
and creativity must lead to innovation (otherwise, it‘s not creativity). So 

that‘s a ‗circular definition‘, then. In education, creativity might be associated 

with healthy cognitive development, self-expression and self-esteem, but 

what it is, is equally nebulous.  

Many associated concepts feature ideas, imagination, problem solving, 

originality/novelty and benefit. Definitions-by-association of ‗creativity‘ are 

helpful to an extent, but don‘t take us far into understanding the cognitive 

mechanisms involved. Utilitarian approaches tend to focus on the desired 

associated characteristic, so that if problem solving is the goal, then the de-

gree of creativity is measured according to task-oriented success. Creativity 

in the music industry is often strongly correlated with commercial success, 

which can lead to the paradox that, as is often the case, the most innovative 
music is of the least commercial value whilst music that stays within a genre, 

pushing the creative envelope only slightly, is lauded by the creative industry. 

―In practice, if you were asked which phenomenon is the defining 

criterion and which is a symptom, you would in most cases be 

unable to answer this question except by making an arbitrary deci-

sion ad hoc. ‖  

―Dreyfus (1992, p. 124) 

The consequences of the variations in definition (of creativity) are vari-

ous: focusing on one particular definition may mean that something is being 

missed, or confounding factors are inadvertently included. Utility-flavored 

definitions have the advantage of task-oriented specialization. Definition-by-
associate characteristics can mean that, in the absence of one or more such 

characteristics, some instantiations of creativity could be disqualified. 

This all doesn‘t mean that creativity is wholly logically intractable, nor 

that the field is ‗vague‘, merely that it is more finely nuanced than we can 

currently rationalize. It may simply mean that a single definition cannot meet 

all criteria. An analogous situation pertains with the definition of music 

[REF]. These are situations where human thought currently has the advantage 

over computer symbolic representation. 

Broad approaches, encompassing as many characteristics as possible, 

might be:  

―The ability or quality displayed when solving hitherto unsolved 

problems, when developing novel solutions to problems others 
have solved differently, or when developing original and novel (at 

least to the originator) products‖  

― Parkhurst (1999, p. 18) 

Or: 
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―…a process of becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies, gaps 

in knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies, and so on; identi-

fying the difficulty; searching for solutions, making guesses, or 

formulating hypotheses about the deficiencies: testing and retest-

ing these hypotheses and possibly modifying and retesting them; 
and finally communicating the results.‖  

― Torrance (1966, p. 6) 

For a review of definitions of creativity, including historic perspectives, 

see (Runco and Jaeger, 2012). 

Measuring creativity 

Hypothesis 3 Creativity could be measured  

Hypothesis 4: Creativity is intrinsically qualitative and immune to meas-

urement 

Given the problems with defining what is to be measured, creativity 
measurements are likely to be task or domain specific. 

Of course, there are many tests that more narrowly focus on an associate 

characteristic, such as ‗divergent thinking‘ or ‗fluency of ideas‘. ‗Thinking 

outside the box‘ (being able to consider a problem without unconscious ac-

ceptance of unspoken rules) is a favorite term. However, it usually really 

means ‗only just outside the box‘ and if an overenthusiastic workshop partici-

pant graffitied the boardroom or debagged the managing director, this would 

not generally be regarded as usefully divergent thinking. Jarlsberg (a kind of 

Scandinavian cheese associated with overt conformism but covert anarchic or 

individualistic tendencies) has been used (by young inhabitants of the Norwe-

gian village of Å, Sundal, 2012) as a slang metaphor that typifies the ‗bottled 

up‘ type of rebelliousness associated with ‗out of the box- but not straying too 
far‘ thinking. 

Hence, tests of creativity are generally goal-oriented tests of the evidence 

of creativity, rather than operating directly on creativity itself. This is also 

unsurprising, since our record for establishing test representativeness (the 

degree to which a given test or experimental design correlates with the target 

‗real life‘ situation) is poor (Brunswik 1942, 1953, 1956).  

The more robust methods involve using diverse test methods: 

Both Torrance (Treffinger, 1985) and Cropley (2000) suggested that, consid-

ering the multidimensional nature of the creativity concept, assessments 

should be based on several tests, rather than relying on a single score (Hee 

Kim, 2006). 
Though how these are to be aggregated so as to address the representa-

tiveness issue is unclear. The Torrance test was designed to identify strength-

and-weakness profiles of creative potential in children, and so has particular 

relevance to education in the context of maximizing individuals‘ opportuni-

ties. 
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Tests of scientific creativity, such as C-SAT (Ayas and Sak, 2014) focus 

on domain-specific testing that naturally takes in measures of fluency in asso-

ciated domains, such as mathematics, evidence-evaluation, hypothesis gener-

ation and so on. 

Overall, measurement of creativity is a developing field. Most evaluation 
operates at the individual level, but there are moves to develop reliable quan-

titative measures at the organizational level. These might usefully elucidate 

characteristics of the environment in which the individual operates. 

 
Big creativity, little creativity 

 

Whilst we might loosely assume that creativity is the province of creative 
professionals and industries, such a narrow view is unwarranted. In everyday 

life, individuals‘ sense of humor, devising of novel solutions and ingenious 

pastimes all indicate appetite and capacity for creativity. This ‗amateur crea-

tivity‘ probably dwarfs the professional variety in terms of innovation. Con-

sidering how people constructively misuse whatever technology they are giv-

en is instructive. DJs developed whole genres of music around misusing the 

record deck. Watching teenage boys explore every possible ‗wrong‘ way to 

utilize wheels (if presented with a two-wheeled vehicle, they will try to use 

only one, a four-wheeled skateboard- they will try to use none, sliding down 

handrails) one is struck by how many innovations begin, not through a logical 

design process, but by ‗grass roots‘ (and often unwise) experimentation, rep-
resenting an iterative sequence of small-creative acts (Kaufman et al, 2015) 

often building cumulatively. 

Scientists engage in painstaking, methodical and rational activities, but 

also report intuitions, inspirations and ‗eureka moments‘. In fact, science is 

how one tests hypotheses but not how one generates them (Popper 1963 p. 

53). The having of an idea is not rational; the testing of it is. 

The bringing together of apparently logically unrelated ingredients to synthe-

size something unexpected brings great delight and we seem evolutionarily 

disposed toward it.  

 

Philosophy and creativity 
 
Hypothesis 5: Creativity is indeterministic through-and-through and is there-

fore ineffable. 

Hypothesis 6: Creativity is partially or wholly deterministic and therefore 

runs on (potentially) predictable mechanisms  

The difficulty with philosophical position of ‗strong indetermin-

ism‘ (Popper 1990) is that it is indistinguishable from randomness. This 
would mean that we cannot talk cogently about creativity – essentially, it 

would be akin to ‗magic chaos‘, a divine madness that only fortuitously ever 

provided any benefits, but would probabilistically tend to cause harm and 
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disruption. Although this doesn‘t accord with our experience, it is not incom-

patible with the view that creativity, by itself, might indeed be chaotic. Fortu-

nately we have cognitive constraint mechanisms that can ameliorate fanciful 

excess (see Flaherty 2005). This latter point does not expunge the possibility 

of chaotic elements in creativity, but does show that they can be controlled 
and therefore utilized. 

In the strong determinism position, creativity is actually entirely rational– 

that is, it is logical, systematic and in theory (given sufficient computational 

resources) could be predicted and replicated. In this view, creativity is cur-

rently ill defined because of insufficient data, not because it is intrinsically 

partially non-rational. This position would imply, for instance, that with 

enough ‗brute force‘ computational power, a logical symbol-manipulation 

system could provide precisely what a human brain achieves. It cannot, how-

ever, be logically proven before the fact. 

In the philosophical positions of ‗weak determinism‘ (or ‗weak indeter-

minism‘) some causal factors that can theoretically be predicted, along with 

some ingredients that are probabilistic and not amenable to precise prediction. 
In other words, there are definable causal relationships, but the predictability 

of outcomes is partially confounded by some chance elements. 

Overall, the only theoretical stance that can be discounted is that of 

strong indeterminism, the ‗magic-and-ineffable‘ explanation. This is rejected 

on the basis that, if creativity were entirely chaotic, it would be immune to 

cognitive constraint. The strong determinate proposition, although not dis-

proven is not a good candidate since it implies cunningly concealed strong 

cognitive computation along entirely logical lines, which seems to leave out 

the evidence that the human brain outperforms what we know of computa-

tionality in the face of massively impoverished data. 

 

Cognition and creativity 

Hypothesis 7: Creativity can bring about circumstances not accessible by 

any other means. 

Hypothesis 8: Creativity is epiphenomenal – it is caused by the structure of 

the brain, but does no causing 

Creativity and ‗everyday perception‘ (everyday, but nonetheless miracu-

lous) are strongly related, utilizing similar processing mechanisms. Percep-

tion requires, beyond sensory processing, a workable reckoning of items not 

currently represented in sensation. 
―…the general law of perception… that whilst part of what we per-

ceive comes through our senses from the object before us, part (and 

it may be the larger part) always comes … out of our own head.‖ 

 ― James (1890, Vol II, p. 103) 

The challenge to organic perception is the classic one of ‗signal-to-noise 

ratio‘. The torrent of real-time incoming sense data has to be processed so 
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that salient features are extracted for cognition and (currently) non-salient 

features discarded. This management of cognitive resources is known as 

‗selective attention‘, and runs according to ‗cognitive schemata‘. The organ-

ism with the better cognitive schemata stands the better chance of survival. 

Hence, perception utilizes memory, imagination and the capacity to generate 
hypotheses about causal relationships: ideas. 

The counterfactual nature of perception and ideas 

We tend to think of perception as ‗knowing what is‘, but this view ob-

scures the real benefit of perception, and the real nature of competition in 

perception. It would be better to think of perception as essentially future ori-

ented. The contents of perception predict by having ideas about the future – 

and not simply what will be, but what seriously shouldn‘t be. In other words, 

we cognitively model ranges of possible consequences (of action or inaction) 

in order to behave to best advantage. Hence, perception contains much that is 
necessarily fictional, that is, counterfactual (Gopnik 1996). The richness of 

our counterfactual ideas accounts for how we have managed to gain ascend-

ancy over other species, many of which are faster, more powerful and have 

better sensory acuity. Better quality prediction is like time-travel – it can out-

pace the fastest reactions. 

The story of human evolution is the story of the development of creativi-

ty. The evolution of larger brain size, facilitated by neoteny –prolonged im-

maturity allowing for a prolonged learning period (Mehmet Somel et al 2009) 

led to behavioral capacities offering competitive advantage. Chiefly, these 

consisted of abilities to affect the surrounding environment; individuals could 

anticipate, manipulate, avert unfavorable, and select favorable, circumstances 

(at least, better than the competitors could). What was being evolved was 
imagination, a flawed but powerful capacity for modelling the range of possi-

ble futures. 

Organic intelligence and creativity go hand-in-hand, because rational 

processes alone cannot ‗bootstrap‘. The human brain uses 13-20 watts 

(estimates vary), which is about 20% of the body‘s total power consumption 

and a significant ‗evolutionary investment‘. Speculative estimates on what it 

would take to model human brain function using current technologies range 

from 10 megawatts (Benjamin et al 2014) to half a gigawatt (Markram, H. 

2012) – half a million to twenty five million times as much. Clearly, heat 

would be a problem. In organic evolutionary terms, so too would the necessi-

ty of finding appropriate food stores before competitive advantage could be 
secured. 

Hubert Dreyfus (1972, 1979, 1982, 1992) critiqued methods in artificial 

intelligence (AI) elucidating how and why computing qualitatively differs 

from ‗thinking‘. Fundamentally, the structural differences play out in differ-

ences in semantics. The computer is constrained to rational operations, 
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whereas the brain absolutely requires non-rational operations for proper func-

tion.  

Hence, 'insight', 'intuition' 'hunch', 'creativity' can be considered evidence 

of 'processing shortcuts' that allow us to cognitively utilize incomplete data. 

This ‗quick-and-dirty‘ processing allows us to jump to rough and ready con-
clusions even when the whole picture is not clear, in timely (for survival 

needs) fashion. Being able to outguess competitors is advantageous. Similar 

processes may underpin unexpected metaphorical conflations, leading to il-

logical-but-charming poetry, music and pictures.  

Intuitions are often plain wrong (see Kahneman, 2003, 2011) and can 

stubbornly resist logical attempts to correct them. The study of cognitive bias-

es attests to the ubiquity and pervasiveness of such biases. Nevertheless, crea-

tive cognitive characteristics such as insight, intuition, hunch, inspiration are 

useful, as long as they are not the only ways we think. More importantly, as 

Kahneman has found, we often think we are being rational, when in fact we 

are simply using post hoc pseudo-rational explanations to justify a conclusion 

we reached entirely intuitively. Most interpersonal conflicts stem from this 
state of affairs. 

But humans are reaching the understanding of the need for using the ap-

propriate kind of cognition for the task - intuitive when logical shortcuts are 

required, logic to rationalize and correct; we now have even created comput-

ers to do that 'rational legwork'.  

 

To sum up: 
 

● Perception involves imagination (counterfactuals) – identical to cre-

ativity 

● Evolution of capacity for metaphor: language. That dog‘ (fairly con-

crete) ‗dog‘ (general, abstract)‗, some dogs could come (more ab-

stract) 

● Capacity for elaboration of metaphor: ‗stick‘, ‗stick that can be use-

ful‘ (tool using) ‗stick-that-could-be-weapon-if-I-sharpened-it‘: tool 

invention 

● Cognitive associationism (metaphorical conflation: what happens if I 

stick this association with that one?) 
● Creativity= idea –elaborate-evaluate-model consequences 

(counterfactuals again), judge. Reiterate. 

A nuanced view of cognition and creativity features radically different 

types of processing, with checks and balances. Fundamentally the brain 

achieves what it does, with parsimonious power consumption, because it 

combines ‗mad‘ associationist metaphorical representation with more literal 

symbolic representation in an elegant dance of opposing forces. Unbridled 

creativity would be harmful and useless. Stringent rationality would on the 

evidence to date, be inadequate (not to mention, boring). 
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The evidence against the epiphenomenal hypothesis and for the essential 

utility of creativity is extensive, but circumstantial. 

 
Manipulating creativity (for fun and profit) 
 

Human history could be viewed from the perspective of the continual 

tendency to manipulate creativity, and this rests on an implicit hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 9: Creativity is amenable to manipulation (and this could be in the 

positive or negative dimension) 
Even given that we don‘t wholly know what we are doing, there have 

been many attempts to understand creativity, most predicated on the premise 

that as creativity is good, more would be better. Indeed, if we can manipulate 

it, we may understand it better which takes us beyond simply having more of 

it, to using it more wisely.  

 

Historical perspective 
 

Plato (1961) thought that inspiration was a kind of ‗divine madness‘ and 

divinely inspired oracles were an accepted part of the reality of life, as was 

magic. We have a long history of endeavoring to attract the muse, using drugs 

and rituals to initiate trance states and possession by spirits and/or gods (not 

all of whom were necessarily benevolent). Rituals and practices involving 

altered mental states pervade; the documented history of the birth of civiliza-

tions features ceremonial spaces, artefacts and, of course, music. The role of 

ancient artefacts, symbolic decorations, rituals, ceremonial spaces and activi-

ties in the development of modern man is a core subject of archaeological 

research. 

In archeacoustics, there is a conjecture that the acoustic properties of 
many ancient ceremonial sites were not entirely accidental, but were tuned or 

chosen to resonate at the lower frequencies produced by male voices in 

drones or chants (Watson, 2006; Devereux, 2001) to produce otherworldly 

effects. Reznikoff (2006) thinks that the early cave paintings are, not coinci-

dentally, sited at the positions where the reverberant acoustic effects of the 

caves are strongest and most psychologically effective. 

In a sense, the birth of the ‗creative industries‘ (used to manipulate hu-

man perception) is closely associated with development of civilization. In 

recorded history we have spent disproportionate time and energy on awe-

inspiring buildings, music and paintings. The most complex advanced tech-

nologies were devoted to erecting impressive temples, decorated with lavish 
symbols. These artificial environments, in addition to utilitarian principles, 

were designed for manipulation of individuals‘ inner cognitive states through 

manipulation of environment. 

Methods of manipulating inner cognitive states of individuals and groups, 

whether aimed at creativity or not, became more systematic in the last three 
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centuries. From the proto-hypnosis techniques of Mesmer in the 18th century 

and the application of Sigmund Freud‘s psychoanalytical theories by his 

nephew Edward Bernays to the issues of mass marketing [Bernays, 1923, 

1929], techniques have become steadily more sophisticated. Many of the ap-

plications of these techniques are akin to propaganda and brainwashing, only 
indirectly related to the issue of creativity. But the principle that subconscious 

or preconscious cognitive processing (Dixon, 1971, 1981) can be altered by 

manipulation is relevant to the issue of whether such techniques can indeed 

be used in conjunction with creative practice. 

There‘s an important lesson here: the creativity enhancement industry has 

a long track record of purportedly selling creativity, whilst actually being 

involved in techniques of control. This is anomalous because, whilst one facet 

of creativity is its intrinsic un-tameability, the dark side of these techniques 

seem dedicated to the exact opposite. Hence, we also have a long history of 

folklore bogeymen that utilize ‗powers‘ of suggestion, from witchdoctors and 

the ‗evil eye‘, through Voodoo, Dracula, cults, brainwashing and subliminal 

advertising. Interesting is the ubiquity of the archetype of the individual 
robbed of volition, in zombies, Dracula‘s victims and mindless consumers. 

Although there is more fiction than fact in these archetypal stories, their om-

nipresence indicates the distrust with which we view psychological manipula-

tion techniques. It‘s as though the very loss of rational control that (we feel) 

we need to engender creativity is something we fear; this may account for the 

strong current of opinion that creativity is, or should be, a highly individual 

enterprise. 

Creativity extinction events 

Arguably, no amount of advanced civilization has ultimately withstood 
catastrophic depredations. Creativity is delicate in respect of environmental 

circumstances. Whilst material superfluity may actually blunt necessity, hand

-to-mouth existence starves it.  

Creativity extinction events are numerous through documented history: 

Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, the Song dynasty; civilizations that had seed-

ed, incubated and grown creativity have frequently been extinguished. These 

civilizations commonly featured advanced engineering, decorous cities, so-

phisticated art, accumulated knowledge and excellent quality of life for many 

of their citizens. 

The overarching question is this: can creativity, as a fundamental ingredi-

ent of human makeup, ever lead or contribute to a societal stability that prom-
ises fulfilment for all its citizens and is fundamentally resistant to the range of 

possible threats? Can we advance our way out of danger? 

The evidence is that creativity is amenable to manipulation; it can be in-

culcated or extinguished. However, the science and ethics of creativity ma-

nipulation offer great scope for development. 
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For creativity: 

There are terms most often used when considering how to increase crea-

tivity, such as: inspire, encourage, stimulate, nurture, cultivate. These are all 
catalytic terms rather than causal terms. We intuit that we can‘t quite cause 

creativity but only provide environmental ingredients that can allow it to 

flourish, as though creativity is some kind of spore that must find hospitable 

conditions in which to become established. 

The fact is that many people may want to be more creative, but never 

quite find the time and energy. It‘s that tension between urgency and im-

portance; the important matters get continually put to the back of the queue, 

crowded out by the urgent ones. The modern workplace involves little inspi-

rational stimulus, much administrative bureaucracy, is tiring and time-

consuming. There are few opportunities for creativity, idea-generation or 

playing. No one pays people to sit around idly thinking. Since our educations 
system is predicated on preparing people for employment, the classroom is 

similar, and a production line system with standardized benchmarks for class 

size and attainment could not, by any stretch of the imagination, be consid-

ered ‗individualized‘. Straw polls (by the authors) reveal that 85-90% of our 

students express a strong desire to develop creatively, and to find employ-

ment that involves considerable creativity. In reality, for most of us, a very 

small percentage of time in gainful employment will offer opportunity for 

creative mental activity. Is diminished creativity the price of maturity? 

Readers of creativity literature will be familiar with the range of putative 

benefits, so we will not explore in depth here. Broadly, they are in accordance 

with two hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 10: The products of creativity constitute a net gain for the 
population at large: 

● Ingenious solutions (bringing benefits to public wellbeing) 

● Competitive advantages (the ‗arms race‘ theory of evolution) 

● Enrich experience (beyond the basics, humans have needs for deco-

rative and entertaining aspects of civilization) 

 

Hypothesis: Creativity benefits the individual: 

● Self fulfilment (individuals have need express creative urges) 

● Playful aspects of creativity might aid cognitive development  

(Levitin and Tirovolas 2009)  

● Makes life worth living (without it, day-to-day existence would be 
flat and boring) 

Given that there are many voices that endorse the general concept that 

creativity brings benefits, such claims should be critically appraised. 
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Counter-creativity 

If creativity is a putative good thing, why do we simply not have more of 

it? Is carelessness or intent the constraining factor? There is evidence of bias-
es against creativity, and these are not wholly irrational. Some research indi-

cates the possibility of an inverse relationship between perceived leadership 

potential and perceived creative potential in the individual; it appears that we 

would rather have stable, unimaginative leaders (Mueller, Goncalo and 

Kamdar, 2011, Mueller, Melwani and Goncalo 2012). Martinsen (2011), in 

distilling research into a set of characteristics most closely associated with 

creative individuals, highlighted that some traits, such as low sociability and 

low emotional stability can make individuals unsuitable for certain tasks and 

positions in organizations.  

 
Creative inhibition: accident or design? 

 

It could be that we traditionally undervalue creativity, we don‘t fully un-

derstand what creativity actually is, how it works, why it works and in what 

ways we accidentally (or otherwise) impede it. Moreau and Engeset (2015) 

describe experiments that show how well-defined problems (using Lego 

building blocks) with explicit instructions and standardized testing can actual-

ly hamper creativity. Hence too-narrowly defining creativity might be coun-
terproductive. 

It could also be that creativity doesn‘t easily yield to rational analysis, the 

tool that stands us in such good stead in so many endeavors; analyzing non-

logical processes using logic seems paradoxical.  

But it could just be that we have an irrational subconscious distrust of 

things we can‘t understand, a fear of ‗magic‘. Do we intuit that a little creativ-

ity goes a long way, that individuals and societies can only tolerate so much? 

Perhaps many people do not want to be creative, nor do they particularly want 

to live in an exuberant, creative society, finding it disturbing, upsetting, un-

settling, and even destructive.  

 

Creativity: the dark side 

 

What are the potential downsides of creativity? Is subconscious re-

sistance simply superstition, or are there real reasons why distrust might have 

logical underpinnings?  

 
Vices and virtues 

● Anarchic (destructive of convention) = innovative, new 

● Teleologically aimless (ill disciplined) = discovery without precon-

ceived agendum 

● Unpredictable = surprising 
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● Irrational = inspired 

● Childish = childlike 

● Inimical to rationality = delightful, whimsical 

● Non-deterministic = points to something beyond determinism 

Focusing on the vices, for a moment, perhaps creativity is: 
● Overrated: is unreliable, fails to deliver (but deliver what?) 

● Untrustworthy, a ‗loose cannon‘ that delivers unintended conse-

quences 

● Subversive and anarchic, breaking rules, incompatible with ordered 

society and proper accounting 

● Competitive cheating; we don‘t want others to get ahead 

● Not cost effective, always making prototypes 

● Increasingly irrelevant, superseded by problem-solving rational tools  

● Incompatible with rationality (is it?) 

● Unnecessary/frivolous/superfluous; it‘s just decorative ‗play‘ at best, 

a distraction at worst 

● Uninteresting  - ones creativity is someone else‘s yawn 
● Hazardous to health and wealth 

 

Hypothesis 11: creativity may come at a cost to society: 

● Breaking the rules, subverting order, propagating dishonesty, 

‗outside the box‘ = cognitively flexible = ethically flexible. There is 

some evidence of positive correlations between creativity and dis-

honesty (Gino and Ariely 2012, Gino and Wiltermuth 2014). How-

ever, it‘s notable that the authors equate subversion of rules (of a 

covertly administered test of honesty) with dishonesty. A more par-

simonious explanation might simply be that high-creative thinkers 

are less likely to accept rules imposed by authoritative figures and 
consider actions to subvert such impositions as intrinsically more 

honest than unquestioning obedience. In this paradigm, subversion 

does not necessarily equate to dishonesty. 

● Used to manipulate populace (Huxley 1932, 1958); see next section 

on the moral dimension. 

● Continual innovation is expensive and must pay for itself. The net 

result is increased consumption per capita and the inhabitant of a 

modern city may consume forty times as much energy as a hunter 

gather; advanced civilizations are energy-hungry (Lerher 2012) 

● Creative destruction is messy, as in the metaphor that one can‘t 

make omelets without breaking eggs. Continual innovation means 

that nothing is ever finished; we all end up living in a building site, 
the future is rosy but right now, it‘s a mess. 

● Creativity is selfish; it fundamentally isn‘t for someone else. This is 

the charge levelled at individualism by those whose instincts gravi-

tate toward totalitarianism. The implication is that selfishness is nec-
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essarily at others‘ expense, whilst conformity is necessarily in the 

best interests of all. 

● Creativity distracts; it engenders a pale imitation of true beauty as 

Plato intimated (Gaut 2010). 

 
Hypothesis 12: creativity might entail a net cost to the individual 

● The torment of creativity (creativity might be self-fulfilling, but is 

not generally regarded as comfortable).  

● Could be psychologically unhealthy; though there is anecdotal evi-

dence of some causal links between mental illness and creativity, 

there have been few investigations of whether obsessive engagement 

in creative practice is inevitably benign 

● May exacerbate relationship difficulties. At the simplest level, crea-

tive practice and personal relationships can be in competition for 

scant resources of time and attention. At deeper levels, creative indi-

viduals, with all their complex character traits, can be hell to live 

with (Russo 2015) 
● Frustration at lack of success, recognition or reward 

● Financial insecurity 

● Disordered personal life incompatible with 9-5 working life 

 

It appears that irrational intuition may indeed arrive at useful conclu-

sions, and that ‗creativity‘ is not automatically to be trusted. This is not to say 

that it should automatically be distrusted; rather, that if something cannot be 

resolved at an intuitive level, it should be elevated to conscious appraisal. 

The evidence supports both hypotheses; creativity can bring benefits and 

costs. 

 

The Moral dimension: ethics and creativity 
 

Hypothesis 13: Creativity has a moral dimension 

Previous writers (such as George Orwell) feared that ruthless governmental 

totalitarianism would quash individual thought, freedom and creativity. To-

day, this view seems quaintly archaic. Instead, individuals are bombarded by 

stimuli that manipulate their thoughts, intuitions and behavior; virtually all 

our television, radio and internet is free at the point of consumption, paid for 

by manipulation industries employing creative professionals. This scenario 
seems closer to Alduous Huxley‘s Brave New World (1932). Huxley con-

cluded something similar in Brave New World Revisited (1958), where the 

author devotes sections to propaganda, selling, brainwashing and subcon-

scious persuasion. Postman (1985) in ―Are we amusing ourselves to death?‖ 

makes related arguments; totalitarianism comes not from an central authori-

tarian government but from insidious societal pressure to ‗dumb down‘ and 
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conform. Predictably, Plato warned us of such a tendency two and a half 

thousand years ago (Jowett 1871). 

Unsurprisingly, artists who ‗sell out‘ are regarded as Judas by former 

devotees. By tacit definition their skillful output no longer qualifies as indi-

vidual creativity; they become the voice of the machine and so have no claim 
to the ‗creativity‘ domain. This adds an important dimension to the definition 

of ‗creativity‘, one that is implicit in many people‘s understanding of the 

term; creative integrity lies in ownership, and therefore responsibility. 

In a model taken from psychological and cognitive science ‗valence‘ and 

‗arousal‘ are used to express the dimensionality of emotion (see Duffy, 1941, 

Tajadura-Jimenez et al 2011). So ‗arousal‘ is how much (measured in depar-

ture from some normative situation) and valence is in what direction. It is 

possible to discuss creativity analogously, with a ‗good-bad‘ axis of utility. 

Viewed from an ethical perspective, it is possible to have something that is 

very creative, and very bad. The archetypal ‗evil genius‘ of so many stories 

typifies this. Many people might actually prefer ‗bland‘ to ‗potentially wick-

ed‘. Gino and Wiltermuth (2014) discuss this in Evil Genius? How Dishones-
ty Can Lead to Greater Creativity.  

Another ethical dimension pertains in respect of the downstream conse-

quences of our actions. For instance, suppose one had an exciting idea, could 

see how it could be realized and some of the marvelous implications. Then, 

suppose one went further, realizing the possibility of a dark side to our crea-

tion and could see that the risks of misuse of ones invention might entail great 

harm. Would one forego the acclaim on the grounds that an invention cannot 

be un-invented? We eventually come to hear when an inventor regrets their 

invention, but never when one deliberately turns away from success because 

of such fears. It may be more common than we estimate, but evidence can 

never come to light since secrecy is paramount. 
There is, therefore, an asymmetry with respect to acclaim for creativity 

(nobody is lauded for not inventing a brilliant-but-dangerous artefact or idea) 

that can exacerbate the risky nature of creativity. The moral landscape of cre-

ativity and its products is uneven; sometimes creativity should be reined in, 

but isn‘t. 

Overall, the ethical dimensions of creativity are significantly under-

developed. 

Possible causal factors in counter-creativity 

Creativity is not a win-win situation; exuberant creativity maybe a mar-
velous aspect of human life; but it‘s not the only thing in life. Sometimes the 

craziness has to stop. Safety, comfort, law and stability come out of rational 

thinking. Below is a list of potential motivations for countering creativity, in 

oneself, others and society:  

● Deliberate consequence of conscious action 
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This amounts to a policy of censorship of oneself or of others because of 

a significant probability that the consequences will be inimical to our inter-

ests. Self-censorship, (because one may embarrass oneself, lose credibility, 

give others competitive ammunition) falls into this category. Censorship of 

others, because they threaten our beliefs, income and territory, or because we 
believe they are behaving foolishly. 

● Deliberate consequence of unconscious motives 

Envy, competitiveness – it could just be that if don‘t find the opportunity 

to be creative, we don‘t want reminding of the fact that others have opportu-

nities (for creative pursuits) that we don‘t, and we don‘t want others to enjoy 

creativity. We might be uninterested in their creativity simply because it‘s not 

our creativity. We might even feel, deep down, that they are being irresponsi-

bly selfish in trying to pursue creativity. We may rationalize that we are be-

having in their best interests (―they need to face up to the real world… it‘s not 

all about play‖) 

● Unintended consequence of conscious action 

One may realize the possibility, but feel the benefits outweigh the risks. 
Or one may be focused on some other, important factor, not realizing the pos-

sibility that our, or others‘ creativity will be depleted 

● Accidental consequence of unconscious action 

One may just prefer peace and quiet, having no idea that our demeanor 

oppresses the creativity of others. Or one may settle into comfortable lifestyle 

habits that smother or neglect our own creativity. 

● Disinterest 

It could just be that one simply doesn‘t care about creativity; perhaps a 

donut is cheaper and more satisfying than a challenging work of art. 

● Exporting costs 

Modern organizations tend to devolve costs and responsibility to others, 
removing accountability and overheads from their purview. Increased costs, 

bureaucracy and inconvenience are borne by users of the services, and do not 

appear on organizations‘ budget systems or performance evaluations. Appar-

ent efficiency savings result, though overall net costs (taking into account all 

participants) are inflated. Users of online banking, government websites or 

hospital parking schemes will recognize the sheer psychic cost. 

External influences: War, invasion, natural disaster, and economic catas-

trophe. 

The most finely balanced, aesthetically advanced and sophisticated civiliza-

tion can be ‗swamped‘ by overwhelming external influences. 

 

How? 
 

Creativity can be starved through neglect, masked by other activities, 

hindered by distraction. Poor understanding of the mental process can also 

hamper it. Goal-directed project management methods are pernicious since 
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they evince the wrong kind of thinking. Instruct people to ‗have a good idea‘ 

and they are likely to be creatively paralyzed; the rational, judgmental execu-

tive function of the brain is inimical to free associating ‗metaphorical mash 

up‘ thinking. Trying to have a good idea is probably the worst idea of all 

time; wherever ideas come from, it‘s not the land of forceful, Gordian-knot-
cutting Power Management tm kind of thinking.  

The authors conduct an on-going straw poll, entirely at random (the ques-

tions are asked during some appropriate social interaction). Respondents are 

not sought out; online survey methods are not used since this would result in 

a self-selecting group (only those who had particularly strong views would 

respond, resulting in some degree of homogeneity across the sample). The 

rationale is this: ―you only get the answers to the questions you ask‖ (Berg 

and Rumsey 2001) – to conduct a quantitative enquiry, it is necessary to elicit 

the broad characteristics of the terrain to be examined. 

The simple survey consists of two questions:  

1) Would you, if you could, like to be more creative in your life (work 

or home)? 
2) What stops you? 

Caveats: because the survey is not conducted in rigorously con-

trolled circumstances, uncontrolled experimental variables are not excluded. 

Hence, credible numerical data are not feasibly elicited. This is an explorato-

ry qualitative method that should precede a quantitative study. 

Some findings… 

● Too busy, not enough time and energy 

―I‘d like to be creative, but to be honest, who has the time? I have a mil-

lion and one things to do. By the time I‘ve done half [of them], I‘m exhaust-

ed. At the end of the day, I just want to veg out… I could do this stuff, if I 

wasn‘t so busy, but…‖ 
● Deadlines  

―I have so many deadlines, all of them of someone else‘s making. On top 

of them, a deadline to be creative would be laughable. I just knock something 

together, when I have to. It‘s usually OK – not brilliant, but I can pull it off. 

I‘d like to do better, but in the time available, I do OK…‖ 

A few respondents said deadlines to create actually helped: ―… actually, 

deadlines stir me into action; I suppose I‘m quite lazy until it really mat-

ters…‖ 

● Competing task demands (signal-to-noise) 

―…When I‘m at home, the kids want things, my wife tells me I haven‘t 

done something, my mother rings… at work the phone rings, my boss stops 

me doing what he told me to do by asking continually if I‘ve done it. It‘s a 
nightmare. In between, I have to tax the car, book holidays, call at the super-

market. I could never have done all this when I was younger… but then, I 

used to wonder about the universe and stuff. Maybe that was just idle day-

dreaming, I don‘t know…‖ 

● Distraction 
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―I check my email, see if I‘ve got that parcel, check my phone, 

someone‘s sent me a message – then the phone rings, someone wants me to 

do something – there‘s always something. I can‘t think, can‘t find the time to 

remember what it is I was actually thinking about.‖ 

● Disinterest: 
―When I was younger, we had a band…I used to write songs, got really 

caught up in it…childish, really… now, I‘m not bothered…I just want to go 

to work, get paid for what I do, come home, relax, go out for a few beers‖ 

● Overshadowing (by another, more demonstrative creative personali-

ty) 

―Some people just have it… looking at [X]‘s stuff, it‘s so complete…I 

just can‘t come near that; why bother?‖ and ― …Y is always banging on about 

being creative, driving creativity… it‘s like a competition to see who can gain 

the most creativity credits. I don‘t want to compete to be creative, that‘s not 

what it‘s about‖ 

● Ownership 

―Unless it‘s mine, I can‘t understand it, it‘s someone else‘s ideas, I‘ve 
got nothing to give, creatively. If I get told an idea, I head off in the other 

direction‖ 

● Trying too hard; ideas won‘t come 

―…nothing worse than that blank paper. I‘d rather have anything but 

that.‖ and ‗ …when I know that this is the moment, now I have to prove my-

self… all those ideas that used to swill around up there just dry up, nothing 

comes… it‘s like a dream with nobody in it and nothing happens; more like a 

nightmare, really‖ 

● Worrying 

―…Don‘t you understand? Everyone wants a piece of me -I have so 

many things I haven‘t done, that need doing. I feel guilty about it. My life is 
so complicated,, and I‘m worried I‘m not getting on with the right thing‖ ―…

worry is death to creativity, it‘s the opposite way of thinking, a continual 

yammering in my brain – I can‘t hear myself think…‖ 

● Prevarication 

―I tidy my desk, need a cigarette, have to see someone about a bit of ad-

ministration – anything but the thing I‘m supposed to be doing…‖ ―I can sud-

denly remember all sorts of things I meant to get on with, inconsequential 

details… but can‘t focus on what I‘m really supposed to be doing now‖ 

● ―Stuckness‖ (Pirsig 1974),  

―I find a thing – could be anything- it just gets in the way, like a brick 

wall...It‘s really, really frustrating… I just can‘t move on until I‘ve got past 

that. It fills my mind. It puts me off, knowing I‘ll have to go through that‖… 
―I lose all interest in actually doing the creative thinking, I just want to have 

already done it‖ 

● Atrophy: 

―When I was younger, and didn‘t have to worry about so many things, 

having ideas was just natural, I didn‘t have to try… now, I never have that 
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kind of easy come, easy go ideas… I suppose I‘m out of practice, or getting 

old or something‖ and ―taking drugs, having a good time, thinking the only 

thing in life is creativity – that‘s fine when you‘re young, have nothing to lose 

and everything to gain; when you‘re older and wiser, creativity is just less 

important…‖ 
● Pressure of expectations 

―…I hate other people‘s expectations… I do it for me, not for them‖ and 

―…once I was in the frame, … as a person who could be relied on to 

always have a good idea, I just, sort of, froze… I had to live up to a repu-

tation I didn‘t make.‖ 

● Too many ideas 

―Sometimes I just can‘t get the ideas down on paper – they get crowded 

out by more ideas, then I just forget. It‘s really frustrating, kind of manic…‖ 

● Watcher at the gates of the mind: 

Many respondents articulated that feeling under pressure to have a good 

idea actually inhibited the genesis of any ideas. ―..I start out with a wild 

idea… then I remember how people always tell me that wild ideas are fine, 
but I never do much with them, and the only thing that counts is good ideas, 

made real, everything else is hot air… so I try to focus on only good ideas, 

but I seem mentally stiff, like an old man‖ 

 ―In the case of the creative mind, it seems to me, the intellect has 

withdrawn its watchers from the gates, and the ideas rush in pell-

mell, and only then does it review and inspect the multitude. You 

worthy critics, or whatever you may call yourselves, are ashamed 

or afraid of the momentary and passing madness which is found in 

all real creators, the longer or shorter duration of which distin-

guishes the thinking artist from the dreamer. Hence your com-

plaints of unfruitfulness, for you reject too soon and discriminate 
too severely.‖  

―Schiller (1788),  

 

Summary of this section 

Overall, it seems that people really don‘t know how to look after their 

idea generating faculties and, through carelessness, many people become 

‗creatively unfit‘. As the metaphor implies, ‗use it or lose it‘ is the stark 

choice and most of us don‘t realize we have chosen by default until after the 

fact. The circumstances of modern life may simply make it too easy to forget 
to exercise our creativity. 

Environment and creativity 

Hypothesis 14: There are significant interactions between environment 

and creativity 
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We have a long history of engineering environments to communicate 

their purpose. Iconic buildings such as ceremonial places, temples and the 

like, are supposed to inspire psychological effects such as awe and reverence. 

The seat of government is rarely to be found in a room over the grocer‘s shop. 

Whether we are successful in constructing environments that inspire crea-
tivity is unclear. Architects do have notions of buildings-that-inspire, but 

there is little supporting scientific evidence; experiment design would be 

problematic. In any event, there‘s more to an environment than just the build-

ings. The actual position of the individual within the pecking order might be 

much more relevant. Not all individuals in an organization are seen as of 

equal value, and the inspirational elements of an environment might not be 

evenly distributed. The boss may have an office with magnificent views over 

the city; workers at the bottom of the organization might have a windowless 

cubicle in a large noisy office. This can make the majority of individuals feel 

(probably rightly) they are not really seen as individuals but unimportant 

small cogs in a vast machine, whose opinions are not listened to. 

Large organizations such as companies, government and societies tend to 
suffer from this ‗individual-blindness‘, so organizational-level policies on 

creativity are doomed to partial success, at best. There may be increasing 

divergence between the individual and societal environment (workplace, gov-

ernment etc.,) in respect of creativity. Creativity resides in individuals and is 

operated on in their interactions with the environment (the material circum-

stances and organizational structure). At best, organizations can access crea-

tivity ‗second hand‘ – they can provide fertile ground and harvest the results. 

At worst, organizations can quash (inadvertently or otherwise) it. 

 

Mature organisations are less creative: big companies don’t 
play 

 

Hypothesis 15: Organizations and societies need, but do not cause or own 

creativity. 

The relationship between maturity and creativity is epitomized in the 

corporate context. It might be simplistic to state that creativity is exclusively 

the domain of the immature, but there is something in the idea that mature 

companies, predicated on efficient delivery of products and services, have 
playfulness designed out of them.  

Max Wessel, in an article for the Harvard Business review entitled ―Why 

big companies can‘t innovate‖ (Wessel 2012), describes how some mature 

corporations do manage to strategically innovate, through the strategy of 

‗offspring‘. Basically they create immature research companies, and shelter 

them from the normal day-to-day operations.  

Other strategies include imitation: observe an innovation then copy it, 

steering through the legal niceties of Intellectual Property (IP) regulations, 

theft (‗piracy‘): similar to imitation but avoiding legal redress, and adop-
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tion—go shopping for immature, creative companies and buy them, along 

with the associated IP. 

As Wessel indicates, it‘s not all plain sailing. Companies can fail to un-

derstand the appropriate business model needed to bring the innovative prod-

ucts to market, they can suffocate their new progeny, turning them into uncre-
ative doppelgängers; they can even undermine creativity by giving too many 

resources. 

The competitiveness that drives corporate efficiency is the very reason 

that companies need to innovate, yet it is also the reason they can‘t – without 

help. Wessel point out that companies that maximize efficiency, which is 

measured specifically in profit, become totalitarian; there is just one goal, and 

everyone in the company has to subscribe to it wholeheartedly. In effect, 

companies optimize their degree of ‗fit‘ to their ecological niche. The evolu-

tionary metaphor is vivid; highly specialized species adapt poorly to gross 

changes in their environment. 

 

Consequences of suppression 

It could be that the positive consequences of constraining creativity, 

viewed logically, might entail demonstrable benefits. Addressing the ‗vices‘ 

of creativity could result in a fairer, safer, more orderly society. The individu-

alistic, impulsive, egocentric, anarchic, egocentric, unreliable and expensive 

influences could be excised. The competitive advantages that the kind of 

mentality that gave rise to creativity are no longer at a premium; after all, 

we‘ve reached the top, we‘ve beaten all the other species hands down, what is 

left? We could have eternal peace and order without surprises, without petty 

fears, ambitions or hopes.  This ordered society, freed of the exhausting in-
fighting could peacefully conduct the pursuit of ‗higher truth‘ without hin-

drance by the internal friction that previously dogged all societies. 

―This sounds remarkably like Plato‘s Republic‖  

―Jowett (1871). 

But would it pan out like that? Would progress continue or plateau? 

And given that evolution is a blind process consisting of inevitable mutation 

and natural selection (competition), would such a society be entirely defense-

less in the face of newly arising competition? Karl Popper‘s criticism of Pla-

to‘s totalitarianism is on humanitarian grounds (Popper 2013) but the more 

general question here is whether such a circumstance can actually survive, or 

whether, like the archetypal Ponzi scheme (see: Zuckoff 2005), they are pred-
icated on some fundamental intrinsically non-viable premises that determine 

that they must, eventually, crash and burn. 

It‘s logically impossible to prove the demerits of suppression before the 

fact. Diminution of the kind of insane, inspired problem-solving capacity we 

have so far enjoyed, might be irrelevant in all but the most un-anticipatable 

existential threats. But ‗black swan‘ theory reminds us that unlikely events 
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happen, eventually (Taleb 2007). The kind of cognitive processes involved in 

creativity are not merely anachronistic hangovers from a more primitive stage 

in our evolution, but are vital when faced with unanticipated (and logically 

unforeseeable) events. 

A world without creativity might be regimented – but what‘s the point? 
Why have millions of identical units when one epitomizes them all? It might 

be ordered, but to what end? Same applies. In effect, what would be the point 

at all of having organic life in the universe if it were indistinguishable from 

all the other matter in the universe? 

Of course, the above arguments amount to macro arguments that should 

not automatically be applicable to micro-level existence. There may indeed 

be no reason for life to exist (apart from the obvious observation that the uni-

verse has, somehow, in us, evolved the capacity for self-consciousness) but 

that‘s not the point. We each have a life to live, as best as we can. 

In any event, we are not at a stage where we could declare creativity 

redundant. To the individual, creativity—large or small—is bound up with 

what it means to actually be an individual. The minutiae that comprise ‗my 
life‘ are what it means, to a human, to exist. My creativity might be employed 

or enjoyed by others, but it‘s mine. A useful concept can be metaphorically 

transposed from cognitive neuropsychology: ‗peripersonal space‘, which re-

fers to the within-reach area around the individual in which perception is 

acute (Tajadura-Jiménez et al 2012). Perhaps creativity in individuals requires 

psychological peripersonal space. 

Environmental interactions play a significant role in encouraging or 

constraining creativity, but the science of managing these interactions re-

quires significant investment. 

 
Conclusions 

 

In this chapter, we have articulated examination of creativity in the con-

text of a number of hypotheses. These concern the risks and benefits (of en-

couraging or constraining creativity), interactive factors and the potential for 

rational inquiry into the subject. We find that much of the thinking about cre-

ativity is itself of the intuitive kind; there is more anecdotal evidence than 

scientific evidence. 
It has often been ruefully said: ―…managing creatives is like herding 

cats‖. But of course, if you want a herd, don‘t get cats, and if you want cats, 

don‘t try to herd them. 

In the preceding sections, what is clear is that creativity and rationality 

are different kinds of processes that can be antipathetic with respect to each 

other. Organizations, societies and individuals could not be predicated only 

on creativity; they would be unstable. Nor (rather counter-intuitively) should 

they be entirely rational; they become senile, moribund even. Locked together 

in eternal conflict, neither must win or the victor would perish soon thereaf-
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ter. They must continue, and must stay healthy. Fortunately, we have a suc-

cessful exemplar: the human brain efficiently manages to combine them 

through ‗cognitive style switching‘. Hence, cognitive neuroscience can offer 

insights into how we might structure societies. 

Whilst organizational and societal environmental circumstances can af-
fect creativity, creativity nevertheless resides in individuals. That is, evidence 

suggests that environmental circumstances can cultivate or inhibit creativity, 

but no political or organizational policy has ever been proven to cause crea-

tivity. 

Can we have an ordered society, yet one that resolutely comprises indi-

viduals? Can we have a rational approach to the inculcation and utilization of 

creativity that accounts for the risks and benefits in systematic ways? Dog-

matic denial of risk is no way forward, neither is dogmatic suppression of the 

evidence for risk. Creativity is sometimes overrated, and sometimes underrat-

ed. 

Creativity is Prometheus‘ fire. Can we make better use of it without being 

burned? The difficult trick is to maximize upsides and minimize downsides. 
Can we tame the tiger without losing something essential to what it is to be a 

tiger? 

On reflection, we often inhibit, suppress or even destroy creativity, some-

times intentionally (whether consciously so or not) and sometimes accidental-

ly (carelessness or collateral damage during some other effort). Sometimes 

we suppress advisedly (the creativity in question is not in our best interests) 

and sometimes inadvisably (short termism will come back to bite us). The 

situation obviously is muddled and should not be allowed to continue. Only a 

rational approach can disentangle the hearsay, anecdote, near-superstition and 

sheer amateurishness with which we have approached the creativity problem 

in the past. The future robust health of our individuals, institutions and socie-
ties depends on our optimization of the relationships between rationality and 

creativity.  

What is suggested here is that the route to better utilization of creativity is 

better understanding by the individual, organization and society of what it is, 

and does, and what the risks and benefits might be. This is a two-way street; 

individuals don‘t really understand organizations any better than organiza-

tions understand individuals.  Tricks of technique might provide immediate 

results but cannot produce long-term gains. Dogma will not suffice.  

We have a grasp on qualitative but not quantitative characteristics of in-

hibitory factors. We have no precision in understanding interactions between 

such factors. 

Creativity can be investigated in philosophy, psychology and cognitive 
neuroscience. We need an ontology of creativity, an understanding of the 

mechanisms of creativity, and a fuller reckoning of the ethics of creativity. 

What is required is a detailed, systematic and scientific approach to creativity; 

anything less would be ‗smoke and mirrors‘.   
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STAYING CREATIVE: CREATIVE TECHNIQUE, 
HABIT AND EXPERIENCE 
 

CHRIS WILSON & MICHAEL BROWN 
 

 

Abstract 

This chapter focuses analysis on a practice-based research project exploring 

personal creativity in musical composition. Seeking simply to explore the 

process and experience of creative routines in a more focused way―most 

specifically through imposed constraints of discipline, productive time and 

working materials―the project developed in unexpected ways and the fo-

cused act of observation itself led to the development of unanticipated in-

sights.  

Initial assumptions being that: 1) The right balance of challenge/constraint 

and creative context can stimulate creative fluency and flow, and; 2) The 
wrong balance of challenge/constraint and creative context can inhibit crea-

tivity, the subtle variations of experience and the delicate structures involved 

in framing ‗creative balance‘ in the composition process developed insights 

into the relationship between creative boundaries, activities, and creative 

identity.  

Creative fluency and creative quality can, and routinely does, emerge 

from difficult and constrained creative conditions. This text presents a per-

sonal insight into the creative experience of working through a defined pro-

gramme of compositional activity, deliberately designed to test and to chal-

lenge, and how the same parameters of creative activity can frame everything 

from the most positive and affirming of musical activity, to the most desper-

ate and distressing. It is through both pain and pleasure that creative value can 
emerge. 

Keywords: Creativity, routine, inhibition, discipline, productivity, flow 

Introduction 

"The arts are not a way to make a living. They are a very human 

way of making life more bearable. Practicing an art, no matter 

how well or badly, is a way to make your soul grow, for heaven's 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
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sake. Sing in the shower. Dance to the radio. Tell stories. Write a 

poem to a friend, even a lousy poem. Do it as well as you possi-

bly can. You will get an enormous reward. You will have created 

something."  

― Kurt Vonnegut, A Man Without a Country. 

This text situates a first-person narrative exploring a research project 

based on the composition of music. The focus of enquiry being creative expe-

rience through creative constraints, the practice-based research explores a 

defined period of creative musical activity and a structured programme of 

musical composition, publication, and creative reflection.  

Originally conceived in quite focused terms, the initial project aims were 

simply to explore the process of artistic creativity through constraint and limi-

tation―of time and other factors―to evaluate the extent to which the imposi-

tion of boundaries affect creative output productivity and quality. Relevant 

specifically to educational practice in the teaching and assessment of musical 

composition, the aim was to develop a better understanding of creative musi-

cal experience, a subject more often mythologized than considered logically 
(there is no actual magic involved, as much as creative musical thinking can 

be mysterious and often exceed the available speed of documentation), the 

practice-based and collaborative approach to the research nevertheless led 

both to greater personalisation and conceptual diversification in the thinking 

involved. The initial focus became a blur, but a blur requiring interpretation 

and description nonetheless.  

Ultimately, this chapter is simply a reflective account of a period of crea-

tive activity undertaken within a series of self-imposed constraints. The aim 

throughout being to explore the process and experience of creativity under 

constraint, and to consider the nature of boundaries in creative activity 

through routine more generally, this text simply presents an insight into what 
it is to both flourish and struggle in creative practice and the relationship be-

tween boundaries and creative experience; an attempt simply to consider 

Bourdieu‘s ‗Habitus‘, the schemata of creative activity, and to explore the 

‗rules of the game‘ in the composition of music (Odena, 2012: p. 10) when 

challenged and inhibited. Rather than for the purposes of testing specific as-

pects of creative process or outcome through musical composition, this is 

merely a story of what was learned from such an experience. 

Creative boundaries and constraints 

―None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely be-

lieve they are free.‖  

― Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Elective Affinities. 

In any discussion of creative limitations and constraints, it is important to 

clarify that creativity itself requires boundaries; limitation being an integral 
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aspect of every act, product, and experience of creativity. Without a frame-

work or established domain through which creative ideas can be communicat-

ed and decoded, ideas cannot be perceived, never mind evaluated in terms of 

creative significance. Such a framework requires elements of commonality or 

unoriginality and, ultimately, creative limitation, for there to be any visibility, 
or audibility of creative ideas. As discussed in a previous publication (Wilson 

& Brown, 2015), both complete freedom and complete inhibition arguably 

represent equivalent points of zero creative potential. Creativity is ultimately 

defined by the relationship between new and existing ideas but without tran-

scendence of some form or another, creativity is simply not possible.  

Nevertheless, there is a clear distinction to be made between positive 

boundaries related to creative frameworks and cultural contexts, and negative 

boundaries related to creative inhibition, perhaps the most pernicious and 

most common being limitation of creative time and opportunity. As is often 

the case with creative practitioners, an exclusive focus on personal creative 

practice is invariably challenged by the creeping demands of wider personal 

and professional life. Leading frequently to a gradual dilution of creative en-
deavour and reduction in time spent in focused creative practice, an unintend-

ed but nevertheless inevitable un-focusing of creative attention can follow. As 

musicians, composers and academics, the act of actively composing music, a 

process that for many accounts for tens of hours per week of activity during 

peak intensity, often becomes an occasional endeavour, a fringe activity, and 

a marginalised pursuit, as other activities take over. Evident in all those who 

recall in memory a distant creative practice of one form or another, occasion-

ally, and often routinely, the boundaries of time and other factors can become 

insurmountable and lead to creative atrophy.  

All creativity ultimately develops, flourishes, and decays. The inevitable 

cycle of life dictates that all creative potential (both productive and receptive) 
emerges naive, develops through opportunities for creative experience and 

expression, often missed, and ultimately declines and finally disappears. All 

sound ultimately dissipates and is absorbed by surrounding surfaces, trans-

duced into mere momentary vibration and miniscule temperature elevation. 

All creative artefacts eventually subject to the ravages of erosion over time, 

all temporal acts ultimately lost in those very same sands. Nevertheless, it is 

through creativity that the prospect of immortality is presented in its most 

tantalizing form. It is only through acts of creativity that any form of ongoing 

impact beyond the boundaries of existence can be realized; it is only by pass-

ing on originality―either through the more immediate production of off-

spring, or the germinal impact of ideas―that any form of existence, beyond 

existence, is possible.  
A sense of creative accountability as a composer of music simply implies 

the need to ensure that the best of ideas are captured and communicated. The 

ideas may be plentiful and readily accessible, but the dedication to capturing 

and sharing these ideas is easily eroded when the activity is not a primary 

professional activity. Seeking in part to address this problem in this project, 
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through active re-engagement with creative practice, boundaries were im-

posed both to test, and to protect creative activity. 

Creative Being: Drifting beyond boundaries 

Whilst the initial intention was simply to document the experience of 

creative activity and routine with defined limitations, other factors relevant to 

the understanding of creativity as a cognitive process and perceptual experi-

ence became apparent during the project. Consequently, this text presents a 

mixture of focused, first person narrative and empirical research data, in the 

form of tangible musical results, and consideration more generally of the wid-

er implications of creative inhibition and the marginalization of artistic prac-

tice. From the initial question - What happens if you impose limitations on 

creative activity? - The wider questions of - Why are there limitations on cre-

ative activity; Are creative inhibitors real, and; what are the implications of 

creative inhibition? - are explored through consideration of creative self per-
ception, self-actualization, creative transference, and musical production.  

As is common in creative practice in the arts, and indeed fundamental to 

the definition of creativity itself, this research did not lead quite where it was 

anticipated to lead. Research became ‗messy‘ but lead to positions of under-

standing nevertheless worthy of onward communication. 

Charting the creative project 

Whilst there are artists and creatives more generally who feel compelled to 

create, driven almost against their will to engage in creative practice, like 

most, I became and remain a composer because I have always loved the pro-
cess and, having therefore devoted considerable time and attention to com-

posing, become quite good at it. I started composing music with a particular 

focus from about the age of 12, and this became an activity that I was fortu-

nate to devote my complete attention to at Music College. Indeed, for many 

years, composing music is almost all I did, often for days at end without any 

break when deeply engrossed in particular projects. Over time, compositional 

activity, peaking at approximately 40-60 hours per week for sustained periods 

during my undergraduate and postgraduate studies, gradually declined as wid-

er professional responsibilities began to occupy increasing amounts of my 

attention. Initially becoming punctuated by other activities during the early 

stages of my teaching career, eventually productivity began to decline more 

rapidly and creative activities become more concentrated in bursts rather than 
ongoing and sustained practice. Twenty years ago, I would routinely generate 

over an hour of new musical ideas a month, currently sixty minutes of fin-

ished compositions represents a productive year.  

Nevertheless, whilst the focus of this chapter is very much framed by a 

sense of having drifted away from regular compositional activity in the literal 

sense, the process of composition being very much a cerebral one, in actual 

fact the narrative is more one more of exploration of deliberate contact with 
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the documentation and onward communication of musical ideas. For me, 

composition has always been more a process of thinking than doing. Doing is 

merely the effort required to communicate musical ideas to others. I have 

always maintained the process of musical composition in my own thinking 

and in the very way I interpret the sounds I encounter in my environment. 
This project is not so much about creative being, as it is about being creative 

in the presence of others and for the benefit of others.  

Like many composers, I compose music in a variety of ways and through 

a range of different mechanisms, from paper-based manuscript and written 

notes, to computer-based software and portable recording and editing devices. 

Mainly I carry and juggle fragments of ideas and find means of assembling 

these when the opportunity or the need arises. Focusing here on the use of 

laptop-based music recording and production software in sculptural approach-

es to composition and sound editing, software-based approaches also present-

ed the most effective means of meeting the objectives of composing and pub-

lishing of results in tight timeframes. The ability to work using headphones 

whilst small children slept was also advantageous and unavoidable as an ad-
ditional constraint.  

A routine was established. My creative practice had become more struc-

tured around sporadic bursts of creative activity and it had been many years 

since a regular pattern of compositional activity was commonplace. There-

fore, on Friday evenings at 9pm, a period of creative production would com-

mence, progress, and culminate with the capturing of a recorded outcome for 

online publication. Whatever stage a musical idea had reached by a 11pm 

deadline, the result, or at least an outline of the ideas involved, would be pub-

lished online. Whether the process was productive or disastrous, outcomes 

would be made audible and available. Most importantly, whatever the per-

ceived pressure to devote the time to other activities, the process would be 
completed in a disciplined way.  

This process was repeated over 12 consecutive weeks collectively repre-

senting cumulatively 24 hours of creative activity. Beyond basic rules regard-

ing time, no specific musical objectives were established. The process of cre-

ative decision making, both within individual sessions of activity and be-

tween sessions of activity, was to be explored through the creative process.  
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Creative processes and outcomes 

 
Figure 1: 12 weeks of creative practice 

 

As outlined in Figure 1 above (and Figure 2 below), twelve consecutive 

weeks of creative activity produced twelve compositional ideas, of varying 

durations, related experiences of creative processes, and resulting quality of 

ideas. As with every creative project, in my experience, the beginning was 

marked by optimism, even excitement, as possibilities were considered. Ac-

cepting and even revelling in the naivety of the start of a creative project, 

particular satisfaction was evident simply for the fact that a certain sense of 
permission was evident for a return to creative routine. For the first time in 

many years musical composition would become a defined feature of my 

working practice. I felt like a composer and was somewhat taken aback at the 

significance of that experience. However, whatever was anticipated in terms 

of creative experience and productivity was to lead in unexpected directions 

and involve new creative experiences, including the most productive and flu-

ent, and by far the most difficult and unpleasant ever encountered. 

―Demos from fragments of time spent moving dials and click-
ing track pads. The aim is rediscover my process by forcing 

ideas.‖ 

―Author description of project compositions: https://

soundcloud.com/cj101-1/sets/own-things  
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Figure 2: 12 compositional ideas 

 

Initially conceived as a linear study process, with obvious value in se-

quential discussion, subsequent reflection and analysis of the project has led 

to a different approach to the structuring of discussion and analysis. Whilst a 

certain iterative development of fluency and technique was evident, more 

significant in determining the productivity, quality, and experience of creative 

processes were other factors, and other experiences more notable. Creative 

quality was generally judged to be low in overall terms in terms of explicit 

analysis of the musical ideas produced. Nevertheless, given the constraints 

involved, primarily that of time, and the creative perspective of the possibili-

ties of the overall ‗raw material‘ produced during the course of project 
(outlined at the end of this section), the value of creative investment was 

judged to be high in overall terms. Insights were developed and musical ideas 

developed capable of acting as germinal starting points for future creative 

activity and further, unconstrained, development.  

Rather than simply describe the creative arch of the project and discuss 

individual creative events in sequence (See Figure 2 above), the following 

reflective account of creative practice instead focuses analysis on different 

aspects of creative experience and outcomes. Whilst compositional duration 

is highlighted in Figure 1, in the context of compositional activity using com-

puters, duration is a relatively arbitrary measure of creative output; it being 

perfectly possible to generate greater duration of musical time than time spent 
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developing, given suitable use of repeat editing and faster-than-real-time mix-

ing and audio rendering. Considered more important in this analysis are: 

● Creative beginnings (the initiation and outset of a creative process); 

● Creative flow and peak experience (ease and reward of practice), 

and;  

● Creative inhibition, distress and ambivalence (creative difficulty 

and creativity under duress).  

 

Creative beginnings 

The beginning of this creative project, as with every creative project be-
yond a certain boundary of definition, clarity, parameter, or inevitability, in 

my experience, was joyous; the excitement of possibility presenting an almost 

panoramic sense of space and opportunity. Perhaps amplified by an underly-

ing interest in returning to more focused composition activity, the perspective 

nevertheless mirrored both my own experience of creative practice and that 

reflected in the many biographies of composers, writers and artists outlining 

experience of the initiation of creative activity. It is at the outset that the pos-

sibilities are most great and most numerous, prospects so intriguing and un-

certain, and creativity at its most unconstrained and open. 

 

Infinite Circles 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/infinite-cycles-1  

 

Infinite Circles was composed and produced towards the end of a short 

break from work and after a busy period of writing and international travel. 

The start of the creative project, and the prospect of the creative experience 

was wonderful, exhilarating even. Every possibility was available, every di-

rection open, I was refreshed, unpressured, and I chose to play. The composi-
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tional event occurred spontaneously and led directly to the development of 

this research project, and establishment of the basic parameters of the project 

introduced earlier in this text. 

The process was a more recreational experience than a creative challenge. 

It being routine that I invest several hours work each evening on professional 
work (reading, writing, developing, communicating), the transference of fo-

cus and exclusivity of attention to pure musical creativity a return to familiar 

and well loved territory was relished, and approached with unconditional ex-

pectation of enjoyment, and a perception of zero overall risk. Nothing could 

go wrong. Even if it went wrong, it would only be correctable through future 

endeavour.  

The creative process began inauspiciously. I simply reverted to what I 

considered at the time to be the most enjoyable possible creative approach. I 

opened a music production software application on my laptop, with my head-

phones on, and I started to explore ideas. At this stage working independently 

of the project parameters that were to be established subsequently, creative 

flow was immediate and enjoyable, any thought of constraint very far from 
mind. Working specifically for enjoyment rather than with perhaps what 

could be described as serious artistic intent, and seeking to make progress 

quickly so as to enrich the play, simple ideas were assembled quickly and 

with nothing but joyful experimentation and playfulness.  

A simple software synthesizer patch (sound) was initially selected from a 

range of possible sound sources. Subsequently manipulated, reprogrammed, 

played with, and situated in specific sound environment through additional of 

signal processing techniques or ‗effects‘, a short motif was captured, cycled 

in playback monitoring of the recorded musical ideas, and complementary 

musical elements added through an iterative process of musical thinking, lis-

tening, programming, and manipulation of software controls over all aspects 
of the developing sound environment. The capabilities of software-based mu-

sic production lend themselves to constant playback of musical ideas and 

provide almost limitless control over sound characteristics and combinations. 

Consequently, at any given point, focus of interest or attention can be devel-

oped in fine detail with multiple parameters available for manipulation. Com-

posing within a recording-based process provides opportunity to connect di-

rectly the musical idea with the musical end result, and procrastination over 

any given point of creative thinking or musical idea easily absorbed with tink-

ering with other aspects of the project. 

The compositional process relaxed into patterns of activity established 

over decades of compositional work with computers and recording technolo-

gy. Whilst the sophistication of the software and wider technologies may 
have changed over time, comfortable patterns of operation led to the gradual 

settling of musical ideas in terms of tempo, tonality, rhythm, and tonal char-

acteristics of the sounds and sound environments. Percussive ideas were de-

veloped alongside bass elements and textural, harmonic, and melodic ideas 
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added in parallel with back-and-forth attention to editing of controls over 

other aspects of sound and sound placement of established elements.  

Stylistically, Infinite Circles developed into a form of electronica evoking 

aspects of musical style and form of previous creative work. Drawing almost 

entirely from a sound palette of vintage synthesizers, loop-based composi-
tional approaches also reflect sample-based computer music styles and forms 

indicative of previous commercial work. The track reflects a playful reminis-

cence more than a meaningful creative attempt to push forward. 

The moniker Sono Ondo was adopted on a whim, at the point of publica-

tion. Meaning ‗Sound Wave‘ in Esperanto, the language translation was a 

side thought as I was working in parallel at that time with several overseas 

projects and research involving regular use of web-based language translation 

tools. Consequently, I stumbled across the idea of Esperanto and then played 

with word combinations until a pleasing result emerged. Sono Ondo was 

simply the result of exploring the translation results of numerous words and 

phrases seemingly relevant to the musical ideas, materials involved, and gen-

eral poetic value. ‗Sound‘ being the first thought for a word to translate, the 
translation result, ‗Sono‘, was immediately selected and other accompanying 

words explored. ‗Ondo‘ (Wave) was eventually identified as the second word. 

It balanced and developed a form of pleasing symmetry that felt comfortable. 

The title was determined approximately half way through the creative 

process. Having adopted a compositional approach involving cycled and re-

peated patterns, and having focused concentration on the editing and perfor-

mance of musical ideas in cycled patterns during the compositional process, 

the title was perceived as necessary, and is therefore a result of spontaneous 

selection. The cover image was adapted from a photograph taken at a haber-

dashery of a display of thread bobbins. The selection of title and the selection 

of image being integrated creative selection and ideation processes, both un-
doubtedly connected to the experience of cycles and loop points in the musi-

cal editing process.  

In the case of Infinite Circles, the creative beginning of this project, the 

creative activity is acknowledged to have been ‗unconstrained‘ and undertak-

en following a period of rest which may account principally for the perceived 

success both of developmental process and outcomes; the evaluative frame-

work established after the results to a great extent. The composition was only 

published because it was deemed suitable to do so and the outcomes ultimate-

ly the result of a period of open play. Subsequent weeks were subject to dif-

ferent constraints leading to different experiences. Nearly all creative events 

led to creative insight, and transferable benefits. Subsequent weeks estab-

lished the supplementary challenge of: 

● Always beginning from ‗scratch‘ (never returning to finish some-

thing from a previous week). 

● Publishing with accompanying cover image. 
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Creative flow and peak experience 

With respect to creative flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) and peak experi-

ence (Csikszentmihalyi, 1995), reflecting on the completed series of composi-
tional ideas, the relative complexity of individual compositions can be evalu-

ated and, given the equal timeframes involved in compositional development, 

a basic calculation made as to the relative fluency of creative work (or basic 

productivity of ideation). However, as identified in previous discussion of the 

basic data about the compositional outcomes, duration itself is by no means a 

reliable indicator of compositional fluency in a computer-based music pro-

duction process. Equally and more generally, duration is not a clear measure 

of creative intensity or the quantity of ideas in music composition more gen-

erally. John Cage‘s organ version of his piece As Slow as Possible (ASLSP) 

originally composed in 1985 for example, has a concert performance duration 

of over 600 years, and the spiral cut groove at the end of side 2 of the original 
LP pressing of The Beatles‘ Sgt Pepper‟s Lonely Hearts Club Band renders 

the final moments an infinite loop, reliant only on power to supply the record 

player to last in perpetuity (or at least until the stylus wears down). A com-

poser need only add the word ‗infinity‘ to a repeat mark to lock musicians 

into a potentially lifelong commitment. Duration is easy, and a potentially 

unreliable objective indicator of creative effort. Using computer-based soft-

ware, repetition of sound elements or the elongation of musical ideas, is a 

relatively simple process. 

Equally, complexity, in and of itself, dependent on the processes involved 

with development, can also be a difficult factor to map to creative flow. 

Whilst the quantity of musical ideas may at first glance present an objective 

approach to the analysis of productivity, compositional simplicity can masque 
extraordinary effort and render hidden abandoned alternatives and prior itera-

tions, whilst complexity can emerge from simple creative steps and can only 

be determined according to the musical schema concerned. John Williams‘ 

final selection for the five note musical phrase synonymous with the Spiel-

berg film Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977) for example, was select-

ed from dozens of alternatives before eventually being selected and defining 

the film. The experimental and avant-garde in music may often be attributed 

with the characteristics of complexity, where only random or unconstrained 

creative processes were involved. Ultimately, any judgement of creative flu-

ency and flow must take into account the experience of and thinking behind 

creative processes to frame more accurate analysis of creative activities and 
products. 

Whilst of course not fully content with the published results from a crea-

tive editorial perspective of any of the twelve creative ‗events‘ developed in 

this project, some nevertheless reflect more intuitive and more productive 

creative experiences. On some occasions, unexpectedly, and in different crea-

tive contexts, musical ideas came together quickly and satisfyingly. In some 

cases approaching peak experience, where all attention collapsed into a pro-
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ductive and seemingly effortless sequence of thinking and doing, on many 

occasions, creative flow was more evident and experienced at the time.  

When the next step, the next idea, comes quickly in composing, as with 

creative practice in other domains, there is no clear way of describing precise-

ly why fluency emerges, what may account for this, or indeed precisely how 
this experienced beyond vague descriptions of calmness, contentment, and 

general satisfaction. Nevertheless, the resulting composition presents a unique 

opportunity for reflection and consideration of creative processes, themselves 

both mapped and interwoven with the resulting sounds. It may be intriguing 

to note, for those perhaps unfamiliar with creative arts practice, that the expe-

rience of creativity and the processes involved in creative practice are com-

monly recallable in vivid detail. Compositions produced over three decades 

ago remain recollections of considerable precision and clarity. Such is the 

focus and the attention associated with musical composition, the process in-

volving every aspect of self, the act as well as the documentation of musical 

composition produces a recording, both often in high definition. 

Descent 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/desc3nt  

 

Descent was perhaps the composition developed most calmly and serene-

ly of all twelve. Unlike the gentle excitement of the previous, inaugural week, 

where creative activity was started spontaneously and directed primarily for 

the purposes of musical recreation, this was the first occasion under which the 

constraints of time, imposition of title and identity, and wider publication 

would apply.  
No preconceived musical ideas were taken into the creative activity but 

the musical ideas developed from an almost immediate fixation and focus on 

slow. Recalling the recent and more generally recalled experience of landing 

in a plane, a brief pause in creative musical activity led to the development of 

the resulting cover image and title; itself taken of the side of an airplane seat 

on a recent European flight. The creative process subsequently reflected the 
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personal experience of landing in a plane in terms of the mixed emotional 

experience of relief and anxiety. Almost certain in the knowledge that you 

will safely be grounded in a short period time as the clouds drift past the win-

dows, there remains the equal certainty that the point at which the plane re-

turns to the ground is by far the most dangerous aspect of air travel with po-
tential to deliver terminal perceptual experience.  

The initial focus on slow speed progressed through the composition. Per-

haps because of the recollected stillness experienced in the cabin of the air-

craft, and a personal tendency to close my eyes and to be listening to music at 

the point of landing, as well as determining Descent as being conceptually 

linked with the experience of landing in a plane, a focus on development of 

music I would like to listen to in that context also emerged as a consideration. 

Brian Eno‘s Ambient 1: Music for Airports (1978) providing perhaps the most 

notable aviation-related musical soundscape designed to enrich airport envi-

ronments, this creative process developed the simple notion of assembling 

sounds that would nullify practical anxiety and enrich positive experience in 

flight. Perhaps quite literally connected to the experienced desire for ‗slow‘ 
arrivals by plane, rather than sudden and terminal impact, a basic conceptual 

idea found a personal resonance, a context for deeper emotional reflection 

and consideration.  

The composition and development of Descent, punctuated, less than thir-

ty minutes into the two-hour creative time-frame by the development of the 

cover image and title, is unremarkable except to note that the establishment of 

the conceptual framework represented immediate creative reassurance. Sim-

ple, calm, and slow sound environments are what I always prefer to listen to 

when landing in a plane, therefore development of textures rather than notes 

represented an immediate sense of reduction in the technical demands of the 

creative process. Developing a series of synthesiser motifs and incorporating 
edited fragments of previously recorded piano improvisation, the creative 

process is characterised simply by the application, in part, of the recalled per-

ception of forced calm involved in the experience of air travel, and informed 

by the immediacy of production requirements. Ideas had to be documented 

quickly to exaggerate the stillness of the sounds. 

Two hours is not a long time. To be creative is by definition a spontane-

ous process but to coordinate the simultaneous development, capture and 

publication of new musical ideas in a confined timeframe is a complex task. 

The juxtaposition of urgency and conceptual ‗slowness‘ framed a particularly 

productive and flow-like creative experience. There was in perfect symbiosis, 

a reassuring sense of parallel urgency and infinity. I even considered cheating 

and extending the boundaries beyond the two-hour timeframe when faced 
with the enthusiasm induced by germinal ideas, infinite latent possibilities 

emerging for subtlety and the development of quality, yet as the clock ticked 

down I could not resist the project boundaries, established on days earlier. 

The tension between creative constraint and creative ideas was tested imme-

diately. The composition was published as planned. But begrudgingly. Highly 
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incomplete work that flowed extremely well had emerged and been commu-

nicated yet I was not ready to let go. 

 

Fold 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/fold-rough-mix  

 
Creative activity in the third week, whilst framed by the project parame-

ters and developed through now more defined constraints of time (the preced-

ing week with Descent almost the precedent for discipline with creative time), 

was nevertheless essentially subject to the benefits of the same conditions 

supporting the development of Infinite Circles and Descent; namely that of a 

preceding period of rest. This was true to such an extent that the enthusiasm 

to repeat the experiential success of the initial compositional events was such 

that the wider research project was conceived and the parameters devised; the 

imposition of which only made the prospect of the third week‘s creative event 

more enticing. Having established precedent for creative fluency and immedi-

ate publication of ‗complete‘ musical ideas―cohesive and balanced musical 
compositions―the attempt to reproduce peak experience, and to mandate 

equivalent levels of productivity through an almost performance management 

approach, made the third week of the project perhaps the most exciting of all. 

Actual and perceived risk remained extremely low. Potential for creative ful-

filment was extremely high.  

Stylistically taking queues from Infinite Circles, and indeed very much 

seeking to extend compositionally from that point, the creative approach was 

much more strategic and focused on the 2-hour timeframe. I had of course 

cheated and not only edited the cover image and predetermined the title, but 

also developed a number of basic musical ideas in the time leading up to the 

compositional event. Intrigued by the constraints rather than inhibited by 

them, the creative process became more a technical exercise than a period of 
play, treated more as an assignment brief or professional commission. 
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Working initially to establish the basic sound elements and to ‗set up‘ the 

virtual recording and production software environment, individual instrument 

patches and sound sources were selected quickly and basic parameters such 

as tempo and signal processing (sound compression, reverb) established. The 

compositional process was unremarkable suffice to say that the peak experi-
ence in this case was very much defined by an emphasis on effortlessness and 

intuitiveness. I had some basic musical ideas. I thought ahead about realising 

these. It all worked perfectly. 

Centre 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/centre-mix?in=cj101-1/sets/own-things  

 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the composition, recording and 
production of Centre is the speed with which it was conceived and subse-

quently published. The track represents the most productive period of compo-

sition in the entire project from the perspective of production time and quality 

of results. Having tried and failed to develop a particular musical idea for 

over an hour of the defined two-hour creative timeframe on the date con-

cerned, losses were cut and the creative activity was momentarily abandoned. 

Almost immediately, a sense of commitment to the publication of creative 

results led to the rapid assembly of a series of sound elements incorporating 

sounds of the Yorkshire coastline and the church bells of my hometown 

amongst a series of textural synthesiser parts. 

The published results are the outcome of approximately forty minutes 

work. The underlying sonic ideas have merit, but have scope for much further 
development. Nevertheless, the ideas came quickly and the solutions emerged 

rapidly. Recognising that creative practice can drift towards procrastination 

and indulgence, often with profoundly valuable results, the imposition of 

strict time restrictions certainly focuses the mind and can induce effective 

productive responses.  
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Unknown Mechanism 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/better-known-mechanism  

 

Unknown Mechanism whilst far from a complete musical idea, is never-

theless that which developed most intuitively and most productively of all 

weekly bursts of creative activity. It is one of several individual ideas for 
which there are plans to return for further development and completion. Ful-

filment emerged despite a lack of expectation or positive anticipation, or pre-

paratory thought. On this occasion, the project provided license to turn to 

musical activity despite pressure of time that would otherwise have inevitably 

led to catch-up or get-ahead activity on other projects. I was allowed to com-

pose and consequently relaxed into the inevitably of this far from reluctantly 

and actively appreciated the project parameters as supporting my personal 

well being.  

With respect to creative productivity, having identified the limits by 

which duration and musical complexity can be used to determine creative 

flow, Unknown Mechanism was perhaps second only to the first creative ex-
perience with Infinite Circles in terms of creative enthusiasm in the develop-

mental process. As the fifth week of activity however, Unknown Mechanism 

emerged in the context of an extremely busy period activity in other areas. 

Consequently, this track represents one of the more unique creative experi-

ences in this project. Without deconstructing the creative process in detail, 

suffice to say that not only did ideas emerge positively (from a creative per-

spective), the results present an example of rare creative experience, when the 

results exceed expectations, surprise, and stimulate a rising curve of creative 

application. When initial creative expectations are neutral rather than low, if 

the initial ideas lead to a positive feedback loop of recognition and enjoyment 

(appreciation of results), the creative process can gain traction and lead to 

increasing engagement and application.  
Unknown Mechanism emerged better than anticipated because the crea-

tive process went better than expected. The creative process drew me in, al-

most seduced me into progressively switching off other cognitive processes 
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and mental attention to other things. Whilst the very beginning of the creative 

process was marked by a level of ambivalence, the peak of creative experi-

ence was amongst the most focused and invested. Quite simply, this is one of 

the creative artefacts with which I remain most satisfied, partly because of the 

experience of that ramping up of interest, but also because the perceived qual-
ities, and potential for further development, of the resulting ideas, is judged to 

be high.  

FRy2e 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/fry2e-1?in=cj101-1/sets/own-things  

 

FRy2e mirrored the creative experience of Unknown Mechanism quite 

closely. Albeit significantly less complex compositionally, the flow in this 

creative process was more associated with recording and production fluency. 

The sound qualities of assembled elements were engaging during the creative 

process to the extent that the limitations of time became reconciled by the 

perspective that this was very much the sketching of a plan rather than the 

completion of an idea. As with Unknown Mechanism, ideas emerged quickly 

and in a way that engaged creative interest. 
Whilst there is a degree of separation between Unknown Mechanism 

(Week 5) and FRy2e (Week 11), the recollection of the former creative expe-

rience of the first undoubtedly informed the approach taken to the latter. In 

the case of FRy2e though, it was the production qualities that were quickly 

identified as the primary strength. Consequently, a focus on the development 

of musical ideas was transferred from notes to sound characteristics. 
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Bl1p 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/bl1p  

 

Bl1p was another example of creative processes exceeding expectation 

from an un-predetermined starting point. As with a number of other creative 

experiences, creative process was enjoyable precisely because the documen-

tation of ideas stimulated ideas and engagement. As with a number of others, 

this musical sketch is one that will be returned to for further development and 

completion.  

 

B1onk1 

 
 

B1onk1 was the outcome of the last of the series of twelve creative exer-

cises. It is not how the creative project was envisaged to conclude. Thinking 

ahead, ideas including the recombination and exploration of sound elements 

and musical ideas developed in the wider project, tangential move to incorpo-

rate alternative creative approaches (it occurred to me to record only an im-

provised musical counterpoint to a live playback of the previous eleven com-
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positions, amongst many other ideas), and a sense that previous patterns 

should repeated consistently, all featured in thinking. Consequently, creative 

thinking was at its most cluttered of any point during the project. A balanced 

counterpoint to the openness and freedom represented by opening weeks, the 

sense of wrapping up and closing down became stifling. Leaving to one side 
discussion of aborted attempts to explore some of the clutter, confusion led to 

the need for another shortcut creative approach. It went wrong and quick so-

lutions were sought. Fragments of an improvised piano performance were 

edited quickly and framed for publication. Very quickly, and not unsuccess-

fully.  

Creative difficulty, distress, and ambivalence 

Whilst constraint was at the heart of the project process framework, es-

tablished reasonably after a successful two-hour period of creative activity in 

the opening weeks, the perceived risk of the process from an experiential per-
spective was initially confined to the potential for the dulling of enthusiasm 

or energy dependent on the wider personal and professional pressures at play 

at any given time. Failure and uncertainty being a routine aspect of the major-

ity of creative activities—the experience of perfect flow in creative practice 

more myth than reality—the level to which periods of low creative productiv-

ity or difficulty could become problematic was judged to be low. This was an 

inaccurate judgement.  

Recognising that all creative activity is framed by some form of con-

straint, however invisible this may feel during peak creative flow, without 

schema or parameter, creative activity is ultimately rendered mute and made 

invisible. Whilst creative uncertainty and dissatisfaction is a routine experi-

ence of all creative activity, there rarely being creative experiences that flow 
unimpeded by any one of multiple inhibitory factors, there are occasions 

where the boundaries collapse in on themselves and become insurmountable. 

Normally, this would simply lead to abandonment of activity and a return 

only when ready and prepared to. However, the pressure of a sense of com-

mitment to deadline, no matter what, led to remarkable creative insight. I 

found that a sense of discipline came very close, if not actually stepped neatly 

over, what had always been an invisible and unconscious process of creative 

self-protection.  

Whilst I have always sought to embrace creative risk and experimenta-

tion, even creative difficulty, I have always managed to manoeuvre myself 

away from situations of creative harm. I have experienced creative difficulty 
the developed through practice, but I had never faced inevitable creative 

struggle square in the face before. I not only knew ahead of time that the pro-

cess would be unpleasant, the thought of potential for infliction of permanent 

creative damage was even considered. There was trepidation as well as pro-

found reluctance.  
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Ephemera 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/ephemera  

 

Having anticipated and experienced enjoyment from every aspect of pre-

ceding creative events, what came as a surprise in the creative process and the 

research project, was the response to, and experience of, forced creativity. On 

one evening, the scheduled project activity was undertaken and experienced 

as the single most unpleasant compositional activity I have ever experienced. 
On a number of occasions the prospect of having to compose, produce and 

publish musical ideas under time-constrained conditions was less than wel-

comed, but on one particular occasion, this ambivalence was so acute as to 

lead to an almost creative crisis.  

It had been so long since I ‗had to‘ produce new musical material, having 

reached the point of creative activity desiring distraction or unconsciousness 

more than distracting effort as a means of treating a highly pressured and fa-

tigued mind, my first thought that evening was to defer the creative activity 

(recalibration of project activity could be undertaken subsequently, and the 

deferral of potential significance in the overall study), yet I could not shake 

the focus on the underlying keyword in this work; constraint. I realised that I 
could not recall, never mind imagine, a frame of mind less disposed to the 

generation of new musical ideas. My ability, at the point of commitment to 

the process, to appreciate creative value, never mind to generate musical 

thinking, was ground to dust. I had worked through an extraordinarily diffi-

cult week, was suffering in terms of health, and was in the midst of considera-

ble professional pressures both for my time and for my attention. Focusing 

my attention to the process of composing music at the point at which this was 

very much required, felt very much like interrupting a heart surgeon at an 

extremely delicate moment in order to tell her a joke. 

Ephemera was an unpleasant creative experience. In fact it was probably 

the most unpleasant creative experience I have ever had. I‘ve experienced 
disappointing and unproductive periods of compositional activity many times 
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before, and faced creative blocks when ideas seemed to evaporate for periods 

of time, but I have never composed music so unwillingly or ever faced the 

situation where I felt compelled to do so before. As such this was amongst the 

most unique creative experiences of this project and perhaps the most unan-

ticipated. To have spent two hours of my life doing the very last thing in the 
world I wished to do despite having complete control over the decision re-

veals either a dedication to an art, a commitment to a research project, or ab-

ject disregard for personal well being.  

The preceding working week leading up to the creative event could not 

have been more perfectly designed to inhibit creative thinking and energy at 

the designated time of creative work. From disrupted travel, physical illness, 

to wider professional challenges focusing both thinking and attention on other 

issues, and compromising energy, time, and general capacity on every possi-

ble level, accompanied by the onset of winter, near peak limitation of daytime 

sunlight hours, the wider context of creative activity could not have been 

more challenging. I simply didn‘t want to do it. More than that, I recognized 

ahead of engagement that the process would not only be unpleasant, it would 
inevitably make a difficult situation worse. It was only that point that point 

that I realized I had never composer music under those conditions before. 

With the additional commitment to the research project, I decided to engage 

with the process. I had the weekend to recover if creative damage was done.  

The process was creatively painful and revealing of entirely new creative 

experiences. Different from simply being forced to compose music, the self 

directed nature of the negative experience was akin to a painful yet self in-

flicted itch that could not quite be reached to scratch, or a tantalizing threat of 

a sneeze that does not realize that was self induced. All the while wanting to 

escape, to run away, do something else, I nevertheless stuck to the project 

parameters and attempted to get through the process as quickly as possible.  
The creative process involved every shortcut of which I am familiar. Se-

lecting generic sound sets and synthesizer settings, I simply wanted to capture 

the simplest possible patterns and structures and to turn away. To accomplish 

this, the stylistic parameters were simplified, generic percussive patterns se-

lected, and formulaic harmonic progressions developed. Nevertheless, the 

process remained arduous and unpleasant throughout. With seemingly no 

receptor of appreciation sparking on any level whatsoever, the whole creative 

process felt akin to practising taxidermy as a vegan. I felt allergic to musical 

creativity.  

I consider the results awful and these as representative of a deeply un-

pleasant creative experience. They are nevertheless presented as a unique 

insight into what the experience of unpleasant creativity like this sounds like. 
I tried to do the best as I could despite the experience. I selected an optimistic 

and hedonistic musical form, I selected and modelled patterns and conven-

tions, but floundered in a resentful way throughout.  
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Blah blah blah 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/blah-blah-blah  

 

Whilst Ephemera was a notably unpleasant and unusual creative experi-
ence, a certain degree of difficulty or distress or duress was routine in the 

majority of creative events. Indeed, as has already been highlighted, no crea-

tive process develops without uncertainty and no creative success achieved 

without some transcendence of boundary.  

BLahblahblah is an example of a track where the image was developed 

ahead of the musical creation process and creative anticipation was quite 

high. I had an almost complete musical idea worked out that resonated pleas-

ingly, for me, with the predetermined title and cover image. The distress in 

this case corresponds directly with difficulty in realising established musical 

ideas. I could hear how it should sound and feel, and I simply could not real-

ise this through the compositional process.  
Chalking this up very early in the creative process as ‗just one of those 

days‘, everything from technical problems to distractions in the working envi-

ronment seemed to occupy the foreground of attention almost immediately 

upon attempted creative focus. The selected sound environment is not quite 

right, the rhythmic feel does not quite ‗sit‘, the production balance is poor, 

and whilst wrestling with these dilemmas, other developmental ideas were 

either lost or not forthcoming as attention was increasingly drawn towards 

‗correction‘ rather than extension. Within the first few minutes of the creative 

process, corrections began to be made. This got worse.  
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Cr33p 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/cr33p  

 

Cr33p, whilst judged to be a relatively successful outcome, was neverthe-

less challenging in development. Confined particularly to certain composi-

tional and production elements, difficulties were encountered realising ideas 

precisely and effectively. These became distracting and counterproductive 

distractions almost immediately. The focus became problems and ‗not-quite-

right‘ more than opportunities and ‗what next‘. It is the composition that 

drifted furthest from the imagined ideal. I simply could not make it sound as I 

wanted, or translate ideas effectively with the materials available. 

B33p 

 
https://soundcloud.com/cj101-1/beep  

 

B33p is simply a prime example of laziness in creative practice. It was 

not an unpleasant creative experience as much as an ambivalent one. I simply 

went through the motions and it sounds like it. I got lazy and in this case, 

laziness led to creative sloppiness.  
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Creative reflection and evaluation 

―It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how 

the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have 
done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually 

in the area, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; 

who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and 

again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; 

but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great 

enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a wor-

thy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high 

achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails 

whilst daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those 

colds and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.‖  

― Theodore Roosevelt, The Man in the Arena. 

Analysis of creativity under constraint has an immediate a natural home 

in music. By almost every definition, the success or failure of musical ideas 

rests with establishing an appropriate balance between convention and inno-

vation, between predetermination and inauguration. Music, as Merker identi-

fies, is ultimately able to generate ―infinite pattern diversity by finite 

means‖ (in Deliège & Wiggins, 2006, p. 31), and represents a dichotomous 

cultural space where creative ideas are constantly renegotiated on the wave 

front of known and unknown, familiar and unfamiliar.  

Music is a significant example of the simultaneously constrained and 

unconstrained activity, with a constant push and pull, back-and-forth, be-

tween a stretch to new territory and a snap back to familiar ground, both with-

in individual practice, and correspondingly with wider cultural systems. In-
deed, citing Belker (2002), Merker (in Deliège & Wiggins, 2006), identifies 

that if novelty itself was a predominant factor in determining the quality of 

musical ideas, it would be difficult to account for the value gained from re-

turning to familiar and previously known musical ideas (p. 25). Yet it remains 

the pioneers and the innovators who become most prized and most celebrated.  

The creative peaks and troughs of the twelve creative sessions involved 

in this project were more pronounced than had been originally anticipated. 

And, as with all creativity, it is the unanticipated and surprising that often 

provides the most focused and fertile ground for interest and analysis. The 

most fluent and productive creative activity exceeded expectations, and led to 

significant periods of creative fluency and flow, whilst preconceptions and 
understandings of the baseline of creative experience and output quality was 

given cause for significant re-evaluation; the most negative creative experi-

ence being unlike anything ever experienced. Originally intending to focus 

more analytically on the musical products of creative activity, it was the ex-

perience of creative process that became the more significant factor in this 
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project. The act of musical composition providing a forensic opportunity to 

evaluate wider constraint factors inhibiting creativity and creative experience.  

As observed by Carson (et al, 2003), focusing on the relationship be-

tween latent inhibition-- the ability to ―screen from conscious awareness‖ 

unwanted stimuli--and creative achievement, whilst it is tempting to consider 
how an exaggerated focus of attention might inhibit creative thinking, reduc-

ing the opportunity for new conceptual connections to be established, evi-

dence from studies nevertheless indicate that low levels of latent inhibition 

generally correlate with high levels of creative achievement. Highlighting a 

distinction between different conceptions of inhibition through ‗effective in-

hibition‘, ‗disinhibition‘, and ‗adaptive engagement with inhibition‘ (Benedek 

et al, 2012), all forms of inhibitive experience were experienced fully during 

the course of this project.  

 

Creativity and play 
 

Human beings being notable for continuation of play into adulthood more 

than any other species (Nowell, 2016), this capacity is perhaps most straight-

forwardly explained by the copresence of cognitive and practical opportuni-

ties for play. We not only have the intellectual capacity for play, we encoun-

ter more regular and sustained periods of opportunity for imagination to wan-

der free from other distraction. This freedom leads to creativity. As soon as 

cognitive space is made available, possibilities emerge. Most are momentary, 
fragmentary, and ultimately lost, but many find ways of being captured, or 

become transferred over time into definable domains. Play and playfulness is 

the first expression and basic definition of creativity. It is the capacity to won-

der in practical and transferable ways, and the ability to capture and apply 

insight, that defines our species and accounts for all of human progress. 

The initiation of this project being driven by a simple desire to play crea-

tively and to document this process, the aims broadly focused on exploring 

the creative process of musical composition and the experience and impact of 

imposed constraints. Developing into a more focused exploration of the rela-

tionship between compositional process and outcome limited by time and 

consistency of creative space and resources, the wider circumstances influ-

encing creative activity, whatever the attempts made to shield these from 
overtly influencing the creative activity, inevitably crept in providing both the 

most destructive and most valuable influence. Seeking to play from the out-

set, it is the capacity for, and receptiveness to, play, that can be most inhibited 

by subtle factors beyond tools, space and time.  

The connection between creativity and play is widely documented and 

almost intuitively understood; it is how we become who we are. From Lieber-

man (1977), who stresses the close connection between creativity and play, 

Bateson and Martin (2013) cite examples from Nobel Prize winning scientific 

researchers (Fleming, Delbruck, Feynman), artists and musicians (Escher, 
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Picasso, Mozart), who have identified quite explicit association with play 

their work. Even, in the case of Richard Feynman, a clearly documented la-

ment at the lost memory of science as a purely whimsical and interest led 

pursuit as he reflected on the loss of enjoyment from his work (1985, in 

Bateson and Martin, 2013, p. 58), echoing factors involved in the inception of 
this project.  

Highlighting how many of the facets of play--a willingness to improvise, 

to break the rules, an openness to novelty--are integral to the very definition 

of creativity, Bateson and Martin (2013) identify ‗play‘ according to the fol-

lowing criteria: 

● ―the behaviour is spontaneous and rewarding to the individual 

● it is intrinsically motivated and its performance is a goal in itself 

● the behaviour occurs in a protected context when the player is nei-
ther ill nor stressed 

● the behaviour is incomplete or exaggerated relative to non-playful 

behaviour in adults 

● it is performed repeatedly‖ (p. 2) 

Given that only the first of the twelve creative events in the project docu-

mented here conform to the majority of these criterion, and a number align 

with none other than that referring to repetition, the presence of play was at 
best fragmentary and at least compromised for the majority of this study. This 

may well account for the entire collapse of creative motivation and fluency on 

occasions. The repetition and routine itself providing both a space for sanctu-

ary and cause itself of inhibition and almost traumatic experience when crea-

tive activity was mandated at acutely unreceptive points.  

Creativity, whether defined using Guilford‘s framework of convergence 

and divergence (1952) or Torrance‘s (1972) extended focus on fluency, flexi-

bility, and originality (Bateson and Martin, 2013), nevertheless represents the 

application of imagination in the development of definable or determinable 

outcomes, and was, ultimately, realised on each occasion of compositional 

activity in these terms. Nevertheless, the compositions characterised by high-

est levels of creative flow and peak experience corresponded directly and 
routinely to those experienced most playfully, and the less playful the activi-

ty, the lower the perceived quality of musical results in general terms as well 

as creative experience. 

Working creativity 

―Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day 

in your life.‖  

―Confucius 

Citing Stokes, Paul and Kaufman (2014) identify ―cognitive playfulness 

and cognitive workfulness‖ (p. 171) as prerequisites for successful and pur-
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poseful creative endeavour. All creative activity being constrained at least by 

some framework of convention in order to be realised and recog-

nised―compromise being necessary to conform with some level of predeter-

mined expectations―the pressure of constraint and boundary contributed to 

the development of creative insight in this project, reflecting the freedom/
constraint paradox recognised more widely (Rosso, 2014). Whilst it can be 

tempting to associate creativity particularly in the arts with unstructured and 

free activity, the imposition of boundaries and more concrete objectives can 

aid creativity. Indeed, as observed by Biskjaer & Halskov (2013), ‗decisive 

constraints‘ can themselves lead directly to innovation.  

The ‗workfulness‘, the discipline and conformity, the limits and bounda-

ries, provide both for the perfect conditions for creative insight, and a chal-

lenging environment for a sense of play. Nevertheless, the desire to transcend 

the constraints of boring or even negative constraints (to break free) can be a 

powerful, and the creativity of subversive behaviour can be reward in and of 

itself. Focusing on the intrinsic rewards and experience of different forms of 

activity, Csikszentmihalyi (2014) highlights the direct connection between 
creativity and play in the development of creative ‗flow‘ (p. 135). Play being 

the exercise and application of imagination, and imagination being simply the 

ability to ―mentally transcend time, place, and/or circumstance‖ (Taylor, 

2013: 3), the experience of flow itself is characterised by the transcendence of 

time, the perceived ease and fluency by which creative ideas and creative 

processes align, leading often to a wider experience of serenity and calm. 

Creative flow is an empowering and rewarding experience and can often 

emerge when overcoming problems as well as when dealing with perfect cre-

ative conditions.  

Creativity in music is multifaceted and undoubtedly workful in being 

domain centred and stylistically appreciable. As observed by Burnard in Ode-
na (2012), multiple creativities are present in music each subject to greater 

uncertainties of definition in the context of technologically and socially situ-

ated musical creativity. There being tensions between established cultural 

systems delineating forms of musical creativity, and the proliferation of new 

forms of collective musical creative activity, the simple involvement of net-

worked computing in creative activity creates ambiguity and uncertainty. 

Computers make everything and nothing possible simultaneously. On the one 

hand, the range of choice to too broad, distracting attention towards filtering 

of options and possibilities, on the other, the opportunity to focus attention on 

fine details and to access parameters with which to play can provide fertile 

ground for creativity and inventiveness. 

Creative pain and elevation 

The single most unusual experience of this project was that of the most 

acute creative duress. Having sought initially to ring-fence time to defend and 

protect creative space, the mandatory aspect of compositional activity on oc-
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casions became acutely stressful. Providing a stark indicator of the impact of 

wider personal circumstances on creative motivation, the experience of crea-

tive distress, whilst not an unfamiliar experience by any means, was neverthe-

less concentrated by the project parameters and consequently experienced in 

almost visceral terms.  
On one occasion in particular, the process was so precariously balanced 

on the boundary of abandonment to have created almost creative crisis. I have 

never composed music so unwillingly or found the tools at hand so inhibitory 

or unintuitive to operate. I learnt nothing, gained nothing, and produced low 

quality ideas. Only on reflection is it possible to gain any form of value in 

terms of a better understanding of creative self and the need to evaluate ap-

proaches to creative practice in the context of wider responsibilities and dis-

tractions. Distinct from the experience of ‗writer‘s block‘ (Flaherty, 2004), an 

experience familiar but not actively encountered in this project except fleet-

ingly where creative flow dipped to low levels, in general the difficulty devel-

oping pleasing musical ideas tended to correlate with periods where motiva-

tion to succeed was also extremely low. There was not so much an experience 
of frustration at difficult points, as resigned misery. At times, ‗cognitive flexi-

bility and persistence‘ (Gutnick et al, 2012) was dulled to the point of negligi-

bility.  

However, whilst perfect circumstances may not have been established at 

any point in this project, constraint and even difficulty did lead to creative 

insight and creative elevation and flow. On more successful occasions, crea-

tive elevation, or the experience by which a high degree of germinality is 

experienced in the development of musical ideas, occurred quite spontaneous-

ly, often in the face of uncertainty or even disinterest. On numerous occa-

sions, the translation and documentation of musical ideas―the programming 

of sound events and related signal processing―led to results deviating from 
that originally envisaged, but in pleasingly unexpected ways. The sensation of 

following the composition rather than dictating it is perhaps the simplest way 

of articulating the distinction between creative elevation and creative flow or 

peak experience. Whilst progress may be difficult, sometimes the musical 

ideas seem to come alive by themselves and determine their own develop-

ment and direction. Such experiences occurred in conjunction with creative 

flow and high levels of creative enjoyment, but also occurred unexpectedly 

during periods of creative uncertainty, pressure and stress.  

 

Summary and conclusions 
 

Considering the notion of creative transference, and the extent to which 

creative expertise can be translated across creative domains, initial assump-

tions about the inhibition of creativity as a consequence of the practical chal-

lenges of professional life may well be somewhat misplaced. Whilst of course 

there is an inevitable compromise over autonomy in the vast majority of pro-
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fessions and life circumstances, and consequent reduction in time available 

for many activities, personal creativity is ultimately a matter of choice not of 

circumstances. One of the most significant realisations resulting from this 

project is simply that many of the same patterns of thinking and doing I asso-

ciate with compositional activity, I also associate with approaches to other 
non musical activity. Quite simply, I have transferred aspects of the way I 

work musically into other activities, and manage to accept long periods of 

time between explicit acts of musical composition because I retain the ability 

to develop musical ideas with complete freedom, and have avenues to direct 

my predisposition towards aesthetic manipulation and communication of con-

cepts and ideas in many other areas.  

Whilst opportunities for play―creativity for creativity‘s sake―may be-

come scarce for many reasons, they never entirely disappear. As with creativ-

ity, play is a matter of choice not of circumstance, and whilst the inhibitory 

factors depressing playfulness may well be acute to the point of being insur-

mountable on occasions, there can be value in deliberate acts of play from a 

personal well-being perspective. Indeed, there simply not being the time may 
be the very reason to make time. Whilst some creative activities in this pro-

ject proved to be negative or to incorporate at least difficulty, there was in 

general benefit evident in the creative routine perceived in overall terms. 

From positive reflection of a creative event providing an obvious boost to 

mood, the background anticipation of forthcoming compositional activity also 

developed a structured framework for musical thinking and ideation. From 

aimlessly imagining musical thoughts, more focused and more playful musi-

cal thinking developed throughout the project. Perhaps most importantly, 

there was a sense of creative identity being rediscovered and reaffirmed. 

Ultimately, this project became a journey of personal rediscovery, reflec-

tion and evaluation. Whilst not enamoured by much of the resulting musical 
ideas, there are, nevertheless, a number of elements to which the prospect of 

future return is enticing. Identifying, pleasingly, that the core of my own crea-

tive being remains marked by creative optimism and confidence, when things 

did not go well, external factors remained quick to be identified and blamed, 

whilst corresponding success was routinely internalised and claimed in a very 

personal way. Even in the case of the creative low point in the project, where 

some degree of recovery was required, the experience has no substantial im-

pact on the perception of subsequent creative activity. There being no expec-

tation necessarily that outcomes would always be positive, there was never a 

fear of negative outcomes and any subsequent ‗avoidance motiva-

tion‘ (Icekson et al, 2014) stemming from this.  

Reflecting on the questions introduced earlier in this text: 

● What happens if you impose limitations on creative activity?  

Constraint is inevitable and can provide either a positive or a negative 

influence on creative activity. Limitation can also be conceived of in different 
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ways. The limitation of composing purely for piano simply opens freedom to 

focus compositional thinking in other areas, whilst the liberation of computer-

based sound resources nevertheless limits scope for simple choices during the 

creative process. Limitation necessitates adaptation and subversive approach-

es to convention in order to reach new territory. Lack of time forces speed of 
thought, lack of motivation leads to laziness, shortcutting and patterned be-

haviour, and lack of materials forces appropriation and modelling of ideas; all 

of which can lead to new ideas that may not have emerged under less con-

strained conditions. Nevertheless, impose the perfect negative cocktail of 

constraints on creative conditions, and the impact can inhibit all connection 

with creative activity and invert all usual associative experiences.  

● Why are there limitations on creative activity?  

Limitations, or at least boundaries, are necessary both to define the crea-

tive activity and to determine the framework through which it can be subse-

quently evaluated. From the perspective of this project, compositional meth-

ods returned both to familiar patterns of working and to known sound sources 

and musical language. Perhaps the ultimate limitation being that of creative 

self, whilst this is hoped to be full of as yet undiscovered possibility, the fa-

miliarity of personality, or creative idiolect, is a necessary and inevitable 

commonality in all creative activity.  

● Are creative inhibitors real?  

Beyond practical inhibitory factors, and those conceptually with potential 

to enrich as much as compromise creative activity, lie the most erosive and 

destructive; the imagined. Albeit experienced very much as an almost con-
crete cognitive barrier, the mental capacity to even open thought processes to 

creative ideas can be hugely disrupted given appropriate external pressures. 

Whilst creative flow is effortless and even rejuvenating, creativity requires 

energy to begin. Physical fatigue itself is not necessarily problematic, and 

indeed can contribute towards development of more relaxed states of mind, 

but mental fatigue can be extremely difficult to overcome with anything other 

than sleep. Consequently, whilst invisible, the most inhibitive factors encoun-

tered during the course of this project were not time, routine, or the commit-

ment to publication, but were always those related to the level of creative 

energy available. Where personal circumstances provide opportunity carve 

out time for creative pursuits, there may also need to be supplementary atten-

tion to the maintenance of creative energy and motivation.  

● What are the implications of creative inhibition?  

From a personal perspective, the implications of creative inhibition relat-

ed to the loss of motivation or even negative creative experience, are trou-
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bling. That an activity such as the composition of music could move from 

being an effortless, accessible, and relished endeavour, to become a marginal-

ised, difficult and even traumatic experience depending on the circumstances 

involved, is at least a disappointing point to reflect upon. Nonetheless, the 

affirmation experienced through more a structured compositional routine pro-
vides more than sufficient compensation. The implication of creative inhibi-

tion is simply adaptation. Solutions will be found to limit negative creative 

experience not by avoiding the activity, but by altering the process. The pa-

rameters will be loosened and a focus on rejuvenating playfulness in creative 

methods will be explored. Not for the sake of creativity, but for the sake of 

play. Whilst there may well be a close association between creativity and 

nightmares (Hartmann & Kunzendorf, 2013), to live without creative practice 

would be unthinkable. 

 

― Creative work is not a selfish act or a bid for attention on the 

part of the actor. It‘s a gift to the world and every being in it. 

Don‘t cheat us of your contribution. Give us what you‘ve got.‖ 
― Steven Pressfield (2002) 
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INTELLIGENCE AND CREATIVITY  
RECONSIDERED  

 
RICK KANTOR 

 
 

 Establishing a distinction between Creativity and Intelligence was a top 

priority in the early days of creativity research and study. Why, the argument 

went, was there a need to establish Creativity as a unique field of study if 
there was a direct correlation to Intelligence (Runco, 2007, p. 2)? Wouldn‘t a 

person‘s intelligence quotient (IQ) tell you how creative they were?  

 In fact, Getzels and Jackson‘s early research seemed to suggest that Intel-

ligence and Creativity were not clearly distinct (Runco, 2007, p. 3). Our own 

personal experiences with so-called ‗eggheads‘, as the extremely intelligent 

were called back in the days Dr. Guilford was cheering on the nascent field of 

Creativity, might have suggested the research was flawed. Those brilliant 

scientists and professors, with pen protectors in their shirt pockets, were often 

so focused on their own research that creative skills and temperaments like 

openness, flexibility, tolerance of ambiguity, and non-conformity were as 

unlikely to be found in those days as females in charge of the scientific re-
search.Thankfully, times have changed and that imperfect research of Getzels 

and Jackson has been reconsidered. The Threshold theory became the third 

rail of creativity theory, the universally accepted research results about how 

creativity and intelligence intersect (Sternberg, 1999, p. 47). It posits that a 

minimum level of basic intelligence—as measured by IQ--is required for cre-

ativity, the nexus of novel and useful, to be possible. Below an IQ of 80 there 

simply isn‘t enough brainpower to fire the creative engine. Further study by 

Sternberg, Kaufman and Pretz (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006, p. 15) found that 

‗creatives‘ seemed to have above average IQ‘s. Higher IQ‘s; however, did not 

yield higher creativity. An IQ of 120 appeared to be the maximum number at 

which greater intelligence no longer affected creativity. Simonton and Stern-

berg added that extreme IQ—up in the Mensa stratosphere of gifted intelli-
gence—was actually detrimental to creativity (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006, 

p.15). Qualifications were noted, that which aspects of creativity and intelli-

gence were being measured did affect the intelligence—creativity relation-

ship. 

 We might summarize this, as Runco does, by saying ―intelligence is nec-

essary but not sufficient for creative achievement‖(Runco, 2007, p. 7).This 

tidy consensus about the distinction between creativity and intelligence gave 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
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the green light for Creativity as a field to advance on its own: to receive re-

search funding and begin it‘s painfully slow march toward acceptance as a 

bona fide stand alone field of study; a science; a skill set that could be taught. 

This progress was less a parade than an incremental step by step fight for 

respectability from resistant academics and scientists who doubted that there 
could be rigor in such a field. To this day, skeptics are not uncommon. 

 Thanks to the pioneering, inspired, and dedicated work of Dr. E. Paul 

Torrance ways were found to test creativity along the matrices of flexibility, 

fluidity, elaboration and originality (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010, p. 418). 

The importance of Dr. Torrance‘s work cannot be over emphasized. Now 

creativity could enter the classroom, to be valued as an attribute, a kind of 

intelligence worth testing in children. If there was any downside to the seis-

mic push Dr. Torrance gave to understanding creativity, it might it be that the 

TTCT (Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking) allowed others to confirm their 

suspicions that some people are just born creative, unlike the rest of our 

‗normal‘, conformist society. A few other correlates, like the necessary intel-

ligence, were uncovered as well in our attempts to analyze this amorphous, 
ephemeral, stochastic capacity called creativity. It should be noted here that 

most assumed creativity was synonymous with ideation, originality and unex-

pected, spontaneous thought. It would be some years before other necessary 

types of creative thought would be recognized. The work of Dr. Gerard Puc-

cio (www.foursight) and Min Basadur (www.basadur) elaborated on Os-

bourne‘s Creative Problem Solving model succinctly.  They described the 

four styles of creative thought needed to maximize creative processing of an 

issue: clarifying the task, idea finding, developing the solution, and imple-

menting it. The brilliance of this theory was it gave a powerful answer to the 

majority of people who, to this day, insist, ―I‘m just not creative‖, meaning to 

say that they are not effective ideators. Every homo-sapien, at least those with 
an IQ above 80, is either creative or they‘re dead.  Ask any caveman. Or ca-

vewoman. We could explore endless other variables affecting cognition and 

creative performance. For instance, low emotionality or alexithymia seems to 

inhibit fantasy and imagination. This led Averill to conclude that creativity 

can be found on the Venn diagram where cognition and emotion meet 

(Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006, p. 205). Generosity, curiosity and motivation 

are co-factors in creativity as well, but do not appear to have a correlation to 

intelligence. This, in an abbreviated, incomplete nutshell, is the role of intelli-

gence in creativity circa 2002, the date of the Sternberg, Kaufman and Pretz 

study (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006, p. 15). 

 Then something happened. The world turned upside down, and was cata-

pulted at warp speed into the future. The digital revolution took hold on a 
massive scale. The first dot com bubble burst in 2001 only to spread its seed 

further and farther as the wins of globalization found fertile fields every-

where. The Internet changed everything that had anything to do with infor-

mation: sales marketing, research, science, creativity, arts, engineering, edu-

cation, healthcare, human resources, and business. The list goes on. The pace 
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of change rendered old ways of doing things ineffective. The shelf life of 

products decreased dramatically as the need for new products skyrocketed, 

Customer tastes changed faster than lipstick colors. A new transparency al-

lowed comparative analysis, resulting in new awareness‘s and dissatisfactions 

(the Arab Spring and income inequality come to mind). Some companies, like 
Apple, managed to get ahead of the curve. They presented new satisfactions 

before we even knew we were dissatisfied: digital music that put 1000 songs 

in our pockets and suitcases, phones that were computers, and social media 

that connected us in ways we weren‘t always sure we wanted. By 2010 the 

writing was on the wall. The famous (at least in Creativity circles) 2010 study 

by IBM of 1500 CEO‘s found creativity to be the number one predictor of 

corporate success (www.03.ibm), the leading quality that HR must now add 

to the top of a list that included TQM, Six Sigma, Lean, GTD and productivi-

ty, EQ emotional intelligence, to name a few. For anyone familiar with 

Bloom‘s taxonomy or Maslow‘s hierarchy, IBM only confirmed what we 

already knew: creativity is actualization at its peak, whether individual or 

organizational. To the extent we are creative with novel and useful expres-
sions of products, services and relationships of every kind, we are maximiz-

ing our ability to be generative, happy, and, to the applause of shareholders at 

stockholder meetings, profitable. All Hail Creativity and Innovation! Perhaps 

it is my own contrarian streak or those creative qualities within me that like 

complexity and ambiguity, resisting premature closure for neat answers after 

having won the hard fought battle for creativity‘s ascendancy and respectabil-

ity. But I find myself the unlikely voice asking, ―What about Intelligence? 

Perhaps the nature of intelligence and of knowledge has changed and so too 

its relationship to Creativity?‖ Do we need to know more today to be intelli-

gent enough to be creative? Does that magical 120 IQ number need to be 

ratcheted up as our knowledge now doubles every 12 months soon to be eve-
ry 12 hours? (www.industrytap.com)The corollary to this question opens the 

gate to trot out another old Creativity warhorse: is creativity domain specific 

or domain general (Baer in Kaufman & Stern, 2010, pp. 321-341)? Are there 

creative skills, processes and personality constructs that extend beyond do-

main borders that render an individual a ‗creative‘? Or do we need to be more 

deeply immersed in the industry to have the technical, state of the domain 

knowledge to be able to know what both novel and useful look like?  

 To use colloquial language, is creativity ‗thinking outside the box‘, or 

inside the box? Or as Chris Bilton suggests, do we need to be on the edge of 

the box (Bilton, 2007, p. 6)?Today‘s organizational approach that cleverly 

avoids having to enter into this Mobius strip of a question is the almighty, 

collaborative team. Rather than telling HR they must roundup a stable full of 
modern-day Renaissance (Wo)Men, modern day da Vinci‘s who are as bril-

liant intellectually as they are creative and artistically talented, companies 

today buy conference tables and surround them with a team of specialists. No 

one person today can possibly embody the requisite depth of knowledge in 

any specialty within a field and still have time to eat and exercise, let alone 
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achieve mastery in other areas of knowledge.  As Aaron Shields smartly ob-

served, the team is today‘s Renaissance (Wo)Man (www.cultbranding)This 

suggests to me that new heights of intelligence—that amalgam of many intel-

lectually intense, specialized types of knowledge—are needed to produce the 

novel and useful ‗stuff‘ we call creative. But, does all that heightened intelli-
gence have anything to do with creative aptitude? Or are you surrounding that 

table with geniuses in their specialized fields (if not overall IQ scores)—

whose heightened intellects are, as Sternberg discovered, limiting their crea-

tive capabilities (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2006, p. 15)?This question is intensi-

fied by the speed at which the world rotates now (this is of course, a symbolic 

metaphor only, unlike global warming) which threatens to topple it from its 

axis! Consider the unfortunate timing of Einstein, the first name on the genius 

list for most of us. Even in his own time, way back in the 20th-century (or ―the 

19‘s‖ as some millennial‘s refer to the last century) his genius couldn‘t keep 

up with the changing Domain. His intellectual genius was in field theory 

physics. But when the field moved on to quantum-mechanical theories of 

matter he was left behind like a gas guzzling Cadillac in an era of Tesla elec-
tric cars.How de-motivating this must have been for Mr. Einstein: genius one 

day, yesterday‘s news the next. At least he had a good long run leading the 

field. How long do you suppose that supremacy could last today? Since moti-

vation has been unequivocally shown to be a critical factor in creative perfor-

mance, thanks to the work of Dr. Amabile (Ruscio & Amabile, 1999, p. 2), 

how do we sustain intrinsic motivation in our teams, our organizations, and 

ourselves in the face of such a rapidly changing field?  

 How do we use today‘s information overload and rapid pace to build a 

systemic, sustainable architecture of creative accomplishments? What type of 

structure can effectively process all the information we need to maintain our 

organization‘s market dominance amidst the seeming chaos? How can we 
retain our diverse, specialized, and motivated teams that can find opportunity 

in constant change?Pondering the scope of this problem, a triangular shaped 

diagram took shape in my mind. I call it: 

 
 

“The 3 Scopes of Organizational Intelligence”: the telescope, the microscope 
and the kaleidoscope. 
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The Microscope: Intelligence today is highly specialized in every field. The 

technological knowledge requirements alone disqualify most people over 50. 

Over 40? 30? This is unlikely to reverse itself—although robotics solutions 

(such as those being used in surgery) may be our required assistants. Our 

workers will be schooled not as generalists (goodbye liberal arts, as we‘re 
already seeing) but as niche experts. There simply isn‘t enough time to master 

more fields of knowledge. This kind of silo-ing could well produce its own 

Tower of Babel within our companies, in spite of free cafeterias encouraging‖ 

weak ties‖ and informal networks; or the clever positioning of restrooms to 

force cross-fertilization among our specialist worker bees in need of a bio 

break. The Kaleidoscope: these are our creative generalists, individuals who 

see commonalities where others don‘t. They are the bridges, the connectors, 

the ‗zero-gravity thinkers‘ (Rabe, 2006, p. 59). They are the artists, the provo-

cateurs, and the Technicolor generalists in a black-and-white world of speci-

ficity. If they don‘t exist within your company, import them! These are the 

minds that catalyze, synthesize, generalize, open eyes, de-compartmentalize, 

resize and revise. Although their intelligence is likely above average, their IQ 
numbers probably hover around they‘re bowling scores at a modest 110 to 

120! 

 Invoking the Japanese proverb, ‖You can either dig one hole 50 feet deep 

or 50 holes 1 foot deep‖ these creative kaleidoscopic folks finished digging 

their 50 holes long ago. With new shovels, they‘ll continue to dig into fresh 

soil—while our  ‗microscopes‘ keep tunneling deeper and deeper. Putting the 

Kaleidoscope and the Microscope together can yield fantastically creative 

results… that are sometimes not at all useful. Or their creation may be obso-

lete before it‘s completed. Enter…The Telescope: (or if the silo effect in your 

organization is especially intense this may need to be a Periscope!). Accord-

ing to the Oxford dictionary the telescope ‖is designed to make distant objects 
appear nearer, containing an arrangement of lenses or of curved mirrors and 

lenses, by which rays of light are collected and focused and the resulting im-

age magnified‖ (www.oxford dictionaries). If the taxi industry had a tele-

scope, UBER wouldn‘t have a valuation today of $62.5 billion (www.wired); 

the New York Times would have a Buzz Feed division, and Hollywood 

would be the world‘s biggest video game designer. 

 The telescope, like the microscope, is a conduit of intelligence but strictly 

focused outside the organization, not only at the rest of the domain but also to 

the world at large. It can focus on the competition but if it‘s doing its job 

spotting trends and capturing more global forces and intelligence there is no 

real competitive threat.  

  Futurist Faith Popcorn (www.faithpopcorn) is a high-powered telescope. 
Long before there were personal computers or the Internet of information, 

Ms. Popcorn‘s teams were calculating the column inches in local newspapers 

devoted to new topics. This rudimentary technique allowed her team to quan-

tify what consumers would be caring about tomorrow. If this sounds massive-

ly antiquated, it is in tool only, not in the essential nature of its information. 
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For creativity and intelligence to work synergistically to anticipate tomor-

row‘s needs and build those creative solutions, telescopes and futurists need 

to be beaming continuous feeds of information. Transforming that infor-

mation into tomorrow‘s novel and useful products and services is the five-

step task of your organization.  
 This is best described by productivity expert, best selling author and in-

formation visionary David Allen (www.getting things done): 

 Capture-collect what has your attention 

 Clarify-process what it means 

 Organize—put it where it belongs 

 Reflect-review frequently 

 Engage-simply doHow does an organization provide itself with this 

comprehensive external intelligence, this state of the moment 
knowledge? Just as forward thinking organizations like General Mills 

have a Chief Creativity Officer, organizations must have dedicated 

departments for global intelligence and trends (www.forbes). 

 In researching ―Chief Information Officer‖ and ―Chief Intelligence Of-

ficer‖, the results are disappointing though not surprising. These ‗telescopes‘ 

are singularly focused on events within their domain. There is even a profes-

sional group called ―Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals‖. 

Wikipedia describes competitive intelligences as ―organizational functions 

responsible for the early identification of risks and opportunities in the market 

before they become obvious.‖ The description explains, ‖Organizations which 

employ intelligence officers include armed forces, police, civilian intelligence 
agencies, customs agencies and private corporations‖ (Wikipedia, Intelli-

gence Officer).  

 Further, ―one of the major activities involved in corporate competitive 

intelligence is use of ratio analysis, using key performance indicators (KPI). 

Organizations compare annual reports of their competitors on certain KPI and 

ratios which are intrinsic to their industry‖ (Wikipedia, Competitive Intelli-

gence). Researching the descriptors of these intelligence and information 

functions the word ‖creative‖ does not appear even once. The militaristic, 

competitive, zero-sum game approach seems to preclude the kind of infor-

mation that visionary creatives could use. This is not the telescopic scan of 

the universe that would adequately supply useful, current information to our 

highly intelligent, expansively creative teams. Intelligence is a crucial compo-
nent of creativity but it is not sufficient. Creativity is a critical capacity for 

every organization today, but it is not sufficient.  

 Real-time knowledge of the forces shaping our planetary reality, custom-

er preferences, and rapidly shifting lifestyle possibilities is necessary… but it 

is not sufficient, either. If, however, your organization is structured to inte-

grate the specialized intelligences of its human capital; it practices and pro-

motes creativity; and builds active networks of knowledge and awareness of 

the outside world that is constantly recalibrating, then you are poised for con-
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tinuous reinvention and success.  This is the kind of creativity that is both 

systemic and sustainable. 

 The relationship of Creativity and Intelligence has been an essential ques-

tion to be grappled with ever since 1950 when Dr. Guildford‘s address to the 

Psychological Association launched renewed efforts to build a bona fide field 
of Creativity study (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010, pp. 416-417). Today, more 

than ever, our organizations‘ abilities to integrate Creativity and Intelligence 

ubiquitously into everything they do will determine their ability to thrive as 

they continually reimagine their missions in a fast changing world. 

 My name is Rick Kantor and I live to see creativity happen in the world. 

Our workplaces and schools can be the incubators for great flights of thinking 

that can be tomorrow‘s innovative successes.  

 Creativity and entrepreneurship have been the twin passions of my life, 

which if you live long enough and productively will be called a career. I‘ve 

learned a few things along the way, which I‘m privileged to share now 

through teaching, consulting, workshops and speaking. My Masters in Crea-

tivity and Innovation from Drexel University in 2015 was preceded by a Fine 
Arts BFAdegree from Sonoma State University in California and a Bachelors 

in Psychology and modern dance from Oberlin College. Currently, I‘m 

thrilled to be an adjunct instructor for Creativity in the Workplace for Drexel 

University graduate students and undergraduate entrepreneurs. 

 I‘ve designed products for the gift, novelty and stationery market, started 

lifestyle furniture stores in New York City, ran my own faux-finish decora-

tive painting business in New York; served as a marketing and business con-

sultant to David Allen, best-selling author of, ―Getting Things Done‖. My 

1991 start-up company, Pony Express Creations, Inc. achieved that rare 

‗American Dream‘ success story of creating a single, best-selling product, 

with no money or business degree, and growing it into a successful interna-
tional business. As the leading manufacturer of original novelty headwear, 

Halloween products and wigs, we manufactured iconic designs for every ma-

jor theme park worldwide, and designed the first hat collection for 

Cirque du Soleil. 

 I live north of San Francisco with my husband and labradoodle, am a 

qualified yoga practitioner and teacher, currently enjoy cross fit; I‘m an avid 

art enthusiast, maker, and collector; for a time produced Broadway musical 

theatre. I currently serve as Secretary of the American Creativity Association. 

My purpose is to be a catalyst for tomorrow‘s creative products services and 

companies. I know that your creativity is as critical to the survival of the 

planet as it is to building a thriving organizational culture and a vibrant ful-

filling life. 
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LEARNING CREATIVELY IN A STUDENT-
MANAGED FUND 
 

MAURA ANN DOWLING 
 

 

Abstract 

The Archway Investment Fund (AIF) at Bryant University was designed to 

blend financial theory and practice in an undergraduate program where stu-

dents managed $500,000 which has now grown to just over $1mil. Finance is 

easy to teach from a strategic standpoint. However, to activate a creative and 

differentiated awareness on the part of the student is a worthy challenge. In 
fact the students‘ earliest instruction of finance has to be overcome for this to 

happen. Applying a creative learning process where the answers to questions 

are not merely derived through mathematical operations but rather inquiry, 

individual concerns and communal structures takes both Archway finance 

classes into zones of ambiguity that surprise and delight students and faculty. 

This paper will detail learning practices and outcomes of this program.  

Keywords: creativity, finance, learning, extrinsic, intrinsic, motivation 

 

The Archway Investment Fund at Bryant University—An 
Overview 

 
“Money should be of service to us, rather than rule over us.” Pope Francis 
(Fares 2015 p.68) 

 

Nestled between the state capitals of Boston in Massachusetts and Provi-

dence in its home state of Rhode Island, Bryant University is located on an 

enclosed suburban campus in Smithfield in the northeastern United States. 

Bryant is a private co-ed university comprised of the College of Business, the 

College of Arts and Sciences, and the School of Health Sciences.  One of the 

largest undergraduate concentrations for the Bachelor of Science in Business 

Administration is finance.  

When combined with the International Business program‘s finance con-

centration the Department of Finance typically graduates more undergradu-
ates than any other undergraduate program at Bryant. The Department of Fi-

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
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nance is part of the AACSB accredited College of Business at Bryant. 

AACSB is The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, is an 

international accreditation body. In AACSB‘s Eligibility Procedures and Ac-

creditation Standards for Business Accreditation it states in the January 31, 

2016 Preamble:  
The business environment is undergoing profound changes, spurred by pow-
erful demographic shifts, global economic forces, and emerging technolo-
gies. At the same time, society is increasingly demanding that companies 
become more accountable for their actions, exhibit a greater sense of social 
responsibility, and embrace more sustainable practices. These trends send a 
strong signal that what business needs today is much different from what it 
needed yesterday or will need tomorrow….In today‘s increasingly dynamic 

environment, business schools must respond to the business world‘s chang-
ing needs by providing relevant knowledge and skills to the communities 
they serve. They must innovate and invest in intellectual capital; they must 
develop new programs, curricula, and courses.  
 

In 2005, Dr David Louton, Professor of Finance, with the support of Bry-

ant University‘s administration, faculty, alumni and staff led the formation of 

an innovative undergraduate finance program called the Archway Investment 
Fund (AIF). This program educates students through learning about financial 

theory and investment practice by managing a fund of just over $1mil of uni-

versity assets. The Archway Investment Fund is a nine-credit program that 

serves as a capstone experience for students interested in asset management.  

In this program students learn the basic techniques of security analysis 

and portfolio management. Additionally, investment professionals present to 

the students and have generously made themselves available as advisors to 

the AIF faculty. The AIF students and faculty jointly interview new candi-

dates to enter the AIF program. This process admits 58 new students each 

year—29 in each of the spring and fall semesters. This is typically less than 

10% of the finance concentrators and finance minors in a given year. Appli-
cations vary in number reflecting an acceptance rate range of 35% to 50% of 

applicants. The number of applications is likely affected by the reputation of 

the program‘s selectivity.  

There are two finance course pre-requisites and one co-requisite. The 

prerequisites are Finance 201: Introduction to Financial Management and 

Finance 312: Investments. Before entering the sophomore-level Finance 201 

students will have taken Global Foundations of Organizations and Business 

100, two accounting courses and mathematics which includes basic statistics. 

A co-requisite for the first course in the AIF program is one course of: finan-

cial modelling, forecasting or financial statement analysis. 

While the AIF program was conceived by Dr. Louton as a mini-career 

experience with the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation as a like-
ly next-step, it isn‘t always the case that students will follow this path. Some 

are interested in the Certified Financial Planner® path (CFP®) and many 

others are entering the program because they are curious about the field of 
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investment management and do not yet know where their career path will 

take them.  

The AIF program is known for its selectivity and its real-world aspects 

which provide learners an experience of hands-on professional investment 

management. It is likely that some students simply enter the program to learn 
how to make money in the financial markets. In a concrete sense, if learners‘ 

mental models are challenged in the program and they are led to develop a 

shared vision then students are practicing creativity and systems thinking, 

which are holistic and truth-seeking approaches. This could make the AIF 

program more universal and less specifically vocational, which, paradoxical-

ly, can strengthen the AIF program as a vehicle for deeper learning.  

 

The Structure of the Archway Investment Fund Program 
 

While the scholastic year governs much of life on campus – AIF students 

operate with the calendar year in mind. This is the applied practice of invest-

ment management on a calendar-year basis in an academic-year institution. 

All AIF students enter through the first course called Finance 450: Security 

Analysis. Some students, based on graduation dates or other reasons, will exit 

after this three-credit class concludes. Most students will continue to the six-

credit Finance 454: Portfolio Management course where they take over ac-

tive management of over $1mil of university assets. 

 
Figure 1: Archway Investment Fund Calendar Year Structure 

 

 

Calendar Year Investment Project in an Aca-

demic Year Institution 

  

Spring Semester 

January to May 

Summer 

May to Sep-

tember 

Fall Semester 

September to 

December 

Finance 450 is Security Analysis which is 3 
credit hours. 
Admits 29 new students to the program and is 
the prerequisite for Portfolio Management.   

 
Finance 454 is Portfolio Management which is 
6 credit hours. Generally the range has been 13-
24 students in this class who have elected to 
proceed from Finance 450.  

AIF‘s Unman-
aged Period 
 

The spring 

portfolio re-

mains invested 

and/or spring 

Portfolio Man-

agement stu-

dents place 

limit orders or 

covered op-

tions as protec-

tive strategies 

as needed on 

securities in 

the portfolio. 

Succession Plan 

 

The spring 

semester‘s Se-

curity Analysis 

students now 

become the 

Portfolio Man-

agement stu-

dents and 29 

new students 

enter the pro-

gram through 

the new fall 

Security Analy-

sis course. And 

this repeats each 

semester. 
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Student Learning Styles    
 

Preparing for a specific business discipline makes intuitive sense at a 
business school for undergraduate students. Higher education is paid for pri-

vately or with student loans in the United States, so the pragmatism of busi-

ness education aimed at specific career goals can be based on personal finan-

cial considerations. However, the transformational act of becoming educated 

is not the same as targeted vocational preparation. A university education 

applied to the strategic goal of a professional designation or job may inhibit 

the students‘ deeper learning which includes feelings, values, emotions, cul-

ture and creative awareness at a minimum. And there is no reason that this 

deeper learning cannot be part of a finance practicum such as a student-

managed fund.  

There is no need for the practicum to be limited to students who want to 
make a career of investment management because that is simply a literal in-

terpretation of the practicum – it is strategic rather than creative. Perhaps this 

is not intuitive. It is, I believe, an important distinction for a financial educa-

tion program after the Dot-com and housing bubbles demonstrated how de-

structive some financial industry mental models are to society. A possible 

next step may be to explore ways to expand this type of learning opportunity 

to more than 59 qualified students per year. In addition if the AIF program is 

based on career goals, the student applicants may put themselves in a situa-

tion of stating career goals prematurely or falsely. 

Ken Bain, Ph.D. speaks of this in his book What the Best College Stu-

dents Do when he says ―Social, economic, political, and cultural forces com-

pel (college students today) to follow a surface or strategic approach to their 
studies‖ (Bain 2012, p. 258). Bain takes his readers through a differentiated 

model of three learning styles revealed from the work of social scientists and 

researchers which are summarized in Figure 2 below. Bain‘s description of 

the strategic versus deep approach provides an important connection with 

creativity. 
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 Figure 2: Learning Styles  

Learner’s 

Style 

Descriptions of the Learner’s Style 

Surface Learn-
ers 

(They) usually focus only on passing the exam, not on ever 
using anything they read (Bain 2012, p. 35-36). 

Strategic Learn-
ers 

(They) primarily intend simply to make good grades, often for 
the sake of graduate or professional school. These people will 
usually shine in the classroom and make their parents proud of 
their high marks. In many ways, they look like deep learners, 

but their fundamental concern is different. They focus almost 
exclusively on how to find out what the professor wants and 
how to ace the exam. If they learn something along the way that 
changes the way they think, act, or feel, that‘s largely an acci-
dent. They never set out to do that. They simply want the recog-
nition that comes from graduating with honors … Although 
making the dean‘s list sounds great, strategic learners seldom 
become risk-takers because they fear something new or extra 

might mess up their grade point average. Thus, they rarely go 
off on an intellectual journey through those unexplored woods 
of life, riding their curiosity into a wonderland of intellectual 
adventure and imagination. They approach college with a 
checklist rather than with any sense of awe and fascination. As 
a result, these students often learn procedurally rather than con-
ceptually, following the steps to a calculus problem but under-
standing little of the ideas behind it because they never intend to 

do so…As a result they can‘t transfer that problem-solving to a 
different example involving the same concepts. Strategic learn-
ers can plug the right number into the correct formula on a 
chemistry or physics exam, or put the right words in a properly 
constructed essay, but it all has little influence on how they 
think, act, and feel…Later in life, they may become, at best, 
what some Japanese theorists called ―routine experts,‖ learning 
all the procedures of their work but seldom becoming inventive. 

When the problems of life don‘t follow the norm, routine ex-
perts seldom adjust. They have difficulty handling new situa-
tions and rarely become pathbreakers, the people who invent 
new ways of thinking and doing (Bain 2012, p. 36-37). 

Deep Learners To take a deep approach means to take control of your own 
education to decide that you want to understand, to create some-
thing new, to search for the meaning that lies behind the text, to 
realize that words on a page are mere symbols, and that behind 

those symbols lies a meaning that has a connection with a thou-
sand other aspects of life and with your own personal develop-
ment. Such (deep learning) intentions are intertwined with moti-
vation, growing out of an internal drive but also feeding it with 
an important fuel and direction… (Deep learners) created an 
education for themselves that would make a difference in their 
own lives and thinking (Bain 2012, p. 38-39) 
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While the most effective approach for creativity is deep learning – stu-

dents and their teachers are often unaware of this intention, or the lack of it. 

In the halls of learning a conversation about ―the good students‖ may in fact  

be referring to solid strategic learners combined with a few unrecognized 

deep learners. The point of education is not to reward performance. The point 
of education is deep learning. In a subject like finance, the strategic learning 

can be unintentionally fostered through financial mathematical procedure like 

the calculus problem Bain describes above in Fig. 2.  

Learning creatively is the cornerstone of Ken Bain‘s book. And he states 

on page 6 that his book is about people who ―pursued the development of the 

dynamic power of the mind, and that end-not academic honors or simply sur-

viving college—became their primary goal‖. This is not about folks ―who 

made the grade‖. Bain wanted ―to know how people did after they left school, 

and he and Marsha Bain selected people to follow ―only if they obviously 

learned deeply and subsequently became those highly productive individuals 

who continued to grow and create.‖ (Emphasis is mine.) He continues on the 

same page:  
We sought men and women who enjoyed a challenge, whether in learning a 
new language or solving a problem, people who recognized when old ways 
would not work, who were comfortable with the strange and challenging, 
who had fun finding new solutions, and who were at ease with themselves. 

 

While this last quote is meant to describe the qualities of the individuals stud-

ied by Bain—it also provides a wonderful working definition for creatives. 

My purpose in using Bain‘s work in this paper is to contrast his description of 

learning deeply and creatively with learning strategically in finance in a stu-
dent-managed fund.  

 

Strategic Learning in Service to Differentiated Awareness 
 

Using Bain‘s descriptions we can observe that the strategic learner is 

extrinsically motivated. The motivation is the course grade, the completion of 

a checklist or mastering procedures as a tactic. In investment management the 

extrinsic motivation can be an absolute return or return relative to a market 

index. The investment policy of the AIF program thus far has been to beat the 
benchmark of the S&P 500 index on a risk-adjusted basis. The risk-

adjustment is not specified – it could be on a stand-alone basis or a relative 

basis. Deeper learning here can be comparing different forms of risk, how 

they are derived and what their shortcomings are versus long-term intrinsic 

value of the portfolio holdings. The strategic teacher and student may be sat-

isfied with performance. Deeper learning would go beyond performance – 

and indeed would at times require underperformance. A bubble in the stock 

market is when the prices of certain assets outpace their true intrinsic value. 

Ironically, being wrong with the market is more comfortable socially than 

being different from the market. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) 
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theorizes that the study of individual companies, in general, cannot lead to 

returns that beat the market (Horan et al. 2014, p. 6). 

This EMH theory is a recipe for surface learning and what can, by exten-

sion, be termed surface investing. This has already been challenged by War-

ren Buffet in a particular theory and practice debate held at Columbia Univer-
sity in 1984 (Hagstrom, 2014, p. 155-156). This is important reading for stu-

dents of finance who are willing to traverse from strategic learners to deep 

learners. Finance is a language which borrows from mathematics and yet they 

are distinct subjects. Mathematics is older and more expansive. Logic in theo-

retical mathematics holds that if there is an exception to a statement, then the 

statement is not true. While in finance, like economics, this rigor is mitigated 

by the social system qualities permitting anomalies to theory without actually 

invalidating the theory.  

The earliest finance instruction in university is based on the mathemati-

cal modelling of time-value of money. Whether through a brief history of 

finance and the work of John Burr Williams (Hagstrom 2014, p. 65) or Irving 

Fisher (Horan et al. 2014, p. 135) the calculation of present value and future 
value of financial assets is the cornerstone of finance.  Next studied is the 

relationship between the timing, size and risk of cash flows used to calculate 

values. In seeking to create a concentrated mathematically-based curriculum, 

reliance on quantitative assessment may foster surface and strategic learning 

unintentionally. This is due to the idea that when mathematics is applied there 

is one right answer, one right technique. And this is simply not true. An enor-

mous amount of judgment and reflection is part of valuation. It is not merely 

formulaic. This is where the concept of routine experts used by Bain is apt for 

finance.  

Famed investor Warren Buffett and his business partner Charlie Munger 

are deep learners. They blend mental models in their life and work 
(Hagstrom, 2014, p. 142-143). Reading about Buffett and Munger opens the 

door for finance students to begin to gain a differentiated awareness of their 

own extrinsic motivations, cultivate intrinsic convictions and fan their innate 

curiosity.  After all, performance is not evidence of deep learning. Intrinsic 

motivation is. 

 

Creative Structure by Robert Fritz  
 

In Robert Fritz‘ creativity model A-2-1-3-B he intentionally marks the 
―not workable‖ with the back-step from 1 to 2 (Fritz, 2014). A is current real-

ity—the goal is truth about current reality at any time. And the movement—  

what he terms the ―path of least resistance‖ is the path created by holding the 

structural tension of the truth (current reality) and the vision for the creative 

process at ―B‖ which is distinctly contrasted with ―A‖ through a number of 

stages of development—including forward movement (workable) and back-
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wards movement (not workable). This is a simple and profound symbolic 

abstraction of the creative process. 

Systems thinking expert and author Peter Senge refers to Fritz‘ work as 

supportive of personal mastery going beyond competence and skill (Senge, 

2006, p. 131). The creative life is lived not through reactivity. It is intrinsical-
ly motivated and created. This meshes with Bain‘s description of the deep 

learner.   

This doesn‘t mean that competition is shunned. Winning or competing is 

agreeably embraced—it is not however the reason for creating (Fritz, 2014). 

Creating is the reason. And a ―win‖ is simply an outcome rather than a goal. 

To shape oneself or one‘s project to win is strategic and extrinsically motivat-

ed. This is incredible learning for a university business student in an asset 

management project like the AIF. It permits creative risk-taking with learning 

combined with reflection through the differentiated stages of Fritz‘ model. 

Portfolio management is about framing the future in contemplation of the 

past, while remaining open to the truth about current reality. When managing 

a portfolio, the manager will review the past, seek to be truthful about the 
present and reasonably forecast the future value of the assets which comprise 

the portfolio holdings.  And this system is creative and truth-seeking as ex-

pressed by Robert Fritz (Senge, 148). Here is what this model looks like ap-

plied to portfolio management: 

We are at point A (present) and wish to move to point B (a vision about 

the portfolio), and we move there by steps of contrast which take us forward 

and backward through structural tension in relation to B: 
  

 
Figure 3: Robert Fritz‟ Model of Structural Tension 

 

In this model, steps are taken and the AIF student arrives at 1. In a dedi-

cation to truth, new information may make the student realize that they are at 

2 (not as close to B as thought at 1). The movement from 1 to 2 is still pro-

gress because it is part of the system structure of moving toward the vision of 
B. From 2 (through dedication to truth about current reality) the student 

moves to 3. And with a deeper understanding of what is workable and not 

workable (movement of higher or lower contrast with B) the student arrives at 

B. B may be partly dictated by a constraint such as a due date for a presenta-

tion. Nonetheless the student recognizes that contrast with where they are and 

where they want to be creates the tension they must learn to hold. What 

drives the movement from A to B is what determines whether or not the 

learning will be strategic or deep.  

 

A ----- 2 ----- 1 ----- 3 ----- B 
A ========================== B 
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Beliefs get in the way of movement from A to B. An example might be 

―a talented person can get to B, and I am not talented‖. Fritz calls this a con-

cept (Fritz, 2003, p. 176). And the skill of creating he argues lies not in at-

tempting to change concepts or beliefs but rather with the practice of placing 

your attention on what you want to create. In Fritz‘s words: 
Often in life, our aspirations outpace our abilities. When this is the case, the 
issue is not you or your beliefs but your level of skill. So, by developing 
your skills, you will eventually be able to accomplish your goals. When 
your aspirations outpace your abilities, as you engage in the process, there 
will be moments when you will fail. There will be moments when you look 
like a blithering idiot. If you make the subject matter you rather than your 
current ability, you would not be as honest as you need to be when you are 

bad at something. What is the reason you look so bad? Is it some deep-
seated negative belief? Or is it the simple truth that your aspirations are 
larger than your current ability, and you need to learn how to be competent 
(Fritz, 2003, p. 154). 
 

When I taught the AIF Finance 454: Portfolio Management class from 

January 2012 through December 2013 I had very little experience teaching 

undergraduate students who did not have the conceptual depth of my post-

graduate professional CFP® students. The undergraduates, in general, are 

more willing to embrace mathematical modelling while less willing to ex-
plore its meaning. And the CFP® students were more willing to explore the 

meaning, yet terrified of the notation and operation of mathematical symbols. 

I needed to grow as a teacher to teach undergraduates.  

What I noticed with the undergraduates was they wanted to ―beat the 

benchmark‖ or didn‘t believe it was possible. In beating the benchmark they 

were happy with a small margin of risk-adjusted return in excess of the 

benchmark as proof of a major accomplishment. And this is after managing 

for just three months. The benchmark was the extrinsic master of the AIF 

program. Indeed this was the stated purpose in the AIF policy. 

In 2013, in each of the spring and fall semesters a young student asked to 

speak with me after class. The question they both asked was simple: ―Is beat-

ing the benchmark even possible?‖ I am not sure it is the right question in the 
way it is framed as ―the dragon a knight must slay‖. In both cases it seemed 

to me that learning the power of principal protection in asset management 

was more important. To each of these students I gave a riddle – look at the 

performance of the S&P 500 and look at the annual returns over at least a five 

year period (this would include 2008 and 2009 at that time). Then model an 

investment of $1,000 in those returns sequentially on an annual basis. Then 

come up with another sequence of five year returns that would average a low-

er return but in fact return more money than the S&P 500 sequence.  

By the time they came back a week later they practically bounced into 

class with the mathematical principal they saw: for every 1% you lose, you 

need more than 1% positive return to get back to even. Therefore, principal 
protection is the first order of business, not beating the benchmark. And not 
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losing requires the ability to express one‘s human values in forming personal 

conviction and communicating that to peers. In other words, valuation re-

quires human values. And this is where creativity comes in. When the invest-

ment problem is posed in a one-sided way such as: ―beat the benchmark on a 

risk-adjusted basis‖, the word ―beat‖ is the strategic term that reduces the 
student‘s ability to express their human values in a way that makes education 

transformational. Figure 4 is a simplified model of what these two students 

learned and shared with their fellow portfolio managers: 

 

 
Figure 4: Returns Example 

 

Notice above that the average annual return for ―lose 50% and gain 

100%‖ is 25% and yet no money is made for the investor. While in any of the 

other three scenarios, the average return is significantly less than 25% and yet 

the return is above the initial amount invested. Compounding returns will 

encompass this result, but for undergraduates, these nuances are not picked 

up by strategic learners.   

This is even more important when the benchmark becomes the extrinsic 

ruling concept that forces extreme limits on the students‘ own visions for 

managing the portfolio. And this makes the learning system strategic, rather 

than deep. As the student seeks to move toward a vision of ―beating the 
benchmark on a risk-adjusted basis‖ the tension on the early inculcation of 

the mental model of market efficiency is increased and powerlessness sets in. 

This is also a challenge for academic faculty members who hold this tension 

system in their minds. Based on academic research the students and faculty 

believe they are powerless to beat the benchmark, and yet the vision in the 

AIF policy is ―beating the benchmark on a risk-adjusted basis‖. The tension 

this creates for the students is Robert Fritz‘ oscillating structure (Fritz 2002, 

p. 144): 

 

Invest 
$1000 
and sus-
tain this 

loss: 

And here is 
what you have 
after period 1: 

And then with this 
return you will 
come close to 
regaining your 

loss: 

After the loss and 
sequential gain 
here is the period 
2 value: 

Then the 
average annu-
al return for 
periods 1 and 

2 is this: 

Lose 5% $950 Gain 6% $1,007 .5% 

Lose 
10% 

$900 Gain 12% $1,008 1% 

Lose 
25% 

$750 Gain 34% $1,005 4.5% 

Lose 
50% 

$500 Gain 100% $1,000 25% 
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A 

====================================================================

 B 

 
Figure 5: Oscillating Structure of Robert Fritz 

 

In an oscillating structure finance students can spend the three month semes-

ter not realizing they can ―create something new‖ as Ken Bain says in his 

deep learning description from Figure 2. Peter Senge outlines Robert Fritz‘ 

three strategic thinking traps which maintain or reinforce the above oscillat-
ing structure (Senge 2006, p. 146-7). Here the thinking traps are applied to a 

student managed fund:  

 

1. Allow the vision to erode. This involves moving the vision goalpost back 

toward the center to reduce the tension it creates on the powerless belief 

that you can‘t have what you want. The conclusion on the part of the 

student is that you cannot really beat the benchmark.  

2. Create artificial conflict through negative motivation. This can happen 

through repeatedly changing asset allocation policy to ―protect‖ the port-

folio performance from either students or teachers with different invest-

ment management philosophies as the project matures. The underlying 

structure will still create oscillation through an extrinsic goal rather than 

a higher purpose orientation. 

3. The use of willpower to attain the vision. This yields a short term push 

and a celebration on the goal of beating the benchmark while not focus-

ing on the transitions between teams of portfolio managers who each 

influence the portfolio system long term. The unintended consequence is 

―willpower leaves the underlying system of structural conflict unal-

tered.‖ (Senge 2006, 147)  

 

Belief: “You can‟t have what you 

want” 


==========================
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============================
 

Tension that resists movement from 

A to B 
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tained and meaningful way. 
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to B 

 

Students’ vision is anchored extrinsi-

cally  

 

 

Vision is shaped extrinsically in con-

templation of  ―beating a benchmark‖ 
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The equilibrium of the above oscillating structure is in the middle and the 

final contrast created between A and B is low (or negative!). None of Fritz‘ 

three thinking traps above will represent deep learning – they are all forms of 

strategic learning in an oscillating structure. 

What change can be made to the underlying structure of the oscillating 
system? This is what Fritz calls an ―advancing system‖. And in the case of a 

student managed fund like the AIF it would look like this: 

 

 
Figure 6: Advancing Structure of Robert Fritz 

 

When an AIF student moves past extrinsic motivation for selecting a 

company or an Exchange Traded Fund for purchase in both AIF classes, they 

are invited to re-frame their thinking. Now, as a teacher I have a shot at help-

ing students see the art of finance as larger than the science of measurement 

of discounted cash flows, or volatility metrics. Those tools do not recede into 

the background – instead the whole reason for using the science of measure-

ment and estimation shifts to an intrinsic goal for the student: their shared 

values expressed and their learning serves this human intrinsic motivation 
cultivation. As they express their intrinsic values in an area where they 

thought they were limited to an extrinsic market and/or volatility measure 

they are transformed by this mental model of the advancing structure. If they 

see the beauty of their values as important, the questions mount and naturally 

the transformation of the student‘s inner awareness through hands-on reflec-

tive practice in finance education. This cultivates shared vision among the 

student portfolio managers. Peter Senge says this about motivation through 

shared vision: 
Shared vision fosters risk taking and experimentation. When people are 
immersed in a vision, they often don‘t know how to do it. They run an ex-
periment. They change direction and run another experiment. Everything is 
an experiment, but there is no ambiguity. It‘s perfectly clear why they are 
doing what they are doing. People aren‘t saying ―Give me a guarantee that it 

Student 

Portfolio 

Managers 

Vison 

A 

=======================================================

= B 

The con-

trast be-

tween A 

and B is 

incremen-

tal and 

expands 

as skills 

and 

shared 

vision 

develop 

Tension assists movement from A to B based on intrinsic values and skill 

development of learners. Both students and faculty acknowledge they are both 

learners and both teachers. 

 

 

Vision is shaped by identifying and expressing the students‘ shared values 

about long-term investment intrinsic quality. Skill development serves the 

shared vision. Each outgoing portfolio management team shares with the 

incoming portfolio management team to consciously develop AIF culture.  
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will work.‖ Everybody knows that there is no guarantee. But the people are 
committed nonetheless (Senge 2006, p. 195). 

 

The advancing structure has tension resolved without the powerlessness. As 

Senge says, success is not guaranteed. And as Bain says the deep learner cre-

ates something new through internal motivation (Bain 2012, p. 39). Inquiry 

naturally evolves in service to the vision where the teacher is also a student 

and the students are also teachers. In this way the AIF students create com-

munity through deep learning and shared vision. 

When the oscillating structure is identified and the advancing structure 

revealed, this combination, with readings and experiences, fosters new and 

unexpected ideas. When the students come into the AIF many of them hold 
ideas about transactions rather than long term investments. After they read 

about different approaches to investing, explore the idea of being part of an 

organization when they are an investor and complete a company site visit of 

their choosing they begin to see the AIF and their part in it differently. A 

number of tasks are given to be worked on in small groups or pairs with an 

opportunity to redo the exercises as new learning occurs. They become com-

fortable with ambiguity. They look forward to mentoring new students in the 

program. They support one another‘s learning and are willing to ask challeng-

ing questions in a kind and thoughtful way. They are changing from strategic 

learners to deep learners without that particular vocabulary. They become a 

learning community. This is delightfully unexpected by them. It wasn‘t what 

was on their mind coming into a student-managed fund. 
 

Creative Learning in Finance – AIF Practices and Outcomes  
 

―Thinking is that cool faculty which brings clarity and objectivity—but 
provides no valuing; sensation describes the physical world—but provides 
no valuing; intuition suggests a wide range of possibilities—but provides no 

valuing. Only feeling brings a sense of value and worth; indeed, this is its 
chief function. Without feeling there is no value judgment. To lose one‘s 
feeling function is thus to lose one of the most precious human faculties, 
perhaps the one that makes us most human. We can understand the term 
feeling more accurately if we define it as the capacity to value or give worth 
to something.‖ (Johnson 1993, p. 3-4) 

 

In 2015, Dr Asli Ascioglu, Professor of Finance at Bryant became the 

new coordinator for the Archway Investment Fund. She is opening up the 

program to environmental, social, and corporate governance investing (ESG). 

This aligns with the AACSB Accreditation Standards mentioned earlier. 

While benchmarking is part of the investment education process the students‘ 

deep learning takes precedence over fund performance. She invited me to 
teach the first course in the AIF program, Finance 450: Security Analysis, for 

this academic year. Helping students transition from regular university classes 

to the AIF is quite different from working with students who have already 
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been in the program for a semester. This is the class where valuation of publi-

cally-traded companies is the cornerstone of the curriculum. Creating the con-

text for valuation in terms of the markets, stocks and bonds as well as the 

cultivation of conscious conviction for buying, selling and holding securities 

is an opportunity for deep learning. Once again I am back in the learner‘s role 
as a teacher. Student outcomes are described within my learning-teaching 

journey below.   

 

Portfolio Management: January 2012 through December 2013 
 

When stepping into the role of teacher of the second AIF course Finance 

454: Portfolio Management, I learned by listening that the students wanted to 

buy only individual company stocks. The portfolio turnover was low as they 

took on the challenge of forming group objectives and opinions about busi-
ness values, and macroeconomics. They considered how each company fit 

together and how each hold, sell or buy would be decided on intrinsic merits. 

As they felt their views come together they gained skill and ease in discussing 

different investment opinions. Moreover, with grace and acceptance they 

found they need not abandon their own views in the presence of differing 

opinions about the future by visiting investment professionals. (Note: ESG 

investing was not yet part of the AIF.)  

My approach was to facilitate inquiry and small steps toward a systems 

approach to managing the aggregate portfolio with a willingness to differenti-

ate the portfolio from the S&P 500 benchmark. In the fall of 2011 the ap-

proach of the AIF program was the natural starting point of dividing the stu-

dents into sector groups which were then managed as separate mini-
portfolios, each compared to a sector index in the form of an Exchange Trad-

ed Fund. The program evolved over time naturally with new guest speakers, 

student initiative and rotating instructors. 

In spring 2014 the founder of the AIF program stepped back into the 

portfolio management class and I began to reflect on my experience in the 

AIF program. I was the first financial professional (and the first woman) to 

teach in the program. It seemed that some of what made the program attrac-

tive to students could be used in earlier finance classes to deepen their con-

ceptual understanding of long-term investment in a way that brought out the 

themes of the conscious investing. That work is ongoing for me.  

 
Security Analysis: September 2015 through May 2016 
 

My first task for this new class was to find a book that would be informa-

tive and provide a useful curriculum structure. I also wanted the book to be 

approachable and practical. Strategic Value Investing: Practical Techniques 

of Leading Value Investors by Stephen M. Horan CFA, Robert R. Johnson, 

CFA and Thomas R. Robinson, CFA is enjoyably readable by the AIF stu-
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dents. This book gives a historical overview of the field of valuation includ-

ing the structure of time-value of money, Benjamin Graham, and his most 

famous student, Warren Buffett. The book does not go into ESG investing— 

however as a student of Buffett—the background on his investment approach 

gave me the platform to discuss corporate governance which has been a key 
focus for him. Then, with other materials and program speakers this topic of 

ESG investing has been extended.    

My next step was to ask the students to consider a business as an organi-

zation that matters to its local community and see beyond the idea that you 

could harvest a price movement in the market. For the first time in the AIF, 

students were required to do their own company site visits. And in the spring 

semester the students are required to do two—one of which must be an ESG 

company. Some students in the fall semester approached the site visit as an 

intriguing idea and some approached it quite passively. In the final presenta-

tion last semester, the students who I thought had approached it the most pas-

sively actually chose to speak about it at their final presentation. They made 

the analogy that if you buy a house, you would take a tour of it—so why not a 
company? The ―intangibles‖ of organizations seem to be coming alive for 

them. No longer is a stock just a slip of paper or a digital blip on a screen. 

The final presentation for the first AIF class is new. It served as an orientation 

for entering AIF members and also included snacks from two different com-

panies—one ESG and the other not. The learning outcomes for this presenta-

tion are consolidation of learning gains, sharing of a learning orientation, cre-

ating a shared vision and a significant workable step toward the major presen-

tation they will do as portfolio managers in the next class. 

A significant transition in the students‘ thinking about transactions versus 

ownership came about as they read Warren Buffett‘s writing about his mis-

take in continuing to hold the New Bedford, Massachusetts‘ based company 
Berkshire Hathaway in 1964 (Buffett 2014, p. 24). Then Buffett contrasted 

his investment mental model gleaned from his teacher Benjamin Graham to 

the later influence of Charlie Munger in helping him continue his evolution as 

an investor (Buffett 2014, p. 26). The Buffett writings are the most popular 

reading assignments. We also sampled chocolate from See‘s Candy and read 

about how Buffett almost missed making this ―wonderful‖ business acquisi-

tion (Buffett 2014, p. 27). I was happy to highlight a company begun by a 

woman—Mary See. In the second semester, I gave out the See‘s chocolate 

earlier—to accompany the site visit assignment. My learning continues as I 

observe the students‘ growing curiosity. And as they begin to express their 

investment values their self-consciousness melts away. 

At each stage of the first AIF class students are referenced to where we 
are in terms of the five disciplines of systems thinking below (Senge 2006, p. 

381-387): 
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Figure 7: The Five Disciplines Applied to Security Analysis 

 

A Natural Critical Learning Environment 
 

Ken Bain arrived at six major conclusions about teaching of which I am 

going to mention the one that most stirred me to reflect on my teaching in 

finance in general and in the AIF program specifically:  
While the methods vary, the best teachers often try to create what we call a 
―natural critical learning environment.‖ In that environment, people learn by 

confronting intriguing, beautiful or important problems, authentic tasks that 
will challenge them to grapple with ideas, rethink their assumptions, and 
examine their mental models of reality. These are challenging yet supportive 
conditions in which learners feel a sense of control over their education; 
work collaboratively with others; believe that their work will be considered 
fairly and honestly; and try, fail, and receive feedback from expert learners 
in advance of and separate from any summative judgment of their effort. 
(Bain 2004, p. 18) 
 

The Five Disciplines Applied to Security Analysis 

 
1.  Personal Mastery: Revisit the mathematical structure of discounted cash flow, 
and begin the practice of application through absolute valuation and relative valua-
tion with reflection. Estimation takes time. Introduce Fritz‘ creativity model of A to 

B. 
 
2. Mental Models: Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), Capital Asset Pricing Model 
(CAPM), exploring the practices and reasoning of the long-term holding period of 
Warren Buffett. Investigating market history. Growth and value investing styles. 
Create an atmosphere of multiple mental models. 
 
3. Building Shared Vision: Learning the views of the current AIF PM‘s and then 

having the new students determine where they agree and disagree reflectively until 
they write their own views to guide their management period. They develop their 
own investment objectives to put into practice as a group of future portfolio manag-
ers. They write their definitions of surface, strategic and deep investing intentions 
mirroring Bain‘s learning style definitions. This opens the way to include the im-
portant intangibles like ESG according to their interests. 
 
4. Team Learning: Rather than simply dividing the students into S&P 500 sector 

groups – pair the teams covering sectors into Contrast Sectors. Learn by contrast 
about the value drivers of multiple sectors by sharing knowledge and skill. 
 
5. Systems Thinking: Take two weeks to have students reflect on their personal 
investment interests with readings and then set aside consciously to prepare for the 
final step: work as a group of 27-29 students who come together to write an Invest-
ment Objective they are willing to put into practice together as portfolio managers.  
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Bain continues with four key points: (1) Knowledge is Constructed, Not 

Received and (2) Mental Models Change Slowly, (3) Questions are Crucial 

and (4) Caring is Crucial (Bain 2004, p.26-31).  This is the opportunity with a 

hands-on student-managed fund. Allowing students to consider multiple men-

tal models and explore what models of reality they are willing to create and 
put into practice. Time is needed, even in a short semester, to reflect on the 

models selected. Allowing students to explore the anomalies to financial the-

ory gives them the freedom to question. And providing students the oppor-

tunity to move from an oscillating structure to an advancing structure permits 

the students to put their own feelings and values into the project, which is 

priceless. The greatest act of caring is allowing students to cultivate convic-

tion, take action, draw their own conclusions and reflect on this creative and 

collaborative learning orientation. This is a viable path to discovering what is 

workable and what is not. This is sustainable creative learning that supersedes 

procedural and vocational approaches in investment education. 

   

Conclusion 
 

The key outcome of the AIF program is the practice of deep learning as 

described by Ken Bain. This is created through the use of systems thinking as 

described by Peter Senge and awareness of the underlying structures that 

Robert Fritz has termed oscillating and advancing. Strategic learning is a 

form of oscillation because it is procedural and extrinsically motivated. Deep 

learning is an advancing system. As a learner, whether student or teacher, you 

create the path through your feelings, you examine your values, create a vi-

sion and create the skills to expand the contrast between A and B. Deep learn-
ing is learning creatively. Fritz‘ creative process makes the learning transfera-

ble and truth-seeking. This is what a university education can be in a student-

managed fund.  

In the ―banking‖ concept of education ―it is people themselves who are 

filed away through lack of creativity, transformation, and knowledge‖ (Freire 

2000, p. 72). The term ―intellectual capital‖ is uninspired compared to a 

―creative practice‖.  The earth‘s environment is discussed as a silent business 

stakeholder (Mackey & Sisodia 2014, p. 139) which indicates that significant 

changes are needed globally in business and finance. This is recognized by 

the AACSB in their changes to their Accreditation Standards of business 

schools. Therefore the global challenges that require deep learning are here as 
part of our global current reality. Creative learning and recognition of deep 

learning seem to be both urgent and constructive. 
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SEVEN DECADES CRACKING THE  
CREATIVITY CODE, MANY MORE TO GO 

 
JAMES C. KAUFMAN 

 
Abstract 
 

In this commentary on the chapters, I discuss the good work being done in the 

field of creativity (both in this book and elsewhere), pointing out both high-

lights and challenges to be faced in the future.  

 

 

 In reading the terrific chapters in this volume, I am reminded of the strug-

gles and joys of studying creativity. We‘ve been tackling this topic for more 

than seven decades and we will likely still be trying to unravel and answer its 

questions for decades to come. As the chapters in this book highlight, there is 

exciting and ongoing scholarship being done both on traditional issues and 

newer approaches. 
  It‘s an exciting time to be a creativity researcher. There is some core 

agreement about how to define creativity itself, with most scholars agreeing 

that creativity is comprised of both novelty and task appropriateness (Barron, 

1969; Guilford, 1950, Stein, 1953). Sometimes we add additional components 

such as high quality (Sternberg, Kaufman, & Pretz, 2002), value (Hennessey 

& Amabile, 2010), or surprise (Simonton, 2012). Other theories extend to 

how we study creativity, such as the four P‘s (person, press, product, and pro-

cess; Rhodes, 1962) or the five A‘s (actor, action, artifact, audience, and af-

fordances; Glăveanu, 2013), or take into account level of eminence (Kaufman 

& Beghetto, 2009) or the idea of creativity across domains (Kaufman & Baer, 

2004). 
 One eternal question is how we can make ourselves or others more crea-

tive. Perhaps the topic of most interest to laypeople and the media, it is also 

the one that attracts the most speculation, quick conclusions, and unestab-

lished claims. It is much easier to say that doing something easy and effort-

less will make someone creative than to actually conduct research demon-

strating that specific techniques or exercises actually work. It is refreshing to 

read several chapters that try to empirically test the value of different ways to 

increase creativity. Pringle, Sowden, Deely and Sharma (this volume), for 

example, study how being able to shift between different types of thinking 

can increase creativity. Lennox, Wilson, and Brown (this volume) discuss the 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
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role that intuitive thinking plays in creativity. The way that constraints and 

limitations can actually increase creativity is often under looked; indeed, most 

laypeople likely think that creativity would flourish best with absolutely no 

restraints. Yet the truth is more nuanced. Brown and Wilson (this volume) 

detail the value of constraints in creativity, and Wilson and Brown (this vol-
ume) further explore how the best balance of challenge and constraints can 

lead to creative work. Azevedo, Morais, Martins, and Cramond (this volume) 

write about the Future Problem Solving Program International, a hands-on 

program for children and adolescents that boosts creativity and is rooted in 

several classic schools of thought. Finally, Donaldson (this volume) provides 

a valuable look at how common tools and techniques to increase creativity 

actually stack up against actual theory and research. 

 Despite the tendency by laypeople to assume that creativity is restricted 

to the arts, researchers know that creativity can be found everywhere. Goff 

and Guzik (this volume) discuss the many different ways and domains in 

which creativity can emerge. Patterson and Kerrin (this volume) explore crea-

tivity (or innovation) in the workplace, and Kapoor, Tagat, and Cropley (this 
volume) analyze malevolent creativity across different domains, challenging 

another traditional notion—that creativity has to be a good and benevolent 

thing. Tsai (this volume), taking a slightly different approach, examines dif-

ferent creative styles for problem solving. 

 The chapters in this book study core concepts from creativity‘s history, 

challenge assumptions about what creativity entails, and propose new ideas 

about how we might better understand and improve creativity. I am excited to 

see these chapters reach an audience. As I think about how I hope creativity 

continues to grow over the years, I look toward further expansion. Just as this 

book reflects contributions from several different countries, I believe that 

there will be more and more work on creativity from around the world. I also 
hope to see more collaborations with other disciplines. It‘s hard work, often 

requiring learning new jargon and techniques, and can be frustrating when 

essential creativity research is overlooked (or reinvented) by different fields 

that aren‘t aware of what has come before. But being able to learn from each 

other – from other cultures and other fields—can lead to exciting new per-

spectives and ideas. I have often espoused the power of academic bilinguals 

(Kaufman & Kaufman, 2015), researchers who are trained and understand 

multiple fields. Being able to ―speak‖ the language of different fields 

(whether neuroscience or engineering or business or education) is a rare abil-

ity.  

 It can be frustrating to study creativity. Scientifically valid work gets lost 

in an ocean of amusing-but-pointless activities, apocryphal anecdotes, ques-
tionable experts who can talk loudly, and misinformation. The benefits, 

though, can be amazing. Being able to help people get in touch with their own 

creativity (or even simply recognize that they are creative; Beghetto & Kauf-

man, 2007) is one of the great joys. Supporting creative people who may get 

lost in a system that values test scores and obedience is a noble cause. Find-
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ing groups of scholars who also see the importance of studying this area—  

like the people represented in this book—helps renew us and allow us to con-

tinue the good fight. It‘s been seven decades; here‘s to many more. 
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